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Statecraft Shocks New York City
by Julei MaeCoboo

mm * criel* occurs many
conservatives either ran and hide

while the left-front takes over or

min any chance they had by In-

competent action.

Not SO with STATECRAFT In

cmr last Issue you read how
STATECRAFT’S trained agitators

wrecked an auti-poUce D C city

council meeting. This month's

nekton was seen more success-

ful.

The adlon began with Inn
High School. Lane High School

It located to a while neighborhood

in New York City. This fact did

not stop New York city Liberal

teruaueratn from hunting bottles

. ofM*ol»«oLwe pnlllteeoohoolmm msMmwf of

todeeks m Arinttoaas ofRBttB
and Jewish arfraotloo. KeeBMss
to say trouble started «ts whits

.....

.
Htey had

extorted, wfette girls wereinsulted
by lewd remarks and motsstud,

and tMctwrs were beaten up to.

name }ttst some of the tratio.

Atrocious Itmgle conditions pre-

vailed at Lane.

Things finally hit a climan whan

i was too much tor the white
atHriwitfl a group of which raised
the Confederateflagon too school's

flagpole In open defiance of the

black power savages

The Liberal City administration

ordered In TO uniformed police

to Lane High, along with an tai-

dleclosed number of plain clothes-

man. These police were ordered

fit by the Liberal city officials

to protect the black power savages
from Ute rightlous revenge of the

white students The city ad-

ministration of New York would

never send In police to protect

white students from the black ter-

ror It Is only Interested In

protecting black power savages
Finally the police were forced

to arrest three students These
wen not the black power savages

who hast if and set fire to the

white teacher The three students

were white and were arrested at

the complaint of a black power
savage student, who claimed they

"threatened” Mm
Meanwhile, guilt ridden whites

tried to calm things by putting up

Sigas such as "Cool It" The lib-

erals were attackedby black power

savages While they were putting

op the algos The signs were also

destroyed.
Reactionary groups like

Y.A F and the New York Con-

servative (?) party (the new toy

of rich men's sees' like tha Buck-

ley brothers) were no where to be

seed They were probably Wring
raider their beds biting their

fingernails Statecraft bad no such

Statecraft hits e shoestring bud-

get, Which Is tnOntestmal com-

pared to grogs like Y A F and

file A C V Statecraft, however, is

(Continued on Page 4)

Who Is A Racist? by C B Baker

The word “Racist” la today

used as an abusive adjective

against anyone who does not ac-

cept the liberal totalitarian so-

cle! philosophy of guilt. On col-

lege campuses, In demonstrations.

In the legislatures, and la the

press—"racist” has become syn-

onymous with “enemy” Any de-

cent and productive cttlsen who
dares to stand up to defend man’s
right to choose Us own associates

end to maintain the safety of our

Button's streets sad reboots is

gt cnee labeled a racist. Mass
media mongers have suceeslftjly

Hdden people ’fu&ave Ifi* -

dogs reacting to a stimulus The
word 'racket’ creates a ooeUfioned

reflex of negative rejecihm with-

in the nribteef the liberally brato-

washsd public This negative re-

sponse even takes effect upon so-

called "conservatives”

The Young Americans far Free-

dom Is one of the so-called "Con-
servative'’ organizations which

is hysterical over the word

"racism” During the recent

presidential elections, they syste-

matically expelled many sup-

porters of George Wallace (whom
Y A F labeled as a racist) Like

Orwell’s 1084 and Soviet Russia,

the Liberals have managed to cap-

ture even the soul of their so-

called political opposition Y A F ,

Buckley and gang have truly swal-

lowed the Liberal definition of

racism Despite the fact that

whites are constantly subjected to

;al abuse and satire.

Cubans When Hungarian refugees

came to America they stayed with

other Hungarians, Jews rally to

tbe t-anas of Zionism and In sup-

port of Jews In foreign lends

Many Chinese live In Chinatown.

Italians associate with other Ital-

ians, etc , etc Bach ethnic group

naturally seeks out Its own kind,

tor to sameness there ttgatefo.
Most whfte people naturally as-

sociate with other white people

end most black people do like-

wise as a matter of habit. Any

attempt to fares up* group

EUWtber s* the,
‘ ‘

liberals who eoostanBy go around
denouncing “hate” art themselves
the very harbinger* of hatred and

discord of our society. The lib-

erals are, in fact, the tlggest rac-

IsUof air

Liberal racism In a per-

version of normal racism we
define normal racism as a de-

sire to associate with ore's own
kind. Liberal racism follows the

double standard that Mack Is good

and white Is evil The liberal

double standard explains the lib-

eral oppression of white people

In their dally lives Liberals

foam at tbe mouth with hatred

against any white who does net

accept their guilt-mongerlng phil-

osophy

All across America In integrated

schools we see the result of lib-

eral busing Every day white

students are robbed, beaten up
and molested wtdlB liberals casu-

ally look tbe otter way Orwell’s

totalitarian society of 19S4 Is

not far awsy ss the llherSs em-
ploy the most unbetterable form

SEWi***
caused by blacks

The liberal double standard even
goes further They give mettey

to Mack gamp to txiy guns end

dope. At the same time
the liberals try to take away gluts

from all the decent and productive
citizens In a* country.
The liberal is lull at self-hatred

tor his own group and Ids own
nation He is full of iwt* for
his enemies and be Is reedy to
surrender Ms iratioo to fin

ttetrueMtt«m«aauh

WHITE GUILT OVBRCOMS
(^

!ltf iaerifie

Ut oomph
of criminal and

Today we witness an In-

creasingly demend tor courses in

"black culture” and "black his-

tory” Black students freowntly

demand black control and Mack
teachers— In effect segregation,

but they riotously attack any wMte
person tor demanding tbe same
thing tor Ms own group The
very people who support busing

and Integration are the same ones

•who defend black segregation

iks is Immetnatety denounced

as "raclatt7!

We at giatarraft have been vili-

fied many times aa being

"racists” To us, such attacks

are meaningless On several oc-

casions when we were distributing

Statecraft, we observed a slightly

hysterical reaction an the part

of guilt- ridden readers At «e
meeting, a very disturbed and ob-

viously guilt- ridden white Y A F -

tvpe got iv and attacked one of

our gag photos as being grossly

offensive and "racist” He com-
pared It to the work of tbe late

George Lincoln Rockwell This

child was obviously suffering from

the Liberal Imposed double stand-

ard of silently accepting any abase

at the hands of Liberals, SOS
White trash, or Mack power sav-

age*—bid never counter-attacking

them for their agressions

Racism Is a preference tor one's

own group and one’s own kind

Throughout tbe world we see peo-

ple mingling with their own group,

tor fids fa the natural way of life

Look around us, we see itthrougb-

out the United states When Cu-
ban refugees come to America
they mingle and seek out other

f v ;(

tee white guilt complexes I

feet an kinds of criminal andww-
ster type action. I once knew
a girl who was n dormitory su-
pervisor

a nearby school

of a very serious problem ste

had with a grow of black girls

at the dorm. My friend was
careful to point out that therewere

two separate grown Oftteteg&lto
one group behaved in a perfectly

lady- like manner and caused no

(Continued on Page 5)
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WHAT IS STATECRAFT?

oroductive element, STATECRAF r believes that the best defense

Latest the liberal enemy (the bureaucratic guideline writers and

Tvllmi is a good offense Bleedmg-heart liberals have been

known to suffer from indigestion and insomnia after ore glance

at- STATECRAFT. We are the only publication to attack the enemy

£r Itattolsi liberal we belteve that liberalism is a cancer

WhichTs nation. STATECRAFT leads in the attack

^TATEC^FT doeenot hesitate to attack the host
q^ed'hOUS-

-conservatives." who, all to
rnTrssrES

ING GUN CONFISCATION, and other GUT ISSUES
. .

STATECRAFT supported George Wallace in his fight to defend

local control of schools, maintain the private property system,

«mr tf lh.oMBr. of
We at STATECRAF 1 wilt

qtatfCRAFT is to fight to return
liberal Ptegeters The go^d of

wfL? gene “tion do not

domination

FtbHury-^°rc^

SUBSCRIBE NOW
TO STATECRAFT

(A subscription to STATECRAFT

will moke a line gift lor a Intnd)

12 Power Packed Issues $5 00

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY

STATE ZIP

Make checks payable to STATECRAFT

Suite 201, 351S Ml Vernon Ave

Alexandria, Va 22305

Letters To The Editor
Dear Sir

probably the most heart-rending

story of mental and spiritual

travail to come out of the madness

tor racial Integration van reported

Jan 3 In the Raleigh News and

Otaerver (page 34)

The article said a 13-year old

Raleigh white boy shot blmeNf

in the chest with a 28 caliber

rifle rather than be forced to

return to a Negro school where

be god another white youth were

forced to attend along with ap-

proximately 250 Negroes A detec-

tive reported that the tay Sad

stayed art of aeboM severaldayi

before tfe Christ*** holidays

A Negro truant officer threatened

to place turn in a training school.

Rather than face whathadobvloas-

ly become a living hell, the child

shot tdmself. Lankily be 1* art

dead hot lingers on In Wake Mem-
orial Hospital

Tbat such suffering could be In-

meted Si the guise of equality

and brotherhood, to the extent

th,i> death seemed morepromising

than life, to an indictment against

all Americans, both “liberal" and

“conservative’’, left-wing or

right-wing, active or passive, who

continuously roll the drums tor

racial amalgamation.

It is a waste of time vilifying

Negroes and white renegades

Rather, the finger ofcondemnation

should point straight at those ”con-

servatives’ who sensing their

duty and responsibility to their

people and nation choose, either

through fear or ignorance, to en-

gage to aless dangerous escapism-

patriotism They waste precious

time sitting around In small

“chapters" mouthing about Indi-

vidualism, capitalism, free enter-

prise, the profit motive and del-

ing vehemently that they are

Racially prejudiced, while a white

eULd to driven through Mark

wretchedness to attempted suicide

There were none among
Ns ovto paople to stem be qjould

turn fig r*§ei from the torment

heaped upon him by the avowed

enemies of his race

There was so MAACP, SCLC,

SNCC, or CORE to aid this white

child, there was nO "freedom <tf

choice” for Mm nor pressure

groups to take up the fight for Ms
rights
When any nation or race becomes

too cowardly or complacent to

tight tor its own young tl to only

light and fitting that they pass

from this earth, to be replaced

by a healthier and more vigorous

people So It has always been —
and so it shall bs

D W P
Summerville, S C

Dear Sir

The cartoons are a riot I work

with a colored man. He has been

with us twenty five years I guess

he to a real Uncle Tom He can’t

read 1 read the cartoon about the

bone to the nose to him He really

laughed
The other copy of the paper to

for a policeman. He saysthe police

can't take part In politic al activi-

ties He took the paper you sent

me to the station house and they

dll enjoyed It

Sincerely,

Mrs A.M.J
Bewster, N.Y j
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Dear sirs-

I am a student at Kent State Uni-

versity in Ohio and being a

member Of Youth tor Wallace, I

hope you wDl consider printing

this letter to your next issue to

statecraft, 1 am writing thia letter

in hopes that it wUl expose to

your readers the policies of S D S

and how S D S is affecting college

students In America.

In my two years of college life,

L have never seen such an

organised, aggressive loree that

exists for the sole purpose of the

destruction (d America, as does

S D S I have seen Its hundreds

of members on our campus alone,

sponsor Tallies, demonstrations,

inarches, and pickets against the

police, trustees, and the Army

E O T C headquarters They

break campus laws, stop campus

social and educational activities,

praise Cuba and Castro, and con-

demn the capitalistic ideology and

the American way of life Yes,

our Kent chapter of S D S was

even responsible for demonstra-

tions against Governor Wallace

at Ms appearance In Akron, Ohio

during his 1988 campaign Other

areas at Involvement are sup-

port for North Viet Nam, black

power, socialism, andopen revolu-

tion of the massesl Indeed, S D S

to not Just a body of students on

a college campus, it is absolute

anarchy
SPG has enjoyed freedom at

our campus, however Why? Be-

cause conservative students vrtll

not speak-out against S D S ,
the

administration and staff are afraid

of Involvement with 11, and our

campus police are so limited In

their powers, that if an arrest

was made, they probably would be

the first to go *o Jail Tlais, S WS
continues to grow and flourish

like a disease It continues to

spread Its poison of open revolu-

tion and classes tor the teaching

at the Marxist philosophy an

American campuses Perhaps you

may consider our campus ““ ex-

ception But S D 5 Is a nation-

wide organization that baa thou-

sands of members that, to turn,

affect hundreds of thousands of

college students If you still feel

S D S to a powerless organization

of students, consider the riot to

Chicago during the Democratic

convention of which S DS had an

essential part to activities

But one important fact must

be revealed before I endmy letter

The fact to that S D S Is deathly

afraid of Governor Wallace andthe

American Independent Party In-

deed they are probably more

afraid of Governor Wallace than

any other American The reasonto

simple, and that Is. GovernorWal-

lace represents the American way

nf life and 1 can personally say

that It was an honor to help and

work In his campaignfor president

Americans mustunderstand what

S D S represents .thus, I hope you

will consider printing my letter,

so your readers can understand

flie threats created to- P, S

Ihope that It will make Ihdm more

aware of the presence of this

socialistic organization

Sincerely yours,

R L
Kent State University

Sirs

At this time we would like only

150 copies until we find an ef-

fective way of mass distribution

on and off the campuses
The few copies we brought back

with us were received very well

In fad, one leftist ctrl even cried!

Keep up the pressure

Sincerely yours,

DM
North Haven, Conn

Some of your excellent articles

such os “The Liberal Enemy’’,

"Wby Conservatives Fall”, “The

Mission of Statecraft etc
,
should

be made available In reprint form

at a reasonable price of 10 cents

or less per copy for wide distri-

bution

Yours truly,

J L N
Seattle, Washington

-Ed Sorry we cannot afford

reprints at tMs time We do have

back Issues for sale it (25 «

piece

Dear Sir

1 reed every word, and 1 am In

particular agreement with Mr Va-

hal’s Force and Ideas article I

have been getting ready for three

years now by pistol shooting at

club matches
I have lived In this rowhouse

for 2B years Only one ether

white lives to this street and be

drives a Ford (need one

say more?) The mailman to

a blackle and I work at the post

office where mall destined for

PMla. to handled and where 10%

are blackleg Therefore, please

send the Statecraft to sealed un-

marked envelopes

Yours truly,

G B
Philadelphia, Pa.

Dear Mr Baker

Thank you for file sample copy

of STATECRAFT
I enclosed $5 for a sub-

scription and would like to receive

your special offer of twenty-five

back Issues These I shall distrib-

ute here at Ohio University, prob-

ably at a meeting of the Young

Republicans since fids to the oaky

campus organization which

espouses beUeis even remrtNy
resembling our posHtcn. I Joined

Youth for Wallace sod MR to

Alliance, orpoteatioa tt

poS hnrtttg 16,000 atstafe

the almo^-iuaurmuutitaHi- Wjfr
tied
in g- ftWflfyattre r

at moeto » m.™

-

ffflYlflg a similar poiffleti 1—

-

Furthermore, the campus fo

literally overrun with Hnjhfft.

“heads,” New Leftists afltf black

militants

I hope that the Eollowteff wigy

received as constructive
“

CifllTl

1 do not claim to know ftWfo
but I do know college students*

I have been a graduate stu-

dent at OMo u since IMS
I earned my M A, In 1967, andlam
presently plodding alongw vaA

Ultima Thule of "scholarly en-

deavor/' the Ph, D top

that, I have been a teaching as-

sistant for these past four year*

and have seen a procession <*

hundreds of freshmen passing

through my classes They are cjjjfW

vocal and, as a student, 1 stn sttil

of tuetr number, so,Ihaw'lea»«ad

something of the cterscterBtte

Pavlevian reaction patterns of the

Inmates of America's Institutes

of higher edification.

1 have noted the following Those

who are on the "fight** are* <(*8*

paradoxically, most Ukaly to be

of lower middle class oiigta* Stet-

dents In the upper class end upper

middle class have bed the "bflM*

ftt
1 ’ of a total immersion fct the

‘‘sophisticated" culture of tte

Liberal Oligarchy H8HQ8* they

are most apt to espouse

poritlffH consciously orotherwise*

The more drab, vocationally-

oriented students ere more likely

to be conservatives, although

relatively inarticulate and gen-

erally not politically eonsetttt*

The reasons for tMs Mtuatloo,
one which completely reversae

the relationship between class and

politics posited 19 MatafeM
Marxism, are too complexto dwell

twre Suffice tossy that

such to the situation, one WBptrt-

cally confirmed day to and day out.

Those who are affluent ta« ota-

Bclously-consurvstlvo are apt to

join t Y a.F -style organtxatlen ,

(Conttoned ou Page 3)
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VICTIMS OF JUNGLE SAVAGERY NYA Success In New York
AWAKE!

1

ARE YOU NEXT’
h 1967 L ant High School Was only 40% jungle

W&v, Jut** LIBERAL TREACHERY

scWf rs 65% JUNGLE CONTROLLER

WILL CANNIBALISM be PRACTICED IN

THE SCHOOL CAFETERIA?

Reproduced above is The icatlct That mode N V Liberals tear out

their hair Boutge&t se and reactionary elements tried to smear our

propaganda leaflet as racist The so called sophisticated

N y Liberof does not seem able to understand our sophisticated

show up, hut ttu Communist press

Statecraft Shocks N Y < ^nic as W&H as ail Ihe T V and

(Continued from Pbks l,
Eadl° 5tatl®s Nun,r-r

™;;
c*'ld™‘=

showed up l>pc wise of the leaflet
Unllfcr ihe other two erg mlz itlons TJ-e meeting was i huge success
jnd does bomethLng ulthth* motley receivfd t trtmend ous amount
it re i elves of publicity Seethe related article

STATFCRAFT’Slntelllceiicel'iet- tn this pjper for details

work immediately reported tt

m

incident to vis Pre-SsS clippings

The leaflet was denounced bv

new civil rights group formed

analysts STATECRAFT'S New
York city agitators wore put on a

fitanil' try SAcrt

Because of -m upcoming n New

for further and headed by jxch- liberals Hoy
Wilkins rind Arthur Goldberg to
£ ease racial tension ( 1 e at-

tack whites and help black power")

Our intelligence network has dls-^

York conference of the National covered that this new Gestapo-
Ycutt AUisnc^ (M Y A - * now

militant right wing youth group

and successor to Youth for

Wallace) ^TATECRAl T decided to

> car our agitation uici propaganda

owai'ds recruiting the decent stud

fnts for this conference

We designed and made i propa-

ganda leaflet It was shipped up

to New York whUefaT ATECRAFT'S
agLlitors infiltrated the school at

all levels

T he leaflet had the desired effec t

bTA rtC&AT-T'S agitators d 1st rib

ite l them to th* students as thsy

ieft srhool The leaflet j/hlc h at-

K Red black power is reproduced

.a love It also InvLtod the students

group hsu> the right to subpeona

in A Y State and STATECRAFT is

tap on the Ust to be investigated

But then again SI ATLCHAFT l£not

tmed in N Y
Alrpwij there are rumors in

NY say ini, that Ml the trouble itt

Lane lUph School (1 »» the white

organizing) was done by STATE-
CRAFT Where there's \ militant

had a hand In It.

"While other conservative groups

Jo nothing or join with the liberals,

STATECRAFT Is there fighting

The next time you get a fond appeal

for sotnp conservative organi-

zation, st?nrt your money instead

to the NYA conference The to Si YlhCFtAi-T
v Y conference might havebeen
iT^iored bv ttie press

Th mk*> to or leaflet however
not urh did the repilai press

CRAFT the money won't be v.astbd

an Idgl- rent
>
fmey salaries, or

padded expense accounts Remem-
ber STATECRAFT delivers.

Volunteers deeded Clerks, Typists And

Fighters For The Streets II You Are Looking (or Action

and arc in fire Local Area Co nfactUs Today

Phone f?03) 54S-725T

The eelter at STATECRAF r,

C B Biker, wis privileged to at-

tend the New York regional meet-
ing of the National Youth Alliance
The meeting was held oti February

1, dt the Tift Hotel in Manhattan
in New York City Represent ittves

from over twenty colleges
attended, and an, overflow rro^/d
barely managed to squeeze tn

Getting Into the meeting was
quite a problem, as detectives

searched the bilefcases of each
entering person It seems there

was 4 bomb threat mide on the

, meeting by a group of left wing
militants The meeting was also

filled with black power spy*, l t a

mentis,, and representatives of New
York City's I ibcral Tbdujit Con-
trol Department NY A monitors

also stood gujud to prevent any
leftist thugs from disrupting the

meeting
Th* most brilliant speech at

the meeting wis made. bv raiuils

C McMahon, eighteen year old

Notional Vice Chairman of the

National Youth Alliance As

McMahon spoke tlie black power
,py*» in the audience trembled with

oliviuus f^ar He stated that the

doy of blai k power savigerv

over McMahon warned that if

i few beads h ive to be split, so

be it His speech marked i

new point of mUltanr1

,
within right

wing youth groups No lohgf r

will Y Y I be the only right wins

organization on the i allege can
puses McMahon Is a former
member of \ "who left Ln

dUtiusl over tbeirpanty-wdstetac

tics He helped form the Youth
for Wallace, which hu% nov. be
c ome the Nitlonal Youth Alliance

McMahon struck out at the ma&
slve drug abuso sweeping Am-
erica's campuses McMahon
stated “drug^ are being used as

a new left tool The) get the

kids hooked on pot then get them
hooked up on Red revolution

McMahon added that drqg dealers

are the pted-pipsrs of America
Thej are leading our youth down

^
th*» road to oblivion and destruc-

tion 1 McMshon demanded capi-
tal punishment for narcotics deal-

ers
McMahon also attacked the

S D S Students for a Democratic
Society-White Trash Organl/aLlon
as belnc one of the main enemies
of America’s productive youth
McMahon stated 'if the S DS
takes over a school and the ad-

ministration refuse^ to call the

police, we will throw them oijt

We ihall use physical mean^ only
when necessary, when we are faced
with a gutless 'ujmbilstiation that

i will not act The NYA will be
in the forefront of the battle for
America s Mure We will not
surrender lo the l eft-Front de-

1

1 strucliort of our Nation's c im-
puses We will not surrender to
bl nek-power hi ickrnali Wo will

not surrender to liber'll tyrumy

I

The future beltxigs only to those
vho will stand up and fight for

it Wn ire prepared to stand In

b^tiic ageiifist 4n onslaught of n?d
wl bl^ick destruction Our goal

is 1 merles s productive a/K? cre-
ative future, 3tvi for that we ire
ivJJJirtg io risk our livi c *

Another speaker at ihu met ting

was Tames C SuIIiv'in--Regfoni::iI

ind Chairman of the NYA
Sub Ivan has done 4 brilliant job
ot org&nirtng the Neu Your city
jroi and Is one of the hard* st

working memijors of the Nafiomi
Youth Alliance Sullivan dso il-

ticked the left fr<m & DS White
1 rash He sriid u

if the\ tik*

a bulldlTj. by forci
,
ve will re

mcne then by force SulUiah
stiled th it tho KYA mu<i id
gi-;e the decent students t (.hnnee

lo attend their classes unhrirmed
uni utminitsted by n da> and buck
front thupb l ater, none Isljma

paper, the rod press Newsday.
att ickcd Sullivan for his cour-
ag-e-ods stuid Ngws.d iy obvioush
pi tiers i surrender to lilitri]

totalitarianLsrri and its k T) S

agents

Sullivan ilso spoke oil regional

ind state affairs for the New York
are*

Another speech was made by

John Ri<1ge--Nev York Vice Lhair-
man^-who spoke on 'Courage and
Loyalty ’ After the main
speeches, ihe meeting adopted

a four point program in

Dennis C McMahon

N Y A Nohunaf Vice

Chairmen Asst slant Ed
itsr of STATECRAFT

favor oi lav. and ordt i on
tin campuses anrl ag Jnstthi. S Ij S
mJ bUck power takeover, and

against tht uio of drin^eitius

drugs (Including the use of m iri-

Juana), md the avoid luce of no

•win -w irs '

\n intermission then took place

it which time ST ATLC11ATT W'ti*

distributed to the budlence atcr

when the editor of STATECRAFT
was Introduced, the diitiience burfct

into snonianeous ^plause One
news movie camera systematically
photographed large sections of

statecraft and this was later

shown over York television

The second hall of the meeting
wat. taken up by a r^neru group
discussion on problems facing the

NY A During this period a number
of out-of-tovm NYA members
spoke about their activities One
of these was Tom FoLone of New

there was a completely free ex-
change of opinions, unlike Y A.F

At the end of the meeting the
editor Of STATECRAFT was asked
to deliver a short Impromptu
speech on the subject of propa-
ganda a^ Mr Baker spoke, three
TV cameras recorded Ms action

Mr Baker stated that every NYA
member should become a little

agitator in the streets against lib-

eral tyritmy juidS DS trike-overs

He stated '*it i's the job of ev^ry
NYA member to act as a propa-
gandist for the philosophy
of Americas productive element M

ile pointed out that without an ef-

fective propaganda organization,
political efforts would be futile

He stated “propaganda must have
tiiL highest piHorlty because it

is through propaganda that you
c m recruit a successful and fight-

ing organisation ' Baker went
on to strite [ you must never let

thi opposition sleep, they must
always tx. mlde aware of our
presence, even Li it means caus-
ing trouble to wake them up The

there is at least one^roup r^ady
to stand and gjrht~rathQr than siuv.

rehder America to i_gan,^ ofjtn^-

circhifjts and thujj^ After
-
th©^

meeting Mr Baker was in-

terviewed by ABC Radio Network
MW& Mr Baier was risked was
tills a racist meeting" Mr
Baker s answer was although 1

am only a member and am not

an official of the NYA, I can
state that the NYA Is not a racist
organization We are equally
riguinst black power political op-
position, as welS as Hu* white trash
5 I) s We feel thut both groups
of both colors are equally destruc-
tive to America's productive ele-
ment Remember iLis upofl this
productive Plemanl's ahouMmsi

are strictly against the tercaa
of destructima aud for the defense
of the forces of production

The meeting was covered by
radio nod TV (Station* WffBL^
WA33C, WCBS, WNEW Reporters

Pofloo^ Cor*o State

burn o Soviet Flog

Hiven, the NYA State Chairman

of coanGcticut Pollone worked
/Igcrcusly for the election

of George Wallace aild has re^

centiy been working Just is hard

for the hY A He described i

forthromint? mecrtlng In vhtchplan&
were publicly annouriLrd to burn
a Soviet 0 ig This announcement
brouuht a big round of ipplriuse

from ti 'uidicnce About twenty

other speakers were hc'ird and

Cha/rmoa, te/ls plcns ta

were present at the meeting from,

such papers us The National
Guardian. The New _yorit Dally

Ngws, and The New York Times.
Th<r meeting also received
coverage in Long island Newsda^
and the I ong Island Tre5S

T
Ip

short, the National Youth Alliance
has tiiadr Us presence known and
felt The liberals will tmmhle In

Part ot audience reading STATECRAFT
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NY*. Success In New York
{Continued from Page 4)

N \ A ORGANIZATION IN LONG
151 AND

James Clifford, 2 2-year-old
Long Island KVa director staled
that since the meeting, he has
recruited 150 members between
the ages 1 3 and 29 The pub-
licity of the meeting enabled the
NY A to rapidly expand Its mem-

Jim Sullivan Hew York Re-

gional Chairmen, Attacking

S D S take over of college

computes

t'ership Clifford stated that the

N Y A will use radical means
against left wing lake-<rvers of

campuses "We will fight Hre
with fire/ Clifford stated "We
believe Negroes have a right to

their own black nationalism and
black pride But black power
can be construed as taking away
the rights of others, especially
poor whites Blacks should not
be given special privileges that

they have not earned " Clifford's
Long Island membership drive in
the heart of Liberal Controlled
Long Island has singed the beard
of the left front The leftist gang-
sters fear that If the N Y A nan
recruit 150 members In a very
^hort time In a local area,

their long-term major re
suits will spell Liberal defeat

The h^dwrltlng for the idberain

te"bn~the~Wall~~

NY A MEMBERSHIP

N Y A membership dues are $3
a jear for people 29 and muter
People over 30, can become asso-
ciate non-voting members for $10
a year
The N Y A pledge loads In part

1 affirm my loyalty to the Flag,
Constitution and Republic- of the
United States and pledge to de-
fend the valuer and Integrity of
western Civilization from all ene-
mies both foreign and domestic
Further Information can be ob-

tained from The National Youth
Alliance—20b Third Street, S.F,

j

Washington, D C 20003, phone I

(202) 547-3054 I

N Y A officers, left to right seated at table John Ridge-
New York Vice Chairman, James SyMivan New York Re
gmnof Chairman, Dennis C McMahon N Y A National
Vice-Chairman, Lou Andrews. N Y A Executive Secretary

Racism In World
Wide Perspective

by Daniel Paulton

For some time now America
ha# been accused of bning the

moat racist nation In the world

This accusation is part of the

current liberal line

The liberals would have us think

that all other nations, race#, and
ethic jfroups ale falling all over
thBinsalves in an orgy of love and
brotherhood
This type of International tonv>

foolery of the liberals Is perhaps
one of their least explored delu-

sions
Some absurd conservative pub-

lications like the Ntrw^Guard of

panions. National Review and Hu-
man Event# endlessly rtm around

They spend more time in agree-

ing with liberal odds than worry*
in? about liberal means to end
* racism” In the United States

What these buffoons of the lib-

erals, and Liberal boobs them-
selves fall to realize that the United
States, is probably one at the most
tolerant, LT not the most tolerant,

nation in the world

One merely has to step over our
borders and then the real hate

begins Some examples of this

racism are listed below
In the Sudan the brown Moslem

Arabs are trying to exterminate
the block Christians and pagans
The worst insult to a Turk or an
Iranian is to call him an Arab
The racism of the Indian caste
system Is stronger that ever (ex-

cept when India criticizes the U
S for racism)
Even sucb apparent strong

racial, cultural and economic en-
tity as the British Isles seems to

be cracking The antagonism# and
hale betw&on the Scottish, Welsh
artd Irish over the dominant Eng-
lish is ever spiraling upward Ti

should be noted that their anta-
gonism for each other is only
overcome by their united front

against the hordes of colored Im-
migrants which have flooded these

Isles Is recent years

on the Continent of Europe one

merely has to look at the Germans
and Slavs One may see the racial

and ethnic hatred of the Balkan
countries or the Basques of Spain
or the Flemish Versus the Wal-
loons in Belgium

In Africa the Congolese Black#

treat the Pygmies as though they

were less than animal# The Hutu

race Is still In the process (and

making good headway) In exterm-
inating the Watufil race The Zulu
African race is known for its

exterminations and cruelty
throughout Africa, and le typical of

the various races and ethnic groups

ol Black Africa.

The Chines? in Indonesia feel

they may be exterminated by the

brown -yellow Indonesians At the

same time In Malaysia the Mal-
aysians and Chinese are trying not

to start o race war In Kenya,
now that the whites have been
deported and their land con-
fiscated, the Asians are being dis-

possessed Meanwhile the dom-
inant Kikuyu are making things

uncomfortably for the less

numerous race of Africans called

the Majsai The Japanses dis-

criminate and suppress their

racial minority called the Ainu
The Soviet Union would like the

world to think of them as one
big happy family However, the

racial and ethnic antagonisms be-
tween White Russians, Russians,
Volga Germans, Tartars, Hither
Asiatics, Mongols, Georgians, Ar-
menians and Siberian Eskimos are
an open secret The same could

be said of Red China with Its

"Problems" of Mongols, Manchus,
TIbetidAs -ind a host of others
Many liberal airtbopologists, who

axe no more than political hacks

(Continued on Page 7)

\
Look they’ re 1

coming alter 1

us what I]

shall we do? 1 1

'Sfqybe we caul

debate with I

i

’t,em J

/ho let s run

f before they

f

call us

“racists'
1

Who Is A Racist?

trouble for anyone, but the other
group had successfully broken all

the college dorm rules and no cm©
could do Ynythlng about It The
trouble-making black girls were
bringing men in their rooms,
bringing: liquor Into their rooms,
screaming all night long, attacking

white girl#, staying out oil night,

and one girl had even been picked

up and charged with prostitution

The school was helpless to do
anything about the situation be-
cause every time an attempt was
made to enforce discipline, the
trouble making blank# screamed
"racism” and claimed they were
being "discriminated against”
My friend was all upset and she
did not know what to do She
feared to take any measures
against these black offenders be-
cause she might be considered
a "racist' I explained to mv
friend how many blacks and

liberal# use White guilt feelings

to accomplish their own devious
ends I told her how she could

not possibly be guilty of racism
simply for trying to enforce rules
equally imposed upon every stu-

dent in the school My advice

was to openly admit that she was
a racist Id a deftest manner This
shocked my fHend, but I explained
to her the! she should go on the

offensive to counter attack these
guilt mongerlng black# The black

(Continued from Page i)

girls were so shocked by the sud-
den conversion and stand of my
friend that they no longer caused
her any trouble and the) began to

observe the school rules Many
blacks and liberals am 30 used
to people cowering to their guilt

mongerlng ways that they have
no defense at all against a strong
defiant siand

|

We at STATECRAFT believe that

political opposition Is a product
of tree will and not attack

black
EampEogetber to w&gu an internal
civil war upon the American na-
tion, we will have no alternative
but to geek the destruction of
those who would destroy us We
believe that survival ]s the first

law and only a fool would lie down
and let another destroy him Our
mins ion is, therefore, to contin-
uously fight against those elements
within our society who would de-
stroy America We act to defense
of the productive element within
American society, for it Is upon
the shoulders of this element that
America's future depends
To answer the question then

'who is a racist5” we must state
that we am all racists The. next
time someone accuses you of be-
ing a racist do not cower in from
of such an accusation, stand up
and gay ^yes, I am a racist—

arent you*" if he denies he
Is a racist, you should recommend
that he see the nearest psychia-
trist All normal people are ra-
cists, in fact, fl k impossible hot
to be racist Racism la the way

DEFEND YOUR

POLICE

WITH YOUR

ACTIONS

—

AS THEY

DEFEND YOU

WITH

THEIR LIVES

(
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This A fneon ‘Natural" look

is one thing, but this African

"Natural’ Smell is just too

American Independent Party News
LEMAY SUIT local Wallace candidates to run

lo state or local elections In 1970

General Curtis LeMay has sued

the Networks Electronics Cor-
poration for 5 3 million dollars

The suit claims that Networks

Electronics breached LeMay s

contract which made him chairman
of the board until 1571

LeMay was fired from his Job

when he ran as vice-presidential

candidate with George C Wallace
His Job paid fifty thousand dollars

a year lehiAy's suitclaims Uiree-

huntired and fifty thousand dollars

for loss of salary along with stock

options and five million dollars

punitive damages

PEREZ SUFFERS
HEART ATTACK

I eaneter Ferez Sr ,one of George

Wallace's strongest supporters

suffered a severe heart attack on

the eleventh of January, and he

was rushed to a hospital Perea

Is still heavily active U politics

despite his seventy-seven years

AIP CONVENTION
\ convention of Wallace sup-

porters was held on February
1 and 2 to determine the future

of the Am eclean Independent party

Prior to the meeting, Dr M F
Bradford, the head of the George
Wallace organization In Dallas,

said that AIP officials assumed
thai Ted Kennedy would be the

democratic, nominee for President

in 1972 Bradford stated that

* President Nixon will need a solid

South to win 1 and that ,fwe want

to Influoice his views now or we
will be forced to offer an alterna-

tive then *

Bradford said that the purpose

of the convention was to set up

communication between state

parties and to establish a national

organization

Wallace backers from thirty-

two states came to the meeting

A national committee was set up

composed of national committee-
men and women from each state

The convention also authorlzedthe

ALP to be lead on an Intern basis

by a national organization until

such tim& as a regular national

pdrty Is formed
The convention failed to set

up a national party Only four

states have elected national com-
mittee members Governor Wal-

lace did not attend the meeting

himself* but he did send Ms cam-
paign assistants, BUI Jones and

Tom Turnipseed
The convention failed to decide

a national name for the party

The convention also voted resolu-

tions attacking federal guidelines

promoting school Inlergration and

condemned open housing The con-

vention went on record backing

VIRGINIA

A former Portsmouth Virgin! i

city councilman, George R Wal-

ker, has announced that he will

run for the nomination for Gover-

nor of Virginia on the AIP ticket

Walker described his announce-

ment as a “purely personal mat-

ter" If the party falls to hold

a primary In July, he win run In

November as the AIP candidate

for Virginia Governor A candidate

for statewide office must be en-

dorsed by a convention of stale

wide party officials

Party leader* Indicate they

might decide to endorse a Demo-
crat or Republican rather than run

one of their own men as Governor
Later on February 21, T Cole-

man Andrews Jr
,

State Chair-

man of the Virginia AIP, announced

that the party would probably fall

to run any candidates In state

elections In 1909 He stated that

the party would have Influence

on who was to be elected governor

Andrews stated f 'we ire not in

the business of being a part;,

to run candidates just because

someljcdy wants to run He in

dlcated that the party would ouly

consider supporting a candidate

If It felt that the candidate could

be successful.

ARKANSAS STATE
COMMITTEE MEETS

On January 11, fifty-three mem-
bers of the AJP State Committee
met In Arkansas registering their

opposition to a massive Rockefel-

ler tax plan Rockefeller Is the

Republican Governor of Arkansas

and has proposed a 42 percent

Increase in state taxes The AIP

heard W B Howard lead the ii-

tack upon the tax plan Howard

A I.P Members
Statecraft U rgent Icy Needs

American Independent

Part). News, Send Press

Releases Newspaper

Clippings Personal

Reports And Other

Information To Statecraft

3515 Mr Vernon Ave

Alexandria, Va 22305

u: '‘-r ttiat the party appose any
tax Increase He pointed out that

Arkansans pay a greater percent-
age of per capita Income taxes

then any other state In the nation,

Howard described Rockefeller as

a “Republican playboy and ruth-

less baron TP

The Arkansas meeting also at-

tacked gun control laws Dr Nor-

man R Saliba of Fore City, Arkan-

sas presented the resolution op-
posing gun control, which was sub-

mitted to the state legislative

counsel by the Arkansas Associa-

tion of Police Chiefs The resolu-

tion read registration of

private weapons has lead ulti-

mately to confiscation of these

weapons with the ever present
threat of Godless Communism
The people of Arkansas should

know that enslavement has

inevitably followed confiscation of

weapons Colonel Norman War-
nock of Camden, Arkansas stated

on Monday they will tell you to

bring your giiii and. If you rant
on Tuesday they7 will come and
get you and firing squads have

been risen To~anT5rce tills edict.”

KENTUCKY
The following are excerpts Irani

3 pamphlet put out bythe American
pirty Headquarters in I oulsvlllc

Kentucky “It is most vital that the

American Party field as many
candidates as possible In I960

However, we want to make It clear

that the purpose of this party

Is to offer the voter* a choice

If a Democrat or Republican
candidate believes basically In

what the American Party stands

for, then there Is no reason why
we should not support him But If

the candidates of the two otherpoll-
tical parties will not “stand up

for America" and Kentucky, we
will show them that we mean
business by running the American
candidate against them "The pam-
phlet further states that 'If the

American Party of Kentucky can
get just one more person for

each Wallace voter, thereby doub-
ling our vote, we can elect Hie next
governor of Kentucky And beyond
that, we can carry the state for a

Presidential nominee In 1972 The
American Party is the only party
in tills State which puts principle
above politics Our principles, be-
lief In God are worth fighting for

in the political arena The 193,096
Kentuckens who had their votes
for Wallace carried a proof of this

fact 1

TENNESSEE
The Tennessee AIP has revealed

plans to launch a major campaign
against Senator Albert Gore The>
plan to put out bumper stickers

reading “It s time forGore to go *

Some of the AIP members are
considering supporting represen-
tative, William E Brock of Chat

-

snooga, a Republican

A number of Tennessee leaders
are pushing Nashville Attorney,

Howard F Butler as candidate

for Governor in the 1970 election.

Butler claims he Is a * Jefferson-
ian Democrat" but that he does
not believe In the principles of

the National Democratic Party

GEORGIA
A member of the state executive

committee Of the AIP, Ronald Hay-
nes, stated that he will ask the

AIP to run Governor Lester Mad-
dox s brother In 1970 Wesley
Maddox Is employed by the South-

ern Railway In Atlanta

PENNSYLVANIA
Leonard A Reid, AIP state

chairman In Pennsylvania, stated

that the party plans to have candi-

dates In the 1970 Guberantorlal and
Senatorial election* In Pennsyl-
vania * We expect to h iveaLslxty-

seven comities organized in an-

other month " Restated the same
thing is happening in oth er states "

AIP NATIONAL
COMMIT EE MEETS

Members of the National Com-
mittee of theAmerlcan Independent
Party, American Party, Conserva-
tive Parly, Independent Party, and

the Constitutional Party met In

Louisville, Kentucky, Saturday,

February 22 and 2T to complete

the structuring of their national

committee organization

William K Shearer was the tem-
porary national chairman The
executive committee Included

representatives of the American
Independent Parlies of Alaska,

California, l lorlda, Idaho, Illinois,

Indiana, Maine, Michigan, and

South Carolina the American Par-
ties of Kentucky, Minnesota, and

Oklahoma the Independent Party

of New Jersey the Constitutional

Party of Pennsylvania and the

Conservative Parties of Virginia,

Washington, and Wisconsin
The state delegation had three

voting members in the National
Committee, the state chairman of

the party, the national committee-
man, and the national committee-
woman, or their alternates

The National Committee was or-

ganized In November, 1963,
because the members of the

several state parties, whose
common bond was their support
of George C Wallace’s presiden-
tial Candidas-}, desired to continue

In existence beyond the 1968 elec-

tion

'The overwhelming majority of

the active participants In our sev-

eral state parties believe there
Is a need for an effective politi-

cal vehicle through which mean-*

Ingful choices can be offered to

the voters, 1 Shearer said "The
Democrats and Republicans do not

really differ much from one
another They represent an estab-

lishment which, by and large. Is

committed to the same old social-

ist programs, fiscal Lrrespcnflfttf-

Llty, end the racial agitators fit

homo, and to lntefnftUoaaUem

ibroad If the people are to

have a real choice on the Issues

In the future, the American In-

dependent Party and other similar
parties must be kept alive and
functioning "

Shearer said that the most Im-
portant function of the National

Committee Is to develop the party

as a strong national institution

"We do not know whetherGovernor
Wallace Will again seek the presi-
dency," he said 'The membere
of the National Committee appre-
ciate Governor Wallace, but we
must face the reality thai candi-

dates come and go It is perma-
nent party institutions that sur-
vive If we ha\e a strong party,

we caii always find a candidate
We also realize that no one leader
will save America This is a

Job the people must do for them-
selves, whether or not Governor
WaTace offers his cardidacy "

Shearer said he believes the Na-
tional Committee can bn Instru-

mental In helping the various state

parties preserve their ballot posi-

tions, and that only through a

legally constituted national poli-

tical party cun the state parties

be assured meaningful participa-

tion In future national decisions on
such subjects as candidate selec-

tion and platform adoption

"In structuring the National
Committee,' he said, ' we have

(Continued on Page 13)

STATECRAFT'S publisher,

Daniel Paulson, recently got

around to resigning as chapter
chairman and as a regular
member of Young Americans
for F reedom (YAP)

On January 14 of 1969 a
reply was received from
National Y A F headquarters
An excerpt of which follows

You miss the important
point In your description of

Young Americans for Freedom
We are not a running dog of the

liberal establishment NOW Wfi
ARE THE ESTABLISHMENT (

»

Sincerly yours,
Wayne j Thorbum
College Director
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The American Revolutionary
By K R Valhal

The word revolutionary has iin-

ortunately come to have a totally

egatlve effectupon American con-
elvatlves Hies A merle an nation

vas founded by revolutionaries

he American Constitution was
vrltten bv the same revolutlon-

.jrifis The American Revolution

/afi In fact fought to protect ln-

Uviduals and properly gainst an

jppressive system of tyranny The
lrst American revolutionaries had

he guts to stand up and fight to

naint din their Own survival

Today America Is faced with d

nasslve wave of destruction This

destruction takes the forms of

riots, muggins, lootings, rapes,

rimes arson murder, savagery,

nd treason Every single act
.

gf

destruction in the United States is

Urectly caused bv liberals. Those
who would defend this nation ruid

its productive elemer^ must sict

effectively We must not attackthe

symptoms* but rather we must be
orepared to destroy the malignant

source of AraeriraS destruction-

Uberalism
Those who are prepared to stand

tip and fight for America against

this malignancy ire truly re-

volutionaries a revolution uv Is

one who fights against an est ib-

Ushed order of things

The modern Amerir ui re-

volutionary fights for the defense

of the American workers and
producers In a world sinking Into

a cesspool of col I activisth. sIhv-

ery The true revolutionary knows
that the very future of America
depends upon our maintaining the

maximum number of workers and

producers
As world famine becomes a

reality In the 1970 s, Amerifa*®
productive force must maximize
Its ability to ward off the forces

of starvation and destruction as

they sweep across the world

America is GOd schosen nation for
our time. Our prosperity ts a

gift from God Those who would
destroy our nation and its product-

ivity would destroy the gift OfGod
The real modem American re-

volutionary understands his mis-

sion He understands that hLs work
must be accomplished or the

American nation will face complete
annihilation and destruction Be-
cause ol the seriousness of his

work* the true revolutionar>

realizes that he must at all t-osts

avoid tangents which would take

away the efficiency of his action

The true revolutionary learns to

place priorities on proper actions

to be taken against the liberal

political enemy The true re-

volutionary has a remarkable will,

which acts as a driving force im-
pelling him forward towards hLs

goal The true revolutionary has
a flexible and non- rigid personality
and Is able to adapt to new and
fast changing political situations

The true revolutionary Is not ob-
sessed with single issues of the

day but rather with the long term

goal This goal, alone, remains
rigid and fixed within his mind
The tactics he chooses to use Ln

obtaining that goal must always

be flexible The true revolutionary

Is disciplined in action and in

deed and knows how Lo give as well

ns how to follow orders
The true American revolutionary

takes the natural view of violence

He is neither obsessed with vio-

lence nor Is he deathly afraid

of using violence He does not re-

cognize violence os a proper de

vice for political revenge The
true revolutionary Is willing to

use violence only when It can pos-
sibly aid In achieving his long-

term goals. The true revolutionary

is aware that political violence
usually results In a popular reac-
tion formation In (he minds of

the public against those t resting

the violence This knowledge of

the reaction formation limits the

true revolutionary's use of vio-

lence The true revolutionary re-

cognizes violence as a justifiable

means of national survival

A groat revolution Is going to
sweep over the face of America
This revolution will be deliberately
fostered by the liberals in order
first to destroy any political op-
position by force and second to
Justify their own consolidation of
massive totalitarian political pow-

er The agents of this liberal

inspired revolution are the black

power savages and the white trash

S D S anarchists The very leftist

groups which attack the liberal

establishment are themselves

protected and sponsored by the

liberal enemy The S,D
t
S

f
. white

trash anarchists . and the black

power savages are both counter-

revolutionary in that they are

agents (he current political

power establishment. When the

revolution comes, the true

American revolutionaries who
support American productivity

must be then willing to take up

arms to defend America
We must be prepare! to learn

all phases of military operations

to make sure that our efforts

against the force of massive de-

struction are stir ressful VS we
look around us we sef the black
power s&vnges and S D s arming
themselves with bazookas, mach-
ine guns* and other weapons Many
of these weapons are secretly

gtvep to these left wing destruction
groups by liberals. The very
same liberals who are disarming

the decent and productive citizens

Of America are, ln fact now mas-
sively arming the forces of Amer-
lc a'

s~
"destruction,. If anyone

doubts this, he should remember
the large liberal gifts of money
to the blackstone Rangers in

Chicago and toLeroj Tones
,
Black

Arts The iter in New York Both

of these group s were found to

have Urge stores of arms Thest.

arms were actually going to bo

used to murder and assassinate
while people and create general

havoc and dustnr-tion within the

American nation
The true American revolutionary

has the will to carry his beliefs

Into action He is not a drug store

Nazi-type who spouts vicious

words but bites hLs nails when
the time for action comeg Thetrue
American revolutionary is not an

obessivfc 'scientific" racist who
does nothing but sit around and
talk about the different sizes of

men’s skull's The true revol-

utionary does not waste his time
cogitating over the words of

Spongier or Yockey The true re-

volutionary ts not an idle dreamer
of philosophy, but is rather an
active participant In the political

struggle Ihe true American re-

volutionary Is, to be sure, deeply

concerned with pMlosophlc&l U-

a. revolutionary Is the living proof
of his proper grounding In the

correct philosophical ideas of the

world.
The modem American Revolu-

tionary is concerned only with

America and her future His loyalty

lies not to Europe and lnterpatlon-

aJistic concepts of "Western
Civilization/ 1 but rather to his

own nation, America The true

American revolutionary dons not

live In days and nations past but

rather his mind dwells solely upon
the future of America and her
survival

The modern Am^ritan revolu-

tionary recognizes that every free

moment of his time must be spent

in studying the tactical and strate-

gical methods necessary for op-
erateltig successfully against the
liberal enemy He has no time for
Inteliechial lsation.
The true revolutionary must be

totally dedicated to the cause of

the American nation The entire

life of the revolutionary must be
spent working in revolutionary ac-

tivities The true revolutionary
must have the guts to openly stand
up and advocate his philosophy
The true revolutionary must con-
stantly dream, act, and think of

the revolution, 24 hours a day
Hts conduct must demonstrate a

constant zeal and drive which will

sweep others before him The
true revolutionary must realize

that he cannot Jive life like other
people He cannot live a life aimed
solely at materia] comfort, for his

life Is the life of the nation His
cause and the nation s cause are

lnseperatelY bound together

The true revolutionary is profes-
sional ln every sense of the word
The true revolutionary often will

not have any form of employment
except fighting for the American

revolutionary < auge Thus, U is

often necessary for outside support
to pour ln to the cause of the

revolution to help the revolutionary

maintain his existence While

others work 40 hours a week,
the. true revolutionary works con-

stantly towards his goal The true

revolutionary seek* no life ofplea-

sure, no Life of escape For thfe

true revolutionary, the only life

is the life of his mission for his

country

The tasks of thij true American
revolutionaries! ate thus (1) To
spread the word and inundate the

country with propaganda, (2) To
seek followers who accept th<*

revolutionary uord and w tio

will turn around and spread the

word of the revolution (3} To
seek converts who wtl] themselves
become active revolutionary

leaders (4) To begin to teach
the Amsrican people how tocoun-
t era it the liberal enemy (/>) To
arm tin mselves and to prepare to

defend themselves against the phy-
sic Jlly de&trut tivc onslaught

croitid b\ the Uber ils (G) To
teach themselves and their fol-

lowers tactics and strateg\ to

m dnt Jin a successful revolution-
ary venture Ifthe liberals disarm
the police and pr^ent the police

from suppressing rioting and

criminals, the tru* revolutionaries

must he prepared to take ovri and
set up i de-facto government to

maintain public order and safety

The liberals will have in fact

created short run anarchy to foster

their long-term plans for complete
totalitarian control Puling fchlfg

period of short-run anarchy it will

be possible and most desirable for
the true American revolutionary

to take over the resigns of gov-

ernment. This is not an attempt
to overthrow the government by

force It would be rather a setting

up of a new government when
the old government would not exist

If the citizens of this nation pay

taxes to a government primarily
for police Dowers and If that gov-
ernment refuses to function ln Its

police powers, than that govern-
ment is no more. When the gov-
ernment ceases to be a govern
ment in fact except In name the

time of action will be at hand
The true revolutionary must t>e

prepared to act in conjunction with

other revolutionaries and workers
and producers to install a gov-
ernment of the decent And frrocuc-

tive element of American society

to maintain and defend the A-
merlcan way of life. The first task

of the new government will be to

restore order The second task of

the new government will be to re-
move and exile permanently, all

Racism In World

Wide Perspective

(Continued from Page 5)

with a scholarly degree, attempt

to prove that there Is no such
tiling as race This fantasy is part

of a school of liberalism To re-

fute this nauseating claim, one

merely has to look at the Bulletin

of the French fechool of Far -Past-
ern Studies In one such bulletin

the country of l aas was examined
l a.os hah population approxi-

mately one and a half million and

has at least forty-two races, sev-

enteen of the Kha or Proto-Indo

Chinese group, a small Khmer
group, eleven races of Thai ex-

traction, five of Meos and Yaos
and another five of Sino-Tibetan
One military intelligence theory

states that when a population of a

country is composed of ten per
< ent or more of a vis ably dif-

ferent raefc There will exist ln

that country problems which make
for highly irremediable internal

weakness, which cannot bg solved

no matter what E&O dominant race

or government does

creators of destructive disorder
within our society The third task
of the new government will be
the creation of a progressive and
productive system to maintain A-
merici’s survival as a starv-
ing world grasps at our posses

-

slyns
The American revolutionary

is in fact defender of creativity,

productivity, and work. He fights

for all that is good within our
society We must give our full

support to this professional re-
volutionary who will save our
country from destruction and re-
store it to Its former giory and
creative greatness For he and he
alone will be the instrument of
American productive aurvivAl,
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THOSE WHO

WOULD DESTROY

OUR

UNIVERSITIES

SHOULD FOREVER

LOSE THE

PRIVILEGE

OF AN

AMERICAN

COLLEGE

EDUCATION
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The Psychopathology of the Liberal Personality
Psychoanalytic theory and ex-

perimental psychology have been
used by Liberals rather ex-

tensively in propaganda, Usually
the application is made In the

form of a crude character smear-

-

on diverse groups such as liber-

tarians, racists, individualists,

capitalists objeettv&stB tradition-

alists. religionists, political con-

servatives--any who might stand
in the way of their march to-

wards Absolute Power over body
and soul The technique of dis-

tortion is very simple

—

the Ufr-

acceptance of this part of Lib-
eralism b SIC LIE has made all

other opposition completely inef-

fective Liberalism Is a cultural

pathology unique to the ’West,

STATECRAFT has been founded

for the diagnosis and cure of this

disease

Liberalism has environmental

and hereditary origins Guilt is

endemic to the Nordic peoples,

whereas shame is characteristic

of Mediterraneans The distinc-

tion is made In that a guilty per-

son suffers for having made a

transgression, while the shame-

ful person is concerned with what

will happen to his reputa-

tion Shame lies In the direc-

tion of the Oriental conception of

** saving face,” although "saving

face*' is a moral and concerned

with personal power rather ttian

personal behavior Protestaattsm-

Caivtnlsm prospered in the North-

ern countries but made little head-

way In the South of Europe Mis-

sionaries have been able to foist

the Faith of Guilt upon gullible

Negroes In Africa and America

but have made little impression

on sly, sophisticated Orientals

We all know, hownver, thai in

black hands the Faith of Guilt

is transformed into a Faith of

Joy Only a soul crushed under

a burden of Guilt could he de-

feated by a Ghandi the Nordic

personality is guilty and guileless

Not all I Iberals are Nordic,

however, and not all are guilt

oriented The environmental in-

fluences are expressed in seif-

hatred and resentment Many of

our well-off WASP people

feel strong hatred for their

parents, spouse, and children—

which comes out in the form of

hatred for their own race, their

own culture, and their own coun-

try Most non-WASP Liberals

derive their hatred for America
from resentment- -they resent not

being in ttie dominant group, they

resent the fact that the masses

do not look up to them, "the
Intellectuals ’

Both kinds of Liberals have,

then, the same goal the destruction

of the hard-working American
Middle-Class, the confiscation of

its property, and the elimination

of American Culture Guilt pro-
vides the dedicated Liberal with

helpers, people who cannot hear
not to be Liberal America is

subjected to a constant barege
of propaganda to keep the Mid-
die-Class feeling guiUy about hav-
ing all that It has earned and feel-

ing responsible for the plight of

all the Incompetent, lazy people
of the world
The truly normal personality

is not concerned with things very
far outside Its immediate interest

Love and Hate arise out of need
and fear, respectively The aver-
age, normal person knows nothing
of the past and cares little for
the future, and so is a willing dupe
of the press and the Liberal Es-
tablishment The individual Is

helpless since he Is bynatureprone
to guilt, not allowed to hear any-
thing but a Liberal viewpoint or
vote for anything but a Liberal
program Anything that is not

strictly Liberal, whether it

is George Wallace, Latin Ameri-
can generals, Tranco, or the Re-
public of South Africa, to con-
stantly smeared In the press so
that people will not attempt to

understand the opposition view-
point

People will act emotion-
ally when they hear opposition

names Americans have been con-
ditioned to act with fear at the

sight of any determined apposi-
tion that wants to win objectives

rather than atJUeve ‘ understand-
ing '* We can no longer deal
effectively with world powers such
as Cuba, North Korea, North Viet-
nam, or Peru Russia treads
softly very often out of fear for

what the psychotic giant, Uncle
Sam, will do If he becomes really

frightened That the same gov-
ernment could hive Joe McCarthy*
HUAC, J Edg^r Hoover, Gen Her-
shey, SAC, anri Gene McCarthy,
OCO, Farl Warren, Robert Mac-
Namnra, AID ^1] al the same
time, is enough to convince people
that America is suffering from
schizophrenia Furope s liberal-
ism we can excuse as senility,

since the nations of the old world
did not take up the banner till

after they were finished as world
powers The split personality
arises from the cleavage of our
society into the Liberal, verbal

By Foul Freeman

sector and the apathetic, produc-
tive sectoT The former like to

call themselves "intellectuals,

even though they have destroyed

Intellect in America and the lat-

ter are the Middle-Class masses
Curing Liberalism will not be

an easy task Many have a doubt
that the patient vdl 1 survive It

seems that the Middle-Class part
of the social organism will be-

come aware of the malignant na-
ture of the Liberal tumor only
after If has suffered gravely Guilt

and the Big Lie act like opiates

to dispel the feeling of pain from

the damage Liberalism Is doing led advancement We of the Right,

What we can be sure of to then, are to be the instrument of
that If we do survive, our society change Reactionaries are hoping
will be radically transformed with the disease will again become dor-
the Liberal cancer removed Our mant, hut the young, progressive
society has been stunted since its element realizes that the scalpel

beginnings by this insidious de- must bo applied vigorously so that

formlty--whan it to finally the decent part of our nation may
removed we shall undergo imparitf- continue toUve and grow

EXILE FOR S.D.S, WHITE TRASH
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Two Books

You Don’t Want To Miss

The Story of Congressman John R. Raritk

The Fearless Congressman from Louisiana $1.00 each

by Jatn McComb and A Foreword by Tom Anderson 4 for S3 00
10 for $6 00
60 for $25 00

**************** AHH ** + +******

George C. Wallace

by Mike Jaffe

Order From

Founders Press

20Q 3rd St , S E

Washington, 0 C 20003

75 1 each

10 for $5 00
50 for $15 00
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What’s Wrong With The Right?
by Dennis C McMahon
National Vice Chairman-NYA
and Assistant Editor - Statecraft

One of the essential problems
1th the American right today Is

he apparent lack of seriousness
nd militancy that man} cooserva-
ives have In dealing with the New
eft Only groups such as the Na-
ional Youth Alliance and State-

raft have dared to state that they

dD tight fire with fire in the

ac tolies and on the campuses
i other circles, however, con-
ervailves remain militontly in,

ctive due to ethical considera-
bles which have little relevancy
i a revolutionary age

We are In the midst <rf a 11 a-

ional crisis that presents us v.ith

serious challenge We are fight

-

ig in *i war in which there ire

0 ground rules, and defeat Ls

ertaln if we begin to measure
tir tactical efforts by self-lm-

oaed rules The adage “all s

air In love ^nd war" is Indeed

true statement, and in such 3

qnfllct as we are in today, there
1 no room for the Idealism of

ee speech or the right of protest
uch rights must be denied the

>omy, for they haye denied them
3 us. Tree speech does not ghe
be the right to yell "fire" In a

rowded theater and our enemies
re yelling “fire * and we must not,

rider any circumstances, uphold
lelr so-called right to do so

We are living In an age of

solution We most be revolutlon-
ry nationalists who are prepared
* flight and, yes, if necessary, die

>r the cause of American survt-

-d How many conservatives are
dling to take such a stand? How

many conservatives are willing

to say, to Hell,” with freespeech
and really clamp down upon the

enemies of the productive Ameri-
can? Only time will tell - and time

my friends, ls running short The
revolutionary war that we 'ire

now engaged in ls a life and death
struggle We cannot consider the
conflict as being wan until we
march triumphantly over frhp rot-

ting, .corpse of liberalism and

declare that the day ofthe product-
ive people is here 1

l,et us consider the methods by
which some individuals 1 fight” the

enemy They are < ontent to

'counter - demonstrate”, issue

position papers, and continually

barrage the enemy with hot air

This is the reactionary jpproach
These methods have only resulted
in victory for the Left-front on
the campuses of our nation These
methods can only result in more
Columbia type riots These meth-
ods mean the defeat of the

American right wing at the hands
of the enemf

Many say that we should not

stoop * to the level erf the enemy
by using their tactics Well, I say

we must rise to lt r because their

methods have worked and If we
do not start fighting fire with

fire soon, then we are all doomed
The Reaction Is working hand In

hand with the left-front and It is

death to listen to their Ineffective

suggestions for fighting the enemy
The time for the people to act

is now, because Communism is

swiftly aproaching the gates.

Congressman John R Ranck

Liberals Persecute Rarick

Congressman! John R R trick

D-la) was stripped of senorltj

>y liberal Democrats for sup-
•orting Governor George Wallacr*

or President Congress m Ret-

icle was quoted as saying T would

other be last In seniority and be

ble to live with my conscienfe,
istead of becoming a political

prostitute

“I was made the <.ause nelebre

f the Red Guards or the New
'urks, whatever you want to cal

hem I was proud to support Wal-
ace 1 have a right to do that

m a free American History

hows that parties don’t discipline

Fie people The people discipline

ao parties

* A fine birthday present, ’ (to

as stripped of his seniority on

Ills 45th birthday) ' And >ou know,
24 years ago todi> I w is prison-
er In a Nnzi prison c imp

It should be noted that while

patriots like George Wallace who
was a bombardier In World War
Tl and Congressman Rarick, who
v-as In the Infantry, risked their

lives daily,_ Nixon worked as a

glbilflcd grocery clerk for "the

Navy and Humphrey Jodgeo the

draft

while the vast majority of both

Mouses of Congress are spineless
stooges, It ls with vast relief that

the American people are blessed

with such a fighting patriot as
Congressman Rarick Very few
names strike terror into the hearts
of liberal congressman is much
as Congressman John R Rarick

workers, students and all people,
must unite to destroy the totali-

tarian liberalism throughout
America!

The time has come for the

American right to purge the dead

wood from its midst The time is

now for American conservatives to

rid their ranks of the reaction-

aries, the pot-smoking objec-

tivism, jridthe* responsible” con-
servatives, so that they mightpre-
pare themselves to do battle

against the enemies of the people

The day approaches We must

all prepare ourselves for the war
cm the campuses, in the streets,

and in the factories If wo clear

up the Right And end all the In-

activity and Lndeclsliehess, then

we shall bo victorious

The decision Is up to you --

to act or to die Your very sur-
vival depends on vour action

When groups like the NYA
and Statecraft knock on your door,
join them and do not condemn their

actions Answer that knock of op-
portunity or face the deadly door
knock of the Liberal Gestapo!

Brothers of the right, we stand
behind you Join with us and victory
win be ours

Rational
Dear Rational Robert

1 is a black power savage with

a problem I let my hair go

“natural” for the last five years

without cutting it or washing it

or nothing Them white liberals

wont let me into their parties

because they think l got a wasp
nest on my head. My other problem

is that a nest of cockroaches are

In my hair and I done everything

from Johnson’s Vo Roach to DDT
and It Just don’t work What shall

I do Rational Robert?
MALCOM ELIJAH X mr Esq,

Dear Malcom Elijah X m, Esq.
There Is nothing to worry about

For ycnir first problem — that

of everyone thinking you have wasp
nest on your bend ls simple Merely
bleach your hair blonde True, it

may spoil the look of your hair

a bit, since there are not too many
black power savages sporting that

“natural' look with blonde hair,

but then again no one will mistake
your hair for a wasp’s nest

To solve your second problem
and get rid of your nest of cock-
roaches, the answer ls simple Go
down to your local garbage dump
or cesspool and pick up anystarv-

ing white trash SDS hippie He
will immediately attack your hair

with teeth and hands and his smell,
will drive the cockroaches out of

your hair so he can eat them

Dear Rational Robert
There has been strange silence

over the death ofSenator Crumble-
head Feeher, the great exponent
of gun legislation Can you give

us the Insight on this?

interested

Dear Interested

The inside story on Ids tkatb

Is At, follows For some time the

Senator and his grandmother (af

fectionafcely called Grandma Fe-
eber) had been concerned about the

large number of citizens buying
firearms So the Senator and his

grandma got together to write sonu
legislation which he Introduced on
the floor of the Senate Tto bll r

called for the confiscation of fire

arms held by white Amerlcuis
It would have ended all crime ind

all .flQlence-he declared MLnoriU
groups were exempted from this

because it would cause them men-
tal arUexty and deprive them of

their manhood Anyone who did

not turn in their firearms, would

get a twenty-year sentence to i

mental health clinic, up at the

artic circle in Alaska For some
reason the bill failed to pass

Gn coming home from the Senate,

Grandma Feeber was incensed be-

|

cause her grandson had deleted her

|

idea of penalities While Senator

Robert
Feeber backed a 20 year sentence,

“Grandma ’ Teeber waslnfavorof

--and we quote * kill them, kill

them, killing Is the only way to

end violence ”

She weis so Incensed that she

took an ax and chopped the Senator

Into little pieces She was trying

to flush him down the toilet when

she was caught by the police

Judge Slcko Biubbermouth jjave

her 60 days suspended sentence

for the chopping up of her grand-

son He then confiscated her ax

and fined her $10,000 and 20 years

in jail for violating federal law

for fallingto have her ax registered.

with the Federal Government

Dear Rational Robert
Can you please tell something

about the Y A r Chapter up at

that Ivy League School, Herverd
named C R A,P -Y Af

Wondering

Dear Wondering

Wonder no mure CHAP isthe
name of their local chapter The
initials stand for Campus React-

ionary Apathy Party When the

local Herverd SDS white trash

started smoking marijuana
C R A,P -Y A F did them one bet-

ter Besides smoking themselves,

they started to sell it When SDS
started to use LSD, C R A_P -

y A T again outdidthem by making
LSD They were wholesaling It to

SDS to peddle Now that SDS
shoots heroin Into their arms, the

people who smuggle It are not the

Mafia, but CR.A.P-YA,F And
what they don’t use themselves,

they peddle to s D S
CRAP-Y A.F also helped

Integrate the Janitorial staff of

Herverd with pygmies and Tibet-

ans while white trash SDS took
over the campus When the local
black nower oenole came on cam-
pus When the local black power
people came on campus, C R A. P -

Y A F ran away because they were
afraid AJ1 twenty hid from the

blacks by looking themselves Into

toilet stalls in the men s room
C R A P -Y A,F got together

with S D S to attackSTATECRAFT
In a "felll in” Unfortunately for

them, STATECRAFT wob more
than able to handle them and they

were oil locked In a sealed rail-

road car and sent to Btillwhlp,

Mississippi

BACK ISSUES ARE AVAILABLE
If you have not read STATECRAFT'S back

issues be sure to do so

SEPTEMBER 1968 with K R Valhal on ‘ Why
Conservatives tail” and special four page expose

supplement on the Liberal plot against private

property and investment our publisher publicly

blasting The Liberals on Gun Legislation.

OCTOBER 1968 our famous election issue with

k R Valhal’ b article I he Liberal Enemy (only

a very few left.)

NOVEMBER-DECLMBER 1968, force and

Ideas by k R V alhal The Future of A I P
by our Editor and inside story on the Electronic

Dictatorsnip by Paul Freeman
JANlutR V 1969 The Static* Revolution by KH

\ alhal The Battle I or Washington Si Toward
\ ic 'cry by the Editor -- C B Bakei

Bulk rates for Back issues

QEARTITY PRICF ADDHIONAI COPIES
10 $ 2 00 20£
100 $15 00 15<)

500 $50 00 10f
1000 $80 00 8f

or we will mail back copies of STATECRAFT
for 30 £ a name Just send in your list of names
(1-1000) and we’ll rush them into the mail
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Nixon Sells Out Conservatives

In the recent election campaign

large numbers of American con

servattves insisted on supporting

Richard M Nixon During the

campaign, Governor Wallace

stated that there wasnot adlme's

worth of difference between

Humphrey and Nixon ” Presi-

dent Nixon s recent appointments

prove the accuracy of Governor

Wallace's comparison President

Nixon has loaded his cabinet with

left-wing extremists and has In

fact, sold out his own conserve
tlve supporters

One of Nixon s most blatant

betrayals Is his decision to con-

tinue the Poverty Program and

the Job Corps Mxon claims

he is streamlining to make It

more effective but everyone knows
that the whole concept of a Pov-
erty Program is an arch-liberal

totalitarian concept Nixon thus

betrays one of the strongest Ideas

of his supporters
Npcon’s most obscene appoint-

ment was that of arch liberal

Robert H Finch to be Secretary
of Health education and Welfare
rinch immediately promised In-

creased "pressure for school
integration* 1 Finch, in fact, means
a massive sdxxd busing program
Nixon next turned around and

appointed Dr James E Allen Ji

to be Finch s assistant secretary
and also U S Commissioner of

Education Allen is an extremist
liberal who Is one of the strongest
proponents of busing across school
boundaries to achieve racial bal-

um e' In different schools The
enem> Allen stated that he had
no fundamental differences 1 with

the policies of his predecessor as
is S Commissioner of Education--
the vicious gangster, Harold Howe
II As New York State Commis-
sioner of Education In 1963, the

liberal Allen ordered mass busing
withfe the state oi New York * to

correct racial unbalances” Next
time you wonder why your neigh-
borhood school has turned Into a

jpok no further than

to etiemv liberals* such as James
fi. Allen.

Nixon s most blatant appoint-

ment was that of black power
savage and former director of the

Congress off Racial Equality,

James Farmer to be an assistant

Secretary of Health Education an

d

Welfare Farmer is one of the

originators of left- front racial agi-

tation within the nation He has

worked vigorously to establish

black supremacy In the United

States His appointment Is an

obvious step In that direction*

Farmer has stated that the Nixon
administration will back a billion-

dollar-a-year program of 'black

capitalism * This billion dollar

hand-out comes as no surprise

to STATFCRAFT, as we predicted

this action in the October 1966

issue Tarmer 'ttso echoed the

liberal double - think position on

race- -everything for the blacks

is ok, but anything for the whites

is evil J armor stated In refer-

ence to bluk students demands
for black culture courses and black

seperatism that the demandsthit

black students are making are In

line with their determination to

have more emphasis upon the eth-

nic traditions and heritage R
Is a good demand * Farmer
stated this position it the sime
time he was planning new and

massive oppression of white stu-

dents Farmer went so far as

to say I am i militant" This

Is the type of person Nixon has

put In to bis cabinet The time

for elections is nearly over
The liberal Finch has also In-

dicated that he plans to go after

a Federal Welfare standard, thus
destroying one of the Kst peroga-

tives of the state This same
goal Is sought b> Governor Rocke-
feller of New York

D C BFTRAYFD

The District of Columbia has
been one of the sorriest examples
of black power- -liberal control

in the nation Richard Nixon
re-appolnted Walter Washington

to be Mayor of this city Wash-
ington In turn Indicates that he
plans to rehire the evil gangster

Patrick V Murphy to his position

as Public Safety Director of the

city Murphy was one of the chief

Instigators of the great lire of

Washington following the death of

Martin Luther King It was Murphy
who allowed raging hoards of sav-

ages to bum the nation's capltd
That Murphy is a criminal,

there can be no doubt * That he could
possibly be put back Into Ills old

position Is sheer Insanity In

addition to specializing lb arson

and destruction, Murphy Is also

the arch enemy (rf the hard-working

Uid oppressed policemen of u C

He has single-handedlypersecuted

the honest citizens and police wlkile

rewarding and favoring crimimi

Murphy would be a ropg_

President Nixon also be-

trayed the citizens of the District

Of Columbia by appointing three

arch- liberals to the city council

of Washington Gilbert Hahn Jr
,

strong liberal and proponent of

totalitarian gun control l&w^, was
ippointed as Chairman of the city

council to replace outgoing liberal

gangster, John W Hechlnger

Another new councilman is

Sterling Tucker who served as

Executive Director of the Wash
tngton Left I rout Urban League

Tucker was convicted in l^B of

income tax evasion but was par-

doned by President Johnson

Nixon s third appointment to the

D C Council Is the ‘Reverend
T A Moore, who Is a well-known

supporter of Governor Nelson
Rockefeller of New York

Nixon’s new appointments
clearly show where he stands in

regard to the oppressed citizens

of the District of Columbia
Richard Nixon has, in fact, plunged

a dagger into the hack orWash-
tagtorra productive citizens

Tricky Pick Is up to Ms old tricks

African Communist
Butcher Gets His
«Dr Eduardo Mondl&ne, Af-

rican Communist, finally was
killed In Dar as Salaam, Tan-
zania by a bomb
Mondlane led the African Com-

munist terrorist organization call-

ed Frellmo The Frelimo aim was
to •liberate 1' Mozambique (Port-

Liberal Book Burners
C school superintendent,

ireh- liberal William R Manning,

ordered text books In D C pub-

lic school censored because he

found a passage discouraging tn-

teraclal and interfaith marriages

to be ‘objectionable In this time

in history *

The l>OQk was written by Judson

and Mary L andls It was titled

'Personal Adjustment, Marriage
and Family LMns"

wanning ordered the offending

section cut out of all text books

One section that was rut out stated

Interracial marriages may not

bo Ulegai but they are unviise"

Today the liberals cut out the

paees til hooks, tomorrow they

will burn the books*

Berkley Tenches Deslructim
The University or California at

Berkley is offering a special

course on radicalism taught by

red-marxist professor Herbert

Marcuse
The course Is sponsored by the

Center for Participating Educa-

tion and is titled the New ‘Amer-

ican Revolution The center Is a

student group which last fall spon-

sored lectures by black-power

savage Fldridge Cleaver

Thu University of California Is

supported by taxes token from citi-

zens Hou, Ironical it is that the

taxpayers are forced to support

college courses uromotlnc their

own destruction.

Meanwhile at San Francisco
State College student attendance

has dropped to 40 percent Many
of the red department chairmen
have refused to cooperate with

college president Hayakawas de-

mand for reports on student at-

tendance* Fvervdav more students

leave the college to seek educa-

tion elsewhere because they are
unable to attend their classes In

peace Each day brines a new
and more brutal incident ormoles-
ttng and assaults upon those who
simply try to go fco their classes

California Is governed by a so

c ailed conservative, Ronald
Re jgan's Inability to stop

the mass outbreak of destruction

and anarchy within his own state s

school system Is complete proof

of the sterility of the traditional

conservative approach to politics

Only those who will meet Hie force

of the left with an equal and deter-

mined force of the right have a

ugese East Africa) from the Port-
ugese
Besides being backed by theCom-

munists, and the CIA., the

Ford Foundation also bankrolled
him

It is not known whether the Port-
ugese engineered his assaslnatlon
or not, for killing thousands of

loyal blacks who would not fight

against the Portugese
The best theory is that he was

killed by one of his many rivals

hi Frellmo many of his fellow

terrorists being quite unhappy, be-
cause they were being slaughtered
by the Portugese as soon as they
crossed the border from Tanzania,
while Mondlane was squandering
Frellmo s money on beer, Cadil-

lacs and the flesbpots of Dar eg
Salaam

An unsubstantiated nimmor hfm

jt that Mondlane's cofflfl___gag
broken into either before or after

burrled and his heart and
brains eaten by Ms followers

African Culture says to eat
someone^ organs will give the

gourmet tbe same attributes as
the eaten i t heart--courage and
brains- - Intelligent; o

Brotherhood

Assembly Turns

into Race Riot
For years, the students at Lee

High School In New Haven Con-
necticut have been subjected to the
liberal drool fugs of peace, love
brotherhood, and other nonseoce
I ee High had enjoyed the blessings
of lntergratlon as Jungle control
began to spread over the school
like poison ivy

Things finally reached a climax
when the school held Its brother-
hood week assembly In the school
audltorulm Brotherhood week is

one week out of the year In which
some blubbering liberal, full of
love and mental Illness, says that

people who hate each other’s guts
are suppose to slap each other on
the back In an orgy of ^brother-
hood

"

The school assembly was special
since the theme was to promote
goodwill between blacks and
whites However , a local VISTA
worker came to make trouble and
found it, from an angry group
of fed-up white students After
i few brief but furious scuffles,

the black power student sav-
ages fled for their lives along

I
with the VISTA worker
Needless to say, rumors are cir-

culating that the white organizing

h ap been done by that nasty and
• racist • group STATECRAFT
We at STATECRAFT say and

wil ! continue to say that it Is per-
fectly legitiment for whites tc

organize for self-defence and sur-
vival
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The Following Excerpts Are From A

2nd Brilliant Letter Received From N. B.
Dear Mr Baker

All too often disputes over ideol-

ogy and tactics within the rightist

family have developed into

acrimonious front-lawn battles,

much to the leering delight of

neighboring foemon I believe that

It Is necessary for people taking

our stance to keep such disagree-
ments in the family maintaining

a united front In public action

It Is with this principle In mind

that I assure you that I am. LOO%
In favor of what you are aiming

to do Your spontaneity, sincerity

and determination lead me to a.

temptation I usually find all too

easy to forswear, the temptation
of hope I am In substantive agree-
ment with your political outlook

and hope that my concern about

labels Is not mere quibbling

A militant movement invariably

assumes an onion-like structure,

consisting of radial layers rep-
resenting various degrees of com-
mitment The ratio of hangers-on
to activist members is probably
at least ten to one furthermore)
the extent of propaganda needed to

secure these followers is probably
also tenfold Therefore, as soon as

you have UAlts dispersed across
the nation, dji item of high prior-
ity should be to encourage each one
to have a mimeograph working
turning out local bulletins Thus,
a few individuals can re-icn hun-
dreds and sift out from tills mass
future followers to be developed
Into future members

We probably represent at

least the 99th percentile of

determination it may be ad-
vanced as a general rule that most
college students, a. notoriously-
other- directed lot, are lost to our
cause by the time they have been
run through the mill In Sociology

201, etc Therefore, It Is nec-

essary to reach dowr Into the
high school age group James Cole-
man’s Adolescent Society Is the
definitive study of this group and
has numerous bibliographical ref-
erences which might prove helpful

(Of course, I realize that you are
not running a seminar, but il\ the
past rightists have almost tot-iily

neglected the information made
available to them oy the liberals,
preferring some hit or miss prag-
matic 'busvness to possess
them )

As you know, what w vs known
as Civics” class in high schools
became Problems of Demo-
cracy » after the Second World
War, a conflict in whl< h our rulers
laid imny plans for their post-
war reconstruction of Amerk i

The middle class, as you observed.
Is being psychologically ‘pro-
leUrUnlzed” (merely oonslderthe
fact that more and more educa-
tion'

1 on the primary and second-
ary level Is being structured a-

round “impulse release,’ 'the hall-
mark of the lower class lifestyle J

The ultimate atm of our liberal
masters ls.Pt course, to obliter-
ate the middle

T
reducing society

to two groups the oligarchy and
the “Proles ' This end: is sought
by levelling ail conceivable dif-

ferences Thus, liberals are much
concerned to see that the middle
class comes to accept the sexual
mores of the lower class Religion,

largely a middle class concern, Ls

being gradually phased- out by
melting all denominations Into an
amorphous ,f Brotherhood 1 cult (tf

as good liberal democrats, we
recognize that one faith Is as valid
as another, then none need be ser-
iously followed

) Racial and ethnic
differences will Anally have to be
obliterated <A1 the present time,
the Wasp minority is recognized
by the liberals as the last great

bastion of resistance to the crea-
tion of a class of mestizo serfs

Hence, a mere glance at the pageE
of Commentary, The Nation, and

tjther liberal journals demons-
trates that the unwritten law a-

gainst pejorative ethnic: labels Is

curiously suspended In the i nse

of the embattled WASP Again and

again, we are tqld that theW^SP
Is the great reservoir of that

heinous sin of hate " Quotas are

demanded for unqualified colored

peoples so that qualified WASPs
may be thrown Into unemploy ment
and cenocldal destitution ) Income

Ls levelled by the mediants tn of

payroll withholding, a most clev-

er stratagem Eventually, one
comes to forget that be ever earned
the money that is taken from his
paycheck before he receive* it In

the Soviet Union, of course, taxes

are taken out of production Itself

without even the grace note of a

withholding statement
One reason the upper class lib-

oral leadership can make conces-
sions which appear to eat Into

the heart of free enterprise Is the

fact that capitalism is hot alt oione
piece, not all productive I dis-

tinguish between productive capit-

alism (e g the Ford plant and the
neighbor's basement workshop)

and parasitic capitalism (finance

and the shell game at the county

fair) Many of the upper class lib-

eral leaders belong in the class

of parasitic capitalists Simply
take a look at the roster of that

nest of liberal cockroaches known
as the Council on Foreign ttela

tiona I do not believe that m iking

this distinction need throw one Into

mlndie&b maundering about 'In-

ternational bankers, ’ albeit such
nation-devouring beasts may yver

exist Ezra Pound trenchantly put

his finger on this main artery

of the liberal system when he
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showed that liberals denounce pro-

ductive capitalism yet say nothing
about finance (usury) Once again,

let me say that I am not ad-

vocating funny-money tangents, but

merely suggest that this point

marks oil liberals <uid conserva-
tives in the upper class Many
managerial boy wonders who es-

pouse “Modem Republicanism”
are products of such distortion

and in 1904 we saw whole gag-
gles of them gleefully Joining In

the mud-balling of Barry Cold-
water, a man ho honest that East-
ern financial establishments re-
fused to fund his campaign When
a self-proclaimed populist (George
Wal ace) appeared In 1998, these
Chase Manh&tten Republicans were
absolutely convinced that he could

take votes only from the rank-
and file of their kept party

Liberals depend on sheer quan-
tity to put their propaganda mes-
sage across Recently, 1 reviewed

a file of the Iliustrlerte Z eltung

In Ohio U J s library, extending

from the years 1933 to 1941 Much
to my surprise, I found that this

periodical (roughly the German
equivalent of the Atlantic Month-
ly and Saturday Evening Post

merged) devoted not even a third

or a quarter as much adulation

and attention to Adolf as the At-

lantic and Post gave to J F K
during his regime The fact that

this was a general circulation per-
iodLeal for the German pub-

lic should be borne in mind Evi-

dently, the Nazi regime felt more
sure of Itself than cur own lib-

erals Adolf wo* given a cover
portrait by tlds magazine once

(>es, once«) in the period under
consideration Contrast this with
the multitudinous times one found

hi£ sensibilities assaulted by the

leering technicoloi visage of a

Kennedy brat on the cover of the

Post or LQok»
An American resistance move-

ment cannot hope to overcome the

propaganda of the liberals on the

basis of quantity I lberals are

much more cunning than Dr Coeb-
bels ever was in this respect they

are willing to allow freedom of

the press as long as 90% of the

pre- production Is thetr_propa-
Therefore' propaganda^

gainst the liberal oligarchy must
compensate for lack of quantity

with greater Intensity Your Idea

of a striking logotype for STATL*
CRAFT Is a good one and tht

effect might well be reinforced
by placing an action photo on the

dead center of the from page

You perceive correctly thai

authentic national resistance is

baaed In the middle class. This
fact explains bow our rightist pos-
ition differs from the “respectable

conservatism f of Buckley Co
The New Right, If such an ideo-

logical creature exists, is a re-

emergence of Populism, a type of

neo - Populism Populism, of

course, dfd not move into the

cities, but was limited to native-

born Americans In rural and small
town areas Populism was the only

1 eft movement which was in-

digenous to America Thus, It was
also a type of rightist national

is in, i revolt of the hinterland

against cosmopolitan Eastern fin-

ancial centers Foreign leftism
triumphed, as we know, in the
forms of De 1 eon's Socialist La-
bor Party, Debs Socialist Party,
and the amalgamation ofold French
rationalism, British Fabianism,
and American pragmatism which
became the public policy of the
New Deal regime The latter move-
ments found their base In the lab-

oring, wage- earning class and
were given leadership by renegade
scions of the old wealthy fami-
lies (lust as ip England peers of

the realm quickly jumped to lead-

ing positions in the emerging La-
bor Party) Populism, however,
always had Its base In the middle
class, although this was a middle

doss yeomanry which was being

dispossessed by technological and

financial change The essentially

Fundamentalist and regional me-
tier of Populism foredoomed It

to slow attrition, then sudden death
at the hands of the Wilsonian Dem-
ocrats Populist elements in the

Goldwater campaign have been ex-

tensively commented upon by Rich-
ard Hofstadter, among others,

version to an even more explicitly

Populist style and, therefore, his

support soon became seU-UmliJjig
and ^subject to a last- minute de-
moralization

,
Hl^tor^1 remains yet

to be made and the possibility of

(rafting a new Populism, a Na-
tional Populism' remains open to

a Now Right T use the term ’Na-
tional Populism r In analog to

National Socialism as you recall,

T Ipset points out that German Na-
tional Socialism was a form of

centrist extremism, while Franco
represents rightist fascism and
PeroMsm Is leftist fascism
American National Populism would
not be totalitarian of course^ but

It would be c^xlst In Onset's
sense of the termT i e both the
American and the German move-
ments would be/were staffed and
sustained by restive elements of

the middle cl&s£

Like the New Left, the middle

class is also not all of one piece

a crucial distinction is to be made
between the upper mldddeclass and
the lower middle class While the

upper middte class Is con-
servative, is likely to be Burk-
leyan, Goldwater-iBh, the lower
middle class In revolt is more
apt to be found In the bleachers,

rooting for Wallace Many, many
of the younger member* of the

upper middle class, having
the “benefit” erf 'education and
enlightenment’ at the h<mds of the

liberal satraps, have defected to

liberalism This Is to be seen
most clearly at <uiy large, secular
university campus I know at least

half a dozen in the upper middle
class who three years age were
Goldwate rites and have mutated so
that in the recent election
they joined the mawkish crusade
of Sen Eugene McCarthy Tills

transmut itiem, of course, is partly

a product of the self-indulgence of

the upper middle class Mc-
Carthy's offer of surcease from
sorrow o’er the horrendous draft

(Continued on Page 12'i
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will not ficctpt ihi tt baeouBP of the po*tof of Govcmd Wallace and the bump? slicker Shnni

you please help * by abofflng lhi» *1 to interested friends?

GIANT 2 x 3

PATRIOTIC POSTERS

St* Jutpt MtCortky

Gov Georgs WoEliico Gm Dooglas MatAfthar

Posters $2.00 plus 50? handling and marimg per poster On poster orders

of six dollars or more we poy handling and moiling cost

Bumper Stickers In Brilliant Colors

[ Available onl y in regular size 4”xl 5” 30C each

OUR FAMOUS
'SHOOT LOOTERS”

|

“LAW POWER" I

Any six regular size Bumper

Stickers $1 50
post paid

Any six jumbo size Bumper

Stickers $2.50
post paid

BULK RATE FOR POSTERS AND BUMPER STICKERS SENT

UPON REQUEST USE THIS HANDY COUPON

Please rush me the following

Gen MacArthur
Gov Wallace

Sen McCarthy

plus 50? for each poster oc order under $6 00

REGULAR SIZE BUMPFR SUCKERS

JUMBO BUMPER STICKERS

•My God Is alive sorry about yours' (50? i

America Awaxef The Liberal Is your enemy” (50? i

Taxes For Protection - Plot One Cent For Blackmail”

(50? i

I iberallsm Is ANARCHY” (50? i

($2 00
($2 00 ea.)

00 ea.L

Pleose i«d me bulk rates
| |

Available only in Jumbo size 4”x24”50< each
past paid

“My God Is Alive— sorry about yours”

‘'America Awake 1 The Liberal Is Your Enemy 1

"Taxes For Protection Nor one cent for Blackmail’

“Liberalism is ANARCHY”

Seed cask cbeclt or money order to

PATRIOTIC PRODUCTS, Dept S

P 0 Bo* 532
Arlington, Vo 22216

Brilliant Letter
(Continued from Page 11)

swept In oodles of the silver-

spoon scions of the upper middle

class Furthermore, these kid-

napped and mindless legions can

always be counted on to produce

multitudinous Lears over the Pas-
sion Flay of the Black Man In White

Racist America All too often,

liberal drool Is their nectar These
brats In bell-bottom partialoms
have all taken “Sosb 201” and

Anthropology 345 1/4, so they know
that everything Lb relative, that

all ethics is ethos, all morality
mere mores, that cannibalism Is

simply a "cool” party game, that

Oedipus was merely a liberated,

swinging sexual v irietlst, that all

patriotism is bosh

It should be possible. Indeed Ls

mandatory, for people to feel that

they are active in this movement
outside of formal meetings Every

of a future cell. In this way, cue]

sees that individualism may de-

mand heroism, committees and

commissars can only ask for quo-

tas to be filled Now and then,

one must ask himself Have I

prepared another so that, if I were
to die tomorrow, he would carry

on the struggle with an intensity

that Is mlne rt That ls the mean-
ing of fanaticism, the awesome
task of zealotry This is part and

parcel of the principle of intensity

that must be cultivated by an em-
battled minority If it ls to break

through to a final victory

Now, I hope that my verbosity

la not mere idleness rather I

ask ttisi 14 be received as a pledge

of faithfulness In this struggle

Tht Liberal is the

Gravtdiggar ef

America

CLASSIFIED ADS
dPSET YOUR LIBERAL
"FRIENDS ’ will these buttons

Liberalism And Literacy Don't

Mix, Fight Collectivist Tyranny,

Smash Red Treason, Liberals Are

Through In ‘12, Back HUAC, I’m

More Afraid at Sellout Than Fall-

out, Liberalism Promotes Racial

Unrest, Im A Card Carrying

American, all 1-3/4" or larger in

diameter Any comMnaitan 1-4

25f each, 6 for $1 OO or 11 lor

$2 00, SO tor $6 00, 100 lor $10 00,

SOD for $40 00, sent to Super
Underground Buttons, 1534 Rox-

anna Road, N W ,
Washington, D C

20012

Rates tor this section 20? per
word, per Insertion

AIP News
(Continued from Page 6)

made it very clear that the Na-
tional Committee shall have no

power to direct the Internal af-

faire of any state party We are

certainly not interested In having

the National Committee become
an arbiter over the internal prob-

lems of autonomous state parties

'There is no question but whai

the development of a strong

national party ls a long-term task,

and It won't be accomplished over

night/' he said. "But we have

to take the problems a step at

a, time and solve them as we
go If wc had moped around in

166*7 and cried about the Insur-

mountable problems of getting on

the ballot in every stale, we never

would have accomplished that, nor

would we have received the 10

million votes which put our party

op the map In the 1066 election

INFORMATION
Thanks to all those who sent in

nn»dii-l'dBMii*iTil'.'^W3rrul
airoiiEgtcto^FruafiTir;

BBMIHIillBalBEBIX&q&GM!

SPECIAL
WE WILL MAIL THIS ISSUE

OF STATECRAFT

TO YOUR FRIENDS

FOR 30(i A NAME

JUST SEND IN YOUR LIST

OF NAMES (1 - 100«

AND WE'LL RUSH THEM

INTO THE MAIL

ORDER EXTRA COPIES

TODAY TO HELP SMASH
THE DIRTY LIBERALS
STATECRAFT FEBRUARY MARCH ISSUE

QUANTITY PRICE ADDITIONAL

10 $2. CO 20#

100 $15 00 15*

500 $50 00 10<
1000 $80 00

be sure to specify FEB -MAR 1 ssue
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A Publication Of The National Youth Alliance
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Free Men Are Not Equal, Equal Men Are Not Free!

VOLUME 1 NO 1 FALL 969 Copyright NATIONAL YOUTH ALLIANCE J96S

Right Power Lanched At U.C.L.A.

Byers addressing the audience

Some 2000 students crowded ireumd a

podi mi set up i Meyer Hoff Park on the

1 ( F i r jrrrn r- ftijv Jrbh Tt mi, ffrp

fu s r in a lutionv. ide senes oi Kight Power
Programs to be he’d and the enthusiasm
oi the crowd was cruder t from the first

John Hives issifctart UCLA Unit Leader
spoke md Louis LJyeis hi A National

Organizer outlined the four points Both
speakers were constantly mterruped Liy

e p p I a j s e Black Tower savages and odi-
ferous lung-hail s stood on the outskirts
of the crowd making their presence known
bv occasional ieers I ollowing the speeches
the students pi cserteri their dem inds to the

Lean of the university Hie NY \ demanded
that

• I he administration must restore. Law

t LI A must terminate the ‘ high po-
tential’ program which has brought

so L r i : , \ thugs to the campus

The N Y A members further admonished

and Order to the c anipuS,

* It LA mist continue to give credit for

ROTL
* Ralph Bunche Hall must be renamed

Douglas Mac Arthur Hall

* The sciences of eugenics, genetics and

ethnology must be added to the cur-
riculum

* The ndcrunishrutioi niol lire ary

teachei e vvlo encourage anarchy or

violate the 14 th ammendment
* SDb and Bbt must be dissolved

If the administration refuses these

just and necessary demands which
arc for the benefit ot all students

of all races then it will be respon*- idle

for any and all further damage both

mental ind physical which may be

sustained in the future by decent young
Americans attending U C LA and we
shill bold each member of the ad-
mu lbtration or niy and legally

responsible toi tush damage and in-

jury

The Myth Of Equality

( on'rny Kj tin. poj bar libel il ~upt mil-
lion ill nan ire nolcit Rider uU i tju i ity

irnplu s s ^ miruLS 1-’ u I n law b mg
organ tin t m justly he < oi di red dr
same \ny to cmjit to n ike ill nui icjuil

(with i eg a d to ti cut u tore ts u ^ 'ina-

bilities) will ul turntel' ful — lor it would ic

in opposition £ the nisit i ivv ot n t irt

No two jilants or atiruils lie dike il

tno igli thee nn\ belong to Ihc s irn genus

or spoeies it wou'tl be absurd to expect
men who are mole biologically developed
to follow UH I iv. oi rigid uniformity

N iturc’s lute m dueisit,, and men are
net t nui

j
t

\ race is also a biological entity a

grouping ot individual 1
- who shares common

genetic inheritance Because races like

individuals arc subject to natural laws

they too ire ditforcnt and therefore

unequal Rates like individuals excel m
some ire as oi df velopment and lag m
othei s One race may have phenomenal

physic il strength md be lacking in mental

skills while another easily able to solve

staggering nuthniaticnl problems may be

physic aUv interior 1 he recognition of

ncial and culturil individuality does not

m ,my way necessitate the subjugation ul

one rate or cultuic to anothei The es-

tablishment oi any racial hieraitoy how-
ever must be based upon luncbnnal
criteria

this ( omitry was founded on individual-

ity, and individual motivations talents and

capabilities are needed to perform the many
different societal functions One motivating

laotor behind this Nation’s progress has

t een the v ast opportun-

ity which is a' ailab e to

our citimis lo pretend

that wc lire i f the same
however is to ignore the

right <*j the individual to

be tun Hide 1

1

J is such

it i
L to rtgnrct me i en miss andignom the

singulv- man Hie phrase ill mt n ue
creited equal ’ it ppea-s i U c f n ed

States (_ onstitutmi Ins 1 Cer gretoh abuser1

fiv mods in equ llitm mis Our toendng

‘atliei - wci e wit blind to toe diHei cnees

betwocr men, »* t> the necessary exj i es-

sioti and m ltivainn ol those diffeieuecs

I his statorne-l infers solely to eq^to e in-

sideration before the law M inkuid c mnot

help but be subjective in the ev Uuation

oi individual, laeial and cultural pec uliar-

ities and so this clause was inserted

The Opposition (Oontlmjei] on Pape 2)
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National Vbuth Alliance

Mail in application at right for

membership Recruit others on your

campus or SLhool Start a local unit—
write headquarters for information

faint last name FIRST name

PRrNT PERMANENT STREET ADDRESS

PRINT CITY- STATE

NAME of school or college or occupation if not full time student

MIDDLE INITIAL

PHONE

IIP CODE

Active Membership Associate Membership

13 29 yrs —13 year 30 op yrs —$10 Of more TEMPORARY (SCHOOL OR BUSINESS) ADDRESS

One vear s dues must accompany

application

811 ItH’ON I ( IIH 1 I nt IK

»W11N<,I0\ I) ( 2(lim

(202) H ! t Mill!

SCHOOL OR BUS PHONE 5E X MARITAL STATUS RACE RELIGION

I am an American citizen years old and apply for membership m the National Youth

Alliance 1 affirm my loyally to the Flag Constitution and Republic of the United Slates and

pledge to defend iht vaiu.s und intf cnty r.f W. -u rn rn iliiil ion from all innm.i fort ign and

domestic

DATE SIGNATURE

NYA Four Point Program
1 TO OPPOSE I HE UhL OF DANGEROUS
DRUGS AND NARCO I ICS AND TO RUN
THOSE WHO PUSH THEM OI F THf CAM-
PUS

I he increasing use of dangerous drugs

by America's youth is leading to the mental

and physical devolution of the citizens and

leaders of tomorrow We recognize that

drugs are a major tool used by the Deft

to force American youth to submit to mind

control and slavery We pledge every cf-

lort to reduce the influence of drugs among

our peers If the proper authorities fail

to act in an efficient manner, wc claim

as a matter of survival the right to take

whatever action is appropriate, regardless

of whether some may interpret such action

as ‘ militant ”

2 FO NFL I R A L I Z L AND O 'ERCOMT
BLACK POWER

.stink-ait r 'B, mrhacl has stated ‘When

you talk of Blaca Power, you talk of build-

ing a movement that will destroy everything

Western Civilization has created ” We, as

Americans and the descendants of the

builders of Western Civilization intend to

survive and to create from the present

chaos a better tuture for Western mm
Tift \A 1 IONAL hOLIH ALLIANCE will

not tolerate destructive or disruptive ic-

tivities by Black Power enthusiasts on the

campuses of our country

ATTACK!
\ PUBLICATION. OF THE NATIONAL YOlr

I H

ALLIANCE

FreL men dre not cq ua] -equ ifc men ire not Itll

Attack! is published in Wdshington DC by The

National Youth ANiance Incorporated All materraJ in

this paper is copyrighted by the National Youth

Alliance Reproductions of any kind art, forbidden

without written pir minion

Addrpss ali correspondence to

ATTACK'

B1J DuPont Circle Bldg

Washington D C 20036

Tefpphone (202) 833 8450

Publisher

Louis T Byert,

Editor

Larry J Winters

Contributors

Dr R^ilo P Oliver EdwardNot.dk

Michael D Russell Kdfl R Victor

3 TO RCSTORt LAW AND ORDER TO TH1

CAMPLSE6 AND 10AMERICA BY STAMP-
ING OUT ANARCHIST GROUPS AND
MOVEMENTS, SUCH AS 5 D h

The vast increase in anarchy and

chaos m the last several years on the

campuses of America has created a situa-

tion which is intolerable at many institu-

tions education is an impossibility This

cannot continue We call on the admini-
strations of the institutions to restore

order immediately and ban troublemaking

groups such as fa D b If the college leaders

lack the will they should be replaced

immediately with an administration which

will act in the best interests of the maj-
ority of students Unless this is done

the majority of the students will eventually

have to act to ensure that order is main-
tained and the college or university carries

out its primary function

4 JO BRING PEACE ID AMERICA BY
RESISTING AM' ATTEMPT TO INVOLVE
1 S IN FOREIGN WAR

I or fifty years our parents and grand-
prents have allowed themselves to be

tricked into fighting wars for others -wars
lar removed from our shores and for ob-
jects which they never understood The
criminal p o 1 1 1 1

1

o-eoonomic system of

maintaining lull employment and buying
votes by intervention in alien wars must
he brought to a halt In the past twenty
years alone 60 000 of America’s finest

young men have been murdered to for-
ward the ambitions of vote-hungry poli-

ticians We shall light the involvement
of America in further wars overseas with
every means at our command

The hiational youth ^lliance presents

RIGHT FORAMERICA f

JfEW'.Af’EtlOACK
FIX.MS* SPEAKERS QVEffmWANDAKEWER SESSION:
A CALL TDACnOW 1

jawaabeon free rzppxeb n&raomitted

STOP RIOT POWER WITH RIGHT POWIR

W\iuf FOR A\ NYA RIGHT POW H

PRO*. RYlif IN YOUR API A

The Myth Of Equality

(c onllmiod from Page V

to assure justice to all citizens

These live words, however have been
twisted and distorted to better serve the

Marxist philosophy ‘ ‘Equality of opportun-
ity ” us It is currently interpreted not
only Lacks any Constitutional basis but
violates the basic human right to choose
one’s own associates, and to conduct un-
hampered, one’s private affairs The be-
lief in equality is central to the Marxist
for he assumes that environment alone

determines the nature of man One has
only to alter the environment Marxist
ideologues tell us, in order to produce uni-
form ‘ specimens ” When left to her own
devices , however nature does not produce
equal men even in equal environs, and so
steps must bp taken by the equalitarian
totalists to assure the creation of a uni-
versal, pacific and totally mediocre pro-
letai lat

When extra-natural forces are employed
to forcefully equalize men the

results are disastrous It is a commonly
accepted fact even among social scientists

that the interior cannot feasibly be raised

to a level of superiority Any equality

then can only be implemented through a

leveling process which would reduce the

productive worker to the level of the un-

productive, the creative person to the

level of the uncreative When the non-
producer is rewarded at the expense of

the producer, incentive vanishes The
Mai vasts would then achieve their objec-

tives—there would, for example, be a uni-

form standard of living—but the resulting

society would be colorless, mediocre and
incapable of excellence They very founda-

tions of our culture would crumble for

civilization was built by superior men
and without superior men it cannot long

be maintained

Because nature compels men to exercise
their peculiar longings and talents a total-

itarian regime would be required to hold
men in the quagmire of equality The
Marxist dream unenforced would fail--

for Marxists, being materialists, fail to

recognize the existance of man’s inner

essence In order, therefore, to keep all

men equal all men would have to be en-
sl ived

Equality and freedom are incompatible
Either man is free to pursue his individual

racial and cultural destiny or all men are
caught in the yoke of an artificial mediocr-
ity In the choice between fieedoin and
equality' the NYA chooses lreedom, this

is the beliel expressed by our symbol and
the basis for the slogan that ‘ free men
are not equal and equal men are not free ”
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Editorial

Quit griping soldier I We ve gotta use the weapons

they send us'

N.Y.A. Counters Red Movie

The month oi July witnessed several

\ i A street Jemonbirationt, against the

red fi'm CHE I he IJetroit NLA led the

action holding several demonstrations at

diffeient theatei s around the city To in-

sure maximum effect the Michigan

Ivy A leader Patrick A Lifer personally

led each demonstration

The first action took place at the

Wednesday night opening of the film at

the Redford theater Demonstrators carried

such signs as ' This Film Aids Reds”
“This Theater Commits Treason”, ‘ This

is War ” One sign had a large drawing

of a cigarette pack saying “Caution—See-

ing this Film May He Hazardous To Your
Health ” The NYA inequality symbol was
painted on many signs

A phone campaign before and after the

demonstration announced NYA opposition

to showing the film to the theater owners
CHE was made by a gang of

degenerate Hollywood movie moguls They
saw the chance to make a fast buck by

NYA ver«u CHE

exploiting the publicity arising from the

long overdue death of the red bandit

Che Guevera Not being bound by any

sense of patriotism or national loyality,

the moguls pandered to the taste of the

anarohistB and nihilists who have made
Che Guevera into a new Messiah

During the demonstration, a number of

hippies came out of a hippie clothes shop

located next to the theater Several of them

started catcalling at the NYA line, shout-

ing ‘ 'revolution” as they raised their hands

m a clenched fist salute The NYA dem-
onstrators replied with their own catcalls

and shouts of “Hippies Stink” and “Che isn't

dead—he Just smells that way ”

ITie Detroit police saw that the situa-

tion was fast escalating into a not They

made the hippies leave the area for their

own safety

Later our demonstrators began chanting
“Stand up for America—Boycott this film »’

The chant had a striking effect on ticket

sales Many casual movie goers turned away
and boycotted CHE, once they learned the

true nature of the film

Demonstrations at other theaters in

Detroit produced similar results

As if some giant command went out to

all of the prostitute editors m every estab-

lishment newspaper in the land m unison

we are called ‘ violent” or ‘ violence-

prone ”

This is used as an epithet by evil and

vicious men and it is meant to confuse

and befuddle well-mcaningpeople who usual-

ly believe what they read
Actually we don’t mind it at all when we

are called names All this does is to rid

us of the pantywaists who think that anardiv

and Bolshevism can be fought with words
and a brave scowl now and then

Thus, the pantywaists, Lf they go any-

where, join a nice, non-contro\ersiat

“Conservative” organization where they

won’t get into our way And providing that

they don’t stick out their tongues at the

Black power savages or the BDS White

trash they are alleged to debate pres-

sing problems ol the day such as the

immorality of social security pavments,

the alarming growth of labor unions, and

anaiohibtic ‘ libertarian” Conservatism

vs toothless I stalilishment Conservatism

bo we think that it's imnortant that iraiit-

one straighten oat this muter of violence

The lgnor irit libel ate have evervont con-
fused on the point

lo listen to them all violence oi who-
ever kind is bid They claim to visual re

a violence-free society — a gigantic Love
Machine --where every bodv is m lad with

everyone all the time except for Imel
intervals whu h can be used to further lib-

erate oneself by sniffing glue, chewing

a betel nut or dropping some acid

Such a happy and careless existence for

m inkind may be pleasant to contemplate

(or it may not, actually it is repulsive to

us) but it is so immature that it makes us

marvel that humanoids can be so stupid

Because contrary to what the liberals and

pacifists preach violence is not ail evil

in md of itsell and freedom is not the

absence of violence or force

Our civilization--as anv civilization must

bo <pai ticularly one composed of a hetero-

geneous society) --is founded and rests on

violence Every civilization is directly de-

scended Irom a conquest, and if it were

not for the constant promise of retaliatory

v lolence from the law we would live every

moment at the utter mercy of ( riminals and

thugs

\ lolence is bad only when it is used in

anti-social wav When it is used to main-

tain law and order—which ai e absolute

essentials not only for progress but for

humat life itsell—violence is a positive

good
Iherelore if i government or a school

administration fails lo use v lolence andtorce

to defend itself and the live- and property

of its people then the people not only

have the right but the obligation to enforce

the 1 iw themselves'
The liw of sell-dclcnsH needs no excuse

or rationalization and we do not need nine

black-robed liberals to eyplnn it lor us

Ihis is the first law ol life and of the com-
mon law tor that mittei

I he belL with anyone who savs wc don’t

have the right to defend ourselves

IMPERIUM
THE PHILOSOPHY OF HISTORY & POLITICS

BY ULtCK VARANGE
(Francis Porker Yockeyl

Much has been sjuI jboni IMPERIUM but this muJi i> c lc t nti i ikons md times mort

will be caid

IMPERIUM is today c most cuntrovirujl bonk This exciting pipcrbiLk whu.1i is

disinbuied by the National Youth Alliance has become the subject oi innumerable news, sti nes

md columns receiving nationwide publicity from Drew Pearson J imes laekson Kilpatrick the

Washington Post news service the Communist Daily World the New York Jewish Press

Mohammed Speaks the John Birch Socjelv Bulletin the Los Artaks Umcs and the New York

Sun lo name only i few

The editors ot Vpwywetk magazine recently inserted a lull pa^ advertisement ifcrii%

then readers lo the existence o f ihc Francis Pirker Yockey Movement and advising them to

watch out for IMPERIUM r Hus kind of publicity m the rntionaJ medu is almost

unprecedented

IMPERIUM is Ihc fust sequel the literary world knows n> Spui^lei s monument lI fHL

DttLlNF OH HP WEST

In fact the author of IMPERIUM does more thin even Spcrigkr attempted -ht delmes

and creates the pathology of Culture in all of its infinitely urgent import mce including the

discipline of Cultural Vitalism

IMPERIUM rejects the Nineteenth Ccntur\ the parched fossils of Us thought Mjrx

Freud and the scientific technical world outlook its exhausicd politicul nostrums the

pluralistic slate liberalism democncy communism internationalism all ot which fail to

satisfy the organically vjtat realities ot politics

IMPERIUM presents unique and almost esoteric political social and historical dcImiLions

and explanations which shall become more widely known indeed commonly understood- ii

otir West survives

IMPERIUM is probably the first book to advocate European unification to dogmatically

predict it—m terms other than the crassly materialistic

IMPERIUM is the first comprehensive and profoundly constructive alternative to the

Marxist liberal degeneracy surrounding us

IMPERIUM is the creation of a man who believed in his Destiny -and in this book so

thoroughly that he became a martyr lo it

IMPERIUM is written with a dramatic style and ilair for expression seldom encountered

m even novels

Yet rising above all Use it the simple fact that in IMPERIUM a cream*, genius has given

the world something new A fourth dimension of rn tellur and a wew c (incept of spirituality

IMPERIUM heralds the ditw n of a new day offaith

Among all booki therefore IMPERIUM has a distinct sums Haidly a man alive will

agree with all it contains yet will not find his personal hori/ons extended by the re iding ot it

lo NATIONAL YOUTH ALLIANt t 8 J 3 JDupvni t ifoe Bide Washingiun f>< 20036

copies of IMPERIUM hy Fr r Yockey L enclose S

(.NOTE I copv i SO 2 m 4 copies $2 each S copies ot more SI 50eacli plus posia&e (wholesale

price) Carious of 40 cunies postpaid anywhere $62 SH Immediate shipment from WaduriKion

D(
|
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After Fifty Years
by Revilo P Oliver

Dr Kevllo P Oliver Professor ol the Classics, Unl-

verslt> of TlUnloa, recently filmed hLs great speech

After Flft Years foi the National Youth Alliance

This new movie, expertly made In full sound anil ( olor,

will In, shown at Right Power Programs throughout

the United States We are extremely greatmi to Dr
ollvii, one of A merle i s most outstanding scholars

to i providing us with this djnaxnk ami thought -provoking

audiovisual It Is expected that After Fifty Yeirs

will begin to re-orient the Right

J or hall i century
,

generation alter

generation large numbers of Americans

have worked mrd and sometimes des-

perately to avert the subversion and cap-

ture ot their nation And they have failed-

uttei ly

Since 1920 they In it formed at least

tt l thousand ‘ t onscrvativo” and ' Anti-

tomn jnist" organiz itions large and

sn all that like the flowers ol spring,

have bloomed loi a season laded away,

and beei forgotten Kui well-mfoi nied

\,ner icans today might hud it difficult

to ident fv precisely even the gieitest ol

these the once lai ge and imposing Arneri-

oar Defense Society the Intern ilioual

Legion Against C ommunism w hich once had

branches m Loidrn and t’ai is, or ( olonel

Hadley’s Paul Reveres which once had

many chapters in every state from Maine

to C alitor run

Each ol ganiration had its idiosyncrasies,

and many spent much ol their effort in

squabbling with one another but all of

them large and small, genuine and fraud-

ulent have used the same basic lormula

Read R M Whitney’s Reds in America,

published in 1924 and you will find it all

there from "atheistic Communism” to

Fiolshevik butcheries, from subversion in

public schools and churches to treason

m the armed forces and government, from
the name s and crimes of Comm mist agents

to hints about the mysterious power o f

the International Conspiracy And the solu-

tion 9 Awaken the American people show
them their danger! Defend Christianity r De-

fend the Constitution’

That was the ippeal in 1920 (when the

Lusk Committee released its famous hear-

ings) and that is the appeal today Of

course atrocities and ti eason have

multiplied enormously during the past fifty

years but all that we now hive is a

vastly greater quantity of the kind ot

information that was available and should

have been conclusive in 1920 I he tactics

that tailed then and failed every year since

then are the tactics that arc being used

today The most desperate exertions of

devoted men and women (some of whom
like the eloquent leader of the 1920's,

Major Pease, and his wife spent their

whole fortunes in the effort and died in

poverty! never succeeded in halting oven

for a moment the enemy’s relentless ad-

vance They did retard that advance, so

that now in 1969 we are at the point it

which we would otherwise have been in

1945 or 1950 But that point is the end of

the road The net result is total lailure

It would take several volumes to analyze

that failure It will suffice to note that

first, m war and in politics defensive

tactics alwavs fail against a determined

and persistent enemy {If you think there

are exceptions, think them over ) Second

even honest and intelligent anti-Communist
leaders rightly or wrongly thought it neces-

sary to Indulge their followers in the

illusions of Nineteenth-Century sentimen-

tality, and to affirm a belief in the verv

fictions by which the enemy deluded the

ignorant and gullible

The World Has Changed - And So Have We

The tactics of 1920 are now an an-

achronistic absurdity

In 1920, the majority of adult \mer-

icans believed in C hristiamty and so did

almost all ot the priests and ministers

Today, all but comparatively few 1 tra-

ditionalist’ Catholic and “fundamentalist'

Protestant churches are occupied by pulpit-

pinks and pulpit-punks who deny the divin-

ity of Christ spout poisonous rant ibout

‘ social mstjoe ” and with increasing fre-

quency have hysterical fits in whit h they

rush out into the streets to incite ripe
and murder And so few f hri'dnns i e-

main in the bundav- morning clubs that the

little shystei s almost never rcccn e an

effective rebuke Today Christianity bis

become the faith of a small mmonU and

it is simply dishonest to pretend othci -

wise
In 192(1 the Anciictn t [institution bid

ill cad. been undermined by the ilicns

who wheedled gullible Vnicru ans into ueh

bobbv -traps as the White Slue Act (orig-

inally e Llled ‘ Income Tax’ ) and the

“1 edci tl Reserve’ swindle, and it had

been even more sei lously impaired by the

hypocritical pretense that it was some-

how compatible with ‘ democracy’ and

with tyanny exercized by do-gooders Lint

it still retained considerable prestige, and,

what was more important, the political

Dr Revilo P Oliver

system was still one under which the

harm that had been done could possibly

be undone and repaired today although

the word “Constitution’ is regularly

uttered with a sneer by the Warren Gang

whenever it publishes an edict from our

international masters, the American Con-

stitution was effectively abolished years

ago Today it is dead and gone ind

no amount of wailing and gnashing of teeth

will alter that fact The proof of its death

is that it is no longer possible to restore

the Constitution by Constitutional means

Most important of all in 1920 Amer-
icans although they had been seduced into

drunken follies by fat-headed do-gooders

and hired traitors still had manhood and

self-respect and they had clearly before

them the great monuments of our uniquely

noble and uniquely powerful civilization,

which had been created, and could be pre-

served, only by the race called Indo-

Luropean or Aryan, that has always been

numerically a tiny minority among the

world’s teeming populations Today our

culture has been so covered with alien

alime that crude daubs, scarcely worthy

of a schizophrenic child, pass for art,

the raucous noises of savages pass for

music, the filthy maunder ings of an Oriental

degenerate pass for “mental health”, and

grown men and women who presumably

no longer believe in banta G laus and

CindereLla listen seriously to fairy tales

about “World Peace' and ‘ United Na-

tions ” V:id our manhood and self-respect

have been so completely leached away that

to name but one instance the American

people like a herd of mindless sheep,

watched stolidly while their enemies in

Washington sot up the Pueblo lor capture,

whde n nival vessel flving the American

ilug was captured b\ a little band ol

m ingy Oriental pirates while Ann rican

s uloi s ind officers who had been tucked
into enhstmi nt bv the pi etensc that they

were to light for the United states were
kit ked starved md featured month aftei

mouth foi ilmost i veni while cabrnus

ilieris and ti altars repit senlmg the Amer-
ican people groveled before the pirates

ind begged them to icign to aw opt a

ca=h iewj.nl md i 1\ lug contession ol

American guilt

A people th it can do that is not a

nation ol nit n It is a herd that has lost

even the instinct ot self-preservation

\Miat is left 9 Only the biological fact

of race, the yet discernible vestiges ol

our culture and the yet fresh memories
of whit uc weie not long ago Those

are all that uc have left troni which to

create, it wc can, i new nation to replace

what we lost

It is, I know, sad and painful that we
have lost so rninh that we cherished and

loved But we cannot undo the past by

wishing or pretending I loved my father

but I cannot call him back to life, and

if I were to pretend that he is not dead,

I should merely prove rnvself a coward

and a fool unworthy of his memoiy and

his norm
What is left to ut. here under the vast

and lonely skies ol i continent' that our

forefathers wrested from the abongmes
and, with blood and sweat made into a

mighty nation 9 tte are not yet extinct

Wc can still reasonably hope that we
will leave descendants worthy of our

ancestors

One can seal cely visit the campus of i

college or high school these days without

seeing and smelling the bands of unkempt
voung derelicts that slouch about m the

academic slums until they are graduated

to the ‘ hippie” colonies in San Trancisco
and other cities They should excite no

astonishment They are precisely what our
schools hive been working to prodw e

ever since John Dewey and his gang per-
fected their method of milking the tax-

payers while sabotaging the mmds and the

moral instincts of children What is re-
markable is that there are still so many
members of that generation who have not

lost their self-respect

Many of the ‘ hippies ” of course are

merely degenerates or weaklings, part of

the refuse that organized societies in-

variably produce and must sweep from their

streets if life is to go on But, as our

better journalists have reported there

are some who have, not without reason,

despairingly rejected the society that has

been produced by the rape of our culture

and the imposition of an alien morality-

a bustling society of hollow men, with only

emptiness where their souls should be

Consider for example, the young derelict

who says that he reached the breaking

(CfJhtlnued on Pago *>)
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-Jter Fiffy Years
(Continued tram Page 4)

oint when he look a. good look at his

ither a $5Q,00U-a-/ear “executive,” who
pent his days gulping tranquillizers and
lartmis in his office and hi3 weekends
n wife-swapping orgies with his fellow

'executives > trying desperately to con-
ince himself that he was really alive

n another youngster, something snapped

vheti he saw his appe fitly wealthy father

vho postured as the “big man” ol the

own cringing before local aliens Con-
ider the others who, after different e.x-

leriences rejected a society that offered

hem no faith no dignity, no hope There
mist have been an innate decency in those

/oung men that made them say ‘ To Hell

with it ” and with a romantic gesture

if self-destruction head for the ‘ hippie”

^olomes and the oblivion of consummated
degrad llion It is a pity that such young
men were lost to themselves — and to us

When Hrniin idling I itlrtl

What we have left in our schools is a

large number ot innitely dec cut and intel-

ligent wing tend mans who could be-

come the elite ol a future that is yet

possible They m ike no molodram itic ges-

tures, thev have thus far watched in silence

and unc ertainty Hut they are inwardly the

most discontented of all

They watch in scorn when bands of young

rabble pepped up with marijuana and ‘ I i-

beral” jargon rush out to screech about

the war m 1 letnan md the awful pos-

sibility that some ,wect little Asiatics

n ly be hurt - with never a word, ot

course about the American soldiers who
die ir that trap lhose “demonstrations”

are too obviously staged to create the

impression that the Communists are not

delighted with their operation in V letnarn

But make no mistake The real resent-

ment arid anger is not m the little mob
ol gesticulating ranters, it is in the hearts

of the sober students who walk away in

silent scorn I hey have seen their friends

drafted and know they will themselves
soon be drafted and shipped to the other

side of the globe not to fight lor their

Country but to die in infested jungles

merely to provide a gang of thieves and

internationalists with a flimsy pi ctext that

they are ‘ fighting Communism” by making
American taxpayers finance and equip the

hordes that are killing their sons that is

an obscene spectacle that no clear-sighted

young mm cun behold without bilteinees

in his soul

That is one - but only one - ot the causes

uf the deep resentment that lies almost
unnoticed beneath the froth of whit the

press likes to call ‘ ferment,” Among the

herds that roam over every campus yon

will still find a fairly large number of

students, intelligent young men and women
who, odd as it is coming to seem came
to college to learn not to demonstrate
and copulate Many ol them are puzzled,

and some are hewiLdered, they are sure

ol only one thing, they are Sick of the whole
mess
They for example find themselves try-

ing to learn m college what any intelligent

child can learn in the sixth grade, but

which American children are prevented
from learning by glib “educators” who
are trying to create “equality ” In their

home towns they have seen at work the

do-gooders who snivel about the “under-
privileged" and then gleefully grab young
children by the nape of the neck and

rub their faces m filth - to create ‘ ‘equal-

ity ” And here m college, in many a

required course, they must hear and recite

once more as they have had to do every

year since kindergarten the dreary drivel

about “democracy” “social good,’
1 underdeveloped nations,” “one world,”
and all the other myths of 1 'Liberal"

Make Believe, and they see that the pur-

pose is to excite in them a feeling of

guilt because they belong to the only race
that could attain power over the forces
of nature - guilt because their ancestors’
intelligence and courage raised them above
the squalor of universal “equality * I hey
parrot, as they must, the professor’s
gabble but what they feel is not guilt,

but anger And they are sick of “equal-

ity ’

To enumerate all the causes that, in

varying degrees for each individual, excite

their digust and resentment would be to

compile an inventor;' of all the shibboleths,

and hypocrisies of contemporary society

Their resentment has been accumulating

for a long time but they repressed it until

die 1 educators” exposed themselves bv

inciting riots and crime on the campus
Not long ago, university picsidents were

still rather imposing figures as they re-

cited with rotund unction the phrases about
‘ challenging opportunity to serve mankind’

md meeting the needs ol a changing world”
that had been strung together by their

speech-writers But the spectacle ol a

little twerp cowering before a motlev gang
of punks ot savages that he himself brought

to the campus and subsidized with other

people’s monev is one that cannot bo

i orgotten

Supposedly of course, most ol the ed-

ucators” wore taken by surprise

io be sure the President of Brindcis
University, Dr Morris B Abram, proudly

assured the • Academy of Religion and

Mental Health” that the rioters pre-
sumably including the vermin that occupied
his own building for ten days are engaged
in ‘ a genuine revolution’ to become ‘ true

citizens of the world without boundaries’

because ‘

‘they have absorbed well the ideals

Wr taught them ” But, so tar as the

press has reported. Dr Abram is the

only “educator” to brag that he and his

kind contrived the epidemic by subtly and

skillfully injecting the ‘ 'ideal” germs of

anarchy and destruction

The lwiligbt uf the Wiiirdi

The wizards that preside over other in-

stitutions recently disrupted by outbreaks

of world citizenship and equality have
thus far emitted only squeaks that seem
to mean that they were surprised b; the

riots - that thev had not planned it that

way - thal they never suspected that sat-

ires aren’t gentlemen - that they had not
known what they were doing when they

imported them It is only courtesy to

believe tnose excuses But it follows of

tourse, Unit the pompous mannikins arc

too ignorant and stupid to be entrusted
with an academic responsibility greater
than that of mopping the floors Indeed
since in most institutions the janitors

would never have done anything so silly

and in sonic the janitors even protested
the big brain’s imposition of ' brother-
hood,” one wonders, on second thoughts
whether Drexy, Ph D LL D etc could
safely be entrusted with a broom
What is significant is what was done

in a few institutions by young Amcrionns-
and when ] use that word, I mean voung
Americans descendants and heirs of the

creators of the Western world, 1 do not

mean all leatherless bipeds that ‘ ‘re-

gardless of race color, or creed,’ hap-
pen to be on our soil at the present time
In some universities after Proxy Ph D ,

LL D
, etc

,
excluded from his own build-

ing by creatures he had hired to come to

the university as “students,’ had groveled
and ‘ negotiated” for days, young Amer-
icans losing patience with the deflated
old wind-bag, simply went into the budd-
ing and hauled out the animated garbage
Those young Americana are our last

hope ot survival, They deserve what sup-
port we can give them With luck and
foresight they may recover the country
we lost

We are told that 1 youth’’ is idealistic

lhat is true if the statement means that

our young men and women have inherited

the quality, peculiar to our race, that

finds expression in our great sagas of

Beowulf, King Arthur, Roland, Parsifal,

and Siegfried It is false, if by ' ‘ideals”

you mean the White Queen’s cultivated

ability to believe at least six impossible

things before breakfast, and the “Liberal”

notion that you can make big magic by

chanting lies about the real world
Young Americans have the courage and

the will to fight and, if need be, to sacrifice

themselves for what they instinctively feel

is great and noble They are the last

force to which we can appeal

We cannot inspire them by rehashing

for the ten -thousandth time Whitney’s Reds

in America They know as our aging
‘ anti-Communisls” seem not to know
lhat the world of 1924 is gone with the

wind - and, whethei you like it or not

they feel no nostalgia for it We cannot

attract them with sermons about the

beauties ol a ( onstilulion which alter all

w 15 madequite to pievcnt the present

Ihcv know that no document can make a

nation out ol a herd of equate, thev sense

that n itions can exist only In the cohesion

ut a comm n will manifested m luthonU
and discipline We cannot charm them
with platitudes about mankind’s upward
teach lor a bettei world ’ Ihcv know that

‘ mankind” is an assortnii nt of disparate

peoples who must compete lor space on

an overcrowded planet they sense that

the world of Nations today is what it

always has been and always will be the

real woild in which the weak go under

and the strong survive

That is why there w is lor so long

no effort to foster n American youth
movement It was not what was wanted
by the good-hearted md white-haired

patriots who m their ever diminishing

conclaves orated to one onothei m the

hope that some miracle might yet waft
them back to 1934 or better yet the

spring of 1914 It was dreaded by the

master salesmen in the “ anti-C ommumst”
business, who know what nice mixture
ot fact and shibboleth opens pocketbooks
and who naturally mean good business every
step ol the way - to the end

At Last ihtf Bugle Sounds

The first real effort so far as T know
to bring together the scattered and silent

elite of Amencnn youth is now being

made by the National Youth Alliance, under

the leadership ol Mr 1 ouis 1 Byers
a young man of undoubted integrity and

i" <. ontinue-l on Page R
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NYA Denied Constitutional Rights

Black agitator attempts to disrupt meeting

While the RDb and Black power ad-

vocates Loudlv denounce the police as

pigs’ they themselves are the first to

use the police to disrupt the activities of

patriotic groups buch an incident took

place on August 15 at the Baltimore Wd
Right Power I’rogrurr of the Rational - outb

Alt' aooe
The diligei t efforts o M A Youth Leader

TU ke Russell produced a*- audience in

excess oi one hull'll cd he meeting room
n rhL Penn Hi Lei was not largo enoag 1'

to hole *he overtlov, crowd
'fie r mu highlight ol the evening was

a drill nit aim Revolution Underway c.x-

pos ng rne gi < at dagger ul the Black I*o vei

th f it to \mcrici Alter the i In v
i A

Ntoioral orgamoEi ou s 1 am cilivcrcd

i speech eatuk d “Vietnam ns Perspec-

tive ’’ Bvcjts a as interrupted m ’he middle

af 'ns taik 1 v a Blaok powc r' igRito”

who attempted to disrupt the meeting

Byers asked the Neg"o to voice his ob-

jections our ng the the time allocated foi

questions and answers after the speeches

The agitator continued to sho it until two

NYA. security men told him that he would

have to leave it he kept interrupting The
sight of o ir security men tcmporarilv
silenced him I* should he noted that the

liberal controlled police of Baltimore C min-
ty specifically refused to station men in-

side of the meeting hall to maintain order
Like the hard working majorty of Amer-
ica’s college students, the NYA was re-

fused police protection Faced with this

denial, the NYA was forced to set up

its own security force

NY A membership cards were filled out

and collected after Byers finished his

speech Mike Russell then began a presenta-

tion explaining the four maw points of

the NYA After Russell spoke for about ten

minutes, some SDb types passed a note

to the same Black agitator who had m-

Black power thug returns Wllh Baltimore County

Police who break up orderly NYA meeting

terrupted Byers’ speech As soon as he

read the note, the Black militant jumped up

and started shouting disrupting the

speaker The NYA security men again

asked him to sit down and withhold his

comments until the discussion period The

arrogant agitator refused to stop shouting

and was asked to leave peacefully He
failed to move and continued shouting the

NYA security men then grabbed each of

his arms to gently remove him The trouble-

maker wrenched free of the security men
and threatened to putt out his concealed

knife Upon hearing the threat of a stab-

bing, the security men grabbed the dis-

rupter and took him towards the exit

Near the door the thug escaped again and
ran out up ’he stairs During the scuffle,

he suffered no more injury than a slight

tear m his shirt At this point, the bDh
types who triggered the attempted dis-

ruption made a hasty exit

Mike Rrnaell describes NYA Four Point Program

Russell resuming his speech was
short.lv interi up ted by a cordon uf police

being led by the same leftwingers who
had passed the note to the Negro The
police ordered everyone to ‘ clear the

hall ’ rhe SDS gang and their Black stooge
did not hesitate to use the “pigs” to

halt the orderly NYA meeting in which
they themselves had created the distur-

bance
The Baltimore County police are control-

led by the same liberal establishment
which protects and finances the hDS and
its Black Power allies The Constitutional
right of peaceful assembly has been openly
denied the National Youth Alliance in Balti-

more While open Communist groups plot the

destruction of America, the NYA is denied
the right of police protection and the right

of peaceful assembly * Equal protection

of the law” does not apply to American
patriots in this age of liberal totalitarian-

ism

After Fifty Years
(continued from Page t)

true devotion matured by extensive ex-
perience in “conservative” and “anti-
communist” circles. This could be the

turning point for which we have so long
hoped

The principle ot union and the text-

book of the new organization is Francis
Parker Yockey’s brilliant and long-sup-
pressed book, Impenum a philosophy of

history that was virtually unknown until

it was republished a few years ago It

has now been reprinted in a popular edition

that sells for $2 50 (two copies for $4 00)
primarily for the instruction and use of

members of the new Alliance
I have twice before criticized Imperium

as a philosophic synthesis of the lessons
of history, pointing out, inter alia that

its major thesis was confirmed and cor-
roborated by the entirely independent work
of Lawrence ft Brown The Might of the
West and by the antecedent work of the
great Oswald Spengler, The Hour of
Daemon I need hare only recommend
careful study of Willis, A Carta’s dis-
cerning and very important introduction
to the volume

The essential pointhere Is that Impenum
and through it the National Youth Alliance,

for the first time tells the elite of young
Americans what they have so long and

doubtfully waited to hear It does not tell

them about the economic advantages of

' free enterprise,’ to be reaped by helping

some corporation sell more C oca-Cola or
hair Oil or paint-remover and it does

not dilate on the blessings ol fiecdom
to buy a mortaguge in the suburbs, run

faster in the rat-race and raise children

to be taught that paradise is a place where
hurmnoids with full bellies live in per-
petual rut It speaks to them of honor,

loyalty, race, and Western man’s will to

conquei or die It summons them, not to

meetings of ,i Ladies’ Missionary Society

but to a struggle igainst great odds It

warns them, not that lady-like conserva-
tives must be careful to Lovt Everybody,
but that the treason of the slimy G aMelon

can be defeated only if the Men of the

West are still willing to die in the pass
at Roneesvalles

This is a bugle call that cannot fail to

rouse what Jung calls our ‘ racial psyche ”

and it would be sheer impertinence for you
or me to try to add footnotes But m
sober fact this last effort of the \tcst

laces fearful odds

Yuan, Amrrtu

The voung it m true have a freedom
of action that is de ned to their parents who,
uitei all must live to make the next

payment or tie mortgage and on the ‘ in-

come tax ’ but ’he young in the schools
will i evertheless face the si bite and de-
vious hostility ol the whole Establishment
The • educators” will try to trap them
in an endless net uf ambiguous rules
and pctifoggmg regulations Great idealists

who beam benignly when young Americans
are beaten or knifed on the campus will

turn purple with rage at the slightest

slight to the faunaof their academic jungles

And, ol course the pet curs of the press
will bark ' T asheest ” “Natsee,” and
‘ Auiiteye-Seemoetic,” the three sounds
that should infallibly make well-conditioned
Americans dive under the bed iaster than
frightened outs And, equally ol course,
members of the National Youth Alliance
will suddenly be surrounded by ‘ 're-
sponsible conservatives ” recently retired

from the CIA or A n L , eager to point

out the virtues and profit of ‘modera-
tion’’ and 1 democratic procedures ’ with

a bonus of whatever sexual bail seems
most likely to hook the fish I as fly young
Americans are uncertain what they should
do to attain what they instinctively want,
they are made hesitant by their own de-
ficiencies They have been passed through
our public brain -washing machine, and they
know that they have received not a liberal

education, but an ‘ education” by ‘ Li-
berals ” They have since the first grade
been sloshed about in the standard de-
tergent one ounce of fact dissolved m a
gallon of hogwash They have so much
to unlearn!

The Prospect

I do not venture to predict the future
of the National Youth Alliance It has great
potentiality, but it will therefore be the

target of open and stealthy assaults de-
livered with a fury and cunning surpassing
all that we have seen thus far And the

time m which any action will still be possible
is perilously short I merely say that

American youth is our last hope and
that at long last an effort is being made
to rally it The most that one can af-

firm is that the youth movement, with
adequate support and guidance, has a chance
of success

If we choose to support it, let us not

deceive ourselves. If this movement is not

somehow frustrated at its very inception

if it ever gets under way it will move
forward with the gathering mome turn of an
avalanche All that we can now foresee
is the general direction m which the

(Continued on Page 8)
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The University Administrator-Enemy Of The Students
The modern university administrator has

become the enemy of all serious and pro-

ductive students On campus after campus

across America he has allowed anarchy

and nihilism to run rampant, Liberal uni-

versity administrators and faculty mem-
bers have set the stage for the final

destruction of America’s system of higher

learning
PERMISSIVCNFbS m the face of mounting

destruction is the typical university ad-

ministrator's answer to campus * unrest ”

The liberal doctrine of ‘ permissiveness”

has allowed small groups of leftists to

take over and close down large universities

During such leftist ‘ disorder”, the rights

of the vast majority of students are usual-

ly ignored by administrators faculty, and

press alike

The present state of campus anarchy

has its origins at the University of Cali-

fornia at Berkeley Clark Kerr ousted

University of C. aliforma President is

typical of the modern university admini-

strator When Kerr was president he al-

lowed open Communists to takeover campus
demonstration s A sub-committee of the

California State Senate said that Kerr’s

policies provided an ‘ ideal situation for

Communist activity ” The sub-committee
blamed Kerr for permitting a '‘minority

of Communist leaders to bring this great

institution to its knees ” The faculty list

at Berkeley reads like a Red Who’s Who
Many faculty members at Berkeley con-

tinuously backed any demands or actions

of the student anarchists

The situation during Kerr’s administra-

tion became so absurd that student an-

archists were rewarded with college credit

for their destructive activities At the

Davis campus ot ihe University of Cali-

fornia, students who took part m ‘ anti-

war” demonstrations received full college

credit The particular course was described

in the school catalogue as helping students

to ‘ explore and understand nonviolence und
pacifism ” I ike Orwellian New Speak the

words ‘ nonviolence” and Pacifism” have

come to real.lv mean VIOL 1 NCT AND
AGRESfc>IO\

fven with Kerr’s ouster, the icign of

Berkeley destruction continues The liberal

faculty has actually increased its support

of student anarchists
California Governor Reagan’s tradilionul

conservative law and order legislative ap-

proach has proved to be totally inadequate

The wave of campus inspired anarchy

continues at an ( ver increasing pace Leg-
islation requires the WILL to enforcement
to he effective. Sufficient legislation to

firmly halt campus violence has long

existed As long as liberal administrators

and faculty are in control of college cam-
puses new laws will never be effective

Out of 455 students involved in violent

turmoil on various California campuses
between beptember 1967 and December
1968 ONI y HGH r WERE DISMISSED and
71 suspended (of tiose suspended, 31 had
their ’‘&USPLNSIONS SUSPENDED ”) Ar-
rested student anarchists regularly shout
1 We'll be back tomorrow” as police haul

them off After bail has been paid, they

do come 1 back tomorrow” WITH THF PER-
MISSION OF CAMPUS ADMINISTRATORS
Once they are 1 buck”, student anarchists
resume their usual destructive activities

The California campus situation is re-
presentative of the entire nation In April

196(j Columbia University student an-
archists led by the red-front Students

for a Democratic Society (SDS) took over
five university buildings Ihe anarchists
caused massive destruction, bringing uni-
versity activity to a complete halt After

i week’s delay liberal university admini-
strators finally called the police in to end
the illegal occupation Less than i year

imposed upon the Columbia student rioters

Sixteen suspended students including SDS
leader Mark Rudd were permitted im-
mediate readmission to the university

SDS members were jubilent andproclaimed
the committee’s decision to be a 1 victorv ”

Columbia administrators also intervened

in the legal pro section of those students

arrested by police when they cleared the

building Acting university President Dr
\ndrew Cordier requested that criminal

tresspass charges against 391 of the ar-

rested students be dropped
At the 1 mversrty of Chicago, a group

ol student anarchists took over part of

the university and the liberal administra-
tion RKt-UbED to call in the police I eftist

Chicago University President E H Levi

in describing the decision, commented that

the l niversity of Chicago ‘ sought to

handle its own affairs in a way consistent

with its ideals ” “Its Ideals” apparantly

constitute such things as a liberal pro-
tected anarchist take over of the uni-

versity administration building for fifteen

^
The Liberal Administrator Anarchist Axis

No matter how much they are denounced

by student anarchists liberal college ad-

ministrators are as much a part of the same
national degeneracy as the anarchists them-
selves To the serious student and patriotic

citizen alike the LIBERAL IS IHE MOR-
I'Al I NEMY The great danger lies in the

very subtlety and seetnmg concern for

humanity which so sharply differentiates

the liberal from his loud mouthed overtly
aggressive anarchist “opponent ” Lsmgthe
smoke screen of humanism the liberal

administrator makes great protestations

against ‘police brutality' and anything
else which might interfere with student
anarchists* ‘ rights” to riot burn and
destroy

Liberal college administrators usually

follow the same Marxist philosophy a.& their

nioic violent anarchist students. Ihe aim
of both the 1 respectable” liberal admini-
strator ind the disgusting anarchist is the
enslavement of America’s working people

chist is the Marxist redistribution ot wealth
and the destruction of society Both plan for

a society favoring the drones and totally op-
pressing the productive Both liberal ad-
ministrator and student anarchist espouse
phoney “egalitarian” ideas while at the

same time they themselves practice the

most arrogant ELI I ISM

Liberal administrators and student an-

archists alike demand “academic free-

dom ” In reality both act to suppress

all ideas contrary to the fiberal-Murxist

philosophy Liberal administrate!! s make
sure that only liberal faculty members
ire employed who in turn, make sure that

only liberal-approved books are read and

liberal-approved ideas are discussed by

students btudent anarchists are much
cruder in their approach They simply

march in and take over classes, buildings,

and universities To be sure, student an-

archists often suppress the ‘ free speech”

ot liberal administrators or professors

The youthful exuberance of the student

anarchists often makes them impatientwith

the sly, cunning approach used by the

liberal administrators and faculty Regard-
less of method, both the liberal admini-
strators and student anarchists have the

same effect over all other students

THOUGHT CON 1ROL Both the liberal

administrators and tudent anarchists have

the same long range behavioral patterns

—

WHAT THEY CANNOT DOMINATE OR
SUBJUGATE, THEY WILL DES I ROY

The Unkown Student

The future survival of America’s uni-

versity system is in the hands ol the

unknown student Unlike loud mouthed stu-

dent agitators and sly cunning liberal ad-

ministrators the unknown student uses

college for an education Unlike the uch
p impered students and well endowed liberal

administrators he must one day work for

i living America’s future depends upon

his productive ability

Because liberal professors and ad-
ministrators along with then a n u.r< hist

< Cotii Inu&'i on Fte* 81
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The Battle For Washington Has Begun
by Julti Mac Cobit

WUM many conservative groups

tub and Ude (or Mte tbalr flnier-

notln) whentroublestarts.STATE-

CRAFT to there lighting-' flebtln*

tor you.
fn the csm on Decftinwr

It -ttH* il» Itberfll-blaok powsr

d*C Ctty Council tad

«i notricttec tea use

atjMUca revolver* This "open"

t-Brnm wa* merely awindowdree-

for "democracy" — liberal

tttlore the restrictive gun

aailiat tbe police w*»

ItSuMH the ue* of pollca

r*wJraWto\n open Imitation to

orurderare, rapists, robber*, ar-

soatots. taottrai black power w-
aBjUttOSUS
declared an cpiNF'Mami cb Ike

Statecraft Wrecks Liberal D. C. Coun cil Mfetiifl

wltneee would have only 5 minute*

to state m case. Beads of sweat I ^ If !s-rrWK Towards Victoiry
"Kechlnger Is Neal” (Liberal* ft r n dj
love to be called pinkoes, pro-

Communtot or Comtntmtol*, hut

By C. B Belter

Sr$ ^srJSr s jet ^rr.six's rsjr

*CfllS
,

^W™ad.ra»nd liberal We m** wlimf toj»; g
«s?assass ^s-a«si » * ssstfEB
•s,sS» K-ssflg*® *«2£rc=
<rf Samuel B CIS

poUcetnan whobel

prafasalea. Ch^n
apeak by tea Q
vtawa on the <tt

police TheUban
in support of the!

ES*?* SS ^ JSiraJ. -»
thtfartuna- mean* Including toroe and /or a* todlvlduala may. have (whether

injton may now Am to the Congo

tor it* comparattve safety

The liberal-black power legisla-

tion allow* police to turn their

pm* ebly to "selfdefense
11 Wash-

ington may aoon be the only place

In the world where police will be

eaecnted tor Aral degree murder

tor ahooting fleeing criminal*

Tbe leftist D C city commie*are

bad made sure the meeting room
to tbe District Buttdtogwes packed

with black power earoga* and

foaming- at-tbe-mouth liberals, all

emlnattog hate toward the valiant

DC police.

The liberal councilman, however,

did not count on Ike presence of

STATECRAFT STATECRAFTS
agitators immediately took up

strategic places next to the T V
and newspaper cameras and repor-

ters, with large vicious signs, such

as . 1To the Callows with the D C
City Council," "HocSinger Is a

Nasi" (D C City Council chair-

man), “Save our Police from the

Evil Liberals," "Diearmed Police

Equals Black power" and every-

one's favorite, "Shoot Looters "

The liberal and black power

thugs Immediately became hy-

sterical A group of black power

savages advanced menanctogly to-

ward STATECRAFT’S agitators

who immediately advanced toward

the black power savages Seeing

that STATECRAFT was more than

ready to tight and that they only

outnumbered STATECRAFT’S
trained agitators only £-1, tbe

black power savages quickly dis-

persed and sat down and behaved

themselves the rest of the even-

ing

Meanwhile the press, whlchusu-

ally gets tired of the same old

liberal drool and black power

threats, spent their time taking

pictures of statecraft and

Interviewing our agitators

There were frenzied muttertogs

from tbe raised platform where

the D C City Council sat like Rus-

sian commissars
Finally tbe meeting came to OTder

The vile proposal was readandthe

chief of the Washington police, John

Layton, voiced his disapproval

Next, city Council Chairman,

HecMnger, announced that each

rCUBMITHUY* w***
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WHAT IS STATECRAFT?
STATECRAFT Is A Journal of political education dedicated to

the maintenance of law and order and to the defense of property

and freedom STATECRAFT believes that the best defense against

the liberal enemy (the bureaucratic guideline writers and T V
newsmen) is a good offense. Bleeding-heart liberals have been

to suffer from indigestion and insomnia after one glance

at gC^TECRAFT We are the only publication to attack the enemy

I for wiSftt he is-a liberal. We aim to make the expression “liberal*’

I
a dlrtyV w<5rd and to equate it with the word “Nazi' 1 in the mind

I of tKp aniblic. We believe that liberalism Is a cancer which is

f destroy!#® our ngttonj STATECRAFT leads in the attack upon

the JiberT1 enemy
t

STATECRAFT does foot hesitate to attack the host of weak willed

“consej#vatives,” who, all too readily, sold out on FORCED HOUS-
ING e 5UN CONFISCATION, and other GUT ISSUES
^ffATECRAFT supported George Wallace in his fight to defend

l^foal control of schools ^.maintain the private property system,

JEid restore safety to our city Streets9 We at STATECRAFT will -not meekly cower at the orders of

V liberal guideline writers. The goal of STATECRAFT is to fight

to return government to the people. We the younger generation
do not intend to surrender under any condition to liberal totalitarian

I
domination

Letters To The Editor ,>D.„„ C^
The Truth About Y. A, F.

(A member of Young Americans
far Freedom from 1964 -IBB 8, Mr
McMahon served as a chapter

chairman, county chairman, co-

ordinator and New Yorh Opera-
tions Director He new serves

as national vice'Chairman of the

National Youth Alliance

)

Liberalism in the United Steles

had never had a better ally In the

battle for the minds of youth than

the so-called conservative organi-

zation known as Young Americans
tor Freedom Y A F was founded

In I960 at William F Buckley’s

luxurious borne in Sharon, Con-
necticut. Y.-A F has beeptine, Air-

ing (He conge of the.ptot eight

wmvF failures

oT^ebMvuw poHSt warily
Many a* Y.A.F.V 9,900 metiers
are loyal and dedicated conserva-
tives Unfortunately they are led
around by the ness by a vicious

political establishment,whichuses
these dedicated and easily Im-
pressionable students as pawns
in the chess gams of power poli-

tic*
l know bow Young Americans

tor Freedom operates, tor I was
once one of the many misguided
young Americans who followed V
A.F '» pled pipers of compromise
and wishy-washy conservatism
It was the inspiration od George

C Wallace and my determination

to work tor ids election to the

presidency that caused not only

my realization that V A.F was
Indeed wrong hut also my dismis-
sal from the number three position
in New York Slate Young Ameri-
cans tor Freedom I was slated

to be the next New York chair-

man, but once the powers that

be knew where my loyalty lay—
to Wallace thus to America, and
not to them- -their 1, like many
others, had to be purged and ban-

ished from tbs Y A,F scene

The rise of youth tor Wallace

supporters Kefe*s*ty vmr» major
Wallace supporters in Y A.F re-

moved trend hffice, hut Y.A.F
members aigjporttcgWallacewere
blacklisted A 40 member Y A.F
chapter In upstate New York was
rejected Mr an official Y A.F
charter because it chose to name
Itsell the "Luriean Wallace Me-
morial Chapter " Vicious state-

ments about myself and the other

YAF leader* whosupported Wal-
lace were made in official YAF
correspondence Since the initia-

tion of this blood purge, however,
the national leaders of Young A-
mecleans for Freedom have done
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tholr utmost to cover up their ac-

tions and claim that nobody was
purged because of hie or her Sup-

port of the Governor This, how-

ever, is nothing more than a bold-

face lie One case, that o* Ten-

nesee YAF Field Representative

William P Msldau of Lookout
Mountain, is particularly Interest-

ing Malden, 16, hid served with

distinction as the Y a f state

leader In Tennessee since the fall

0*1967 When the national office of

YAF learnedthatMulden was ac-

tive In the leadership of Youth for

Wallace In the South, he was im-
mediately removed an the Ten-
neeeee rial*

' - *-
To Ibis li—y, ... — , v, , .... omuu
YyA.'F office claims that Malden
resigned This is not the cans
Melden was the victim of a series

of hitter reprisals against those
Y A.F leaders who had chosen to

Stand Up for America rather than
cringe before the presence of Y
A.F a 29 year-old dictator, David

K Jones, and his young assistant
Randal Cornell Teague Jones re-

ceived a salary of (16,000 an-
nually from the Y A F organiza-
tion ofwhich he maintains complete
and absolute control Teague Is

salaried about $12,500 Teague and
Jones, both rabid supporters ot

Richard Nixon, and Ironically, both
Southerners, made it a point to

"get" Wallaceltes— In key Y A F
positions and to see that they ware
immediately and securely purged
They did not, however, make any
attempts to remove Wallaceltes
in states such as Alabama and
Louisiana for obvious reasons
Although Jones and Teague main-

tain an absolute stranglehold on
the organization, a few key state

YAF chairmen were able to
pursue their efforts on behalf at
the Wallace for President move-
ment without being discovered by
the national office During the lit-

ter part of the campaign, Y A.F
attempted to tone dawn its perse-
cutions because the uproar would
tear the organization limb from
Umb
In August, two leaders of Y A.F

National Vice-Chairman David Ke-
ene (who called Wallace an advo-
cate ol "racist populism” in a
letter to me) and YAF magazine
editor Amo'd Steinberg (The New
Guard printed advertisements for
the "Students for Komsej " yet re-
fused Wallace ads, even If It meant
financial gain tor the organization)
went to New York to attend a
dinner In honor oi Y A F ’s first

national chairman, the late Bob
Schuchman During the course of

their visit, however, the two lead-
ers visited several YA.F chap,
ters and were reported to have
treated New York Y a F ‘ ers to
bitter denunciations of Wallace
and Wallace supporters Ronald F
Docksal, a member of Y A F s

powerless National Board, issued
a bitter national leadership mall-
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Ing against mysell and later on the
Wallace candidacy Docksal signs
his letters "tor racial equity ”

YAF’i actions during the

campaign were purely antagoni-

stic towards the Wallace effort

and, In some areas, the Y A.F
campaign against Wallace made
even the white trash S D S look

mild. Several YAF leaders par-
ticipated in the Nixon for Presi-
dent operation, Keene attended the

organizational meeting (hosted by
David Elsenhower) which formed
a new youth organization. The new
organization, a Ntxon campaign
Operation, was headed by former
Rockefeller youth leaders Many
Y A,F leaders held high-paying

and prestige positions In the Nix-
on youth Operation and every ef-

fort was made on the part ot the

national office to assist the Na-
tional RejniflSdane

Youhg’sAfflericans for Free-
dom mimkkst been afraid Jo
really.: tdbe- 0 strong stand an
vital iBsu»«<‘

and leaders’

.

’ A.F actually

its demtmBtra-

it seems that the hotel at which
YAF was holding its 1969 Na-
tional Convention was segregated,
so Y A.F staged a massive picket
and finally Integrated the hotel

YAF
,

for all practical pur-
poses, is Controlled financially

by New York fund-raiser Marvin
Llebman, Llebman’s meat suc-
cessful fund-raising scheme has
been the Committee of One Mil-
lion Against the Admission ol Red
China to the United Nations Little

do the dedicated contributors to
this front know that its actual
purpose Is to keep Red China
out so the United states will stay
IN THE U N | Llebman, an ex-
communist who made his dramatic
‘ conversion” in the early 1930’s
has been the financial power be.
hind YAF, while anti-Wallace
publisher, William F Buckley,
Jr , has provided the theoretical
power, while Dave Jones hgs pro-
vided the sheer force necessary
to keep the kids in line.

One could write volumes on the

sad story of this massive con op-

eration known asYoung Amerlesns
for Freedom 1 could speak about
the bttter purges of national staff

and board members, the rigged
national conventions, and the sheer

manipulation of power designed to

serve the best interests o' the
Republic an National Committee
Perhaps In future articles I may

I was shocked to learn that the
aforementioned BUI Melden be-
came the victim of a number ot at-

tempts on his life possiblybecause
of statements made against
YAF In the Chattanooga press
5111 went to the local press with
the story of Y A,F *s anti-Wallace
position, and soon received threat-
ening calls saying that he would
be silenced If be persisted I do
not accuse anyone In Y A.F of
such deeds, but perhaps the many
misnomera of American politics

produce such results

In closing, I say this there is

hope There Is a new national

youth organization with guts- -the
guts to fight the left and the guts

to rid the right front of comprom-
isers That group Is the National

Youth Alliance If you really want
to fight for America’s survival,

support or Join the N Y A Every
cent that Is put into UP is

squandered by an Incompetent na-
tional leadership Every penny of

aid given to true rightist move-
ments la used for the cause

It la hoped that vat, like all

failures, will die Its death will

not leave a void In the right, for
Y A.F never really contributed to

the right The National Youth Al-
liance and the thousands of dedi-
cated young Americana In it will

finally provide the American right-
wing with the youth leadership It

haa needed for these many years
DCM

My purpose In writing Is to set

forth a plpnthgt. could conceivably
Jtwy* thi*.«wwSaL^»**4ssWult.'^nm
cease lte forced Integration acti-

vities and handouts to buck power
panics end could create a general
retreat of Federal lriervedUm
b> all areas ot welfare and social

engineering I realize that these

are Wt; goal* But, Isn't it one ot
the basic Objectives of Rightists

to halt Federal fntervoatfaa

In all private areas of our Uvea’
Definitely! Granted, there have
been many methods proposed, and,

of course, the Ideal would be the

triumph of the A 1 P However, It

Is conceivable that my plan could
possibly even bring this about
In Its "spin off” effect

Tills Is my proposal Cctiriaoe

people teat may annum not fey
or. it they own them, should cash
in United States Government
Savings Bonds It is obvious that

Hie mullahs of dollars that the

Feds borrow" from gullible

American workers is one of the
main tools by which these barba-
rians finance their irrational

schemes For example,!have read
where the Fade intend to pour at

least 500 million greenbacks down
the “War oo Poverty” ratho'e In
view of the costly no- ads fiasco

In Viet Nam and the shakey situa-
tion of International money values,
the Feds simply couldn’t do this

without their sources of funds, U S
Ravings Bonds.

Admittedly, I haven’t presented
a detailed study ot how much
the Feds are spending and bow
much band money would bare to be
withheld to hurt the rede, but I

intend to research the problem
more thoroughly One thing is cer-
tain-even a ten percent reduction
ol bond revenues would puncture
the “eoft under belly” ot the Fed-
eral colossus If you think my pro-
posal workable, we need to begin
an extended advertising campaign
that could be aimed at all levels

of society For example, inform the
deep South that If they want to
finance forced integration, they
should buy V S Government Sav-
ings Bonds For people disgusted
with the no-win policy of the Feds,
advertisements could be stated

to the effect of "Help finance the
no-wln Vlel Nam policy Bay U S

(Continued or Page 3)
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Letters To The Editor
sort of illogical, bn eoraehow,
(a bar, Internally constetent an.
wort that revealed her to have
faith In communism and total obllv-

erad a traitor, than. Wasn’t he
also a social1st?”

A. "He wad a Russian, yet he
escaped from Russia by wearing
the clothes of a woman. Who but
a traitor would do that?"
4 "Why do wa hear only of

Lanin, weren’t thorn others—like
Trotsky’’"

A. "Trotsky wap not Important.

9. Wall, who else wna there
besides Lanin?”

A. "There ware many othara,
Kirov for example, who was as.
aassinaied >
Q "Who Idlled htm7”
A. "Why, counter-revolution-

ariosi”

And that last answer vu stated

Page 3

ana a monopoly on Ink. And by cleared with DtTOUMST We ware
God, It works! not told, by design, what hotels wa

Scats of Lenin are everywhere, were staying in (there are special
and I do not use that term every- hotels tor foreign travelers so that
where loosely, this time, in rail- they won't mix too much with
road stations, to beta!*, to win- Russians) Therefore an IN-
daws, to parks, everywhere He TOURIST man met ua at the train
warns to be accepted as all that when we arrived In Leningrad,
la good The people igmue up for and again to Moscow He was tour
hours—(we played Ugly American paces from the tram door He
and using our passports got the escorted us to an awaiting car,
guard to let us In line only 15 in which wo were then transported
minutes from tie trout)—in order to the hotel that they In their
to see Lenin’s cadaver That is a infinite reason had selected lor us
sight to seel You walk to slowly, we had fancy expensive rooms
ah so slowly, down stsps into the with baths It Is not possible to
marble msusbleum end turn a pim one’s own economical stay
coiple of corners and there the in the Soviet Union.
8 O.B lies, lockin' ktoda waxy once to the hotel we were fairly
these daye, to his glass box Just much left alone although It was
like Judd Fry, ho looks like h* rs n.ecBv&&?y to deal with tbotte damn*-
asleep, only he does keep,M years ed mTOURIBT people They were,
BO tar This la one of th* wr- of course quit* Ignorant and douro-
lest experiences i have ever bad right rude whan we asked questions
ana somehow It didn’t seem real like "Where can we get a mv
I couldn’t help lad reflect to my of the etty showing tram, bus,
wtfe my curiosity about the and subway Unas7” ’’When does the
thoughts that wept through the gallery or museum open?”
minds of both the decision makers "Can we get cheap seats to the
and the workers who had to do the ballot'

1 ’ 1

Anything that is outside
Job on that day several yeara ago the line of organized lours and
when they decided to yank Stalin’ a womb-to-tomb type care is totally
’'0tiy r,

“dbe ™ stoP1 !? let Incomprehensible to them Why
it rot Did they fed they were would we ever need to know the
murdering a body? to any case It

tiOU„ t<)r tu. Hermitage when they
makes good conversation to say, a ^ur gomg tnere every
‘T went to Russia and met Lento, afternoon. A tourcosting eouslder-
yes, he’e a very peaceful type ” ably and containing the usual tour-
Sorry Baker, I wanted to send guide BS on what the art means,

you a postcard from Lubtanca it might be added And why would
Prison, but the postcard situation we ever need to know what tram
to Russia Is terrible Terrible goes to point x when the 1N-
cholces, poor pictures, and most TOURIST tour goes there, too
places try to make you buy sets Due tour to each city was hi-

rsther than individual cards eluded to our hotel bill, and they
Somehow, though, I’m not sure were O K The Moscow one was
LubUnca will ever mike the cards batter, we saw the University,
even when the Russians discover housing projects, shopping cen-
that they can make rubles and ters, and heard more sociological
dollars from selling better post- double-think, whereas the one In
cards Leningrad kept doubling back and
Russia denounces capitaltom-- forth through the tourist sights

money la the rood of all evil and Upon entering Russia HI of our
all that crap— ygt bow can they books and printed matter were
explain the fact that whan we Inspected thoroughly When the
went to the hotel bar or to the customs man saw the Time maga-
«era tickat booth they refused to ztoe with articles about soviet
afee Russian money. Foreton censorship and the Newsweek with
money txuy in the Bar and Atner- articles about the Invasion of
lean money specifically when we Czechoslovakia he almost tost his
bought opera tlekrte, I had enough ctoL Be remained polite tot he

r shaker. Re said, or

out whether we were deliberately
batting him by having those maga-
zines or whether m were simply
lost capitalistic censes. A few
minutes leter we gave him the
magazines—we were almost
through with them anyway and we
sure as bell didn't want to lug
them around wtth us for a week--
he wouldn’t even touch them Re
had an underling take them and
throw them to the trash Even the

Bctads ” Of course, thBre are many (Continued from Page 2)

(tther approaches and I am Just waKtogto see what
to closing I wenld like to refer has happened toWaabtagton Ob-

you to the fact that between forty server.-maybe tt!!s$l ccnstrva-

tloosl meeting, and we easily ob- be. If Nations) Review really was
tatoed enough volunteers to man to debt, the debt was probably
a Wallace tor President booth to wiped out the morning the Buckley
the Student Union at the U of A. column •ppeixed praising Rocky
TUs was Impressive das to the and Scranton tor tbs Cabinet,
toots that (1) Though the average
student to to the Sight, mo*t are y G
apathetic (Q Tbs Young Demo- charleston. S c
crate—Infiltrated by the leftist —

—

’-—z— ;

SSOC ("Southern” Students or- Statecraft R ft0116

1

Whtttog committee, a grot* of|
local bleak savages and, generally. VllltS USSR
oof of state white trash) couWn*i u, ijm D.,„utton
even keep a booth open tor two

" edited Description

days *0 tow volunteers turned out. Statement on the U S S R. (You

The Young Republican*—using the W quote me ) Everything Is as

wealth of Wlnthrop Rockefeller had In the Soviet Obion as you

(grand parties at his plush "farm” knd 1 have ever heard that it Is

at Petit Jean tor YR's)—had no The people are not starving, but

problem to obtaining enough hired conditions are pretty bad. The
flunkies to distribute Nixon and freedoms are non-existent and

Rockefeller trash,

I feel that there to greet op-
portunity tor the A.1.P in Arkan- «“x u“° "“™«- mired the propaganda men of the to the world. Gigantic rcome. One all my mmiey. going through my

*omson» wlu arise lew
i years Here vu>an Intel- decant staircases, vases six feet wallet, eearch^ mTwife'spuree,

lo exploit it ,£$£ Us** girl blurting outth*tansw*r, Ugh art mad* out <rf jualacMta, and looting under me la
l Will only add that I hope you *“fth 1 “ roonl *»» °* masterpieces genera: we knew that we weren’t

find some merit to the plan set l£“(TelY "*rt
,.
W pretty) tmir more need be said Certainly no Rembrandt, Da Vinci, and every exactly trusted. It was a great

forth, and, U you plan to badn J™™’ showing us some erf the layman of the middle-ages ever other great artist you can think feeling to get pest the border back
ay nationwide' organizations ijn

SJ* *!?,!«
beUwr«l)

.

»tonngly tothe evil- of We spent over five hours there Into Finland Acoupla of hundred.
campus, let me snow if I can Be *!* ?*n ^ “ nese “Od utoqtatonsMss of Beelze- and didn't even see every room million Soviet cttSen* wUl never
of any ass1steree. ~ kttq tolling about how a family mb than this girl does to those of There are something Ilka 15 kilo- know that feeling
Your* tor a belter America, * tw0

.r*™!'
u“‘*a* the counter-revolutionary carries meters of corridors to tt If There was Ode ray of hope

SS - University of Arkansan ™L2!i?T aU the eiftl^and full explanation Russia ware a free country, we as far as I was concerned to this™ ‘b» 0 ® ™“d UvB “rtend8d our Stay to 19M land. Everywhere there arethree rooms When of the tom had to ISM and lhat hate tout see more of Leningrad, especial- young men end boys Who want to
to ISM It explains nothing and U
explains everything

We saw the Optra Sadko to the
beautiful modem audttortom, The
Palace of Ccogreeaea, to the
Kremlin Bonn day ] eball show
you a photo of this hall to any
case, it's the only public rousing
either at us saw to Leningrad or
Moscow where the public lavora-
torles didn't stock to high heaven,
Russia needs a tot of tin™. tod

nothing so badly as about toree-
nnncrva-roUlioo barrels of a»n:
FJitffc Evea In the Renttttoge, „ „„„
possibly tbe finest art gallery la underling looked as If he had been
this world--even the Prado has asked to handle dog feces
competition here—the rest rooms Upon leaving Rossis we had to
sttok so badly that I almost chose fill out currency declarationforms
to walk its corridors with a full (the same way one will soon have
bladder rather than expose myself to to the USA. If tbe dollar
to their noxiousfumes But enough, continues to weaken), and the cus-

Dear Sira

Your publication stsmde good so tourists asked, "What If a family
far, however, many years ago wants to move, can they move””
Hitman Events sounded good and Answer, "Oh yes, If there to a
now It sounds commie, and last good reason, like maybe a grand,
year Liberty Lobby sounded good, mother comes to live wtth them ”

but the Dec 196* Issue Jusi re- can yon imagine the stack of
calved Indicates a shift to tha left, forms one has to fill cut to move

Nowhere did Wallace make more

To

tha gallows with

the Liberals

exploiters

of the people

We overworked that word com.
munism so much that now we’re
afraid to use It even when it ap-

plies And the word hate was
run Into the ground so much that

ly Its Hermitage
The Sadko tickets, including

INTOURIST scalping fee, cut
$4 00 each And m* was for y—a’»
to the second row center Fine
seats

INTOURIST to tbeRusstontravel
agency through which all visits to

the liberals who exploited its use the U S s R must be planned In
actually encouraged hate But to order to visit Russia we had to

change money Illegally and who
want Beatles and Rolltog Stones
records Now I do not share their

musical tastes, but at least they
are aware that there is something
they went which their government
will not let them have They have
nut been totally brainwashed,
yet Naturally, we made no cur-when M eald. or tto

EPAJ™ ’I™M tbr<
?
w actually encourages hub out in order to visit Rusela we had to randy exchange*, If we had. then

gu^toe writers in tto Fotonmc the U 8 S R all the principles of pay tor all transportation and hotel this letterilght very wSH beto gwe an example oruw naivete over-exposure, whether to Ideas, Mils to advance Furthermore we postmarked ’’Lublaea.” and It
of their political thinking after a words, or personalities, seem «* had to commit ourselves on when would be more than censured
half-century of exposure to nothing to apply I maintain that this healthy we’d be staying where and we All to ail tbe exrejC
but the ofOcialtrotb, the Leningrad characteristic in man (repulsion to u^l to take day or night trains tones was a good one It was not
slghteertng guide (also very alert, the over-exposed) la bald to check as they dictated. The night we totally enjoyable because of the

answered one in the U S SR by the simple took our train from Leningrad to constant reminders of the power
heckler (a Jewish fellow, who kept expedient of total censorship Per- Moscow, we Imd tn n.v ' to4«1 and m mu.
asking such qaesttons as "Where haps the Tnaaj_nalve notion that hill as well. Tha wavTNTrilTMflT but 11 Is one that both of us are
Is Caar Nicolas H burled7” "Is lever bad was tost you cannot looks ff It, If you’re to theU s S R, glad that we had. At least now
Kerensky welcome In Russia .

today?” "How come we n

bear about Stalin anymore?" .
, ^ ,

toe swora, but only when fi la etc R Is, of course, impossible know what it’s* really like to Rue.
do all this by himself?") Wtth the free to write, in Russia tne^tate to get a visa without first having sia7” Regard? — r scroogesteta

!
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American Independent Party News
There are no plans to establish

a national operation out of Mont-
gomery, Alabama for at least half

a year George Wallace is re-

portedly making plans to run again
for governor In 1910

Regardless of the complete void
In political direction from Mdot-
gomary, Wallace supporters
throughout America are hard at

work to keep the AIP alive
A rational meeting of the Alp

Is tentatively scheduled Id Texas
or Oklahoma for January 11-12
to determine long-term strategy

and make a final decision on the
name of the party Itself— that Is

whether the party should be called
simply the American Party or the

American Independent Party
The word is out that candidates

will be run In state and local

elections In Arkansas, Indiana, and
elsewhere under the AIP banner
both In 1969 and 1970

In late November over 500 dele-
gates attended a statewide meet-
ing of the Virginia American in-

dependent Party At that con-
vention the party organized itself

into a permanent political insti-

tution A plan was adopted that

sots up a SO- member state central
committee, which is to meet four
times a year Under this same
plan, county end city and district

committees were also setup Each
area Is assessed 15 cents per vote
for the presidential race, 4 cents
to be retained at the local level,
1 cent going to the district office
and 10 cents to the state party
treasury T Coleman Andrews,
Jr was reappointed as state chair-
man by the Executive Committee
The convention postponed any de-
cision whether to run candidates
or to give AIP endorsement to
candidates of other parties

In Maryland, there Is no word
of party activity as of this date

In Delaware the AIP showed that

It truly believed In the philosophy
oi local control of local situa-
tions In late November a state
party meeting threw out the Ala-
bama-chosen chairman ofthe party
William O Pfafllfps (who got only
ooe vote) andpicIcedform&r Marine
Sergeant David Colatdano to head
the state party

CRAFT takes no position m these
Intra-party squabbles We feel
It is best to simply print the
news in this case We urge all

warring factions within the Ameri-
to he

CALIFORNIA

Thank you for writing me for
Information on the AIP In the
State of California* Since I live

In an area totally covered by the
liberal, biased press, I do not
have any clippings favorable to
Wallace I am active in the Party,
so I called the State Central Com-
mittee Chairman, James
Slaughter, In Carmichael (near
Sacramento) and told him to send
you a press release He has
tried a number of times to get
hie press releases printed and the
papers will just not print them
However, Bill Shearer, (the self-
proclaimed head of the party has
no problem) either with money
or press releasee T wonder who
Is paying him'7

Sincerely yours,

Mrs T W
Waterford, California

NEWS AND CORRESPONDENCE

STATECRAFT has received a
number of different communica-
tions from the various states and
we feel It is best to reprint them
as they have come in* Some
of these communications tell of
party difficulties within the Ameri-
can independent Party STATE-

,

STATECRAFT received the
following press release from
Jamea T Slaughter, the official
State Chairman of the California

|

AIP
The American Independent Party

of California, formed by and for
George C Wallace, is the largest
and best organized Wallace Party
In the United Slates
Twenty-four county central

committees were elected in the
June 4, 1 968 primary election and
will achieve official status on Jan-
uary 6, 1969, They will meet
on that date to elect officers,
appoint party members to
vacancies in the Statecentral com-
mittee and discuss future plans
Some county cortfeffctees have al-
ready started food raisingprojects
to build a "war chesl ,f for the
1970 and 1972 elections About
thirty-one more county central
committees will be appointed by
the party's congressional candi-
dates In the November 5, Idas
general election

The State Central Committee
met first on August 3, 1966 to
officially place the name ofGeorge
C Wallace cm our ballot The
membership at that first meeting
was the sixty party candidates
for State Senate, State Assembly

il 4, 1966 primary chairman, James
ie T Slaughter, called the next meet-
H Ing, according to State law, on

c January 19, 1969 in Sacramento,
r California

Membership In the State central
committee will be increased, at

that time, to Include three
appointees by each nominee dele-
gate, County central committee
Chairmen, and their appointees for

r a potential membership of over
* eight hundred Officers, to serve
B

until 1970, will be elected, and
! committees formed to conduct

? Party business and coordinate
0 party activities

' Our objective is to build the
" party strength and membership
s to provide an effective vehicle

f
for candidates In future elections

1 The party will continue to support
s George Wallace and be available
* to him as a vehicle In 1972 if
? he feels the Issues and public

support warrant Us running again
for President

5 We have ninety-four thousand
' registered members, which we
J hope to build to five hundred thou-

sand volunteer workers dedicated
to George Wallace and the Ameri-
can Independent Party We hope
to join hands with other Wallace
parties in 1969 to form the basis
for a nationwide third party

TEXAS
Prom Hutchinson County, Texas,

we have received the following
communication
As for the American Parly in

Hutchison County, we are just wait-
ing to see whal Nixon will do
(We do not think he will do much
of anything to suit us )

We do intend to keep the Ameri-
can Parly going, but we are lying
low to give Mr Nixon a chance
to prove himself We’re just
being polite— but will get organised
better in a few weeks

Right now--after the election—
we are broke— broke—I

rm even
going to have to go to work!

Sincerely,

Mrs L R.
Hutchinson county, Texas

One of our readers In Pennsyl-
vania writes us of a con-
flict between the Constitutional
Party and the American In-
dependent Party
On the status of the Constitu-

tional Party and the AIP In Penn-
sylvania I have nothing official
Spokesmen for the Alp have put
considerable misinformation about
the Constitutional Party in the
newspapers so far
From what I have been told,

lot of the trouble In Pennsylvania
came from an earlier split In

the CoiisUhitioaal Party— before
my time Leonard A Reid was
campaign manager for the candi-
date who ran for Governor when
Shafer won I worked for him
and had to give up my office
In the Republican Party to do It

However, I have never met Mr
Reid, and after the election there
was a lot of talk about the cam-
paign being mismanaged and the
party spilt into two factions
Eventually Andy Watson became
Chairman and the other faction
sulked in their tents until George
Wallace came along We live
near Pittsburgh and the fighting
took place in the central
and eastern part of the state where
the party was originally organized,
so I have never been able to talk
with anyone who knew the Inside
details Until a year ago there
were only a handful of Consti-
tutionalists and still not too many
In Allegheny County Of course,
it is rare that either Pittsburgh
paper even mentions the name,
although I know they get releases
We write and complain but never
get an answer In this last elec-
tion our candidates sent In copy
and. If « appeared at all, was
In the early editions which didn't
get to the suburbs where the voters
would have been Pittsburgh Is
so solidly under the Democrats
that their readers wouldn't even
read anything about other candi-
dates

Sincerely,

Mrs M A, b
Glbsonla, Pennsylvania

CONFLICT IN ILLINOIS
Dear Sir

I have heard Joan Nelson speak
and r have been In contact with
Mrs Snyders several times
throughout the past summer and
JalL If yen «re confused as to
the "real” A,I P promoter, 1 sug-
gest that yodctjatact Mr Wallace's
headquarters in Alabama for con-
firmation on one of them

Enclosed are ccclea of two re-

t~

'

huj_ "i

Where’s

My Civil

ar :t>

Block Gorilla Warfare "Expert”

j
This situation must not continue

1 believe it has already taken its

toll on supporters of the A I p ,

and If we are to accomplish any
of the huge amount of work to
be done, we must be ft united
organization

Best wishes for continued growth
and strength (

Sincerely,
Miss G G R
North Aurora, hi

FOR IMMEDIATE RFLEASF #1

A spokesman for the Illinois

Wallace Campaign announced to-
day that the American Independent
Party, headed by George C
Wallace, is here to stay
Mrs Patricia Snyders, a

Wallace elector and secretary for
the Illinois organization, stated
that the national campaign staff
In Montgomery is currently formu-
lating organizational plans for the
new party and will be announcing
them shortly

An effort by Arthur Kelly and
Joan Nelson, both of Chicago, to
assume control of the American
Independent Party In Illinois by
securing an organizational charter
was denounced by Mrs Snyders
as a fraud She said, “You can-
not charter a political party The
only way a political party can be
established la by running state-
wide candidates and securing five
percent of the vote In other
words, you don’t ‘apply’ for a
political party and run about tell-
ing people that you have one It's
through hard work and hard work
alone that a political party can
be established 1

Mrs Snyders accused Mr Kelly
and Mrs Nelson of “using the
Wallace campaign for their own
personal gain They have from
the start, sought only to disrupt,
divide and mislead Wallace
supporters while establishing for
themselves a political base from
which to operate

“I hold Mrs Nelson and Mr
Kelly personalty responsible for
a good deal of the last minute

the Wallace ranks In Cook County,"
Mrs Snyders said, “They in-
tentionally created an aura of sus-
picion by their insinuations and
false accusations at the moat criti-
cal time In a political campaign.
To say that they called thesepress
conferences, which were definitely
divisive In nature, without full

knowledge of the damagethey would
do to the Wallace campaign would
be out of the question," she said.
Mrs Snyders emphasized that

all activities of the American In-
dependent Party in Illinois will
be directed from Montgomery.
Alabama through her to the local
leadership in the state until more
formal arrangements can be made
by Wallace

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE #2

It was announced today that the
electors pledged to George C
Wallace will gather In early Jan-
uary to formalize the organiza-
tion of the American Independent
Party In Illinois

Mrs Patricia Snyders, secre-
tary far the Illinois Wallace Cam-
paign and a Wallace elector said
"As the only official body ever
selected by George C Wallace to
represent him in Illinois and sub-
sequently confirmed by the voters
on November 5, the electors will
be asked to assist in furthering
the organisation of the American
Independent Party by appointing
a provisional State Central Com-
mittee consisting of 24 key people,
one from each congressional dis-
trict

“Thereafter, the newly ap-
pointed committee will assume the
organizational responsibilities as
well as those generally associated
with a State Central Committee
in established political struc-
tures M

TROUBLE IN INDIANA

My husband and I just borrowed
a copy of STATECRAFT, add en-
joyed it very much, we worked
for Mr Wallace, with a lot of
other supporters, In Lake County,
Indiana* 1 was the county chair-
man for this area. We had a large
problem We have anArnerican in-
dependent Party that broke away
from Alabama to support local
candidates, who did not support
Mr Wallace Then we have an
American Independent Party lac
who also backed local candidates,
the opposite ones the A.LP backed*
Also the A. I P Inc says It Is the
real A.I P and the A, I P la a
phony Neither of these AJ P
were recognized by Alabama* Mr
Wallace ran on the George Wallace
Ticket In Indiana so I was working
for the George Wallace Party
We feel that Mr Wallace could
have taken Lake county If we
wouldn't have had this three way
split

A few weeks ago there was a
news release that the A I P In

Indiana and Illinois were joined

together and they would not back
Mr Wallace because he was a

racist. This was on thP rajjio
1 had quite a few calls about
this and they wanted to know what
was going on I had no answer
for these people The A.I p Inc

(Continued on Page 5)
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White Liberals Nervous At U. N

Towards Victory
or any other conspiracy theory)
may not be successful In converting
the mass of the American voting
public to our cause To win politi-

cally we must be completely
flexible, and use and exploit those
Issues which are uppermost at the
time in the minds of the great
mass of voters We must oot be
afraid of radical actloa to get the
attention of the voters
Far too many converyatlves to-

day have an overwhelming rear of
an /thing '‘controversial 7 * The>
simply want to put out their little

political pamphlets and siton their
hands hoping they will convince
someone else to think an they do
whenever anyone comes along
espousing the nationalist or
Americanist position who doesn't
quite fit their idea of propriety,
he is Immediately denounced as
a "radical ’ or as being "too
controversial "

We at STATECRAFT have run
Into this problem many times We
have been called Nazis because we
march in the streets and de-
monstrate We have been told by
many people that they hope we
would go out of business because
we were harming the conservative
movement by our tactics This
charge is nonsense Those very
cowards who have wished us ill

luck In our venture are the very
type of people the liberals daoend
on to help their political advance"
The liberal knows that as long as
the conservative Is bound to play
the political game by his rules
he will always win The liberal
knows that his success In this
venture depends upon convincing
many different conservatives not to
be "too radical” or * too
extreme' 7

Who are these cowards and liberal
agents'7 To name but a few they
are publications such as Human
Events who will not take an ad
for "Shoot Looters 7 bumper stick-
ers because It’s too controversial
They are the Bill Buckleys of the
conservative movement who are
nothing more than lackeys of lib-
eralism designed to keep conser-
vatives in line They are the snob

organizations such as Young
Americans for Freedom, which Is
nothing more khan a social club
and tool of llbgr&llBm The co-
wardly conservative la the shame
of our political position Many
of those cowards call themselves
patriots, yet I am sure that 1/

the original founders of this
country could see these "pa-
triots”, they would hang their
heads In shame
The conservative coward tradi-

tionally brings forth the names
of the patriots who created this

country But those very patriots
by their actions have proven that
they were not afraid to stand up
and fight for this country In 1969
patriotism does not simply
mean following liberal imposed or
totalitarian rules, but rather mod-
ern patriotism requires the ability

to stand up and fight against these
rules and evil laws In 1776 our
forefathers had the courage and
the guts to stand up against the
tyranny which enchained the poli-
tical and economic system of this
country Our forefathers bad the
courage to stand and fight ibr their
freedoms at Bunker Hill at Sara-
toga and at Yorktown, amongst
many other places When they took
this stand they Indeed became
controversial and radical by their
actions, but this did not deter them
one moment from their duty The
American Revolution saw patriots
rise up against a foreign tyranny
Modem patriots must now rise un
against an

, internal tyranny in

against a system which permits
this destruction

We at STATECRAFT consider
ourselves In the forefront of the
fight against such destruction* We
are willing to use force when It is
necessary and to 'ight to save the
American nation We will not shirk
our duties for fear of being called
Nazis or for fear of being called
controversial We at STATE-
CRAFT are revolutionaries In the
true sense of the word We are
revolutionaries In the spirit of
1776 We demand a revolution to

protect property and life against
tyranny and destruction from with-
In If the government will not
protect our lives and our property
we demand lhat government He
changed by forflp, if necessary.
We will not like the Jews of

Europe, wait until lt*s too late

to fight back We will not wait
until a Warsaw ghetto before we
strike a blow against the tyranny
We fight so that the workers and
the producers of America may live

in freedom and safety We will not
give up the battle until this goal
Is accomplished We are against
the cowardly conservatives as
much as we are against the liberal
enemy because It Is these coward
lj conservatives who mislead a

large number of patriotic Ameri-
cans Into accepting liberal rule

The days Of liberal!& m are

ourowi) political system. We can-
not play the game by rules Inter**
preted by the liberal enemy.

The American nation Is burning
down Our children are being mug-
ged In the schools, our wives are
being raped and robbed on the
streets, our businesses are being
burned In the cities In the midst
of all of this destruction we look
about and see the traditional con-
servatives shaking their heads and
saying " terrible, terrible, oh what
shall we do about this * Et is true
that they loudh coiidemn the de-
struction, but it Is Just as true
that they cowardly refuse to fight

numbered, Those conservative
wards or fifth-columnists who help
the liberals to maintain their evil
reign of tyranny are our enemies
as surely as the liberals them-
selves are our enemies We call
upon all patriots to come for-
ward and stand up and Join us
in this fight against the hated
liberal enemy We are not afraid
If the conservatives and other
nationalist- minded Individuals
of this nation will not stand up
and march out with us, we will
go by ourselves Wg standprepared
to plunge a dagger of truth Into
the heart of the liberal tyrant
We will strike down that tyrant

Most of the white delegates at
the UN are biting their finger-
nails over what happened to The
Republic of South Africa

Against the opinion of the U N
legal counsel, The Republic of
South Africa has been suspended
from the U N Conference on Trade
and Development, by the Afro-
Aslan block steamroller
South Africa separates its

various races under a system
called apartheid, which apparently
has caused "mental anguish 7

* to
some of the less civilized dele-
gates

One western ambassador re-
ferred to the action as a lynch
mob "

African ambassadors and repre-
sentatives made such civilized
statements as ‘We're going to do
the right thing whether or not
it is legal 1

' Another delegate
denounced the American repre-
sentative, Arthur Goldschmidt

(who utged moderation), for using
logic and law to confuse the com-
mittee
Even Secretary General V Thant

who usually delights In anything
anti-white Is upset After all,

this may be the beginning of the
end of the U N and U Thant will
have nothing to be head commissar
of

Things could easily degenerate
Into the wholesale expulsion of
all white countries by the Afro-
Aslan Axis
Needless to say this would cause

consternation to the white liberal
governments of the world, who
would have nowhere to waste bil-
lions of dollars on the tin horn
dictators of the "Third World”

Even the oice complacent Com-
munists, who always snicker at

the problems of the U S and its
allies, are now upset that their
days may also be numbered at
the U N

Liberals Plot

Mass Censorship

A fifteen man Presidential Com-
mittee appointed seventeen months
ago by President Johnson has rec-
ommended a mass takeover of pri-
vate communications facilities to
the United States The panel was
headed by L B J croney, and arch-
liberal, Under Secretary of State,
Eugene V Rostov.1

The most dangerous proposal to
come from the committee suggests
that all of the competing Inter-
national communications carriers
be merged Into one private
company under government con-
trol This government control
company would take over different
kinds of jobs now carried out by
such Independent private com
panles as American Telephone and
Telegraph, ITT World Communi-
cations Inc

, RCA Communications
Inc , Western Unlou Intei’Tittonal,

and comsat which was created
by the government

Under the niserai pJan the ef-
ficient Western Uition System
would become a partner with the
grors y Inefficient United states
Post Office!

The real motivation behind this
liberal Inspired property grab Is
a takeover of all private communi-
cations In the United States Once
the liberals actually have control
of these communications facilities,
It will be a simple thing to con-
stantly monitor every citizen's
private communications via the
National Computer Center Once
this Is established, liberal cen-
sorship over your everyday com
munications will be brought into
the realm of probability

Liberals Persecute

Cohn
Hoy Cohn, chief counsel and

number one assistant to the late
Senator Joseph McCarthy, is still

under constant persecution by lib-
erals

It should be noted that liberals
have still not fully recovered from
Senator McCarthy’s attacks The
very mention of his name makes
even the staunchest liberal foam
at the mouth and singes the White
House lawn

But the Senator is dead and
liberals have to vent their insane
hatred on his fearless number two
man, Roy Cohn
Roy Cohn has long been an op (5:1

festering wound in the side of
the liberals Cohn was Instru-
mental In executing the Rosenberg
espionage agents as a prosecutor
with the US District Attorney’s
office fie also helped put other
top reds in Jail where they be-
long
The U S Attorney In Mew York

is David Morgenthau, son of the
late arch-liberal, Henry Morgen-
B>8U. Jr., Secretary of the Trea-
sury under Roosevelt, wtff'tSfta
helped to expose as a dupe of
the Communists It Is this same
David Morgenthau who has Indicted
Roy Cohn for 'bribing a state
official ”

Just a few years ago Cohn spent
$100,000 beating another ‘indict-
ment" of the U S Attorney’s of-
fice

This should be a warning to all

patriots to be on guard against
liberal persecution
We can expect very little from

our liberal controlled courts In
fact, we may be forced to keep
loaded guns nearus at all times
as our only means of getting jus-
tice

so that this nation may live and be
free. Join us as we advance .rlrT
ward over the comae of llher alls

m

'Responsible

Conservatives'?

Who or Whnf are they 5

The Running Dogs of the Liberal
Establishment, affectionately
called ‘ Responsible Conserva-
tives, r do not oppose Liberal Ide-
ology or deny Liberal Goals, all

they do la criticize Liberal meth-
ods and administration techniques
The worst thing about "Respons-
ible Conservatives 7 * is that they
give the people the illusion that
there Is a real opposition to Li-
beral Rule All this does is give
a veil of legitimacy to the Li-
beral tyranny The truth Is that

only one viewpoint- the Liberal
Viewpoint - is exposed In mass
circulation publications and on
mass media All else Is suppressed
as "radical* or "irresponsible ’

It is certainly a discredit to the
crude So /let totalltaxlans that they
never set up a loyal opposition-
even within the framework of the
Communist Part} Chinese Com-
munist boss, Mao Tse Tung, In his
famous "Let a Hundred Flowers
Blossom 1

speech, hoped to achieve
this overnight, but was highly disil-
lusioned to find people ready with
criticisms of the very fabric of
the system Immediate suppres-
sion was prescribed Sophisticated
Liberals snickered to themselves,
it takes decades of hard work to
set up a coterie of "Re jo'Is-

ible Conservatives '
.

AIP News
(Continued from Page 4)

fraid, Mr Bean, who appo tied
himself the head of it, isn’t too
trustworthy

The Wallace supporters want
to help, but we are inexperienced
This Is the first time a lot of us
ever got involved What could
we do about these two a i p >s,
that are doing Mr Wallace and
all he stands for more harm than
good in these two states 5

Thank you very much, wa will
be waiting to hear from ) ou

Sincerely,

L W
Hammond, Indiana

THE A I -P MUST UNITr

It is imperative that the Internal
conflicts of the American Inde-
pendent Party Immediately cease
if It is ever to be a viable politi-
cal force The mistakes ol lags
must not be repeated The na-
tional headquarters of the A. I p
must realise that our party de-
pends upon thousands and thou-
sands of patriotic, hard-working
volunteers The national head-
quarters cannot and must not alien-
ate these volunteers by sending
Into local areas would-be tyrants
who would destroy the concept of
local option In political affairs
We cannot afford this, becaii-ie
the future of the nation rests enon
our shoulders.
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provoke the liberal black Cover
audience lute a frenzied attack

upon them It was only the presence

of the STATECRAFT fighters that

kept some semblance of order

The neat speaker was Bruce

Terris, white liberal D C ebair-

man of the Democratic Party

While liberals like Heller belong

In the violent ward, this writerhss

not been able to And the right

adjectives to decribe Terris

When Terris called for the firing

of DC Chief of Police Layton,

and the liberals and blacks ap-

plauded, STATECRAFT’S agi-

tators were hardpressed to keep

their Iron discipline as tttey re-

torted, calling Terris, '“A liberal

ape," "A Fascist dog, *' A com-
munist swipe,” “Traitor,” “Cri-

minal liberal,” “VUe creature,”

etc

After speaking Terris slobbered

and stumbled Ms way back to

cower In a large group of black

power savages and use them as

protection rather than face the

righteous Indignation Of STATE-
CRAFT'S agitators

The rest was antl-cllmatlc The
meeting was soon over

However, STATECRAFT’S de-

monstration made all four Wash-
ington T v stations and all three

Washington dallies

STATECRAFT CHALLENGES
BLACK POWER THUGS IN THEIR

(Continued on Page 1)

The Battle For Washington

Cor Load Of Black Power Savages Pulls Up Looking For

Trouble - And They Found ft

Where is Human Events^

Reading about Statecraft m the Washington Post

Where is Y A F T

Watching Statecraft or TV

(Continued from Page 1)

publisher atSTATEC RAFT, quick-

ly wrote on theback of his sign “He

spoke tor 10 minutes ” Paulson

added 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, as the minutes

went by He showed the sign to the

press who began to take pictures of

Mm Paulson showed the sign to the

audience, who began to fidget, and

to the City Council who began to

sweat

After Ibis liberal finished he

quickly fled to his seat while calls

at 1 'traitor ray” from STATE-
CRAFT'S agitators followed him

Commissar HocUnger thee

stated that all other witnesses

would be timed, especially since

the neat witness was Attorney

Bernard Margolis representing the

policemen’s association

The Idea of IS minutes for the

liberal echoing the D C council,

and five minutes for everyone else

was protested by Attorney Bernard

Margolis and two other people In

the audience Why fifteen minutes

for Samuel G Chapman and only

five minutes for everyone else,

they said Again publisher Paulson

screamed at the top of Ms lungs,

“He’s a liberal, that's why ” Com-
missar Hechlnger was then seen

nervously taking a tranquilizer

After Attorney Barnard Margo-
Ils spoke, city councilman, John

A. Nevlns, a particularly obnoxious

liberal said, that STATECRAFT’S
agitators had made their point

and should go home, and take their

nasty signs with them The liberals

and hlack power thugs In thB audi-

ence gave them a clapping ovation,

until Paulson yet another time

yelled at the top of his lungs,

"Where's our free speech7 " This

immediately quieted everyone

Hechlnger, by this time had a

cigarette dangling nut of Ms mouth

and searched for a match for over

five minutes He looked like he

was on the verge of a nervous

breakdown

Black power savage and D C
City Council Vice Chairman, “Re-

verend’’ Walter Faunteroy, ner.

vously fingered his throat as he

stared into Paulson's 'To the Gal-

lows with the t> C Council" sign

The other councilmen, seeing that

STATECRAFT would not put down

^ their signs or leave, and might

jpd even make a mad dash for the

isf* platform to carry out their threat

of lynching them, all nervously

smiled as the next witness was

called

James Heller of the American

Civil Liberties Union mongered
the same old liberal slime as he

came out all for the proposed

disarming of D C police Heller

nervously ran to his seat followed

by yells of 'You re a running dog

of the Communist Party” by
STATECRAFT'S agitators

The next speaker was pro- police
However, It was easy to see that

pro-police speakers might easily

Has Begun

Mad Dog Liberal, James Heller, of the Red Front American

Ci vl I Liberties Union, Nervously Testifies Against the Po-

lice In the Background, a Statecraft Agitator Harasses

Him with a Shoot Looters Sign Washington Star Photo
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The Walker Report — Liberal Smear
RIGHTS EH CONFLICT. Is thevio*
leal caaftautaticn erf de rnonstrst-
ore and police In the perks and

stmts at Chicago during the week
of the Democratic National Con-
vention of 1968 A report sub-
mitted by Daniel Walker, Director
of the Chicago Study Team, to the

National commlsstoa oa the Caus-
es and prevention of violence
Government Printing Office, 1968
(No title page, no copyright

)

To put tbs now Infamous Welker
report Into proper perspective, we
must approach It as a piece OJ

propaganda, rather than as report-

ing Liberal propaganda, unlike

Its crude Soviet counterpart, Is not

wanton lies but a skilled and

calculated presentation designed

to put across the Liberal view
point As such, it is far mo~e ef-

fective and less vulnerable tobeing
discredited completely What we
shall do Is accept the /act® as given

in ttie Report, since they are as
near the truth as anyone shall

ever know, but concentrate on

putting the whole thing into per-
spective in the context of the

entire national political and

emotional climate w& shall also

use the Report to Illustrate the

sophisticated propaganda techni-

ques used by Liberals Nowhere
shall we claim to find a purpose
In the Liberal propaganda, we
ever have been able to find any
but negative purposes in Liberal-

ism, only the desire to destroy

—

destroy the Middle Class, destroy
American Culture, destroy lbs

family, destroy the individual, just

destroy, destroy

The Walker Report has three
introductions, one la "About the

Report, 1
’ and there is a foreword

and a summary In these brief

statements are ghmn the con-
clusions of the report, which for

all practical purposes could have
been written without bothering with
the research at *1L The vary title

U a mimteiroHrte propakmtL
By describing the events that took

place In Chicago as ,c Rights In

Conflict”, the writers have al-

ready given the Impression that the
demonstrators were exercising
their rights rather than violating

the law and (he rights of their

fellow citizens what la more im-
portant is that it puts the police

on a par with the protesters'— an

unappetizing position for anyone

Scattered In all these prologues
are the conclusions of the report-
the most important being that the

police rioted’ Using thisphrase
was a tour- de-lore e of emotional
presentation. All that the Report
says Is that the police used more
tores than was necessary to per-
form their duties, hut by using
such a cliche, tremendous emotio-
nal impact Is generated

The text of the Report Is very
factual, or at least appears so
No writer can make a rousing

harangue out of 223 pages of de-
tailed description, but the techni-

que of presentation Is well done
for winning ever the reader to the
conclusions of the report without
overly distorting the facts Much
material is given within quotation

marks, lending an air of credibi-
lity to the material, along with a
general impression of scholarly
thoroughness and o mlscieoce
That no guarantee can be given the
exactness of the many quotes Is

mentioned In passing The subli-
minal effect of all those ditto

marks is scarcely diminished by

this

All the actions of the demoostra-
ters, including their ceaseless at-
tempts to provoke the police, are
described in the order of occur-
ence, however, isolated Incidents
of alledged police misconduct axe
inserted at well chosen moments
The effect is to disconnect in the
mind of the reader, the acts (rt

provocation from the police
responses
An amusing aspect of the Report

is the candid quotation of obscene
language used by both police and
demonstrators We all know, or
should, that cops and sailors cuss
and students make a fetish out of
It Nevertheless, the Government
Printing office blushed and refused

to release copies to the public

Soft-cover publishers more ac-

customed to sellingbooks punctua-

ted with four-1fetter vocabulary

have made a windfall reprinting

this uncopyrighted gem All this

gives the Report some of the flavor

of a college Literary Magazine
although Mr Walker and as-

sociates did not exert themselves
to use all the 50f words adolescent
writers like

About a third of the pages are
devoted to telling the story in pie*

tures Here the effect Is magnlfL
cent The tactics of the demon-
strators do not show up well on
film- massive civil disobedience
does Mi look like much In a
picture Verbal provocations do not
show at all, but the police use of
night-sticks, and bloodied heads,
and Injured newsmen, and the

presence of woman and clergy
among the demonstrators do In

all the pictures, only two ** ag-
gressive” actions of the mobs are
shown—an act of Indecent expo-
sure and an obscene poster. None
of the assalts on Individual police
officers or the destruction ofponce
equipment was csutured on film,

apparently, although many such

events are documented In the text

Any incoherence in the Report,

other than the strategic placing oi

the descriptions of " police

brutality, * Is due to the un*

disciplined and disorganised

nature of the protesters* cam-
paign Sophisticated techniques

were used againettbe police, which

we shall analyse shortly, the vio-

lence, acts of provocation, and

extended civil disobedience were
carried out in a spirit of anarchy

Before and during the demon-
strations the protest leaders

generated a lot of braggadocio and
tough talk, but events revealed
neither the orffibdzailon nor the

will to muster ujditect confronta-

tion with the or National

Guard* BlaCfcSt^tolcfcrts made
eepsmifrfoIftlSpfett, start-

ing with ihe ijiieut overthrow
of the fiDveruffient and working
their up to more radical ac-

tions The picture section and
texts reveals very few wooly
scalps being creased however,
political demonstrations and the

like not generating the broadbase
support from the Black Community
that looting and burning have The
campaign consisted of random acts

of “cop bating*’ with personal
insults, throwing excrement, lewd
displays, destroying public and
private property, refusing to obey
civil authorities, and whenever
the circumstances would allow, the
destruction of police cars and
assault upon Individual officers

“Poet" Allan Ginsberg provided
the mobs with charismatic leader-
ship, Black Militants with bold

words, and Ylpple leaders with
comic relief The Left Is not

stupid Such a campaign Is not
to defeat the authorities, tut to
discredit them Certainly the Left

achieved ivlcttwy— a two lo’dohe
the police we re discredited, we are
told, for being too brutal, and in

the bargain, order was not really
maintained
Unlike the Scripture, the Revela-

tions are in the early chapters A
thumbnail description of All That
Protests Is given It All was given
a Unity that not even the most hard-
core llluininatl'watchlng membei
Of the John Birch Society would
claim And It All was there at

Chicago, the New Left, the Old
Left, the Communist Establish-
ment, the Black Supremlcists, as*
sorted Anarchists, and the Clean-
out Sympathisers (See p 54 ) Like
all lists, this is morefor curiosity
than for Information value All the
lurid descriptions that follow are
mere frosting- the real meat ofthe
report is the description of the
tactics of the Left Here the
Liberals have inadvertently ex-
posed their band through a care-
less gesture to arouse sympathy
The words of an Old Liberal,

David Dellinger, describe the
strategy of the Left more suc-
cinctly than can we, " it is In-
deed practical to forgo a creative
synthesis of Ghandl and guerrilla

(p 7) Communist Chinese
Jargon for this is “Talk, talk,
fight, fight The goal Is to win

by Paul Freeman
victory, not glory Concessions and
goals are won through negotiations
by skillfully playing on the apathy,

naivete, sympathy, humanitarian
Impulses, and guilt feelings of

Middle Class people Any charac-
ter flaws o* self-doubt gives the
Left additional weak spots to

attack and none of us are without
these (EG, some people use
alcohol as an escape, so anybody
should be allowed to do it right-

with strong drugs some people
are unfaithful to their mates, so
all family life is a farce and should
be abolished. The list Is seem-
ingly endless ) When the verbal
front has been pushed for all It s
worth, the attack Is made on the

physical lront The object here
Is to inflict as much damage on
the enemy (ah, that’s us unless
you are a Leftist or Liberal)
at the lowest possible price
Former Defense Secretary Mac-
Namara called It "cost effective-

ness, * ha just never said ef-
fective for what against whom
When America and its allies unite
to use their sc-far superior capa-
city for organised violence, the

battle is quickly shifted to the
conference table In this contest
Liberal leadership has been far
more destructive than what the
most ambitious subversive could
hope to achieve Being part of the
Left, It shares the samt. goals and
cannot oppose it, but only chastise
It for its methods Liberal verbal
talent can mesmerize the Middle
Class as long as Liberal financial
talent can finance apathy through
prosperity Conservatives and the
like serve as straight-men for the
Liberal act They cannot deny
the Liberals their supposed
humanitarian goals, for fear of
being catalogued under Hate
Groups, and can't interest the
majority in economic Ideology So
far the Right has locked guts or
Imagination or has a fixation on
ideological purity The sole de-
fense ofthe Middle Class American
Society has been that the Left
has had to tread carefully not to
arouse or frighten It Once It

has the advantage, it will quickly
dispatch its victim Realparanblds
think the Left Is united, as does
Mr Walker, whom we shall dis-
miss as a naive ana guilt- paraly-
zed liberal Alert students of
history realize that Russia, China,
the Third World, and the Domestic
Left would fight among them-
selves for the booty- as they are
now doing for Europe's colonial
empires

Id Chicago the Left carried out
their most successful campaign
of "cop bating ” The demonstra-
tors were aided quite decidedly by
the psychological climate of the
nation

Let us first coosider the typical

police officer Almost universally
he Is a man ofaverage Intelligence
and of average education* No one
Is more aware of the realities of
life than he, taft he is not sophi-
sticated and wordly luce our in*

telllgansla, specifically, he looks
at things Id a matter-of-fact way
rather than a theoretical one The
policeman must be distinguished
by his courage and patriotism
and guided by feelings for law and
order and family and country,

rather than rely upon closely
reasoned strategy to guide his
actions For strategy be must
rely on his superiors* whOj as It

were, are liberal politicians, or
perhaps small parasites on the
Liberal establishment, The Estab-
lishment has been more interested
in using the police as scape- goats,
rather than giving them moral
support and leadership The
Liberal Press has delighted in
doing exposes on the Police and
In giving support to anti-police
elements In our country

Newspapers have also given full

support to tbs notion that policemen
need administer to the wounded
psyches of various minorities with

thoroughly Justified feelings of in-

feriority It Is absurd to make the
Police the community peychia-
trlsts-tbelr duty is to maintain
order, not cure the criminal’s
emotional difficulties

One need not wonder, then, why
the police may seem to have no
direction and why theyconslder tb

e

press as much the enemy as the
criminal,

Policemen a little frighten-
ing to the averse American, who
is, alter aj^j&wocri Bomstoadj
hen-pecked, nnuft, a hot-house
plant Cops nave to be tough guys,
or they couldn't hold up in their
jobs And the use of police In the
lucrative field of traffic enforce*
ment has built up a lot of anta-
gonism In Dogwood's mind Year*
cl liberal rule has left tte red-
hot sector of the Left with a great
opportunity, therefore If the Po-
lice can be discredited and de-
stroyed, all sorts of golden op-
portunities would be teft open for
eager revolutionaries And for the
children of the New Left it U fun,

at least until they become samples
of "police brutality

Knowing his position with re-
spect to Lefty Q. Liberal, Dagwood,
and Drew Smestreon has left the
policeman in a very unnerving
situation Anything be does Is

wrong, and if be does nothing he
is still wrong Such anxiety, cou-
pled with avery natural aversion to
the Unsanitary Left and all it stands
for, gives Leftist leaders & val-
uable means of manipulating the
Police loti> situations where they
will appear to be detrimental to
order, rather than preserving it

Of course they can relyon Dogwood
to read everything oak ofthe context
of the situation*

All the tactics of the Flower
Children are vividly described and
smiled upon by Mr Walker in M*
Report But he and the lot of
the nalvb Liberals throw up their
hands at the thought of finding a
way to preserve order In the
face of the New Left He does
noi approve of the actions of the
Police and he offers no alterna-
tives This is another Illustration
that Liberalism is a strictlynega-
tive outlook We add that the sup-
port given the Police by most
Conservative writers has been
vei^ weak-kneed and timid They
have not said one thing more about
the techniques of provocation used
by the Left than did Mr Walker

On reading the Welker Report,
It Is worthwhile to contemplate
the psycho-pathology of the New
Left Revolutions have attracted
all sorts of odd types, but only
rarely does cue see the psycho-
logical breakdown of a significant
portion of the population The ex-
hibitionism, hermaphroditism, in-
discriminate behavior of thaw
young people has been hulled as the
release from inhibitloos by a large
pBii of the Psychiatric Community,
which was treating these co&dU
tlocs only a short time ago, and
at great coat* TO them, me
“Fhyslci&n, has] thyself * w«
credit the rfNew Freedom" to tee
decline of Religion and the ac-
knowledged fact teat parents,
“statesmen," civic and cultural
leaders In our Brave New Liberal
world are utterly lacking In back-
bone and (Justifiably) devoid of any
self-esteem These young need
something to look up to, someone
worth emulating* It Is the unwise
young of the New Left that ore
truly living up to the code of
Liberalism It Is they who are faith-
ful to the goal of Self-destruction
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Savages Destroy D.C. Low Cost Housing
by an Oppressed D C Properly Owner

News media within our Nation e

Capital frequently refer to alleged

critical housing shortages for mid

-

dle/lower income citizens within

our community The sweeping
generality of these contentions,

coupled with many Important re-

lated aspects seldom exposed to

the public, compel me to voice

fibs ml facts, i speafc from
considerable experience as one
of many unfortunate property
owners within our city

First, let me stale that there

are continuing high apartment va-

cancies within various areas of

our city The tvee of units I

refer to are usually within garden-

apartment complexes The
average rentals range from some
$70 00 per month for efficiency

unite, to $105 00 for two bedroom
units Since these rents are com-
parable to local public housing
rates, and frequently even lower,
I seriously question the popular

allegations to bousing shortages
for middle/iower income citizen*

There Is, however, % critical and
growing shortage of even margin-
ally civilized lower/middle Income
tenants to whom a property owner
can dare to rent his units

The primary cause of this de-
terioration lies fully with our cur-
rent city administration The facts

are simple Out of hundreds of

housing codes rigidly enforced
against property owners by our
administration, not one single code
exists prohibiting or In any way
penalizing a tenant for even the

most flagrant and base acts of

destruction and vandalism To
the contrary, while murderers,
robbers, muggers, looters, arson-
ists, so-called militants and other
hoodlum elements roam our city's

streets at will, and are seldom
apprehended, and only Infrequently

convicted for thetr crimes
(allegedly due to lack pi law en-

forcement and court personnel),

our city government has found
little difficulty In hiring throngs
of housing code enforcement in-

spectors aided by no less than
a recently acquired, computerized
data control center Property
owners are currently subjected
to open and unbelievably vicious

prosecution and extortion Many
are subject to Jail sentences or
fined thousands of dollars for de-
tects found within thetr tenants'

quarters, The fact that In most
cases the destruction is ma
llciously and often Intentionally

caused by the tenants, le, doors
torn off hinges, sinks and thermo-
stats ripped from walls, windows
forever being broken, radiators,

light fixtures, stoves, stolen or
destroyed, elevators rendered in-

operative etc
, Is conveniently

ignored The net effect of this

legalized irresponsibility does in-

deed create sai overall housing
shortage since a property owner
has no protection.’under the law
and must tbeMfre be super-
critical in new
tenant*. Future Shortage ofdecent
middle/low cost housingcan there-
fore be anticipated under our cur-
rent city administration. Some
contributing reasons are

1 Required Increases In rent

structure to compensate for tenant
Irresponsibility and vandalism,
condoned by our city government,
as well as continuous damage done
by outside hoodlum elements Po-
Uce protection to glfflpto not avail-
ahlfl within niir Mtv far tnialiiare.

men and property owners.
2 Required increases in rent

structure to compensate for high
attorney lees associated with the
phenomenal legal rituals Involving
eviction procedures Frequently
as much as six months are re-
quired to evict a tenant The
fact (bat the tenant has not paid
any rent, or is destroying the
owner's property is no longer con-
sidered adequate cause for evic-
tion within our fair city

3 Inordinate Increases in costs
to service properties Plumbing,
electrical and other contractors
simply refuse to service many
areas of our city even during day-
time hours for fear of life and
bodily harm Those few who are
willing to take this risk
are fpreed to levy correspondingly
high charges for their services
4 A rapid deterioration in

many formerly nice and respect-
able middle/lower class areas by
a mass exodus Of the remaining
decent residents to other areas
or the suburbs I am specifi-

cally referring to Negro citizens

5 A spiral decrease of avail-
able housing by bankrupt property

owners simply abandoning their

buildings because of ft maintenance
costs' 1

,
persecution, and ultimate

foreclosures
6 An obvious lack of Incentive

on the part of builders, Investors,
and property owners to build, re-
store and rehabilitate apartment
properties within most middle/
lower income areas To be con-
vinced of this fact merely requires
a short trip Into some of our N £
and S E city areas Scores of
buildings, frequently only a few
years old, with modern con-
veniences, including air-condi-
tioning, garbage disposals, etc

,

are now empty, boarded up shells,

virtually gutted by their former
tenants The owners of these

buildings are qeanWhile awaiting

their respective trial dates for

housing code violations

7 For those few naive or

bold enough to attempt rehabili-

tation or restoration In these

ftrees^jeoging btetltutioiio simply
are not willing to make loans
at even the most Inflated rates,

they know full well that their loans

will not be secured, since
the properties will soon be again
reduced to shambles

3 A tremendous Increase In

cases of extortion, if a landlord

insists on his just rent due, var-
ious r'community” groups, the

Legal Aid Society, the United Plan-
ning Organization etc will ex-
plain to the tenant his new rights,

Le , If the landlord does not "come
around” (forget his rent) the ten-
ant Is advised to tear hie apart-
ment apart, call the city bousing
Inspectors, and Insist that

the "housing code violations'* re-
sulting from his destructive acts,

were present when he initially

rented his apartment Once this

Is done, he virtually guarantees
hlmaelf indefinite rent-free occu-
pancy of his quarters, since our
courts have ruled that a tenant
does not have to pay rent if his
quarters are not up to code
Should the landlord repair the

destruction caused by the tenant
and then attempt to evict the ten-
ant in order to re- rent the prem-
ises to a more civilized client,

his efforts will again be thwarted
by one of our latest ' mltngs"
prohibiting so- cal ed 1 retaliatory
eviction ” This, In effect, means
that a landlord cannot evict a tea amt
even though the tenant is destroy-
ing the landlord s property This
ruling stipulates that the resultant
damage constitutes housing code
violations and that a landlord can-
not evict a tenant because the ten-
ant reported the existence of these
Illegal conditions to the lawful au-
thorities, 1 e

,
housing code In-

spectors Considerations as to

the cause of these violations have
of course been carefully avoided
by the authors of our housing ord-
nances and related legislation Fi-
nally, should the landlord be naive
and take the tenant to court, and
attempt to collect damages, he
will effectively have doomed him
self and his business

First, his chances of winning

a favorable Judgment from our
local courts is remote, second,

should he win a favorable Judg-
ment after an eternity of time

and prohibitive attorney and re-

lated expenditures, he will still

be faced with the problem of col-

lection His chances to succeed

In this are microscopic But

even if he should collect,

his troubles would just begin

Hosts of militant "community’'
organizations, joined by the Legal
Aid Society end similar quasi-

professional groups will im-
mediately commence to organize

all other tenants within the

property on any and all real,

Imagined, and fabricated griev-

ances The bait Used by these
organizations to enlist tenant sup-
port is of course rent-free living

Their success In organizing so-
called tenant grievance com-
mittees is understandably phe-
nomenal They are further bol-

stered In this type of extortion

by the fact that they usually gain

public support and sentiment The
public, not knowing the real facts,

naturally assumes that landlords

who are so negligent that their

poor tenants must, as a last re-

sort form grievance committees
and seek the assistance of com-
munity organizations In order to

compel the landlord to provide a

minimum of routine maintenance,

must indeed be a vicious and un-

scrupulous person deserving swift

and severe punishment

The most fantastic and Ironic
aspect pertaining to the problem
of low cost housing Is the fact
that virtually every respectable
property owner, builder, and In-

vestor Is forever ready to re-
habilitate, renovate or rebuild
from simple basic business mo-
tivations, If only be were offered
some reasonable assurance and
protection by our city administra-
tion The same sentiment holds
true with our lending Institutions

Yet our Inept city administration,

while on the one band for-
ever voicing their concern for
decent low cost housing and lack
of public funds for this purpose,
Is, on the other hand, destroying
any real likelihood to provide this

essential ingredient to our com-
munity

Back Issues

STATECRAFT’S back issues have such articles as

the Scoop Expose of the confiscation of private prop-
erty by the Liberals, K.R Valhal on “Why Conserva-
tives Fail’ (a unique and most important article)

,
our

publisher publicly blasting the Liberals on gun control

plus much more
Bulk rates for Back issues

QUANTITY PRICE ADDITIONAL COPIES
10 $ 2 00 20?
100 ¥15 00 15?
500 $50 00 10?
1000 $80 00 8?

or we will mail Back copies STATECRAFT to your
friends for 25? a name Just send in your list of
names (1-1000) and we’ll rpsh them into the mail

We still have a few of our October election issue
left with K R Valhal’s superb analysis “The Liberal
Enemy ” While they last, 25? each
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The Statist Revolution Is On The March
by K R Volhoi

Many people have asked us what

political philosophy we espouse

We seem unlike any other political

publication ever seen before In this

country The STATECRAFT Jour-
|

nal of Political Education follows

the philosophy of Statlsm We use

the definition of Statlsm which

means the practice of statecraft

or the art of the state We fight

for Statlsm because we are trying

to restore reason and sanity to

the American National State

It Is our goal to fight against

liberalism and create a govern-
ment for the greatest good to the

greatest number of productive

people within our society

The philosophy of Statlsm advo-

cates that government be con-

structed so as to protect the

productive elements of society

Statlsm is not against the weak,

we are simply for the strong be-

cause It Is upon the strong that

this society depends for Its sur-

vival Statlsm believes that the

government of the United States

has too long been directed toward

helping the non-productive ele-

ments of our society to the point

of total destruction of our nation

Statlsm takes a neutral stand Dn

the subject of the non-productive

elements of our society as long

as they remain non-productive and

do not become destructive

Statlsm Is not an elitist philo-

sophy We simply believe that the

natural division of labor within

our society requires that we
protect those elements whom we

depend upon the most for our own
existence For example, we depend

Increasingly on technologists and

scientists to maintain a high level

of defense and to wage war against

natural enemies such as water and

air pollution it is upon

these types of people that our

lives are moist dependent* statlsm

believes that It Is Imperative to

produce the highest number o

f

technologists and scientists to de-

food the American nation os the

world Increasingly nibbles at our

fuels
The Statist philosophy Is against

the sickness of altruism end be-

lieves Out only the strong can
Hioir freedom.W*admire

strength «Ki w domi oa
weftfrpffig, Id this we are the direct

opposite of liberalism, which

ccatiiwally espouses a philosophy

of weakness Instead of a. philo-

sophy of strength We can looit

about and see the results as our
nation ts destroyed end tom apart

bit by bit because of anlnmmdafoo
of tbe liberal philosophy of guilt

and weakness Stotism Is apposed
to the use of political guilt in any
form We believe that political

guilt Is a tool used by the victor

to enslave the soul of tM van-
quished Those who will not acc
a philosophy i

mongoring.
The philosophy of Statlsm rests

upon constantly changing goals for
the Improvement of the American
nation and the freedom of the

American people The following is

a List of the specific goals which
we have In mind for our cause
at this time It is towards these
goals that now we march

1 The advancement of the
American national Interest above
all concepts of Internatiooallsin

We believe In a rationally pursued
policy of Intelligent nationalism
We ore against adventurism In any
form which might risk the survival
of the American nation for small
International gains We support a
policy of strength In international
affairs

2 We support the formation
of an international foreign legion
mode up of professional soldiers
dedicated to flgtrt against Com-
munism This new anti-communist
foreign legion of volunteers should
be used in wars against Internal
Communist subversion throughout
the world The efficiency of this
fighting unit would be guaranteed
by its voluntarism

3

the United Nations Is now
deader than Its predecessor" -the
I eague of Notions It Is constantly
living in violation of Its own
charter The Statist philosophy ad-

vocates a gradual disengagement
of the United States from the

activities of the UnitedNations We
support the founding of anew inter-

national world-wide anti-Com-
munist organisation mode up of our
allies and friends

4

Statlsm advocates the con-

centration of American foreign

Interests in the Western Hemi-
sphere to defend those nations

closest to us

5

Statlsm supports the existence

of the private property system
We believe that property rights

are an Inseparable part of human
rights and that ell efforts must be

made to respect property rights

os an extension of Individualism

6 Statlsm supports the phllo-

sopto^ s^-deMminaitoi in the

social conduct of one's own Ute.
It Is the Statist position that an

Individual serves society best by
serving his own Interests first

(except In times of war or national

emergency) It Is the Statist's

desire to remove the web of liberal

restrictions ever the individual's

conduct of his own affairs be-

lieve the freest man Is the best

man
7 Statlsm Is against mass give-

aways of government property to

Individual speculators We support

the philosophy of operating gov-

ernment lands and enterprises at

a profit, where possible, in order to

relieve the tax burden on the indi-

vidual taxpayer This important

economic principle will allow the

government to maintainchannels of

social mobility without oppressing

the productive cttizais of our
nation

8 Statlsm demands equal re-

presentation for the Americanist
position on all networks of tele-

vision and radio and Ip all areas

of the mass media* We demand
that equal time be given to the

presentation of pro-American
ideas. We also demand cessation of
the liberal control of the mass
news networks* W$ demand equal

tflfrte torfa
9. we ami equal jepresanta-

tton for the Americafilst position

throughout the university system
It Is the Statist position that uni-

versities have no right to exist

wben their Major function Is to

produce anti-American feelings of

hatred lor the American Home-
land. We demand equal representa-

tion for Americanist ideas within

the university system

10 College education Is a

prlvlledge-'&ot aright There are
thousands of students across the

land who are unable to gain ad-

mission to college Statlsm be-
lieves that any student or group

of students, who take advantage of

the privilege of attend-

tlonal process, forfeits the privi-

lege of attending a university with-

in the American nation That Is,

all student rioters and anarchists
should be permanently expelled

from the American university

system

11

Statlsm supports law and
order Statlsm believes that

America's police force must be
backed up Immediately In the war
on the criminal element within

our society The Statist's position

advocates that any twice convicted
felon should be permantly exiled

from the continental United States
12 Statlsm supports a stabilised

population growth rote Modem
technology has created death
control It Is therefore vital that

we stabilize the size of our
population In order to be able

to concentrate on quality of ser-

vices rather than quantity of ser-

vices
13 Statlsm supports a vigorous

program of attack upon natural
enemies, such as air and water
pollution We support a vigorous
program to conserve our natural

resources, for upon of these re-

sources our future survival rests

14 Statlsm supports the promo-
tion of American cultural advance-
ment
15 Statlsm supports the ruthless

suppression of anarchy at any
place it may occur within our
society

16

Statlsm supports a mass
education program designed to de-

empbaslze the need tor on actual

college degree We believe that

academic college training has be-

come simply aprocess for granting

licenses for fobs We feel this has

ruined the American educational

system Ws feel it Is vital to have
the broadest educational facilities

possible Education Is a means
of mobilizing vital human re-

sources In the future struggle for

national existence the American
nation will need all of Its potential

resources it is therefore vital

for our own survival that we are

able to bring every available

productive element into play In

our battle tor existence

17 Statlsm supports a variable
concept of minimum wage We ore
against the continuous inflationary

expansion of a minimum wage to

the degree that It has become
meaningless We advocate. In-

stead, a minimum wage which Is

flexibly attached to the cost of

living and represents a minimum
wage In terms of real costs of

vital goods This flexible minimum
wage will rise and fall as the cost
of living rises and falls This would
prevent arbitrary governmental
increases in the minimum wage
from abetting aa Inflationary situa-

tion.

18 statlsm believes that all ap-

peals In conflicts between citizens

and the Federal Government ghoJlti

he paid for by the government
We advocate the system used In

France, whereby if a person feels

that the government has oppressed
him in some manner, be simply
goes to the post office and fills

out a special form and sends It

In to an investigative office and

a special court system is set up to

adjufltlcate cases The cost of this

system Is paid tor by the govern-

ment All too frequent In our so-

ciety, Justice to connected with the

ability to hire a good lawyer It

Is the duty of government to main-

tain a systeri of justice, not a

system of special privilege

Therefore, we believe that all ap-

peals in cases Involving govern-
mental action toward citizens

should be handled completely at the

expense of the government, both

with the Investigation being taken

care of by a special department

of government This would cause

the citizen a minimum of trouble

and provide him with a maximum
of protection against governmen-

tal abuse

19

Statlsm advocates a policy
of equality before the law towards
all productive citizens within our
society We believe that every
citizen has the free will to choose
between the productive and the

destructive path within our society
We also believe that all those
non-productive and destructive

citizens cannot be considered with-
in the same class, for protection,

as the productive citizens We be-

lieve that all productive citizens

have a right to equal justice be-
fore the law We believe in the
concept of the public defender paid
for by the state with the same Job
as the district attorney within any
locality at criminal law The Idea
behind this is the promotion of

Justice to make sure that Justice
Is not Just a province of the rich
The above staled goals are but

a few of the desired ends of the
philosophy of Statlsm If A-
merlca Is to survive and prosper,
the Statist philosophy must come
to power n is through these goals
that reason can be restored to the

American National System, and the

Insanity of liberalism can be van-
quished forever

Wa ask that all who read these
principles and accept them, come
to lis and Join us in our fleET
tp pm top American natlqp

,
We

believe that our cause is Just and

that we can win the ultimate vic-

tory for the survival of the

American nation Producers of

America--Arise now to save our
rurtinm Join us In this most holy

of bolv wars.
The Statist is a person who es-

pouses the Philosophy of Statlsm.

The highest duty of the Statist

Is to fight tor his notion* The
Statist cannot shirk the call to the

fight in the holy war even thought

this coll may mean the abandon-
ment of material comforts It Is

the highest duty therefore of the

Statist to be prepared If neces-
sary to become a soldier In the

fight to save the nation It is the

second highest duty of the Statist

to probagate the political philo-

sophy of Statlsm if the American
nation is to survive. It Is im-
perative to convert as many
political soldiers as possible to the
Statist cause The call has gone
forth to save the nation. We can-
not shirk that call We must be
preprared now to march forward
behind the flag of Statlsm to save
the nation* We must not fear to

com mit a edition against a govern-
ment which Is constantly com-
mitting treason against its own
productive citizens The future de-

pends upon us Workers and
producers of America arise
that you and your sons may sur-
vive and live In freedom

MASSIVE GROWTH IN PER-flNTAGE OF
NON-WHITE POPULATION FORECAST

The National Commission on
Urban Problems has recently re-
leased a report projecting a huge
growth In America's non- white
population. The study asserts that

the noo-whlte population will In-

crease at a much greater rate

than the white population by lege
nan-whites will make up about
14% of the total population where
they previously made up 11% In

1960
(The UNMUeoutrolled Com-

mission's Wport an federal land
regulation was discussed In detail

Involume 1, Number 1 of STATE-
CRAFT )

The report states that a large
growth will occur In cities in the

North central states, and that only
29% of the residents of these cit-

ies will be white It claims that cit-

ies wLL gain ten uillllauuou whites

and will lose 2 5 million whites
by 1965 There ?wl be a 104%

Increase In the number of whites

living in the suburbs The number
at nan-white residents In the sub-
urbs will go up from 2 e million
In I960 to 6 8 million by 1965

Former Senator Paul H. Doug-
las, the chairman of the Com-
mission, became hysterical over
the natural segregation which
seems to be evolving between oar
cities and suburbs He stated that

this natural division "raises the
most cssiphllMg qneattoM fof a
democracy " It la aulte dear that

Douglas wishes the federal gov-
ernment to take stage to change
this situation. Douglas would like
to see anotherfiveminimNegroes
placed In the suburbs by 1966
The liberal totalitarian Douglas
had the audacity to suggest that

federal grants for water, sewage,
and highways be made CON-
DITIONAL ON A UASS INCREASE
OF NON-WHITES IN THE SUB-
URBS I
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Workers Of The
World Unite
The exploiters of the workers

today are the tax-craved megalo-
maniacs trying to make over the
world In their own Image
of Heaven. These Liberals, So-
cialists, and Reformers got started
by slandering the Capitalists They
have taken credit for the rising
standard of living that is really
due to technological advances
Bosses are paying more because
they have more to pay, not because
some irate Liberal is telling them
to Social legislation is keeping
the dregs of society from being
productive at all

Actually Liberals are taking
your money to try to "elevate"
stone-age savages tocivlUsatlon--
somethlng they do not understand
or care to understand Liberals
are aiding criminals to steal your
property, Injure your person, and
ravage your women They freely
aid the nation’s enemies, with tech-
nology, money, weapons and moral
support

All Liberals have for sale Lb

WORDS They are the masters
of the verbal arts, and not of much
else But now STATECRAFT is
here with the wo"d3 and the know-
how to hieso charlatans
to the whole WORKING world, and
to get those sponges off your back

Rational
Dear Rational Robert

I ajn a respectable Negro who
works for a living I own a

tavern whose clientele were re-

spectable Janitors and gar-

bagemen Everything was fine

until the Liberals took over our
town Then we had trouble

Pimps, prostitutes, Junkies,

drug pushers, muggers and white

establishment liberals started to

come into my tavern These ter-

rible people frightened away my
regular respectable customers

I didn't think things could be

worse until we were Invaded by
hordes of black power savages who
drove off all the criminals and
liberal creeps. These black power

rettgges
from a National Geographic Maga-
zine article entitled "The Scum
ST Afrits."

I really didn't think my custo-
mers could degenerate any more
until a bunch of drooling, half-

baked Juvenile dellquents crawled
out of their sewers to become
my new * patrons ” Needless to

say I am referring to the white
trash Sds, whose smell not only
drove out my last remaining gar-
b&geman customoj but alec all of

the black power savages The only
thing good that came out of S D- S
Is that my tavern has no more
cockroaches or rats The reason
for this is that those cockroaches
and rats that were not driven
away by S D S ’s smell and dirt
were eaten by S DS
My problem Is, Rational Robert,

I can't find anyone to sell my
tavern to, since all I want to do
now is retire to Mississippi, where
things are quiet and peaceful

Respectable Negro

Dear Respectable Negro
we suggest you sell your tavern

to the Office of Economic
C&portunity

1

who will turn it Into
a poverty program office to employ
twenty liberal drones at $20,000
a year

Dear Rational Robert
My name Is Jojo Polaski I

am warlord gangteader of the West
Side Barbarians in Chicago
For some time now we have

felt discriminated against, because
we are a white gang It used
to be when we were hauled Into
court the American Civil Liberties
Union was there to defend and slob-
ber over us as much as the social
workers and judge They all said
how socially deprived we were
before giving us j suspended sen-
tence

However, since the civil rights
movement and poverty program
got into full swing, we feel left

out While the 81 ackstone Rangers,
Milwaukee Cbmmandos, and other
black gangs get thousands o£ dol-
lars of poverty money to bu^ drugs,
machine guns, and Cadillacs, we
get nothing

Robert
When we get arrested for mug-

ging, we get a year suspended
sentence and are Ignored by the

AC l U and social workers If

yoj’re black, you get a six-month
suspended sentence, and the
A C L U and serial worker creep

-

typos slobber all over you

Then a month ago we really

made a big splash Two thousand
peace creeps had a pro- Viet Cong
peace march My gang and I

all hate those dirty peace-creeps
and those dirty commies, because
if they take over, we'll all be so
poor there will be nothing to steal

All twenty of us Vfest Side Bar-
barians charged therwo thousand
peace creeps We -scattered them
«h* We srt Ar^^Uir^tet
Cong flags, and we set fire to
the traitor? wljo carried them
The ground littered with hun-
dreds of beat-up pro-Viet Cong
traitors Although we were called
Fascist Gestapo pigs In the pay
of the Military-Industrial complex,
no one ever regarded us
as patriotic Americans

For good measure we beat up
some counter-pickets from YAF
(Young Americans for Freedom)
when they told us that burning Viet
Cong flags was too controversial
jr.d that we were against free

speech

we were finally arrested by the

police, and then I found cut beat-

ing up pro- Viet Cong traitors was
punishable In the liberal courts
with a 20-year Jail term

The A C L U and social workers
were there In court, but they helped
the prosecution, not us
The liberal judge looked in a

bad mood, like he had had no
sleep I later found out that some-
one had seat him a copyoFSTATE-
CRATf, and he bad bad Insomnia
for the last two days in fact, the
Insomnia and STATECRAFT had
put him in such a bad mood that
instead of getting a twenty-year
sentence, we all got life Imprison-
ment

Before being led out to prison,
I managed to swipe a copy of
STATECRAFT lying on the Judge's
desk Inprison weallreadSTATE-
CRAFT and reformed

However, luckily for us,

the prisons were so crowded that

our case was reviewed by some
stupid liberal bureaucrat who was
high on marijuana He saw on!

the part of our case about beav
ing up YAF and gave us a pardon

As soon as we got out of prison,
the dropouts went back to school
and the rest got jobs and all

foreswore a life of crime We
all vowed to fight the liberals and
black power savages and to join

with STATECRAFT In the light

Our question, Rational Robert, is

will STATECRAFT, blowing our
backgiound, let us join them since
we are from humble origin and are
not ven rich 0

ANSWER

Dear Jojb
You stated In your letter that

you were called 1 Fascist Gestapo
pigs in the pay of the Military-
Industrial complex however, no
one ever regarded us as patriotic

Americans ’

1 regard you all as patriotic
Americans and so does STATE-
CRAFT—we welcome you to our
organization

Dear Rational Robert
I went to a college, where for

four years I cried over the poor
underprivileged paxasites In our
sick society, I spread guilt and
mental disease constantly I ma-
jored In college tn ghetto problems
and mlnorad in white guilt

Mmzttmm’ wk fascist ele-
ments on campus accused me of

spreading mental disease lllce a

buboalc plague carrier They also
accused me of being a hypocrite
since I never went Into the ghetto
to help my starving black brothers

The main reason I never went

Info the ghetto Is I really can't

stand most Negroes You know
the college educated ones, who
are clean, take baths, and can
speak English like real people are
all right In fact I consider them
equal to us regular white people
It s the other 99% I can’t stand
What shall t dq Rational Robert 7

I am constantly tom by these guilt

problems In fact I am now wo rrled
about a " yellow peril ” Help
me please

Sick Liberal

ANSWER

Dear sick Liberal
Have you tried a lobotomj 7

Liberal Crime—Causs

For many many years* the

liberals have spread the big lie

that crime Is caused bj man's
social environment The liberal

myth claims that the criminal is

never responsible for his now
action The liberal myth has al-

ways blamed society for crime
and, therefore, In effect blamed you
and me for the criminal activities

of an increasing minority
For the first time in history,

the science of genetLcs has become
a factor in criminal trials On
October 9, a 21-year-old Austra-
lian laborer was acquitted In Mel-
lojrne, Australia, of a charge of

murder During the trial the ac-

cused was proven to have an ex-
tra “Y” chromosome in hie gene-
tic ‘'makeup "The laborer was
freed becmajii ai ttf i ‘recent- sc lenUfic
developments which found a rela-

tionship between a person’s crimi-
nal tendencies and Ms chromosome
count

Every human body cell has
strands of chromosomes which
contain the genes that determine
a person 6 heredity The normal
human female has XX chromo-
somes The normal human male
has XY chromosomes The man
recently acquitted has two Y chro-
mosomes In place of the single
Y of the normal XY male Many
of the XYY males have been dis-

covered to be Inmates of Institu-

tions for psychopathic criminals
Scientific evidence Is Increasing
to back ip the idea that XYY
males are predisposed to get Into

trouble regardless of the society

they llveln
There are a certain number of

criminal cases Involving mass
murder, connected with the XYY
chromosome syndrome, which are
currently Involved in court action

ition Myth Destroyed

Richard Speck, who was convicted
of killing eight student nurses In

Chicago, has been found to have
an XYY chromosome development
On October the 14th, a French

Jury convicted Daniel Hugon, 32,
of murder Hugon was given only
a seven-year sentence because of

the extenuating circumstances of

having one chromosome too
many--that Is, an XYY chromo-
some development During his

trial, experts testified that al-

though the X\Y ehiomosome de-

velopment did not make men born
killers, ’ it did bring on "troubles
of comportment and humor ’

Although chromosome investi-
gation and genetic studies are at

a primitive stage of development,
we can gr?per|y forsee the day
when genetic! wm completely des-
troy the liberal lie of the so-
cial causation of crLm$ ajjd aqpr-
chy We must now be on the alert

for a liberal attempt to stop re-
search on the study of genetics
ana chromosome development
Liberals have already successfully
prevented any study or objective

discussion on racial differences
from being conducted The veto
on scientific Investigation of race
difference comes from such a high
organization as the National Aca-
demy of Sciences (Note- -see dis-
cussion of this In the article 'The
Liberal Enemy" by K R Valhal,
In the October Issue of STATE-
CRAFT) If the liberals can get
away with suppressing the scienti-
fic Investigation of racial dif-
ferences, they can most surely get
away with suppressing an objec-

tive, scientific discussion of any
suDjecc. which happens to conflict
with the fraudulent liberal social
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GIANT 2 x 3
PATRIOTIC POSTERS

Any six regular size Bumper
Stickers $1.50

post paid

Any six jumbo size Bumper

Stickers $2.50
post paid

BULK RATE FOR POSTERS AND BUMPER STICKERS SENT
UPON REQUEST USE THIS HANDY COUPON

„ - u. ii
„ 1 S»i iaitpll McCarthr

Goy Gaorgi Wallact Gm Doaglas MacArtkar

Posters S2 GO plus 50 < handling and mailing per paster On paster orders

of sn dollars or more we pay handling and mailing cast

Bumper Stickers In Brilliant Colors

Available onl y in regular size 4”xl5”30< each

OUR FAMOUS
SHOOT LOOTERS ”

I

I "LAW POWER" I

Available onl y in Jumbo size 4”x24 n
50< each

past paid

“My Gad Is Alive— sorry obout yours”

America Awoke 1 The Liberal Is Your Enemy!”
"Taxes For Protection - Not ore cent for Blackmor!"

"Liberalism is ANARCHY”

CLASSIFIED ADS
UPSET your liberal
"FRIENDS” with these bufttoas

Liberalism And Literacy Don't
Mix, Fight Collectivist Tyranny,
Smash Red Treason, Liberals An
Through In 72, Back HUAC, I’m
More Afraid of Sellout Than Fall-
gut, Liberalism Promotes Riclal
Unrest, I'm A Card Carrying
American, all 1-3/4” or larger In

diameter Any combination. 1-4

2§£ each, 5 for $1 00 or 11 for

$2 00, 50 for $6 00, 100 for $10 00,
500 for $40 00, sent to & per
Underground Buttons, 1534 Rox-
anna Road, N W

,
Washington, D c

20012

Rates for this section 20? per
word, per Insertion.

SPECIAL

WE WILL MAIL THIS ISSUE

OF STATECRAFT

TO YOUR FRIENDS

FOR 25* A NAME,

JUST SEND IN YOUR LIST

OF NAMES {1 - 1000)

AND WE'LL RUSH THEM

INTO THE MAIL

The Left Discovers Anti-Semitism
The American Left is discover-

ing something that theSoviets knew
all along where there are more
antl-semltes than Jews, anti-

semitism can be profitable (By
usage anti-semltlsm means anti-

Jewlsh, Semitic Arabs are anti-

semltld!) Russia originally sup-
ported the formation of Israel, but

Is now courting the Arab world by
standing with them against Israel
AJitl-semftl&nv has been used on
an off-agai n-on-agaln basis In

Russia and In Its East European
allies to gain somepopular support
for purges

The Western nations are Just

beginning to Join the parade
France has turned its back on
Israel The Nixon Administration
Is aireadv showing its eagerness
to get on the bandwagon, and Is

snuggling up and carres sing Arab
leaders and "Black Capitalists’
All liberals are worried about tbe
growing strength on the Right and
seek to fragment It Most antl-

semites have been on the Right,
but the liberate believe they can
detach this segment of the op-
position - at least those whose
strongest interest Is anti- semi

tlsm- by a lukewarm anU-semltlc
campaign of the type used by the

Soviets This group Is probably
a larger number of voters than
the Jewish block, and liberals can
count on most Jews voting for

them because they always have
Liberals can change the Party Line
fast, when necessary, the average
voter- Jew or not- cannot change
his habits so fast Militants, such
as maiu anti*Semites are, can

Many Jews- at least those who
won't blink at the betrayal of Israel,

at the persecution of the Jew-in-
the-street-will remain prominent
in the Liberal elite- structure,

since the antl-semitism of the Left

Is not as dogmatic and race-theory
derived as that of Nazis Liberal

necrophiles do not like hard-work-
ing, Industrious people like

Middle-Class Jews, similarly,
they are thinking now about the
"Yellow Peril, ' since Chinese
and Japanese people are Industri-

ous » prideful and capable of com-
peting economically or militarily

with the Brave New Liberal World
of Negroes and Anglo-Saxon defec
tives
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The Kissinger Policy: What It Really Means

The recent announcement of

the impending Nixon visit to

Peking signaled the completion of

another step in i carefully laid

plan on which Zionist leaders

have been working for more than

a year It is a plan to use China as &

lever against the Soviet Union in

order to secure Zionist interests

in the Middle East Once again,

American interests will be

sacrificed tn ordet to promote

m* $ a

Imtatire from Washington

The pretense which was

maintained during the period, of

ping-pong diplomacy that

Peking was putting out friendly

feelers has been dropped It is

now generally admitted that the

initiative for a change in the U S

policy toward China came
entirely from Washington

All the press speculation about

the significance of the

Kissinger - Chou summit
conference which yielded the

hastily accepted Invitation for

Nixon s visit is that it is tied in

with the American involvement

in the Vietnam war The idea

currently being promoted is that

in turn for the U S allowing Red
China into the United Nations

and providing certain
aid and trade concessions Peking

will tell Hanoi to cool it

Hanoi which is heavily
dependent on the Chinese for

military aid will then be

constrained to allow u& to finish

our retreat from Vietnam
without major impediment

Mideael Real Attn

This theory is an almost

transparent tx>ver for the real

motives behind the new China

policy which lie not in the Far

East but m the Middle East

[n the first place our new
involvement with Red China is

completely unnecessary for our

purposes in Vietnam The
winding down of that war is

proceeding irreversibly With or

without pressure from Peking,

Hanoi is hardly hicely to pull any
big supnses which might
substantially slow our
withdrawal

Such things as prisoner

exchanges could be worked out

any time Washington genuinely

desires to work them out and

they do not require any
Understanding with China

Saturation bombing of Hanoi for

example would work wonders in

this direction

Insiders have no illusions that

our move toward Communist
China will change the basic fact of

Vietnam which is that we have

sacrificed the lives of more than

55 000 Americans in a no win

war because of a faulty foreign

Moscow Not Hanoi

The truth of the matter is that

the purpose of the Kissinger

policy is to bring pressure against

Moscow, not Hanoi

China despite her rabidly

hostile policy toward US
imperialist running dogs * has

been amenable to the
K issiager-Nixon approach
because of her very real fear of

Russia The Soviets during the

Last couple of years have given

repeated hints that they are

considering a pre emptive
military stike against China

Looking ahead such a move
makes good sense from the

Russian point of view - and
perhaps from our point of view

too

The Chinese position relative

to Russia today is analogous to

the Russian position relative to

America 20 years ago The Soviet

Union was then the only
potential rival to US world
power We had a massive nuclear

See KISSINGER, p 3

ORIENTAL SUMMIT CONFERENCE KISSINGER A CHOU

Graduate Job
Picture Blacker

LEONID BREZHNEV

The class of 7] are having a

rougher time finding the work
they seek than any other class

since the 1930 & It will be small

consolation to them to hear that

the class of 72 face even slimmer

pickings

Many of this years crop of

university graduates who had
Looked forward to comfortable

jobs in business or engineering or

teaching are now jerking sodas

pumping gas and stacking shoe
boxes

Proletanamaed
Intelligentsia

Having a doctorate degree is

no guarantee of employment
either New Ph D s who had
planned on university teaching

and research careers are
considering themselves lucky to

find high school teaching
position* Among the elite of the

academicians - Ph D s in physics

— more than 30 per cent of last

year s class are still looking far

work

All this is the consequence of

too many people m school Even

if the economy were healthy

American society would still be

intellectually top-heavy As it is

with unemployment still

growing we are m danger of

developing a new class in

America a proletariamzed
intelligentsia

$4 000 More for Blacks

A very substantial portion of

the current graduate
unemployment problem has been

brought on by government

requirements for Black
favont ism I ndu stnes whi ch must

now meet Negro employment
quotas often pass over qualified

White applicants and hire

Less-qualified Blacks

Blacks are also given higher

salaries than Whites ui the same
job by companies doing business

with the government who are

eager to please uttra-hberaJ

con tract-compliance inspectors

from Washington The average

starting salary for Black Ph D s

this year is slightly more than

$4 000 higher than that for then

White counterparts
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Conservative Swindler Thriving
( onseivatism in America

today ? s in a thoroughly

moribund condition One reason

for this lies in the inherent

jdvantage the forces of

revolutionary change have over

the dingers to the statu* quo

These are revolutionary timet.

Another reason seems to be

the sheep like stupidity of the

great mass of conservatives

They are natural prey for every

glib buckler who sets himself

up as <* conservative leader

they beg to be swindled by every

ton artist hawking a new
pjnacea for America s ills

Being robbed to the skin a

dozen times over IS insufficient

experience for the average

^oflsrjvgfive to be able to avoid

the same fate a thirteenth time

He is fully as gullible as any

19th-century hayseed beipg sold

j case of snake-oil remedy over

the tailgate by a city slicker with

a traveling medicine show

Wftat the supporters of the

many many conservative

organisations in Amenca do not

realize is that 90 per cent of

them are simply fronts

nothing more than an office

staff to remove the money from

incoming letters and mail out a

monthly or twice monthly news

bulletin warning that the nation

is in such dire pen! that only by

sending still more money can the

recipient help stave off

imminent disaster

Actually it probably
wouldn l make much difference

if they realized that the fancy

letterheads with the impressive

rosters of prominent sponsors

down the side are just so much

window dressing They do not

concern themselves whether the

particular front in question is

actually doing anything to save

the country It is sufficient that

the various publications strike

out valiantly at the enemy

with a barrage of verbiage which

provides emotional satisfaction

to the conservative reader His

chronic frustrations over the

impotence of embattled
conservatism m the face of its

ever more victorious liberal

enemies are momentarily

relieved by the new barrage of

verbiage With a feeling of

certainty that such militant

penmanship 'is doing a good

job the satisfied sucker reaches

for his checkbook

Crookedest Are Most Successful

Certainly not every one of the

do nothing conservative

fund raising operations has

deceit m its heart and a forked

tongue in its mouth Many
started out their lives with the

best intentions and the grandest

schemes for act ually

accomplishing something and

when that proved to be beyond

their meager abilities just

gradually slid into their parasitic

mode of existence instead of

taking the more straightforward

step of fading quietly from the

scene

But sad to say it does seem

that the slickest and the

phoniest are the ones who have

corralled the largest portions of

the conservative held into their

own flocks there to be shorn at

leisure

national coordinating committee

Friends of Rhodesian Independence

132 Third Street, SE Washington D C 10003

Letterhead of Carto s phony front to support White Rhodesian independence

Probably the slipperiest

snake oil salesman in the

conservative sucker business

today is a short swarthy

camera-shy little man named

Willi* A Carto Rumored to

have already salted more than j

million dollars away m secret

Swiss bank accounts Carlo still

plays tbs tune which makes

conservatives reach for their

wallets

Liberty Lobby the largest of

his many mailing List front

operations puds in n&arly a

million a year by itself in

contribution* from conservatives

all over America.

In return for their money
Carto exhorts them from his

Washington DC office to

write their Congressman and

mad 4; them a slickly gotten up

newsletter which reports on the

restraining influence Liberty

Lobby s titeless lobbyists

supposedly exert on Capitol

Hill s hellhound legislators

The Clever Mr Carto

But Carlo s real genius is

revealed by a simple innovation

which he himself introduced

into the conservative fleecing

business

It works like this Any given

mailing list of conservative

contributors can be hit with

an appeal for funds at most once

a month Try to milk them more
often and they balk saying l

just gave to that outfit last

week 1

But give them a dozen
mailings each month, apparently

from a dozen different worthy
orgariiz&fio^* 'at

addresses and many
conservatives will respond to

most or all of these appeals This

sort of racket works wonderfully

well so long as it doesn t dawn
on the conservative flock that

the dozen or so checks they

write each month are all putting

money in the same pocket

Once Carto had perfected this

multiple front technique he

applied his talents in yet another

way - this time not so original

His other gimmick is just a

variation on the time honored

stratagem of hedging one s bets

- though in Carto s case if s

more a matter of burning the

candle at both ends
simultaneously

One end of the candle is the

strong sympathy among many
White Americans (not just

conservatives) for the
White minority populations of

South Africa and Rhodesia The
other end of the candle is the

sizzling powder keg of Black

milifance in America - and the

millions of dollars the federal

government is pouring out in a

misbegotten hope of damping
the coming explosion No one

without Carto s impudence

would have had the brass to try

to get a thumb into both these

pies at the same time But that s

exactly what Carlo has done

From the side door of his

Liberty Lobby office in

Washington he solicited funds

under the pretense of helping to

support and promote
understanding for the Whites in

Rhodesia This operation was

named Friends of Rhodesian

Independence

At the same t ime he

established contact with and

began supporting a particularly

promising Black militant group
calling itself Blackmans
Volunteer Army of Liberation

The publicly avowed aim of this

blood thirsty group is to

exterminate all the Whites in

South Africa and Rhodesia

Half Million DoU*i Jackpot

Later one of Carto s

ehtpRsyefc* Ddtifc -^tea^- reifTne**

Liberty Lobby business

manager went to work for the

Blackmans Army as a

fundraiser

Being m partnership with

Carto paid off handsomely

because the criminally insane

Department of Health
Education and Welfare
subsequently granted S523 000

in public funds to the unholy

coalition

Conservatives apparently will

never learn

ORDER EXTRA
COPIES

of ATTACK!
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$80.00

National Youth Alliance

1656 33rd St NW
Washington D C 20007
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ATTACK I I enclose $_
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The Black Man’s Gift To Portugal
that the outcome oi our racial

integration with Negroes will be

exactly the same The historical

evidence however is that any

country society or group which

has integrated to any appreciable

extent with Negroes has suffered

drastically in its ability to

maintain a civilized standard of

Living and in its ability to

compete with others There is no
evidence that any country ever

gained anything from integration

with Negroes

It should be pointed out that

the Negro White ratio 1 9 m
Portugal in 1550 does not

represent the final percentage of

Negro genes for the Negro

dement was rapidly increasing

while the White element was
declining The male Whites were

leaving Portugal m large numbers
- sailing settling in the colonies

and marrying the native women
(the government encouraged

this) Most of the Negro slaves

brought into Portugal were adult

males The population was thus

unbalanced - an excess of White

women and Negro males and a

shortage of White men
Chronicles of the era relate that

Portugese women kept Negro
slaves as pets They also

married them
The situation in the US

today is not too different The
radical-chic Whites even have

their Black Panther pets

Our 11 per cent Negro
element today does not
represent the final amalgam The
Negro birth rate is almost twice

as high as that of the Whites

There ia no White population

explosion in America or

takes a pUJ or has an abortion

the colored woman has the

children.

What the final amalgam in

America will be we cannot say,

but tf present trends continue

the Negro element will be much
more than 1 1 per cent

Why Did Portugal Integrate7

The British French Dutch

Spanish and Portuguese all

engaged m the Negro slave trade

but only Portugal brought them

into ner own country me
question arises - why did

Portugal so willingly accept

racial integration with Negroes

while other European countries

kept the Negroes out and

maintained their racial integrity7

What was the climate of opinion

the current ideology, teaching

or propaganda that led the

Portuguese to depart so from the

behavior of other countries7

What was different about
Portugal 7

You will not find any answer

to these questions in our

univerities or in our modem
history books and recently

published encyclopedias for the

whole subject of the decline and

fall of Portugal has become
taboo You will have to dig into

older sources and discover your

own answers

You might also ask yourself

why Amenca is accepting racial

integration while most of the

rest of the world is racist

Why are we different 7

The Role of the Jew

One significant difference m
Portugal before its fall in the

16th century was that it had
become a haven for Jews For
several centimes the Jews had
had more wealth influence and

power in Portugal than in any
other European country In

1497 at Spains request the

Jews were asked to leave

Portugal or be converted Most
of them became nommaJ
Christians and remained

However by 1550 many of

the Jews were voluntarily

leaving. They saw the writing on
the wall The Encyclopaedia

Brftsfm&B **dttk*i of i8BS>

notea that even observers

Like the Dutchman Cleynaerts

saw that m spite of all its wealth

and seeming prosperity the

kingdom of Portugal was rotten

at the core and could not last

America has also served as a

haven for the Jews The Jews in

Amenca today have risen to a

greater position of power
wealth and influence than they

have ever had in any other

country They dominate the

See PORTUGAL p 7

New Action Units Formed

by Ray Smith

We have heard racial

integration defended and
advocated on the grounds that

we have deprived our country of

the benefit of the talents and

abilities of the Negroes — that

the Negroes have a positive

contribution to make and we

have failed to take advantage of

it Because of our irrational

prejudice against Negroes we
have excluded them from full

participation in American
society, and, we are told, this is

Amenca $ loss

The Lesson of History

In view of the fact that we are

now being forced to integrate

with the Negroes and pant them

equal participation it might be

instructive to look at other

countries which have integrated

with Negroes in the past to see

wbat the Negroes gave them

What is the historical evidence 7

There is a wealth of material

here for study in such places as

Haiti Cuba Puerto Rico Brazil

etc but the nearest parallel to

the situation in the United

States today is Portugal in the

1 6th century

It may come as a surprise to

hear of the Negroes role in the

history of Portugal for in spite

of all the emphasis on Black

Studies in our schools no one

seems to want to talk about the

Blacks
1
contribution to Portugal

- neither the Portuguese, the

Blacks, nor our modern
historians who are rewriting our

history books to make the

Negroes look good ft takes

considerable digging ui books

written before our modem era

of Forced integration to uncover

the story of Portugal

Poets and Explorers

By the middle of the 16th

century Portugal had risen to a

position analogous to that of the

United States today Portugal

Kissinger
strike capability however and
they did not

Zionists Gave Reds Parity

The efforts of the Rosenberg*

and the other atom spies to

provide nuclear parity for the

the Song
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The legend of Roland rterm from b bat

tie whwh occurred m 770 at Roncevaux

while Charlemagne s army was leaving Spain

Roland prefect of Brittany end beloved

nephew of the Emperor commanded Char

lemagne f rear guard The Song relates the

story of Roland* battle with the Basques

whose deadly ambush destroyed hn entire

force end of Charlemagne s revenge

Rich in poetry depicuog the warlike

£AaJ of the men of Christendom The Song

ot figfynd is held to be the most perfectly

expressed example of the medieval code of

ChlYBl y

The Song of Boland
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was the wealthiest most
powerful country m the world

with a large empire and colonies

in Asia Africa and America

The Portuguese people were like

t h e Elizabethans m England

poets and explorers — a race of

highly civilized imaginative

intelligent and daring men
They showed great potential and

had already made important

contributions to the
Renaissance But, unlike

England and other European

countries Portugal had a large

and rapidly growing Negro

population, and at the same tune

its White population was
declining.

Portugal began the Negro

slave trade after encountering

Negroes in its explorations and

forays into Africa Portugal

brought the first Black slave* to

Lisbon in 1441 and they

continued to be imported m
such numbers that by 1 550 the

population of Portugal was 10

per cent Negro (the U S is 1

1

per cent Negro today)

Defilement of the Blood

There was no taboo or

injunction against sexual

relations with Negroes and the

Negro blood soon became
assimilated unto the general

population through
miscegenation so that today

there are no Negroes as such, m
Portugal The present-day
population of Portugal is

described by the New York

Times Encyclopedic Almanac

1971, as follows “Ethnic

Composition The people are a

mixture of various ethnic strains,

Lusitaman and other racial

influences The present

population ls one of the most

homegeneous in Europe with no

national minorities (Note that

the Negro strain is not listed by

the New York Times)

Reds soon eliminated any

possibility of a pre-emptive move
against the Soviet Union even if

we had Leaders capable of such

action The result of course, was

20 years of cold war, in which the

two great nuclear powers have

gone to the brink of a world

holocaust a dozen times

The Russians do not relish the

prospect of having to play the

same sort of game with China in

the Asiatic arena after she

develops a massive nuclear stnk e

capability By knocking out

China's major industrial centers

now particularly her rocket and

nuclear weapon production

facilities, Russia could postpone

having to face a nuclear balance

of terror with China for another

20 years - and perhaps
indefinitely

China To Be Zionist Club

If China is admitted to the UN
Russia will be considerably more
constrained m any moves relative

to her Chinese problem And any
signs of friendship or possible

collaboration between Chula and

the United Stales make Russia

understandably nervous

This, of course is exactly what

Kissinger has in muid The
Zionists will use China as a club

over the heads of (he Russians to

extract concessions in the Middle

East favorable to the Israelis

No Honor Among
Zionist Pawns

Thus the United States

government proves once again

Whal you can see in Portugal

today is the product of a

uniform, non-seJective mixing of

10 per cent Negroes and 90 per

cent Whites into one
homogeneous whole In effect it

is a new race - a race that has

stagnated in apathy and
produced virtually nothing in

the last 400 years

The Encyclopaedia Bntanmca
1 1th ed 191 1 in its article on

Portugal states The
Portuguese intermarried freely

with their slaves and this

infusion of alien blood
profundi)' modified the
character and physique of the

nation It may be said without

exaggeration that the Portuguese

of the age of discoveries and
the Portuguese of the 17th and
later centuries were two
different races

People Without Future

The contribution of this new
race to civilization in terms of

literature art music
philosophy science etc has

been practically zero Portugal

today t& the most backward

country in Europe The illiteracy

rate is 38 per cent (in the U S
2 2% Soviet Union l 5%
Japan I 0%) The infant

mortality rate in Portugal is 59 2

per 1,000 births (m Sweden,

12 9 US 20 7 France 20 4

Soviet Union, 28) The workers

wages are the lowest in Western

Europe, the equivalent of a little

more than 32a day
Portugal is a forgotten land —

bypassed by tourists and
shunned by scholars It is a sad

country, known mainly for its

plaintive mournful fado music
? j \iM Itqffii itiqifo that looks to

the past and sees no future

Portugal and Amenca

In spite of the dose similarity

between the situation of

Portugal in 1 550 and the United

States today we cannot predict

from p 1

that its foreign policies are based

not on the interests of the

American people but on the

interests of God s Chosen
represented by Henry Kissinger

and his puppet Richard Nixon

(And our present allies the

Chinese Nationalists on laiwan 7

Well since we have already

demonstrated to the world that

we have even less honor than we
have good sense what difference

does it make if we publidy stab a

friend in the back?)

WARNING
Zionist leaders have been

overheard boasting of a

particularly insidious scheme
they have devised for neutralizing

the patriotic opposition in

America By this winter one of

them was heard to remark, we 11

have every important anti Zionist

effort under our own control

Their plan apparently involves

the promotion of one of their

own agents as an anti Zionist

leader He will be given sufficient

funds and publicity to entice

genuine anti Zionists into

aligning themselves with him m a

coalition This atiti Zionist

coalition can then be steered into

harmJess and ineffective efforts

by the Judas at the top

This is a time tested Zionist

stratagem Often they will spend

1 0 or IS years providing an agent

with the proper patriotic

credentials before using him
Forewarned is forearmed

Three new NYA Action Units

have been organized in recent

weeks They are

NYA-Richmond
Box 8243
Richmond VA 23226

NYA-City Island

109 Fordham Street

Bronx NY 10464

NYA-Spnngfield(Mass )

The Springfield unit does not

yet have a permanent mailing

address

Any group of five NYA
members may form a local Action

Unit in then area and receive a

charter from the National Office

Write for advice in forming an

Action Unit in your area
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Editorial

evolution?
If by the instrument of

governmental authority a

people is being driven to its

destruction then rebellion is not

only the right but the duty of

3 ;very member of that people

during times of social
DECAY and turmoil the more

responsible members of a society

will nearly always be found

supporting the constituted

authority against the hostile or

rebellious actions of disruptive

elements For the truly

responsible und prudent citizen

takes the long view and he sees

(in the words of the Founding

Fathers) that governments long

established should not be

changed for light and transient

causes that however grievous

may be the defects in any

governmental policy or even in

any system of government it is

nearly always preferable to

tolerate those defects and to

work for reform rather than to

destroy the system

Order Before Justice

Most injustices and evils on

the part of a government are,

after all, tolerable, but the

alienee of order is not Not only

is order an indispensable

prerequisite for any form Of

society and for all human
progress, but life itself cannot

long continue in its absence

Western man has been guided

m Ins upward struggle

throughout die niUenah by m
inherent will to-order It is an

essential aspect of our racial

soul To many then* It seems

natural that the beat racial

elements of our society should

be the champions of law and

order while the worst elements

should be the principal

proponents of disorder

revolution* and chaos

Yet as with most things

there are limits beyond which

blind support of governmental

authority ceases to be a virtue

and becomes instead an evil

The great question of our day

is How much corruption must

be tolerated for the sake of

order7 When have things gone so

far that reform of the System is

no longer feasible and revolution

becomes the responsible

alternative7 Where should the

hue be drawn 7

Americans More Servile

History does not help us

much The conditions which

200 years ago led our

forefathers to decide that the

line had been crossed are totally

unlike those of today

We could easily justify the

toleration of unfair taxes of

governmental meddling in our

personal affairs and infringement

of local prerogatives, if we could

thereby maintain an orderly

society in these vastly more

dangerous times

Although we can admire the

American colonists fierce

intolerance of tyranny we,

having become more servile and

practical would not rebel under

similar circumstances And if the

issues troubling us were no more

burdensome than those faced by

them the appellation
responsible conservative

would not be such an epithet of

ridicule and contempt today

Government aa a Utility

In order to imderstand when
the support of governmental

authority stops being responsible

and becomes merely obstinate

we must examine the basic

premises dn which any
government's tight to exist is

founded
The prevalent view of the

government today shared by

both liberals and conservatives*

is that it is an expensive but

necessary public utility whose

principal functions are to

maintain law and order mediate

squabbles among the citizenry

and provide certain general

services such as national defense

mail delivery and a bureau of

weights and measures

There is a diversity of opinion

of course on details
Laissez-faire conservatives take

the attitude that the services

provided by government — and

consequently its operating

expense - should be kept at a

minimal level Welfare -oriented

liberals are more inclined to

demand the maximum of

services and not worry about the

expense

Not A Dime s Worth

of Difference

[n the most fundamental

sense however right and left

alike regard government from

the same viewpoint 11 is i

dispenser of largesse an oiler of

the machinery of commerce a

source of favors and privileges a

traffic cop and an errand boy

Us role is to help keep society

running smoothly so each citizen

can do his own thing with a

minimum of friction from others

who are doing their things

The consequence of this

libertarian concept of

government is the catastrophic

state of affairs which exists in

the Western world today

We plunder and poison our

environment both physical and

spiritual, while the government

sits on its hands

Perversion drugs organized

crime, and political corruption

flourish, and the state can do

nothing.

Massive treason occurs in out

streets, just as m the highest

councils of our land and noting

aliens bum our cities while

Washington looks on helplessly

System la Stck

But this breakdown m
operational function is only the

outward manifestation of a far

graver inner sickness - a sickness

Stemming from errors of the

most fundamental Sort in the

very premises on which today s

government is based

It is clear that the men who
sacrificed their lives at the

Alamo had a deeper motivation

than a desire to preserve the

police power of the state And
those who died on lwo Jims did

not do so for the sake of the

farm subsidy program or an

independent judiciary

Patriotism in fact has very

little to do with law and order

the protection of property

rights or the regulation of

commerce Contrary to

libertarian claims it has not

much to do with freedom either

The preservation of freedom or

of 'the American way of hfe

may be convenient concepts

around which to build
wat propaganda slogans or

election cliches but the reason

men are willing to die id battle

has more fundamental roots

Feeling for Own Kind

Though patriotic feelings may
be developed and modified m
citizens by education or

indoctrination, the rudiments of

patriotism are inborn That

inborn quality is simply the

instinct for the preservation of

one's own kind

The only government which

can rightly demand of its

citizens loyalty unto death is a

government based on this fund a

ment A government p P erly

constituted and a state properly

conceived serve to express the

collective will of a people - that

is* of a group of human beings

sufficiently homogeneous in

their physical and psychical

makeup that the fundamental

concept of kind has real

meaning for every member of

that group

Thus the state - and much
less any government ~ is no end

in itself but only a means to an

end That end is the preservation

and advancement of a people -

of a raertrt ewKpranity

The Organic State

Only so far as * slate is

identified with the vital interests

of a people s it entitled to the

allegiance of that people Such

allegiance is then equivalent to

loyalty to one s own kind, and

such a state is organic in that its

exisience stems in a natural

one could even say biological -

way from a natural community

Any racially self-conscious

citizen finds himself subject to

two allegiances that binding

him to his own kind and that

obligating him to his

government Of the two the

first has precedence Only in an

organic state do the two

coincide

MultiiaciaLiam Is Absurd

A government which claims to

represent the vital interests of a

multiracial society is not only

unnatural but absurd To whom
for example does the Bantu in

South Africa or the Arab in

occupied Palestine give his

loyalty - to the government or

to his own kmd 7

Neither the Afnkaaneit nor

the Jews are so foolish as to

imagine it will be to the

government despite the

multiracial Woney to which

they feel obligated to give lip

service For this reason, both

Jew and Afnkaaner take care to

keep all the strings of

government in their own hands

We in America have not been

so smart - but* then, no other

nation has ever been subjected

to such a urogram of liberal

brainwashing and internal

subversion as we have

A Comtpl Monstrosity

The United States government

has through stow and (until the

last 20 years) nearly
imperceptible change been

transformed from an organic

institution embodying the will

and aspirations of a free White

and proud citizenry to a corrupt

unnatural and degenerate
monstrosity irresponsibly

catering to the dissolute tastes

desires and whims of an

increasingly debased raceless

conglomerate of materialistic

serfs products of the urban

jungle and the most tyrannical

thought control apparatus the

world has ever known
As the government grinds

massively onward it behaves like

a Frankenstein monster out of

control It has become
completely alienated from the

racial elements which originally

created it and gave it life

This tembh truth manifests

itself daily m a thousand ways

Terror In the Schools

Every White student in the

public school systems of

Americas cities racially

integrated by decree of the

Justice Department has

experienced the terror which

stalks his classrooms and
recreation fields hallways and

restrooms The daily
shakedowns and beatings ui

dign ities and mtun idations bring

a feeling of hopelessness and

despair because the government

responsible for this classroom

terror will not even admit that it

exists

Every White policeman and

every White serviceman
belonging to a police pr military

unit racially integrated by decree

of City Hall or the Pentagon

feels the loss of spirit and

efficiency which has come as a

result He is sickened and

discouraged by the slackening

standards in his once proud

profession by the growing

corruption and rising drug abuse

on the part of those who wear

his uniform

An Alien Tide

Every working man whose

union has been flooded with

underskilled minority workers

by Labor Department decree

senses the loss entailed, not only

to his craft or trade but to the
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The National Youth Alliance is a growing,

dynamic organization of young men and

women concerned about America's future and

determined to take a hand in shaping that

future Barely two years old, NYA already has

4 000 members throughout North America

Originally established to provide a healthy

alternative to the “drug culture” and mindless

self-destruction of today’s campus left, NYA
is based on the idea of quabty-as opposed to

equality-m all things

What We Want
NYA members are working to build a

revolutionary new order of things m
American life—a new order based on natural

laws

NYA wants to develop in America a

healthy cultural and racial approach to

politics reflecting an understanding of

authority discipline, duty, and honor

We want to achieve an organic society

which will not only protect and perpetuate

the great, traditional values of Western

civilization but will purify the Western world

of the degeneracy of communism and

liberalism

4-Point Program
1 Stamp Oul Drugs’

Recognizing that only healthy

clear headed young people with self-respect

and accustomed to self-discipline can build

the future we want in America, NYA
unconditionally opposes the use of dangerous

drugs and narcotics Since drug usage is a

growing menace "undermining the lives of

more and more young people, NYA pledges

an all-out fight to stamp out this menace

2. Mo Black Power’

In order that young Americans may live

work, and study in a wholesome environment

free from intimidation NYA pledges to

neutralize and Overcome the noisy, arrogant,

and destructive Black Power groups which

hare sprung up like poisonous growths all

over America NYA members who are

students will unite in putting an end to the

Black Power tactic of disrupting our schools,

insbting on special pnvileges and immunities

and terrorizing those who don’t acquiesce to

their demands.

,1 Beds Oti Campus)'

With a pride m our own racial and cultural

heritage and an uncompromising
determination to protect that heritage, NYA
pledges total opposition to anarchist, Marxist,

and other SDS-style groups which are working

to turn America into a “people’s power”

mobocracy dominated by a non-White “third

world” rabble

4. Mo More Phony Wars’

NYA is opposed to the further sacrifice of

American blood and wealth in foreign wars

which are not absolutely essential to the

advancement of American interests

NYA recognizes that America cannot have

a sound foreign policy until revolutionary

changes in this country have brought about a

sound government with a radically different

outlook than that offered by either of the

major parties

Therefore, NYA opposes further

proemstination in the no-wm Vietnam war

and pledges to work unceasingly to prevent

further American involvement m the Zionist

war in the Middle East

Activities &
Publications

NYA members participate regularly in

group activities if there is an NYA Action

Unit on their campus or in then community,

or engage in constructive individual Action

Projects if there is none Activities can range

from distributing or selling copies of

ATTACK 1 to organizing mass demonstrations

In addition to ATTACK’, all membcis

receive NYA’s monthly newsletter, ACTION
which reports NYA activity and coordinates

the efforts of members and Action Units

around the country
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Revolution
racial solidarity They are all

converts to the liberal religion of

individuality - the view that the

individual exists solely as an end

in himself

Every year - every day - that

ttus deadly process continues

brings us closer to that point of

no return when there will be so

few uncomipted escapees from

the public mind molding
institutions that no effective

resistance to the System can any

longer be built

Government Genocide

The United States government

does not cany on its genocidal

activities bhndly or accidentally

or against its will It does not act

reluctantly because of pressure

from the alien controlled
newspapers and broadcasting

networks

The agencies of government

are integral parts of the entire

corrupt System They work

hand in hand with the

propaganda media to quench

from p 5

any spark of racial consciousness

which might threaten their rule

Ultimately the System, in

order to secure its own evil

existence seeks the destruction

of every last remnant of the only

race which having created it is

also capable of destroying it

Servants of the System

The Ume has come when we

must wake up and realize tfi'llt

the policeman on the
streetcorner and the
Congressman in Washington are

no longer etcher our guardians or

our servants They are the

guardians and servants of the

System - though not necessarily

consciously or with malice

aforethought More often they

are only timeservers
more-o r less powerless cogs in

the machine themselves

Nevertheless, willingly or

unwillingly it is the System they

serve

The governmental structure

which our forefathers built up to

serve and protect us has been

turned against aa Its strength is

no longer our security but our

peril Its weaknesses are no

longer our misfortune but our

opportunity

The line has been crossed

Among racially conscious

Americans there is widespread

awareness of the destructive role

of the System but an equally

widespread paralysis of the will

where any remedy is concerned

Part of the fault lies in the fact

that with Blacks and Jewish

liberals and the spoiled, hairy

brats of the Establishment

shouting for a revolution,

everyone else is inclined to

regard revolution as a duty

word To most mature and
thoughtful patriots it is an

abomination

A Trap for Conservatives

This attitude arises from a

failure to understand that the

revolutionary tactics of those

elements presently noting in the

streets are only a means of

further emphasizing those things

we already hate worst m the

System They only want to push

us even faster along the road to

racial ruin

Thus, our ‘responsible
conservatives (and others) fall

into the trap of saying No the

System is going fast enough the

way you want it We will oppose

your revolutionary demands by
defending the System against

you *

And they still vainly seek

solutions in the realm of reform

rather than revolution Write a

better to your Congressman

Send a dollar to help awaken
your fellow citizens to the

dangers of communism Vote
conservative Join a tax protest

Pray that the earth will open and
swallow the Supreme Court

Present Prosperity a Curse

When the average White

working man can own a color

TV set two new cars and a

house m the suburbs it is very

lu^iwyD^ODMiGw~NonES^^l
As the progressive disease of

liberalism makes further inroads

m the American body politic

activists of all pemianona have s

growing scope for the pursuit of

revolutionary activities. Until

now, direct action has been the

nearly exclusive preserve of

America s internal enemies

This and future Revolutionary

Notes wiD endeavor to provide

the patriot with the same

information which u already in

the hands of our Leftist enemies.

The emphasis will be on the

speciflee of urban guevrffla

warfare

Medium-Sized Bombs

The medium-sized bomb -

1

e

an explosive device small enough
to be concealed on the person

(under a cost or in a briefcase,

handbag, thermos bottle or the

like), yet large enough to do

major structural damage to

buildings, vehicles etc - is one

of the most useful tools in the

arsenal of the urban guerrilla It is

difficult to think of any

significant revolutionary
campaign in the 20th century

which has not employed the

bomb as a means for budding a

general climate of unease and for

undermining the confidence of

the populace m the constituted

authority

Urban America is made to

order for the determined
revolutionary armed with a stock

of medium-sized bombs Skillful

use of this important weapon
alone, by a mere handful of

intelligent terrorists can virtually

cripple any major city in America
— at least temporarily

Although there were more
than a thousand bomb incidents

reported in the United States in

19?0 they were scattered

sporadic hit or miss
uncoordinated and with few

exceptions amateurish
Nevertheless even bombing of

that sort can have a cumulative

non trivial effect on the public

consciousness A well planned

campaign of bombing can wreak

utter havoc

Bomb Capabilities

A bomb containing one pound
of high explosive and capable of

being earned in a small purse or

concealed by a folded-over

newspaper can for all practical

purposes destroy an automobile

It can completely wreck an

elevator or an average -sized

office It can blow a respectable

hole in a masonry wall It can

rupture any gas or water main or

disable any power transformer

pump, or generator if properly

placed Even if detonated in a

large lobby it can cause enough

damage to windows doors

ceilings and wall surfaces to have

a profound psychological effect

A bomb containing between

five and ten pounds of high

explosive and capable of being

earned in an attache case ot a

large handbag or concealed in a

No IQ grapefruit juice can can

blast the entire facade off a small

office building It can do enough

structural damage to the service

core of a large skyscraper to

disable all elevators and cut off all

electrical power to the building

If left under the seat of a subway

car over the front or rear axle, it

can derail the train and cause a

major subway tunnel blockage

Construction

For our purp oses a

medium-sized bomb has three

components the main
(secondary) explosive charge the

primary explosive charge
(detonator) and the hardware

In this Note we will consider

the most common case, m which

commercial dynamite and
blasting caps are both available to

the bomber and only the

hardware need be homemade
Later Notes will deal with the

improvisation of both secondary

and primary charges

The sketch shows the general

layout of an electrically initiated

time bomb The only essentials

other than the dynamite and the

electric blasting cap are a

flashlight cell and a watch
(pocket or wrist) in reasonable

running order

The watch is prepared by

removing the movement from its

case and drilling a small hole m
the plastic crystal at a point about

halfway out from the center The

hole can also be made with a

red hot sewing needle

The smpped-off end of a small

nail or brad is fixed in the hole so

that one end extends almost (but

not quite) to the dial face and the

other end projects about an

eighth of an inch above the

crystal A dab of epoxy glue

is used to firmly cement the nail

end in place (It is importdnl to

avoid the use of any non-epoxy
glue which does not set rigid )

A short length of light

flexible insulated wire is soldered

to the upper end of the nail (The

kind of wire used ui portable

transistor radios is ideal

)

The lower end of the nail must

be bright and clean It is scraped

with a knife or a bit of fine

sandpaper to be sure

The minute hand is carefully

removed from the movement and

discarded (unless a delay of less

than one hour is desired) The
edge of the hour hand is scraped

or sanded until it is bright and it

is checked for a good contact

with the nail If necessary the tip

of the hour hand iscarefully bent

away from the dial a bit

Before the movement is

replaced m the case it is allowed

to run down completely (unless

the bomb is to be used

immediately)

When the bomb is to be used

the watch is wound fully and the

desired time interval set between

the hour hand and the nail At the

last possible moment the bared

ends of the wires from the

blasting cap are twisted together

with the wires from the flashlight

cell and the watch and all

components are taped securely

together with plastic tape

If the bomb is to be inserted in

a metallic container such as a

lumh box or a flashlight case all

exposed wire surfaces which
might contact the container are

fust covered with tape

In the next issue improvised

explosives

Cutaway view of bomb in

thermos bottle jacket (vacuum
bottle removed)

difficult to think revolution

We are comfort corrupted No
matter how bad the System is

we are unwilling to sacrifice our

material luxuries for the sake of

securing the future of the race

We find too difficult to accept

that it is better that we suffer

the worst privations the most

grinding poverty the most

tyrannical oppressions than that,

wallowing in comfort we allow

the race to die

And so we keep looking for

easier ways
But there aren t any easy

ways Maybe there were 50 years

ago but not today

It is no longer possible to cure

the System - to bring

Frankenstein s monster to heel

— by Constitutional methods

Democracy Meaningless

When the electoral process

ceased being a person to person

evaluation and choice of their

representatives and leaders from

among themselves by a properly

qualified citizenry the
governmental forms handed
down to us by a free
Anglo Saxon yeomanry lost

their original meaning and
relevance

Today s political shell game
in which the entire public herd is

allowed a choice from an

an-ay of media-generated images

makes a cynical mockery of the

very concept of representative

democracy
As long as public opinion is

not the spontaneous concensus

of a racially and culturally

homogenous populace but is the

artificially created and
manipulated concoction of a

small clique of racially alien

mmct-molders it is idle to

contemplate bringing about by
System-approved means any
significant governmental change

contrary to the wishes of those

who control the System

Yet millions of optimistic

patriots perennially convince

themselves that they have found

an honest politician who if only

they can sneak him past the

professionals and get him

elected will outwit the

string pullers and return the

American government to the

hands of its proper owners They
drastically underestimate the

cunning of their masters

Other millions believe that

public enlightenment is the

answer For example they are

under the impression that the

catastrophic 1954 Supreme
Court decision on racial

integration of our schools was

the consequence of the court

being supplied with faulty

information on racial
differences They seriously

misjudge the motives of the

beast

A Stake Through The Heart

We do not need to reason

with the monster we need to

put a bullet into its brain and

hammer a stake through its

heart If that means blood and
chaos and battling the alien

enemy from house to house in

burning cities throughout our

land - then by God it is better

that we get on with it now than

later

[f responsible citizens have

no stomach for it then the task

must fall to our radicalized

youth And it is the
responsibdtty of the National

Youth Alliance to take a leading

position in coming revolutionary

developments so that young

Americans can build a revolution

for America and for our people

instead of serving as pawns in

the alien controlled
anti American and anti White
revolution of the Marxists
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Portugal
newspapers book publishing

TV and radio mov]es
universities - ail of the

educational media as well as the

commercial life of the country

The Jews have always
proselytized for racial

integration - in Portugal

America or in whatever country

they have been for without such

a climate of tolerance of alien

races they themselves would not

he accepted It has therefore

been in the Jews interest to

suppress evidence which would

lead people to reject alien races

History Rewritten

Our encyclopedias and history

hooks have been purged and

rewritten If you look up

Portugal in the 1970 edition of

Encyclopaedia Bntaniuca you

will not find anything about the

role of Negroes and Jews in the

history of Portugal or anything

about the decline and fall of

Portugal

The Jews are briefly

mentioned among others who
exerted various influences over

the territory which in the 1 3th

century acquired the Frontiers of

modem Portugal There is no

elaboration ot what this

influence was

The Negroes have been
eliminated entirely They are not

listed with the other ethnic

groups in the ancestry of the

Portuguese people In the entire

15 page article there is no due
that Negroes were ever present

m Portugal or that they had any

role or influence in Portuguese

history

The 1970 edit ion of
Encyclopedia Americana also

makes no mention of the

presence of Negroes in Portugal

In all these sources you find

facts l e names and dates

but with no meaning and no
indication of what actually

happened or why However if

you can manage to find some
older sources you can team a

great deal about the history of

Portugal

The article on Portugal in the

1911 edition of Encyclopaedia

Bntanmca contains more real

information than you can get in

reading a hundred history books
of more recent vintage From
our modem point of view this

article would probably be called

racist but the point is that

the presence and activities of the

Negroes and Jews are recorded

The information is there and
you can draw your own
conclusions The article is

actually pro Jewish There is also

a scholarly analysis of the

factors m the decline and fall of

Portugal with the author
tending to blame the Inquisition,

the Jesuits and anti-Semitism

However neither his conclusion

nor his bias prevents him from
including factors or information

which might lead the reader to a

different conclusion

Our modem scholars and
authorities eliminate
information which might lead

the reader to the wTOng
conclusion

Suppressing the Evidence

The 1 964 edition of
Encyclopaedia Bntanmca still

briefly hats Negroes and Jews

along with others as Portuguese

racial elements but with no
details or elaboration By 1966
the Negroes have vanished

completely

Now what up*r happened
between 1911 and 1966 that

makes us purge and rewrite

history m such a w&y* Have we
decided that race no longer is or

ever was a factor m history*

This cannot be since Black

Studies are flourishing at our

universities Historians are

supposedly trying hard to

discover all they can about the

role of Negroes m history

In a tnal a lawyer tries to

suppress evidence that would be

damaging to Tus client He tries

to prevent this evidence from
reaching the jury Our modem
historians and scholars are trying

to suppress evidence The Negro
is their client We are the jury —
and we must not reach the

wrong verdict

This of course reveals what
the liberal establishment really

thinks of Negroes - that they

arc inferior and must be
protected The evidence must be

suppressed The New York
Times et al is like a lawyer

well paid who knows his client

did it but tries to gel him off

U S liberals become very

self righteous and superior when
the Soviet Union purges and

rewrites ns encyclop edias

eliminating from its history

current undesirables and making

them unpersons We ridicule

their lack of objectivity and

irrational scholarship

But we do exactl> the same

thing when we rewnU the

history of Portugal and make
unpersons of Negroes (and

Jews) In terms oT rewriting and
deliberately falsifying history we
are much closer to Orwell s 1984
than the Soviet Union is Big

Brother protects us From
dangerous knowledge

Quo Vfldis White Man*

There is a great need for the

American people to know what

happened in Portugal in the 16th

from p 3

century for we are repeating

their experience We are in the

same predicament at the same

juncture, at the same cross-roads

in history There is an amazing

similarity between our situation

today and Portugal s in the

1500 s Shall we take the same

road*

Travellers from other
European countries were amazed
to see so many Negroes in

16th century Lisbon, as are

travellers today in Washington

D C Our own capital k& 71 per

cent Black and, as was the case

in Lisbon the Negores do all the

manual labor and seme* jobs

The 1911 Encyclopaedia
Bntanmca comments While

the country was being drained of

its best citizens, hordes of slaves

were imported to fQl the

vacancies especially into the

southern provinces Manual

labor was thus discredited the

peasants sold their farms and

em lgrated or flocked to the

towns and small holdings were

merged into vast estates
'

Manual labor has been
discredited fox many White

people these days, and Negroes

fill these jobs We are too good

for it

Americana Alienated

The American people are also

leaving the land and flocking to

the cities or metropolitan areas,

and our small farms have been

replaced by huge mechanized

farms IF we had any colonies

many American men would
gladly emigrate to them Many
are leaving anyway for Canada,

Australia and Europe Those

who remain feel rootless and

displaced — from their jobs

their country and even then

families. It is difficult to feel any
sense of belonging to what

America has become today

Stout Hearts - and

Pure Blood

In analyzing the catastrophe

which befell Portugal the

historian H Morse Stephens (in

his book Portugal written in

1891) concludes

they (the white
Portuguese) were to produce

great captains and writers and

were to become the wealthiest

nation in Europe But that same

sixteenth century was to see the

Portuguese power sink and the

independence, won by Affonso
Heiuiques and maintained by
John the Great vanish away it

was to see Portugal which had
been, the greatest nation of its

tune decline in its fame and
become a mere province of

Spain Hand in hand with

increased wealth came
corruption and depopulation

and within a single century after

the epoch making voyage of

Vasco da Gama the Portuguese

people tamed by the
Inquisition were to show no

sign of then former hardihood

This is the lesson that the Story

of Portugal in the sixteenth

century teaches that the

greatness of a nation depends

not upon its wealth and
commercial prosperity but upon
tin- thews and sinews and the

stout hearts of its people

This is rather old fashioned

language but what Stephens is

saying is that by the end of the

16th century the quality of the

people was lacking Other

European nations suffered

military defeat but continued to

grow «ind develop Portugal

stopped dead ui its tracks It had

nothing to build on Portugal

could only look nostalgically to

the past
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H THE 00> D^se.THE CZARS
Persecuted us terribly...

50 VIE. ORGANIZED A COMMUNIST REVOL-
UTION tW RUSSIA,WE WORKED OKI fT FDR

BEATINGS EOSRoMS .THEY BURNED VEftR5 DF-KIOWSTRAfTIONSi, NOW-NmOTE

OUR fW)0 shops, stole. 00R I Aele demands., pacifist propcsawda
<Goi n made. US DUE. ItO (SH£Tra5

|
IN THE ARMY ,

BOMBINGS...

After Awhile we got our boy
KKREkJSKY IK/, AS A "LIBERAL* XT
DIDN’T TAKE. HlM LONG TD SOFTER
THINGS UP So “THAT WE COOID SeIZE,
TOTAL POWER

THEN WE REALLY scrr Bj&vj/ WE.
SLDiUGtrrERED THE cossAcKS''WE BdTLHEft-

EtJ-THE KULAKS'WE MASSACRED THE
BOOP&EOSIE/WE EXTERMINATED THE.
MOBILITY'' IN JUST A FEW YEARS WE
— ^j^gLlQUIDATED

THEN WE- RAN EnIEJVPTmNG 'AFTER
Lemw DiEb WE W*FB OF THE.

KAHBJ£V-ZJNOV(EV-5TAUM TROIKA
"TRC3T5KY RAN THE ARMY, JA&otYY
RAN THE SEERETEOUCE.BERMAN_ RAN 7>tE-B „ i EXIERMIN-B Vix mahi

RUSSIAus!

Tm SPECIAL PRIVILEGES CWIKlDLEIT>

TREY SUSPECTED US OF BEM& DIS-

LOYAL SUBVERSIVE IF T HhDN'T
BEEN FOR CERTAIN LAWS PROTECT-

ING US,THEY WOULD HAVE STARTED

PER5ECUnw& US AGAIN OH, HOW
those Russia u;

HATE US /

50,WE OR&ANl7ED> THIS ZJOWlST
-

THIN& we demonstrated WE MADE
NON-NEGOTIABLE "DEMANDS, \AIE

Hijacked their planes, s made
their courts BAck Down whekj

THEY CAUGHT US WE WHIPPED OR

Y

NOW WERE APRANGIW& A FULL-SCALE
CONFRONTATION BETWEEN THE OS-S
RUSSIA IN THE MIDDLE EAST WHILE WE
WIN SYMPATHY FROM THE AMTVG3M|/iUW-

1ST SUCKERS IN THE 0 S.j WE USE OUR
INFLUENCE TD PRY MOPE CONCESSIONS

FROM THE
^RUSSIANS '

«HoW CAN)
*S$ wB. y)we lose?!







National youth Alliance

208 3RD ST, S.E., WASHINGTON, D. C. 20003 j (202) 546-2020

MAX ?th, 1969

TO WHOM IT MAX CONCERN:

CHEVIBLY , MARTLAND INDIRECTLY THREATENED MY LIRE ON SATURDAY ,MARCH

22 AT ABOUT 1:00 P.M. AT , LOCATED AT

I L SE , WASHINGTON ,D . C

.

MR* SAID THAT IWAS NOT A AT THE TIME

AND THAT FRIENDS OF MIGHT DO DRASTIC THINGS AS A

RESULT IMPLIED THROUGH

VARIOUS INUENDOS THAT MX LIFE WAS IN DANGEI

AND I HAD BETTER WATCH WHERE I WAS GOING. HE SAID HE COULD

MIGHT DO.NOT BE RESPONSIBLE FOB WHAT "FRIENDS" OF

b6
b7C

TtCNCONTAJN^0
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LOS ANGELES.Cl. 9006

6

JUNE 22nd, 1969

Dear

I called the New York office about the enclosed

information yesterday* I also called the Los Angeles

office

.

I thought you might be interested in it.

Best wishes. j

P.S. One important thing — an extremely active
and extremely rich ri ght-winger known as| I

I [Forest Hills.NY 11375
is reported to have said on numerous occasions that
she would pay and is considering having someone kill

I I She has also said that if he ever turna
up in Kgshington 9 gain his life wouldn't be worth a
plug nickel. I received this information from a friend
’'/ho was present when she said this. She is reportedly
very rich and powerful. I'd appreciate your looking
into this. (

Descriptioni

f

sne has also threatened to smash the American-
Southern Africa Council

|

for God ^Family , and C ounDry , pm me juiy weexena.

date
tASSIFJEO

BY



Sunday June 22,1969

On Friday evening, June 20th .at approximately 11 P.M. Pacific Coast

Time, I received a call from T [ Center Line,

Michiganl I said he received a call from I

venue, in Alexandria Virginia,

Statecraft , 3515 Mount Vernon

They said they were very upset

about the recent NYA News which attacked them for being pro-

Nazi, They said that their friends in the L. A. Minutemen would

do away with
l

this weekend , ! I are b8

working withl I b7C
On Saturday wrung, I received another call from l

He said that that same morning (21st) he was visited by a man

who identified himself as a Minuteman. The man was VHT with dark or

black hair and moustache, Kp
l

wanted tn Vpnw why was

opposing the "great patriot ! land said tnat if he did

not desist from his activities against I l and Liberty Lobby, the

Mmuteman had ways of dealing with him,



National youth Alliance NEWS
NUMBER 2 JUNE ,1969

GEORGE WALLACE EXPRESSES CONCERN - NYA's battle against the forces
of Carto Naziism has been brought to the attention of former Governor
George C. Wallace,who has expressed his extreme concern over the
matter. NYA leaders John Acord and Dennis McMahon recently travelled
to Montgomery,Ala, to brief the Wallace staff on Carto 1

s takeover
of the former Youth for Wallace organization. Chief Wallace aide
Tom Turnipseed told Acord and McMahon that "You are doing a great
service to your country..." in exposing Carto, Byers, and the neo-

_ Nazj movement. Alabama is expected to act upon matters soon... In
other developments Rep, John R. Rarick was recefrtly a sked""by a
Washington reporter about the Liberty Lobby. The Congressmans reply
was that he never heard of the organization! Rep. Rarick has once
again struck a blow for freedom. . .Conservative columnist James Kilpatrick
has joined with Pearson and Anderson in exposing the neo-Nazi movement
of Willis Carto. Reports from all over the country indicate that
conservatives want to see the Carto-Byers gang run out of NYA... John
Acord, Dennis McMahon,and Thomas Pollone recently aired their views
on the Cartocase over the Barry Farber Show on WOR radio,New York,

SUMMER TRAINING PROGRAM - NYA National Chairman Patrick A. Tifer
of Michigan has announced that the National Youth Alliance will
conduct training sessions in various locations to prepare NYA members
for a massive counter-offensive against SDS in the Fall, Details of
the program are now being worked out and final preparations will be
made at the July meeting of the national staff,

PAULSON REMOVED FROM MEMBERSHIP - Daniel "Dan Burros" Paulson has
been removed from membership in the National Youth Alliance for
extreme Nazi and anti-semitic activties. Paulson,although Jewish,
has edrned his nickname of "Dan Burros" (a key Nazi leader who was
also Jewish) ,for his overt anti-semitism and allegiance to Carto.
Both he and Carto have been working with black militant groups in
the Washington,D.C, area in an attempt to agitate blacks against
Jewish shopkeepers. The national staff of NYA has issued an official
condemnation of the publication Statecraft .which Paulson publishes.
Statecraft editor C.B. Bakei^also a notorious Nazi, is also working
for the Carto-Byers controlled so-called "National Youth Alliance,"

NYA GROUP TOUR OF PORTUGAL - An exciting adventure awaits you on
NYA's fantastic group tour of Portugal and Madeira planned for later
this summer. The tour includes two weeks in Portugal and Madeira,
round-trip air fare,accomodations, continental breakfasts, sightseeing
programs and many other features — all for only $300. For further
details contact NATIONAL YOUTH ALLIANCE TOUR DEPT. Box 66128,
Los Angeles,California 90066.

THE NEW RIGHT - Don't forget to subscribe to the NYA magazine today,

$3.50 per year from NATIONAL YOUTH ALLIANCENAT IONAL HDQ.,Box 202,
Center Line.Michigan 48015 .

OATE^jb^sJ— BYSM^J^fhrJLiL
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NEO-NAZI MOVEMENT REVEALED AS DANGEROUS THREAT

In recent days,Willis A. Carto, who identifies himself as treasurer of

the Washington-based Liberty Lobby, has issued statements saying that he

is not a Nazi. He has repudiated the charges made by Drew Pearson and

Jack Anderson, hnes Jackson Kilpatrick,as well as ourselves. We would

like to state for the record that despite his well-circulated statement,

there is no doubt in our minds that Mr. Carto,Liberty Lobby, and his

associates are dedicated, avid, and conscious supporters of Naziism.

We ourselves have been personal witnesses to many of Mr. Carlo's Nazi

activities and were present at his neo-Nazi meetings. We know of at least

seven other personal witnesses to this effect. Mr. Carto can issue all

the statements he wants but on the basis of our personal experiences,

Pearson,Anderson,and Kilpatrick are 100# correct in stating that both

Carto and the Carto-controlled Liberty Lobby are fostering Naziism in

America.

In recent days there has also been a great deal of publicity about the

National Youth Alliance. We were the founding chairman and vice-

chairman of NYA. Much of the initial funding for the group came from

Liberty Lobby. When Mr. Carlo's intentions to use the NYA as .a vehicle9

to sell the neo-Nazi book , "ImperiumV and as a youth vanguard for a Na

9£>-
takeover became clear,we did everything we could to force Carto out.

S3
After a long battle, however,we were unsuccessful and were forced out ^§£2

ourselves. After this, Carto held an NYA conference which was attende^Cg^—r

by many of Carlo* s adult Nazi associates who shocked the NYA leadersg^ajjij

with their overt anti-semitism, Naziism, and Nazi activities.

Cfitone.

)



An anti-Nazi slate of youth leaders was elected. Elected NYA

chairman Patrick Tifer attempted to force Carto and his Nazis out*

but Carto retaliated by setting up his own "NYA" with neo-Nazi

aide Louis Byers (who has been removed from the John Birch Society

for overt Nazi activities and views) as "national organizer.” This

illegal "NYA” has been operating and pushing the anti-semitic,Nazi

book "Imperium" without the consent on the individuals it claims

as members. On the other hand* the legally constituted NYA under

Patrick Tifer and ourselves is waging a bitter battle to prevent

these Nazis from using NYA '

s

name, The legal NYA is also fighting to

see that Liberty Lobby and other Nazi groups are exposed and dealt

with.

As personal witnesses to what Carto,Liberty Lobby, and the neo-

Nazi movement in America has done*we issue this warning* UNLESS

PUBLIC OFFICIALS AND PRIVATE CITIZENS WAKE UP TO THE FACT THAT

THE TERROR OF NAZIISM IS GROWING IN AMERICA, OUR DOOM IS CERTAIN.

Unfortunately,quite a number of public officials have attempted to

shield Liberty Lobby, despite the fact that it has been revealed as

a Nazi institution. A $1,000,000 a year Nazi front is operating

just a few steps from the Capitol, Despite this, the efforts of

NYA leaders to obtain a Congressional investigation of Liberty Lobby

^and Willis Carto have, for the most part, been ignored. The threat of

Nazi ism cannot be ignored for long.

Willis Carto,Liberty Lobby,and the neo-Nazi movement is a threat

which must be exposed and dealt with.
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A Conservative View

Far Rightists Seen Adopting Methods

Of Hitler’s Militaristic Nazi Germany
By JAMES J. KILPATRICK

WASHINGTON - Some cu-

rious things are happening
these days out on theJar right

wing — sehlams."feuds, resigna-

tions, new groupings.

Before the

process of

realignment is

complete such
familiar ogres

as Robert
Welch and
George Wallace

may have be-

come pillars of

gentle modera-
11011

KILPATRICK
The next edi-

tion of the Liberals’ Demonolo-

gy is likely ft) see Willis Carto

elevated to the position of Num-
ber One Devil.

Louis T. Byers, former Pitts-

burgh co-ordinator for the John

Birch Society, may be right

there behind him.

thor of a book, Imperium,

which serves as a source of in-

spiration to his followers.

Carto wrote a foreward to the

work. According to Acord, 4he-
Yockey dlsdples, led by Byers,

launched their session by sing-

ing the Horst Wessel song, an-

them of Nazi Germany.

AS ACORD Mb the story, he
was outraged by all that he

saw. Dennis McMahon, a vice

president of the NYA, was
equally distraught.

They resolved “to push Carto

and his Nazis out of the NYA.*’

It didn’t work out that way.

What happened, instead, was
that Carto dispatched a crew of

janitors to the NYA office,

where they retrieved a filing

cabinet containing all the re-

cords, mailing lists, and corre-

spondence of Youth for Wallace

and the NYA.

In less time than it takes to

tell the story, Aoord was out on

his ear and McMahon with

him Byers thereupon took over

the NYA as Carte’s hand-picked

director of orgnaization

IN THE PAST two months,

Byers says, tile National Youth

Alliance has recruited about

?,000 members.

It has acquired a senior advi-

sory board that includes some
old warriors of the far-out

right Revilo P. Oliver, Richard

B Cotton, John G. Crommelin,
and Pedro Del Valle

These statesmen dwell in a
shadow world 100 miles to the

right of Robert Welch, where
Americanism and anti-

Semitism somehow get equated.

They are the prime movers

behind a new student organiza-

tion, the National Youth Alli-

ance.

CARTO IS well knwn in

Washington's head of t»Lib-
erty Lobby.

It was not so well known, a

year ago, when he became be-

hlnd-the-scenes boss of Youth

for Wallace.

During the 1968 campaign,

John Acord was his man m
charge of the Wallace group.

With Wallace's defeat in No-

vember, the committee as such

went out of existence, only to

be reborn as the NYA.

According to Acord, the new
organization was intended to be
a lbO per cent American outfit.

Instead, he says, it began to

reflect some quasi-Nazi over-

tones.

These overtimes became evi-

dent late in January, when
Acord attended a private cock-

tail party in Pittsburgh.

AS HE describes the social

occasion, at which Cfcrto was
guest of honor, *1 was shocked
to see people with Nazi em-
blems on their persons while

hi-fi equipment blasted forth

with Nazi war songs."

Subsequently, the guests ad-

journed to a motor hotel at

nearby Monroesville for a meet-
ing of the Francis Parker
Yockey Movement. Yockey was
a neo-Nazi philosopher, the au-

i
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AS A RESULT OF WILLIS CARTO, LOUIS BYERS,AND LIBERTY LOBBY,
GEORGE WALLACE, YOUTH FOR WALLACE, AND WALLACE SUPPORTERS ,AS
WELL AS NYA ,HAVE BEEN SEVERELY ATTACKED.

IT IS UP TO US TO SEE THAT ALL NAZIS ARE ELIMINATED FROM
OUR MOVEMENT.
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RICHARD COTTEN-A STERLING CHARACTER
by C B Baker

Chief of Statecraft

FANTASTIC PLOT TO BANKRUPT PATRIOTS EXPOSED

Radio Evangelist Teams With YOUTH ACTION AGAINST WAR CRIMINALS

Notorious International Banker

For over a year
STATECRAFT hjs been
receiving requests to investigate

Richard Berkeley Conan and tha

GHEAT SILVER BUST
Following these requests
STATECRAFT has uncovered

what apeears ta be a

rANTAS TIC PLOT BY THE
INTERNATIONAL BANKERS TO
WIPE OUT THE FINANCIAL
RESOURCES OF AMERICAN
PATRIOTS Tragically meny
good patriots lest their life s

savings in the Great Silver Bu $t

li seems that Hiehard B

Gotten was a key actor in this

nefarious scheme A study of

Cottons other actrvit+es atso

arouses a great deal of suspicion

ebout his motives

One of the slickest operators

ever to fleece the Right has jusi

declared his second bankruptcy

Richard B Gotten ran up over

$2 50 000 m debts No doubt

Gotten s debts grew out of hand

after he acquired a taste for the

good life during his years of riches

The huge estate where Gotten

lives valued m excess of

$100 000 The mansion is plushly

furnished with thick carpets

numerous painting* and
expensive furniture Gotten also

manages to keep a shiny Cadillac

in his driveway

In recent years Gotten has

earned his living from the support

of well intentiored patriots Gotten

has a radio program called

CONSERVATIVE
VIEWPOINT He also puts out a

newsletter by the same name The

radio program is a mixture of

religion and mild anti Semihsm

After the radio program was
canceled on many stations Gotten

sent out a tear jerking letter

claiming that the Jews forced him

off the airwaves to prevent him

from telling The truth In reality

Gotten was dropped from most of

the stations for failing to pay his

bills

Gotten s newsletter
CONSERVATIVE VIEWPOINT
shows an amazing lack of

originality The publication usually

contains little more than reprints

from key articles in I h e

CONGRESSiQNA L RECORD

RICHARD GOTTEN — Would
you buy a used car from this

mao?

MR MODESTY

Despite the lack of original

thinking in his broadcasts and

publications Richard Gotten has

developed a colossal ego Reliable

sources indicate that Cotten claims

to have a special mission It

appears thaT Colter actually

seem* to think that he is

appointed by God to lead the

Right Wing and save Amenra
Most people exhibiting such
delusions of grandeur usually end

up wearing a strait jacket but

Gotten is still at large babbling

away
Gotten s apparer delusion

about his MISSION APPEARS
IN THE MASTHEAD OF HIS

PUBLICATION CONSERVATIVE
VIEWPOINT Gotten s

photograph appears directly under

the phrase One Nation Under

God at the top of the page The
placement of his own picture

under Gods name is a subtle

propaganda device designed to

convince the reader of the direct

connection between God and
Richard Gotten We know of no

other patriot who uses such clever

tactics Many personal letters that

Gotten sends out bear the same
masthead

IN SERVICE TO ZIONISM?

Gotten 5 ego ha„i Ipd him lo

participate in thp ADL Zionist plot

to create a war within the
American Right A very serious

ISee Pag* PI

War crimes trials have become
a fashionable leftist activity

recently Babblings and rantings

about Dow Chemical Company are

typical achievem ents of radical

left wsr crimes trials

Unfortunately all of the war

Crimes trials m recent history

HAVE TOTALLY FAILED TO GO
AFTER THE Ff£A L WAR

1 CFffMtNALS Screaming about the

profits of the Dow Chemical

Company does nothing more than

to attack the SYMPTOMS and

ignore the CAUSES of recent wars

and most especially the Vietnam

slaughter

Many of the radical leftists

who conducted previous war

crimes trials were themselves

supported by the very forces

promoting the war It

that the Fc

Foundation and other large ten

exempt foundations specialize in

making grants to Left Wmg
professors authors and agitators

THE VERY PEOPLE WHO
CONDUCTED THE PREVIOUS
WAR CRIMES TRIALS

These lax exempt foundations

are maintained to preserve the

power and wealth of the tiny

oligarchy of PLUTOCRATS who
t ontrol our country THEY ARE IN

FACT AMERICA'S RULING

CLASS
The average American simply

car not imagine why these super

rich degenerate capitalists

would engineer the Vietnam war

and simultaneous y support the

very forces agitating against the

war The answet is very simple

These rich swine have one and
only one goal — POWER With
their money they have bought off

enough politicos to establish and

the i pt

foundation* These foundations

serve as the nerve center for the

planned one world dictatorship

The big time capitalists have
always preferred PUTTING IN THE
FIX to the myth nf Free
competition A one world

Rockefellers the Rothschilds the

Sterns the Lehmans and oil the

other criminal hnmee fnmilies

Dealing with radirals is ari old

qametothe i wizards In "i 9 1 7

Jacob Schiff gave $20 000 GOO
to Leon Trotsky to finance the Reel

take over of Russia Recently thp

Bifdecber gers i. a special sub
division of the plutocrat rulersJ

have made a number of deals with

ihe Marxist governments of newly
independent nations in order to

obtain oil concessions In fact the

Bilderberger criminals engineered

the bloody genocide in the recent

N aenan civlT wa^ MpwUess to say
wtfh the «Le&gi me tire-

Bilderberger oil walls n Nigeria are

pumping faster than ever

In early 1971 ants
Communist David Rockefellei

made a secret trip fas advance

man for Kissinger and Nixon) to

Peking in an attempt to obtain Red
Chinese oil concessions After his

trip Rockefeller made a public

speech extolling the size of the

Asian oil deposits claiming that

they were the largest in the world

CAN THERE BE ANY DOUBT
THAT THESE RICH PIGS WOULD
SECRETLY SACK THE ABBIE
HOFFMANS AND THE JERRY
RUBINS AFTER DEALING WITH
TROTSKY AND MAO'

WHY VIETNAM 7

People often dSk why these

pJulocrsts would engineer a

nrdonqed war <Sf attrition and

endanger their own home base I ri

reality the plutocrats and the leftist

radicals have a common goal in

that THEY BOTH REVERENTLY
DESIRE THE DESTRUCTION AMO
ENSLAVEMENT OF AMERICAS
productive middle class

For years these plutocrats have

been supporting liberal

legislation to expand welfare and

other give away programs These

Federal programs have had to be

supported by higher and higher

taxes

These increased taxes always

have fallen directly upon the

shoulders of the American Middle

class The Plutocrats have their tax

exempt foundations as well as a

battery of fancy tax lawyers to

help them evade their share of the

higher taxes THE SUPER RICH
PAY VERY LITTLE OR NO INCOME
TAXESi

Despite the heavy burden of

slave taxation the productive

people* of America were net

pnslaved and they had generally

kepi their faith in the American
way of life That* why the

Vietnam War was needed
The plutocrats realized that as

long as the decent people of

America maintained their love of

country and pride m their farm of

government a one world
totalitarian stale could not be

established Something was
reeded to make our people lose

their belief in America and their

trust m the Cortsiitupon — ~ ^
- hnyHidlyr __

witt war of attrition in Vietnam
served the goals of the
plutocrats perfectly Once the

war had been undertaken it was
a simple thing to find and pay off

anti war agitators The more the

war dragged on the louder the

agitators yelled and the greater

the number of Americans who
began to question and abandon
faith *n their country

THE HEAL WAR CRIMINALS

The youth of America have

been especially hard hit by this

pincer movement of the plutocrats

and their radical allies The time

has come for Amer^a 5 young
people lo put the real war
criminals on trial To that end
YOUTH ACTION (see article on
Page 2 indicted and will put on

final 16 of the real criminals Of

the accused 15 are members of

the mysterious COUNCIL ON
FOREIGN RELATIONS <CFR)

For years Right wingers have

been ridiculed because they
pointed the finger of accusation at

the CFR AT LAST THE
ESTABLISHMENT itself has

admitted the power of the CFR
The NEW YORK TIMES
MAGAZINE of Nov 21 1S71
described how the tiny plutocratic

elite who make up the
membership of the CFR
COMPLETELY CONTROL
AMERICAS FOREIGN POUCY The

TIMES admitted that CFR
MEMBERS ENGINEERED THE
VIETNAM WAR are reprinting

excerpts of the NEvV YORK TIMES
MAGAZINE article to demonstrate

the power of these WAR
CRIMINALS l$ee reprint page 3l

The officers of YOUTH ACTION
Luke Herd* Ken Hoop Peter

Reynolds and C B Baker invite

anyone of ANY political persuasion

who is aqamst American
involvement in foreign wars to

participate in the coming war

I See page 21
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JOIN IN YOUTH ACTION—BRING THE WAR CRIMINALS TO JUSTICE

Occupation If student name of School or College

Temporary Address (College or Boarding School)

Dates that you inside at Temporary Address

I am under thirty (30) ve&fsold arid wish-lo become an Active Member ol YOUTH ACTION I will act in suppor

of the Seven Priorities and work to brmq the War Criminals to Justice I enclose $3 00 year dufes *

Jam over thirty S30j and wantto support YOUTH ACTION end its War Crimes Trial as an Associate Member

enclose $10 00 *

NOTICE TO ALL NYA MEMBERS

The inversion to YOUTH ACTION will not affect your membership status To receive your 1972 YOUTH
ACTION card just send your old NYA card and one Dollar to cover expenses to the National headquarters

Make ad checks pavBble to YOUTH ACTION

Send to National Headquarters

YOUTH ACTION
Box 903

i Hyattsville Maryland 20782

For fu rthfir i
nform ation call area coda (3011 559 9440

* AH YOUTH ACTION members will be placed on the STATECRAFT marling list

N.Y.A. IS YOUTH ACTION
PETER C REYNOLDS

Oct 30 1971 Washington
DC Today the National Youth
Alliance officially became
YOUTH ACTION The name
change wee effected to outflank

the efforts of the system to

destroy our movement by
discrediting the NYA name

When the NYA was formed the

establishment immediately
recognised n$ vitality The ruling

class saw the threat that a

dynamic Youth movement posed
to the system Tho Anti
Defamation League of the B na<

8 nth arch defenders of the status

quo transferred two of their best

agents to destroy the NYA
These agents effectively

neutralized the NYA in less than

one year NYA members
determined to continue the fight

for our Race deserted the ADL
controlled group and formed the

NEW National Youth Alliance

STATECRAFT
A Jogmol of Political Education

AMERICA AWAKE!

DEATH TO
WAR CRIMINALS

Minimum contribution of S3 00 required

to be pttced wi the STATECA AFT m ailing list

AH nstirlai In this poper U copyrighted by STATECRAFT
Reproduction* of any kind ore forbidden without written

perai *»ton

Address oil correspondence to

STATECRAFT
PD.BOX312

Alexandria Va 22313

C B Baker

Chief of Statecraft

CONTRIBUTORS
Peter C Reyrroftfs

Kan Hoop
trike Horde
Friedrich Wort

The new NYA achieved great

success and would have survived

the reputation created by the 0L0
group However the problem
intensified when the Byers Pierce

duo began attacking other patriotic

organizations using OUR National

Youth Alliance NAME
if the establishment had

stopped supporting the old NYA
there would have been no need to

change the name A’s it was the

term National Youth Alkanes
became more and more
disreputable with iheir every
Action The name had to be
changed and Soon

The YQutblvi leadership of the

New NYA (see related story page
3) met many times to discuss a

suitable dame for thfe movement
They &aw that today in America
the one group both willing and
able to fight is YOUTH They knew
the only realistic tactic to be
ACTION Those two vital elements

of the movement formed its new
name On October 30 1971 the

Board of Directors unanimously

adopted YOUTH ACTION as the

title of the organization which wifi

tesd our ftjee ta <j7r*rnate

VICTORY
YOUTH ACTION will lead the

fight for WH/7E UfB The Number
One Prjonty will be to unite the

Youth of America in the struggle to

end the oppression of the People

by the Materialist System The first

ATTENTION!

Because of secretarial
limitations we ar$ i^big to

aasurer all letters^ We do
Wwever "person aih read and

appreciate your letters

Stall of statecraft

7 Priorities of YOUTH ACTION

for WHITE LIFE

1 To defend the WHITE RACE and Culture

2 To mobile against the rteedlass slaughter ol American Youth
in Foreign WARS

3 To save American Youth from the Deadly Pan! of DRUGS

4 To combat Leftist Violence and Black Terror in America

5 To create a HEALTHY ENVIRONMENT

6 To and Americas financial Enslavement by International

Bankers

7 To mobilize American Youth as a NEW POLITICAL FORCE

WAR CRIMINALS
JCttrtKiLwd turn page Jj

crimes trial of th$ REAL WAR
CRIMINALS The trials will be held
m Washington DC on September
2 3 1972

it should be noted that the
name of William f Buckley Jr

appears on the list of indicted war
criminals Buckley has been a

strong proponent of sending
American troops to the Middle

,
East A recent issue of NATIONAL

i REVIEW (published by Buckley)

|

advocated the American invasion
of Ubyo and the m^ss genocidal
forced expuloph df the Libyan
population into the waterless
deserts of North Africa Buckley
failed to tell readers of his

magazine about his sights on the
oil of Libya as Rockfeller has his

eyes on the oil of China The
difference is that l+ttfe Libya only

h$s two rrttHton people where €5
Chins has a BILLION people too

many for Rockefeller to push out

Below >s a copy of the ded
list of war criminals indicted on
July 4 1971 (the names of

Buckley Bell Bundy Gilpatnck

and Bums were added at the

Youth Action Board of Directors

meeting on Sept 4 1971)

WALT W ROSTOW
ROBERTS MCNAMARA
HENRY CABOT LODGE
HEWY A KISSINGER
DEAN RUSK.
NELSON ROCKEFELLER

step toward reaching this goal will

be the Wer Crimes Tool to be held

in Washington D C next year (see

story page one)

We must not allow differences

in philosophy politic., or tactics to

divide us We must expose the

Materialist System for what t >$

and unite in the struggle to destroy

it

Honor demands that we destroy

the Alien establishment which*1

enslaves our People and would
corrupt our Raco Vengence is

ours it is Youth who have suffered

most horribly at the hands of the
establishment Whether Jemg
bused to school and T^rroi or

shipped to Vietnam and death

we have all been trapped by the

system since birth If we do not

rise and fr&e ourselves we will be
trapped Ml death Youth must
break ell ties with The Materialist

System and unite in Action to

destroy n before it destroys us --

YOUTH ACTION!

DAVID ROCKEFELLER
MAXWELL D TAYLOR
ROBERT LEHMAN
DANIEL EILBBERG
WILLIAM F BUCKLEY JR
ARTHUR F BURNS
WILUAM BUNDY
ROSWELL L GILPATRICK
GEORGE BALL

did commit high treason war
crimes against humsrrtty and
various other crimes and felonies,

against American Youth end the
American people as 4 whole in

that they did pjpt and tCflspire to
destroy the a meritah fri

order to create a One World
totalitarian dictatorship upon the

projected rums of American
society all m violation of The
United States Constitution the lew
of national survival pertaining to all

sovereign nations and the
individual American s basic right to

life granted by God Almighty
Youth Action with the authority

vested in it by the youth of

America shall conduct a public

trial of the above named
defendants The accused will be
notified as to the exact time and
place of the tribunal

IN THE NAME OF AMERICAN
YOUTH

Luke Herda Chairman

Ken Hoop Vice Chairman
Peter C Reynolds Secretary

C B Baker Treasurer

YOUTH ACTION CHAIRMAN
Luke Herda hrs wife Cathy who
is active in YOUTH ACTION
affairs and their son Lukfc Jr
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CFR-MASS MURDERERS
For many years Patriots such as

Dan Smoot and Mary Davison

have been ridiculed for pointing

out the CONSPIRACY emanating

from the Council on Foreign

Relations But todays divisions

within the establishment arising

over the Vietnam War have

brought the odious manipulations

of the Council to the attention of

the general public

On Oecember 22 197T NBC
Television (3 prime source Of

establishment propaganda!
admitted that the then US
Ambassador to South Vietnam

Henry Cabot Lodge helped to

engineer the assassination of

President Diem and hi$ brother

Nhu NBC admitted that President

Diem was secretly negotiating

with North Vietnam to settle the

differences between the North and

the South and prevent a major war

n Vietnam NBC further admitted

that DIEM was desperately

working to prevent the arrival of

any more American troops and to

sand those troops already in

Vietnam back to the U S A
Diem s attempt to arrive at a

political settlement did not fit the

war plans of Lodge Roswell

Gilpatrick William Bundy and the

rest of the CFR murderers who

engineered the Vietnam tragedy

just as an earlier generation of CFR

members had promoted America s

needless entrance into World War

One World War Two and Korea

As early as December 19 50

the highly respected CHiCAGO
TRIBUNE staled that Council

members had used the prestige

their wealth their social position

and their education have given

them to lead their country toward

bankruptcy and military debacle

The should look at their hands

THERE IS BLOOO ON THEM &
THE DRIED BLOOD OF THE LAST
WAR AND THE FRESH BLOOD OF
THE PRESENT ONE

Supposed radical entice of (he

establishment such as the late

Marxist professor C Wright Mills

have totally ignored the very

existence of the CFR and its power

over our country Most of the

radical critics are really rn the pay

of tax exempt foundations

controlled by the super nch CFR

members
On November 21 1971 the

AfVV YORK TIMES published a

long exposure of the Councrls

power and make up The TIMES

was annoyed because its

candidate had not been named as

Editor of FOREIGN AFFAIRS, the

CFR house publication In its anger

the TtMES made a of admissions

about the CFR Relation g the same

facts had caused patriots to be

ridiculed in previous years

To better foster a i

understanding of the magnitude

of the CFRs makeup we are

reprinting a few
1

selected excerpts

of the Nov 21st article

One of the most remarkable
aspects of this remarkable
organisation whose 1 500
members include most figures

who have significantly
influenced American FOREIGN
POLICY JN THE LAST 30
YEARS is how little is known
about it outside a narrow circle

of the East Coast insiders So far

as I could determine no
graduate student has written a

Ph D TtveSls on it Most
newspaper references are brief

notations that some notable has

spoken there (omitting what he

said for all Council proceedings

are off the record)

The CFR secrecy is also proof of

the existence of a controlled

American press There are many
CRF members who are reporters or

staff members of major
Newspapers Despite their access

to top news stones these men
place their loyalty to the secret

CFR conspiracy above their duty as

reporters bound to maintain the

tradition of a free press

The TiMES continued the

distrust of American public opinion

runs as a leitmotivs through the

Councils history and particularly

the fear that without proper

leadership the public would go

isolationist in 1945 just as it has m
1920 The men who had played

such a key role in framing the

country s postwar internationalist

policies moved swiftly into the job

of implementing them From 1945
well into the sixties Council

members were m the forefront of

America s gobahst activism

Even though CFR members
deliberately engineered the

Vietnam War the TIMES admitted

In the eight years that American s

have been lighting in Vietnam the

Council has not held a single study

group on the war
The TfMES reported As of last

May 134 resident members were

in BANKING OR RNANCE 83

were lawyers ana 203 WERE IN

RETRO L£ U M MINING
MANUFACTURING OR OTHER
BUSINESSES

The TIMES described the

complex interrelationships

between the Council foundations

and Government The article

elaborated In turn many of these

same men sit on the boards or in

the management of the country s

leading corpora bans Corporate

executives participate in the

Council either as members or

through its Coloration Service

The Corporation Service provides

d major source of revenue for the

Council Last year 123
subscribing companies paid a total

of S265 000 (more than one fifth

of the organisation & general fund

income) Certainly the Council is

influenced by the fact that its

membership and financial support

are drawn heavily from the

internationalist WAR
MONGERING) wmg of American

business
<-

-YcftjThchaLlerCtesf

THE RIGHT I

The criminal CFR is a DIRECT
THREAT to Americas youth

Oyer FIFTY THOUSAND
YOUNG AMERICANS HAVE
DIED IN VIETNAM ALONE
THESE DEATHS ARE THE
DIRECT RESULT OF ACTIONS
BY THE CRF TO PROMOTE
WAR CFR MEMBERS ARE
THUS GUILTY OF MASS
MURDER" OF OUR OWN
PEOPLE

In the past many Rightist

groups have done a fine |ob of

educating people but THE DAY OF

THE EDUCATIONAL APPROACH
TO POUTICS IS DEAD FIFTY

THOUSAND SLAIN AMERICAN S,

DEMAND REVENGE
Groups like Ihe CITIZENS

COUNCILS THE JOHN BIRCH
SOCIETY LIBERTY LOBBY THE
AMERICAN CONSERVATIVE
UNION HUMAN EVEN TS

YOUNG AMERICANS FOR
FREEDOM ale etc at test have a

chance to ACT INSTEAD OF TALKi

The leaders of these groups all

know that everything that YOUTH
ACTION says in its WAR CRIMES
INDICTMENT is absolutely true

The Right wingers know that the

courts are hopelessly corrupt and

that nothing can be done

politically

The actions of these and other

Rightist groups THEMSELVES are

going to determine whether or not

these groups have the courage of

the convictions they claim to hold

true THE TIME HAS COME TO
SEPERATE THE WHEAT FROM
THE CHAFF IN THE AMERICAN
RIGHT WING

Are these groups going to

support the WAR CRIMES
TRIAL? Are they going to

support the indictment of 16

leading WAR CRIMINALS WHO
CONSPIRED AND ARE
CONSPIRING TO MURDER
THOUSANDS AND
THOUSANDS OF AMERICANS

Will these patriots have the

guts to enforce the verdict of the

War Comes Tribunal IF THEY
OONT have the courage of their

convictions WHAT GOOD ARE
THEY?

This is literally a SECOND
American Revolution The
A merican people have not only the

right but the DUTY to take

matters into their own hands when
their government becomes
thoroughly corrupt and
contemptible THE WAR CRIMES
TRIAL GIVES THE AMERICAN
PEOPLE THE MEANS TO ACT
YOUTH ACTION is going to

send a letter to every political

groop in the country Right & Left

inviting them to join the

indictment to participate in the

proceedings and to enforce the

verdict once the verdict is found

Any groups which try to get

out of the invitation ignore the

invitation or condemn the War
Crimes Trial will produce a

LOUD AND CLEAR
JUDGEMENT ABOUT THEIR
OWN ACTIVITIES These
groups have NO EXCUSE for

refusing to take action at this

late If they fail to act they wall

have NO EXCUSE lor existence'

NOW IS THE TIME TO ACT
while we strll have a chance to

SMASH THE ROTTEN
MURDEROUS POWER
ESTABLISHMENT BEFORE IT

STARTS ANY MORE WARS

Youth Leaders Elected

Sept 4

Wash DC — Today four young

men were elected to direct (be

Youth movement rn America for

the coming year These new young

faces on the political scene

represeni all of the movement s

philosophies from strict

Constitutions list to followers of

Francis P&rker Yockey and
BEYOND Though the variance in

thjyf wom to divide

’6SSvfeiS^fhtfr^ndical Action is

necessary to save our People

defeat the Materialist System and

SMASH THE ESTABLISHMENT
Most importantly they are agreed

that America s Youth are the only

hope for Victory

These young men were elected

from the Active membership

I
those under 30) on the basis of

integrity and accomplishment

They will serve 3s the officers of

the Board of Directors which will

! be expanded to its full farce of 1 1

35 the organisation grows

LUKE HERDA Chairmen Mr
Herds was born in Chicago Illinois

j

on Ociober 21 1951 he

Page 3

KEN HOOP— Vice Chairmen of

YOUTH ACTION and Yockey

Advocate of STATECRAFT

subsequently moved to Zanesville

Ohio with his family where he

attended and graduated from

private schools Luke showed an

early interest in politics and joined

many patriotic organizations

while in search of the right one In

1967 he was one of the first to

loin Youth For Wallace becoming
Chairman of his local chapter

Following the election Herda
joined STATECRAFT and formed

an Action Unit m Zanesville

Diligent work and preservering

loyalty lead to hs rise to become
Ohio Leader In 1970 Luke
became Ohio Chairman of the

New NYA and shortly thereafter

married Cathy Davis alsfcj a

member The Herda s recently

became the proud parents of a

baby boy
In 1971 Luke wds drafted

rather than postponing his

activities he immediatly formed
the Servicemans NYA and
assumed the chair of that group

On September 4 1971 Luke A
Herda was elected Chairman of

the ^{Jaardt pf Dif^ptors on
n&c^3cib*ir St « uwati to

Germany
KEN HOOP VICE CHAIRMAN

Mr Hoop was born on January

14 1952 in Cincinnati Ohio He
attended and graduated from that

city s public schools and is

presently attending the University

of Cincinnati Jn 1969 he joined

STATECRAFT and rapidly rose to

become Cincinnati Leader
Following Luke Herda s being

drafted Hoop became Ohio
Chairman of the NYA Hoop has

had many articles published in his

school paper and has shown a

remarkable level of achievement

I See o&ae B)

Willis Carlo (L) founder of the National Youth Alliance

congradulates the newly elected Gherman of YOUTH ACTION
Luke Herda |R) Carto has given his endorsement to YOUTH
ACTION and its upcoming trial ot major war cnmmals

’j
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F.B.I. REIGN OF TERROR
IAs Reported By An Anonymous

Eyewitness To The Events)

THE SEPTEMBER 9TH RAIDS

On e sunny and pleasant

afternoon throughout the northern

state of Michigan the velvet was

torn away from the mailed fist of

the Federal anti Christ dictatorship

A series of some thirty five raids

arrests and interrogations occurred

between the hour of five and six

p M that afternoon

The mam thrust of the FBI raids

was aimed at the farm home of

Mr and Mrs Robert E Miles This

farm has long been the open and

publicly known headquarters of

the United Klans of America It has

hosted the various picnics outings

rallies and debates attended by

such widely spread anti Federal

groups as the KJen the American

Independent Party the Patriots

Party Youth Acton the Patriots

Tax Committee and the

Nationalist Troika of Solidarity

The ighition point to the rads

was provided by the apposition to

the Federal program of child

abduction known as FORCED
SCHOOL BUSING In Pontiac m
particular when the ire and

residence of the parents reached

the level that produced open

warfare against the Federate THE

DIE WAS CAST
It i$ believed by many that

specially trained CIA provocateurs

and agents were actually sent m to

produce the excuse for the Federal

raids For as you will recall cm a

Monday evening August 30th

1971 some fifteen old unsafe

decrepit and rarely used buses
Adr r Vuiw and
QXpfosrons at tha Pontiac school

depot during the middfe of the

night It was immediately charged

that the Klan was involved m the

act

The bombing of the buses

produced an electrifying effect on

the area Contrary to Federal hopes

and expectations it gave
backbone to the will of the White

community to stand firm and fast

It is obvious that the intent of the

a A Federal provocateurs was to

destroy the buses in A
TOKENISTIC ATTACK Then
capitalizing upon the distaste for

violence on most peoples part to

produce a massive Lets get

together campaign through front

groups such as the NAACP the

AOL the World Council of

Churches etc etc Federal child

abduction programs would have

then been eastly swept into action

throughout Pontiac and the rest of

Michigan
However the usual liberal

contempt for the intelligence of

the common people shone
through again instead of

reacting as the Federate had

planned PARENTS AND
families shouted WITH
JOY AT THE SIGHT OF THE
BUSES BEING REDUCED
Throngs crowded about the

scene of the burning buses

urging firemen to LET THEM
BURN The Federal authorities

were shaken by this
miscalculation of the temper of

the people The script had to be

re written and fast

AN AROUSED PEOPLE

During the seven days

lollowing the bus burnings the

scene at Pontiac was one of

PEOPLE POWER An oppressed

citizenry was renewed in its faith

by the lire Protest parades
encompassed all sides and
positions on the Right

Even the White Lett icuhed in to

protest the Federal tyranny Long

hairs joined with Klansmen
Student anti war protesters

marched alongside mothers and

lathers RAISING THE PICTURES

OF THE BURNED BUSES AS THEIR

NEW EMBLEM OF PROTEST
Children grew into adulthood and

closed the generation gap in one

sweep of the street The ranks

were fast closing T TOTAL

In Washington nerves became
frayed tempera flew Nixon $

subtle hand shook in anger at the

mistakes produced in the scenario

of busing The word came down
from the White House hard and

clear Crack down at any cost

Deflect the pressure or else

Prominent among the resistors

to forced busing was the

outspoken publicly active and

politically involved leader of the Ku

Klux Klan Robert E Miles His fight

against the Federate had been

established m many areas As a

candidate m the 1970 Michigan

state elections Miles garnered

ROBERT E MILES — Victim of

recent FBI terror

over 20 000 votes running for

statewide office on the AfP ticket

These vol^s guaranteed Governor

Wallaces ballot position in 1972
and formed the largest vote for a

public office in Michigan ever given

to an open and avowed Klan

member
The Choice of the targets for the

Federal raids was also based on
the increasing popularity of the

Klan throughout the state and

especially an high school and.

college rampuses The
groundwork had been set

THE TERROR

Bob Miles walked across the

dirt road in front of his farm at

about 5 30 PM to get the

newspaper from the mailpost The
dirt road suddenly gave up clouds

Of dust as a large white Buick

with three men came speeding
down tn* reap

The speeding car swerved
around Miles missing him by only

a few feet and continued on up the

road There 9s Miles watched
another Red car stopped and after

words were exchanged between
the vehicles the red c&r came
down the road towards the farm at

similarly high speed
Miles ran into the farm calling

to Reirner lone of the Klansmen
staffing the farm twenty tour hours

a day) Miles and Reimer ran out

into the yard leaped into their

pickup truck and took off jftei the

Ted car

The chase took Miles <md

Remer past a parked car with a

police antenna and finally down an

old winding logging trail Miles

pickup trijck moved slowly at first

due to potholes m the road fallen

tree limbs and debris As they

preceded down the desolate lane

m the rear mirror appeared two
cars entering the old trail behind

them
This was no place to be

stopped by Federal agents For the

history of recent months
particularly smc$ June 197 1 has

shown that any gioup which the

government terms as extremist

suffered an amazingly high fatality

rate — before during and after

arrests The TRIGGER HAPPY
image of the FBI was just starting

to emerge in all its nervous

outlines

The pickup truck lunged
forward at top speed Hying over

holes and logs leaping out to the

end of the trail onto the blacktop

There the hearts of the helpless

Kldnsmen rose into their throats

Stopped ztoftg the blacktop

road were from twelve to fifteen

cars with men lounging about
chaltmg >r> grovps —

dressed in business suits some in

the field giey lump Suits of the

Michigan St&te Police Some
smnketj cigarettes while others

adjusted gas mask canmsteis and

ammo belts IT WAS A FI Ei-D

COMMANDO GROUP CAPTAINED
BY THE FBI

At the same moment that this

picture came into view Miles and

Reimer spotted helicopters

hovering above the road Another

helicopter was visible over the area

where the farmhouse was located

Without hesitation both
Klah£m&n knew that the farm was
m trouble The Pickup sped
towards the house underneath the

dropping helicopter ignoring

loudspeaker warnings from above
and the sounds of autos racing

behind them The truck dogged
s FBI cars and obstacles to thrust its

way homeward into the farmyard

During the chase after the red

car six to eight FBI agents

swooped into the farm from the

opposne direction At high speeds

without care for possible dangei to

children or animals in the yard

they tore past the main house

Running out of one set of cars

FBI aqents pinned [he tendril

occupam of the rear trailer house

into handcuffs disregarding his

protests and pledS fot explanation

THEY ENTERED HIS TRAILER
WITHOUT A SEARCH
WARRANT charged the Tenant

with being Reimer and seized his

shotgun and rifle The FBI bullied

and threatened his teenage son for

asking questions about what was
happening to his fattier Shortly

thereafter the Federal bully boys

found out that they had made d

slight mistake

THE MAN SIEZED WASN'T
EVEN A MEMBER OF THE KLAN
He turned out to be j poor man
who having been dispossessed

from his own faro
1

had been

befriended by the Miles family The

poor larmei was permitted to bring

his small trailer and family to

remain free on [he Miles farm until

he and his family could gel back

on their feet His crime wad*

SIMPLY BEING THERE

The agents in other cars

pyramided into stops about the

mam house five came to the door

to confront an astounded
housewife and her two children

Mrs Miles locked the door and

refused them entry until they

presented full identification papers

She also demanded the right for

impartial witnesses to be present

during the search of her house
The agents fumed and fussed at

the door alternately cajoling and

threatening her and her children

The oldest child a girl of 14 Elise

had taken out her tape recorder to

record the unbelievable dialogue of

those who were supposed to be

protectors of the people

Up the driveway skidded the

pickup truck to a stop
Immediately FBI and state police

intelligence agents semi circled

the vehicle Out The passenger side

of the pickup came Reimer hands

m air Agents seized him spread

eagled him and manacled him-

after charging him with being

Robert Miles

Meanwhile Miles came out ol

the driver s side of the truck and

was greeted by ergftf r.rr ntrte

agents with 357 Magnums held

in both hands in shooting
positions Ordered to hold hrs

hands up Miles was then searched

and handcuffed The charge of

violating the Civil Rights Act in a

conspiracy relative to the Pontiac

bombing was read 10 him into an

FBI car Miles was then thrust

SEARCH AND DESTROY

Helicopters started landing

and some eighty to ninety men
poured m and about the farm

Lines of blockade were set up
along the roads to prevent anyone
entering or leaving the farm

Ricked agents with electronic

gear entered the house whose
door had since been torn open by

irate and impatient FBI agents

Smashing the child s tape recorder

from her little hands agents
herded Mrs Miles and her two
children rnto the front robm
threatening them if they even
dared to get up

Then the FBI fur began as they

tore into closets ripped open

family photograph albums seizing

as evidence pictures of Mr &
Mrs Miles taken twenty years ago

Clothes were ripped from hangers

and deliberately walked over

Names and addresses from
Christmas card lists social clubs

county Republican Party members
— all of these were stolen by

agents who thought they Were

lists of secret Klan Mem bers

FBI agents seaiched walls

floors and attics They dug up
earth They pushed shoved and

Unloaded furniture They led

people around like animals When
an elderly lady came to be of

assistance to Mrs Miles the

hysterical Fed*; dumped her purse

and ns contents in the middle of

the farm lawn

When the Miles children ran

screaming into the farm yard for

help for their parents grinning

and laughing FBI thugs urged

Mrs Miles to try to go out and
get them b$ck AW the w-bde

soma thirty ARMED AND
DANGEROUS agents ringed the

yard awaiting an excuse to use

their weaponry on anything that

moved into the forbidden zone

—

be it adult child or farm animal

There were amusing points to

the reid which lasted for lour

hours A quonset hut located

behind the mam house had beer

ihe public meeting place of the

Klan Newspaper reporters had

attended earlier Klan meetings and

even taken phoiograhs m the

quonset hut screaming
1

to his

supenbrs It s here It s all here

Here is their SECRET meeting

See Page %
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place The superior agent looked

at fhe novice with a scornful

glance that sent the new agent

hack to his work abashed
When the pickup truck was

searched one agent came
triumphantly out of the cab
shouting we have the dynamite

here in the truck He was waving
a handful of road truck flares as he

emerged
The RJl left speeding Miles and

Reimer and all the goodies that

they had seized downtown to the

Federal building All firearms and
ammunrtion had to be returned —
sjnce THERE WAS NOTHING
ILLEGAL AND NOTHING OF ANY
CONNECTION TO THE BUS
BOMBJNG FOUND

OTHER TERROR RAIDS

Other raids against Klansmen
followed a simitar pattern One
truck load of licensed hunters was
attacked while on a bear hunting

expedition Thirty FBI cars
surrounded the truck where it had

been captured four hundred
miles north of Detroit The agents

swooped down on the truck as if it

was a wagon train under Indian

attack

The men were seized at pistol

point forced to lay on the ^ide of

the rodd manacled and never

informed of their Constitutional

rights or who there captors were
for three hours Then they were

driven bBck to Detroit during the

middl* of the night and
surreptitiously lodged m the county

jail

The homes of the abducted
hunters were raided searched
and stripped Doors were
crowbarred off their hinges
Carpeting was slit A four year

old eon of one of the victims was
held in the driveway and
photographed and questioned by

FBI agents for half an hour

despite the tearful protests of His

pregnant mother inside the

house Other pregnant wives of

the imprisoned hunters were
threatened and intimidated

Belongings strewn about the

house were walked upon and
manhandled Sarcasm
penetrated the voices of the

gleeful FBI agents as they

denied women and children

simple requests such as
permission to use the bathroom
Children were accompanied to

their rooms to obtain a simple

toy such as marbles by armed
Federal agents THE TERROR
WAS COMPLETE AND ALL
encompassing

Months after the September

9th raid after continuing searches

and inquisitional tactics the FBI is

still without any evidence of

connection of the Klen to the bus

burnings The only evidence

discovered were the paid words of

a mentally confused self styled ex

Nazi who gamed headlines

Federal favors and other obvious

advantages by fabrications made
up to fit Federal plans

A grand jury which heard

almost twenty witnesses took two

months end even then only

brought m an indictment against

five of the original six The grand

juiy vote was very close — 12

favored indictment and 1 1

opposed the indictment
Considering the fact that grand

lury activities are secret and
controlled by the Federate — with

W explanatory evidence ijy Ida

charge permitted IT IS AMAZING
HOW CLOSE THE GOVERNMENT
PLANS CAME TO FAILING AGAIN

AN IMPARTIAL JUDGE

Miles and the other victims

of the terror have been assigned

to a Federal judge for trial

Judge' Grubow has already

gamed fame by marching in the

picket lines of local Jewish
organizations last year Grubow
and his racial brothers protested

the decision of tha French
government to stop selling jet

aircraft to ISRAEL
Grubow was s Fedeial Judge

at tha time he walked the Zionist

picket knee This is the judge
whom the government has
selected to give the Ku Klux Klan

members A FAIR TRIAL

MILES COMMENTS
When asked about the raid

and trial Robert E Miles

Commented
We have no fear of the verdrc?

The verdict we fear is of God
almighty and history not that of a

rigged Jewish controlled Federal

government The only punishment

we fear is that of our Lord for

failing to do what must be done
during our short span of years on

this Earth

We have made our decision

Come what may we stand as

White and Free Christians There is

rc retreat The choice is very

simple Either a totally free and
open society for aff peoples free

under Christ and free under our

heritage or dictatorship by the And
Christ

No h betweens No more Left

and Right No more White and
Black For even the Black man Wifi

disappear once the Anti Christ has

finished using him Just free men
in TOTAL RESISTANCE TO THE
NEW TYRANNY So it was
yesterday so it is today and so it

will be forever FIGHT AND NO
SURRENDER FIGHT AND RE FREE

GO WITH US AS WE GO TO DO
GODS WILL

student, workers, patrxfc, freedom lovers

IF YOU ARE OPPOSED
TO FORCED BUSIhC

SUPPORT

THE PONTIAC RESISTANCE

THEY STOOD UP FOR YOU!

NOW STAND UP FOR THEM !

LEGAL CONTRIBUTIONS ACCEPTED

Sand to MOUNTAINEERS LEGAL DEFENSE FUNE
PO BOX 135
HOWELL MICHIGAN 48843

(Continued from page 31

Kenneth C Hoop was elected Vice

Chairman of the Board of Directors

on September 4 1-971

Note Mr Hoop will act as

Chairman during Mr Herds s Army
tour of Duty overseas

PETER REYNOLDS Secretary

Mr Reynolds was born in Basel

Switzerland to American parents

on August 27 1952 He returned

to the United Slates in 1953 and

travelled axtensivly accross the

country Peter |Oined Youth for

Wallace m 1967 and
subsequently became d member
of the discredited Byers Pierce

NYA from which he resigned in

1969 In 1968 he began working

with STATECRAFT and served as

Chief of Security from 1969 71

when on September 4 1971 he

was elected Secretary of the Bo ard

of Directors

CB BAKER TREASURER
Although over 30 Mr Baker

drafted by the youthful members
who felt his dedication and aid

were vrtal to the Movement As

Chief of STATECRAFT he was first

to recognise the New reorganized

NYA and has since offered

constant support and guidence to

HOMOSEXUAL EPIDEMIC
THREATENS AMERICA

One of the greatest dangers

ever to fate We&t* 1"'*' Ctvn<zat+on is

the rampant spread of
homosexuality Years ago
homosexuality was kept under

control by The fear of exposed
the resulting stigma of being

known as a queer

Khszansh cultural distorters

deliberately infected America with

the di&ease of tolerance

propaganda The American people

have been increasingly
brainwashed I by the Khazsr

owned mass medial into being

tolerant of almost every

abomination and form of

degeneracy known to man People

out of Kraft Ebbing have become
commonplace and are often held

up as heroes in the controlled

media
Tolerance propaganda has

conditioned the public into

accepting degenerate
homosexuals The homosexual is

no longer the fear ridden sneak

Today we unfortunately witness

the spectacular growth of

homosexual militancy in such

abominations as the Gay
Liberation Front The arroganl

queer has become as
commonplace as pollution

There is a great tendancy to

confuse men with women and

women with men This spread of

unisexual thinking and actions

threatens the ability of the White

Race to survive In order to fight

our people must not be infected

with the psychoreurosis of

homosexuality Men and women
who are not even sure of their own
sexual roles can never be strong

enough to resist the waves of

forced mongrehzation

Homosexuality threatens [he

psychological and moral fabric of

the While race Homosexuality

also threatens the direct physical

survival of our race as the blacks

continue to outbreed us on a mass
scale

Homosexuality is not just a left

wing phenomenon1

! It has spread

to all walks of society including the

right wing One of the biggest

perversions of all is that

homosexual who considers himself

to be a fighter for America and fpt

the survival of the White race A
man can not support tjwse very

factors which threaten out people

and claim to f'dht for our people at

the sarhe W&fc'n •

Thfe tor WHITE LIFE often

engage in spreading tolerance

propaganda in hopes of attracting

and perverting more young people

to their ranks The proselytizing

homosexual inside of the White

defense ranks is actually AN
AGENT OF THE ENEMY WHO IS

DESTROYING OUR PEOPLE
In Germany Hitler was forced

to work with these perverts in the

early days of his movement
However the Fuehrer gave the

queers what they deserved soon

after Natrona! Socialism cume to

power
The late Commander George

Lincoln Rockwell expressed his

disgust at the perverts m issue No
17 June 15 1962 of the

ROCKWELL REPORT
This sort of thing »s

ALWAYS the beginning of the

end for civilizations When
societies are young and
vigorous queers are very
properly HATED and usually

don t survive very long It is only

when the vigor of a civilization

begins to dimmish to the point

where the civilization is ready to

collapse that people will tolerate

thjs abomination

And when this repulsive

perversion becomes
fashionable for leaders and
statesmen as it has in our

times the society so afflicted

has reached its ultimate cross

roads Either its remaining
vigorous elements rise up as did

the Nazis in Germany and
ruthlessly eliminate this

disgrace or disgrace eliminates

the civilization and the wretched

people who no longer deserve to

survive in the brutal world of

nature

Sumner Welles once Our

Under Secretary of Stale was
found frozen in a field near

Washington where he had been

chasing a little boy for evil

purposes
The natural instincts of any

decent, .pntf wholesome person

when he sees the repulsive antics,

of these pansies is to want to KILL

THEM AS NATURE INTENDED
This ra patftar^

~truno -

remedy -j* but -- g

should ceW flirty i>e insta^ltV

removed from normal society as

soon as they are discovered They

are DISEASED and they work

tirelessly to SPREAD their evil

malady

They will either keep their

rotten perversion utterly hidden Or

They wul be thoroughly sod

completely and permanently
hidden from decent society

Nobody has a right to turn us

into a nation of queers

In October 1971 YOUTH
ACTION (formerly known as the

National Youth Alliance! took a

dramatic step in the fight for

WHITE UFE by acknowledging and

challenging the evil threat rampant

queerdom poses to Americas

youth

The YOUTH ACTION (NYA)

Board of Directors voted to ban all

homosexuals from membership
within the organization The Board

of Directors recognized that

homosexuality is a form of

genocide and a serious threat to

the survival of our Race

By taking this unprecedented

step YOUTH ACTION hopes to

set an example for el! groups

which believem the principles of

WHITE LIFE The inherent

fallacy of fighting for oi e s race

while aiding its destruction must

be terminated especially by

groups which preach WHITE
LIFE

"C)Y
VEY"
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attempt has been made to create a

war between such diverse groups

as the Matronal States Rights Party

NATIONAL REVIEW human
EVENTS the United K

f
America COMMON SENSE

THUNDERBOLT
The John Birch Society Liberty

Lobby and the American Security

Council
Unfortunately war has a ready

started between some of the

above named groups despite the

fact the STATECRAFT personnel

mod to warn participants about

the ADL involvement in the plot

The plot started, some months

before Cotter set up the National

Documentation Institute Gotten

employed the notorious Louis T

Svers whose record shows him to

be an ADL agent a thief a

bigamist and a complete liar

Gotten hired Byers shortly after he

admittedly hei&ted the Liberty

Lobby mailing list

Joining the plot along with

Gotten and Byers was Dr William

L Pierce who had just been

expelled from the American Nazi

Party (now known as the National

Socialist White Peoples Party)

Because Pierce and Byers are

currently involved m legal action

arising from the plot

STATECRAFT will wait until they

are convicted to publish more

details about their involvement

we would not v&aht these two

AGENTS to get ofl on appeal

because of adverse pre trial

publicity _ i

Suffice it to say that Gotten

teamed up with Byers and Pierce

He did this m order to personally

take over Liberty Lobby after its

present officers had beer

slaughtered m the RIGHT WING
B .BigSpJW

axptafons at me to engineer

Many people warned Gotten

about his continued support of

Byers One of the strongest

warnings to Gotten was issued by

Gotten s own lawyer who had

occasion to question Byers or the

witness stand under oath

His lawyer a very prominent

conservative from Chicago told

Gotten I consider the facts

concerning Byers to be so

shocking and so inconsistent with

what he professes to be that my

legal efforts can only he

considered as having beer

dedicated in the cause of

preserving the obiects of nis

unjustified attacks from malicious

slanders libels and worse all to

the detriment ol the fight against

collectivism which we hold so

dear

The lawyer further told Cotten

I urge that Byers is unworthy of

credence and that his activities are

causing incalculable damage to

the legiti mate patriotic move

ment

Despite the warnings of his

lawyer &nd many other patriots

Cotten continued to go around

praising Byers publicallv Cott&n

even went so far as to send out a

letter describing ADL agent Byers

a& A young man (note that

Byer& is forty years old! of

undoubted integrity end true

devotion metuied by extensive

experience m conservative end

anti Communist circles

Cotten s actions in support of

Byers are understandable in light

of Gotten s own character Cotten

and Byers have both lied to and

misled their supporters And worse

yet in order to achieve their ends

they have both undertaken the

same work as the ADL Cotter and

Byers gave tremendous help to the

Zoniet conspiracy by their attempt

to destroy the one anti Zionist

organization lobbying before

Congress

CONSERVATIVE ^ VIEWPOINT

Cotten s letterhead is a subtle device detugned to

readers of some kind of special relationship between God and

Aichftrd Cotton -

RICHARDS REWARD

For years Gotten has pedaled a

soft sell brand of ami Semitism

The ADL thought police used to

complain about Cotten s

supposedly dangerous anti -

Semitism
Foi some unknown reason

Gotten s newly established

National Documentation Institute

(NDIl was granted a tax exemption

shortly after Cotten pined forces

with ADL agent Byars Most

patriots know that the Internal

Revenue Service is under heavy

Jewish control IRS tax exemptions

almost always go to leftist or even

openly Communist organizations

It is almost impassible for decent

patriotic Americans to got tax

exemptions for their organizations

Gotten s sudden tax exemption

for ND1 was probably a reward for

his part m helping to engineer the

current war within the American

Right The Jewish IRS has never

been previously known to SranI

tax exemptions to anti Samites

After Cotten mailed out

thousands of copies W smears on

Liberty Lobby he wevfflvsfalbdjajP

and openly blessed by the ADL

One of the official ADL front

groups is the Institute for

American Democracy Cl AO) In the

past Cotten has been labeled as a

threat by the blubbering green

toothed Zionists who run the I AD

After Cotten S attacks on Liberty

Lobby He was suddenly declared

safe A recent issue of the I AD
newsletter HOMEfROtVT staled

that Richard Gotten is no longer

to be considered a threat or> the

right

NATIONAL DOCUMENTATION
INSTITUTE

Richard Gotten set up the

National Documentation Institute

in the middle of 1970 NDI was

supposed to utilize the Federal

Communication Commission s

Fairness Ooctnne to monitor

broadcast stations which refuse to

give equal time to the patriotic

viewpoint
Cotten convinced a number of

well meaning conservatives to |Oir

the NDI Executive Committee He

then used these patriots names on

the NDI masthead in order to

persuade unsuspecting
contributors as to NDI s

authenticity Gotten set himself up

as NDI National Director He also

established a fictitious person as

the NDI Executive Secretary called

Northcliffe Young Most fund

raising letters and correspondence

earned the signature of the non

extent j^orthclifffi Young

Cotlehs secretaries were actually

ordered to sign the name
Northcliffe Young to

correspondence No doubt Cotten

used the phony name because of

the many patriots who had been

burned in the Great Stlvei Bust

In November 1970 NDI sent

out a tmy mailing to about 200
broadcast sauons mainly on the

west coast where his supporters

were concentrated NDI later sent

out letter*, to its financial

supporters indicating that the

mailing was sent to stations

across the ration The subtle

implication of the tetters was that

each of America s 8 000
broadcast stations received the

mailing Gotten mailed out |ust

enough letters to radio stations to

allow him to claim to his

supporters that he was taking

action as promised
Gotten made approximately

eight NDI mailings all begging for

money end promising to make
broadcast stations give equal time

to conservatives Only the one tiny

mailing was made to stations over

3 pend of ten months In the NDI

operation as in the Silver Bust

Cotten demonstrated a complete

disregard of the promises he made

to his patriotic contributors

jn April 1 97 1 the NOl became

inactive after ta king »n

approximately S30 000 in marl

solicitations mainly from small

contributors Despite this money

Cotten complained that he had no

money to send additional mailings

to broadcast stations Somehow
however Gotten came up with

enough money to send out more

letters asking for money Despite

h,s supposed poverty Gotten also

embarked on a mysterious well

financed campaign to smear

reputable patriotic leaders

THE GREAT SILVER BUST

Probably Cotten s most

lucrative venture has been the

infamous SILVER BUST Reliable

sources indicate that Cotten made

over £1 00 000 from die profits of

his silver investment scheme

In the WALL STREET

JOURNAL of February 23 196B

_t- JL_- r ;
ty ^ -• • eT .-dlcL ~

, -7

DtV«-

Richard B Cotten evidently

developed the silver investment

concept in the first place Puliuor

reported how Gotten personally

endorsed the receipt of

applications on behalf of IRI and

mdi ectly thereby on behalf of the

Foreign Commerce Bank Inc {It

appears from this report that

Cotten has acted as some kind of

agent for the International

Barkers l

Pulitzer continued the

(Foreign Commerce Bank. Inc I

obviously overlooked the official

connection with IRl It is jointiy

responsible along with IRl for ahy

breaches of contract committed by

the latter

Pulitzer went on Believe me

when I pointed out this hard fact of

life to officers of the Foreign

Commerce flank Inc they turned

'/7sast >*, f /w
as, eft -n/Are

J1” Cat+Wf f j£|^~1^J Jy tov*-y£~f t— ScS-t*

-t+A jk
‘

ix,

jU UJ "v4c j ~5
*“*

“T?

f\jAm £ p£l£T£J>

there is described a questionable

Operation by which clients of a

California investment firm were

advised to boy silver secretly and

then open numbered Swiss

accounts
For the above described

services particularly on the part of

International Research Institute

jlpt) the principals obtained

substantial fees Mr Cotten via his

radio weekday program urged

listeners to invest in silver and to

write to him if they were interested

in attending a silver investment

^The ^L STREET

JOURNAL slated He I Cotten)

declines to discuss his financial

arrangements with IRl but

declares he gets a share of

investment fees paid by clients his

broadcasts attract

The silver seminars were

conducted by a Mr Fred Covalt

who operated the IRl m some kind

of working arrangement with

Cotten Covalt turned out to be an

agent for a group of international

bankers and particularly the

Foreign Commerce Bank of Zurich
^

Switzerland

Famed journalist Paul Pulitzer

did a great deal of research on the

silver bust We quote the following *

segments of Pulitzers report

To begin at the beginning take

a aood hard long look at the IRl s

so called APPLICATION FOR

OPENING AN ACCOUNT You

will note on the face of it that both

the International Research Institute

and the Foreign Commerce Bank

Inc (of Zurich! are addressed

therein d* iomt identities to the

transaction

Pulitzer went on to state that

white in the face and then red

They were visibly shocked and

admitted in front of me and my

witness that somebody gn their

staff had made a horrible mistake

Many patriots invested and lost

their life savings in the silver

investment concept Covalt see 1™*

to have disappeared and the IRl

has folded its operations

Pulitzer continued To the best

of my knowledge and belief and

as admitted as a very strong

possibility by the officers of the

Foreign Commerce Bank Inc IRl

was never licensed either by the

Securities and Exchange
Commission in the United States

or by any pertinent official agency

to ad as stock or commodity

brokers or to act as investment

consultants and advisers as

required under law If this is proven

to be true it would be a very

serious Federal offense Moreover

and even more serious the officers

of the Foreign Commerce Bank

Inc admitted to me and in from

of my witness that some of the

nvestors generated by 1HI mailed

their checks to IRl instead of to

Zurich If this IS proven to be true

it could be 3 Faderel charge of

usinp the US Mail to commit a

fraud NOW IT STANDS TO

REASON THAT IF ANY OF THE

PRINCIPALS OF IRl HAVE HIDDEN

ASSETS THEY WILL PAY OFF

FAST TO AVOID BEING JAILED

FOR LONG TERMS

agent of the international
BANKERS’

Although we carwtot eay

positively that Richard Gotten is a

conscious agent of the

(Setiwoe 71
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Radio Evangelist Teams with

International Banker

international bankers we CAN
definitely say that he has had

busmess dealings with them
Gotten is known to have
associated with the mysterious

international money changer

Nicholas L Deak
Desk is rhe President of Perera

Co Inc the oldest foreign

currency exchange in the United

States and also is president of

Oeak and Co Bom a Hungarian

Jew Deak has become a

naturalized citizen of the USA
During World War N Deak served

jn the OSS Before that he had

worked for the League of Nations

TIME MAGAZINE describes

Deak as ONE OF THE WORLD'S
BIGGEST DEALERS IN FOREIGN
CURRENCIES Deak St Co alone

have over 100 agents working all

over the world Most of Desks
activities are highly secret

According to TIME. Oeaks
plumpest prohts come from the

active shufflings of currencies m
crisis Whenever countries are not

stable says Deak their currencies

are heavily traded

TIME admitted that Deak has

inside contacts (like most
INTERNATIONAL BANKERS) with

many foreign governments These
inside contacts often allow Deak to

clean up from an impending crisis

TIME stated In 1962 millions of

dollars worth of Indian rupees that

Deak held were suddenly scooped

up in Hong Kong Beirut and

Kuwait They were purchased by

agents of the Red Chinese who
used the rupees for folding money
when they invaded India soon
after

Deak once sa t stop a bundle d
old Israeli pounds that had been
called m by Israel and were
thought to be worthless He
managed to dispose of them in —
of all places - Arab Lebanon

What happened to the money
after it reached Beirut 7 {TIME 6
12 64 P 1031

The TIME article indicated that

Deak had advance knowledge of

action by the Communist Chinese

Dealing with Communists seems
to be a common practice for Deak
who was exposed in the 19 57
heatings of the Senate Internal

Security Subcommittee The
Subcommittee report issued on
Feb 6 1957 stated

NICHOLAS L DEAK
POWERFUL INTERNATIONAL
Banker and business associate

of Richard Cotten

The internal Security
Subcommittee has been trying to

determine whether the Soviet

Union is causing money to come
into the United States to serve one
or more of ITS purposes all of

which are calculated to undermine

the security of this country and to

extend Communist power abroad
The Board for the Validation of

German Bonds m (he United

States was set up for the purpose

of determining which foreign

currency bonds of German origin

shall be validated and honored as

existing obligations of the
companies concerned

The Senate Subcommittee was
interested m determining whether
or not German bonds whrch had
been confiscated by the Soviets

upon the fall of Berlin in 1 945
were being used far Soviet activity

The West German Government
sought to pay interest on bonds
held outside of Germany prior to

1945 The West Government
refused to pay interest on BONDS
WHICH WERE HELD BY THE
SOVIETS

The Senate Subcommittee
report continued When Richard

H Abrey todays witness sou g hi

to validate S245 000 worth of

bonds of the United Steel Works
the Board held that the bonds

WHOM DOES STATECRA FT RECOMMEND?

There are many Rightist organizations and publications which we
at STATECRAFT fee) to be honest and worthwhile Although we do
not necessarily share every position betd by these organizations and
publicanops we recognize that we are ALL united by a common belief

m AMERICA
We suggest that STATECRAFT readers make themselves familar

with the literature of the following

HEADLINES
Box 526
New Fairfield Conn 0B810

COMMONSENSE
530 Chestnut Street

Union N J 07083

UKA
40} Alston Bldg

Tuscaloosa Ala 35401

LIBERTYLOBBY
300

1
^dependence Ave S E

Washington DC 20003

AMERICAN MERCUBY
WASHINGTON OBSERVER
Box 1306
Torrance Ga 90505

NORDLANO PRESS
Box 1 1

4

Essex Fells N J 0702 1

HfNDMANPUBUCA T/ONS
Rowell Butte Oregon 97753

NOONTIDE PRESS
Box 76062
Los Angeles Ca 90005

were physically located on
January 1 194 5 in the vaults of

the Retchsbank in Berlin This

finding of the Validation Bodrd is

tantamount to a holding THAT
THESE PARTICULAR BONDS
WERE ACQUIRED BY THE SOVIET
GOVERNMENT AND
SUBSEQUENTLY DISPOSED OF
BY IT

The investigation determined

that Nicholas L Deak as President

of Perera Co Inc attempted to sell

$2 45 000 worth of German
bonds which were apparently part

of the bonds seized by the Red
Army in Berlin From the results of

the Senate investigation it would
strongly appear that NICHOLAS L

DEAK SOMETIMES ACTS AS AN
AGENT FOR THE SOVIET
GOVERNMENT

Writing in a recent issue of the

AMERICAN BANKER
newspaper deak admitted
Dealing in Eastern European

currencies is concentrated in

Zurich (Switzerland) and Vienna
(Austria) By a not so strange

coincidence Zurich and Vienna are

the location of two of the banks
controlled by Deak — the Foreign

Commerce Bank of Zurich and

Bankhaus Depk & Qo Ltd of

Vienna Tt-^SE P<ACT SA (/ftTWO BANKS WERE
RECOMMENDED BY RltHARO
COTTEN to potential silver

customers (see illustration)

In the SILVER
MEMORANDUM
SUPPLEMENT TO
CONSERVATIVE VIEWPOINT
Vol 8 Number 23 Jure 1 3

1970 silver purchasers were
recommended lo purchase their

silver at either the Foreign
Commerce Bank of Zurich or the

Bankhaus Deak & Co Ltd Gotten

had personally met Deak and fully

knew that he controlled these

banks
Why did Richard Cotten the

supposed enemy of Jewish
international bankers ask
American patriots to buy silver

from a Jewish international

banker? Wo have been told that

Cotten never purchased silver for

himself while he was going

around urging others to do so

WHY? We at STATECRAFT
cannot give a precise answer
we can Only speculate

A DELIBERATE PLOT?

Because Gotten participated m
the plot to start a Right Wing war
and because he urged hie

supporters lo buy silver from Deak
we offer the following speculate
as to what the GREAT SILVER
BUST was all about

We feel that Cotten 5 prime
goal <n life is money Teaming up
with Deak allowed Cotten to make
a nice fee rn commissions and
Deak was able to wipe out the life

savings of a group of patriots

When Gotten started pushing
silver the price was somewhere
between S2 20 and $2 55 an

ounce The silver purchase scheme
contained provisions for buying

silver on MARGIN If the price

DROPPED iust a few cents
investors would have to put in

more money to keep from having

their silver sold out by the bark
Even after the price of silver had

dropped down to about $2 00 AN
OUNCE Cotten was going

around urging people to buy
telling them what a bargain

silver was at $2 00 per once Weil

silver prices continued to fall until

they hu their current level of about
$ 1 30 per ounce

Needless to -»ay thousands of

people were wiped out by
continuous margin rails as the

price of silver dropped lower and
lower Many people who could not

meet the?e margin calls lost their

entire original investments when
the banks sold them out

When angry victims wrote to

the Foreign Commerce Bank about
being sold out they received
letters from bank officials claiming^

that the bank was innocent of

any wrong doings The bank
officials claimed that they were not

responsible for the drop m silver

prices because silver prices were
being deliberately depressed by
silver f.pg c uiatprt.iuMbw #rirk ity

What the officials of the Foreign

Commerce Bank failed to tell the

ruined Silver purchasers was the

fact that the Foreign Commerce
Bank itself is controlled by the

biggest silver speculator in New
York City — Nicholas Deak the

man who in STATECRAFTS
OPINION deliberately depressed

the price of silver

Be it noted that Deak has plenty

of wealth and power — sufficient

we feel to be able to deliberately

lower the price of silver Because
of Deak 5 apparent connections

with Communist governments it is

quite possible that Deak a

motivations m the Great Silver Bust

were more than financial

STATECRAFT believes that DEAK
DELIBERATELY DEPRESSED THE
PRICE OF SILVER IN ORDER TO
WIPE OUT THE UF£ SAVINGS OF
AMERICAN ANTI COMMUNISTS
WHO HAD BEEN CONNED INTO
THE SCHEME BY RICHARD
COTTEN
We have heard that the Foreign

Commerce Bank of 2urich has

been involved in several more
suspicious promotions of silver

Banking 15 s top industry in

Switzerland and the Swiss
government can ill afford to let

crooks operate in their country
The Swiss government is currently

investigating the activities of the
Foreign Commerce Bank

POOR RICHARDS
BANKRUPTCY

At the beginning of 1971
Cotten announced to a number of

his friends this is the yedr that I

go bankrupt Cotten set about to

methodically amass a huge
amount of debts The fact that

Cotten ran up many more debts
AFTER he had announced his

plans for bankruptcy indicates a

strong possibility of del be rate

FRAUD It is evident that Cotten 5

second bankruptcy was part of a

logical plan rather than being a

aj

WHO
DOES

STATECRAFT

ATTACK

occasionally accused of

indiscriminately attacking other

patriots We proudly admit to

attacking Kosher Konseivatives

pro Zionists ADL agents patriots

for profit and other phony
operators We will not [ust bury

our heads in the sand simply to

avoid causing trouble within the

Right Our policy is to expose and

nd our movement of these people

There are far too few resources Oh
the right THERE IS NO ROOM FOR
profiteers AND
NEUTRALIZERS within our cause

BE WARNED ANYONE WHO
ATTEMPTS TO PROFIT FROM OR
NEUTRALIZE THE PATRIOTIC
MOVEMENT WILL BE EXPOSED
BY STATECRAFT THIS IS OUR
FUNCTION AND THIS IS OUR
DUTY

THE STATECRAFT RECORD

ATTACKED

Young A mencans for Freedom
Institute for American Democracy
Anti Defamation League
William F Buckley Jr

John Acord

American Conservative Union

American Lobby
Louis T Byers

Richard B Cotten

We achieved our greatest

success against John Acord (he

profiteer turned ADL agent After

STATECRAFT exposed hmn Acord

sold his business and left town
* Shortly after our extensive

exposure the American Lobby

dosed down and sent out a letter

blamrhg it on STATECRAFT
OUR INVESTIGATION INTO

RICHARD COTTEN IS OUR MOST
IMPORTANT EXPOSURE TO
DATE We hope that you will read

it and |Ltdge for yourself

C B BAKER
CHIEF OF STATECRAFT
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Richard Cotton
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result of incompetent manege^
ment

Just before his bankruptcy

hearing m August Cotten 5 wrfe

and mother m law spent about si*

weeks in Europe probably running

up more debts We are

investigating rumors that Mrs

Gotten made a special trip to

Switzerland That tiny nation

ell kne for

S- ft

A shocking commentary dn tbe real character of Richard

Gotten

numbered bank gccounis
Although we can not say positively

that Mrs Gotten was transferring

funds into secret accounts we can

say that the timing of her

mysterious visit was extremely

suspicious

Gotten placed most of bis

property m his wifes name to

avoid the bankruptcy claims Much
of the property was transferred to

Sterling Enterprises Inc a profit

making corporation controlled and

owned by Gotten s wife

CONSERVATIVE VIEWPOINT is

now being published by Sterling

Enterprises Inc We cannot say

what complex factors motivate

Richaid Gotten We can only say

that his responsibilities to the

many patriots he misled are great

Gotten seems to be mysteriously

protected from legal prosecution

for his actions We do not know
what hidden hand protects Richard

Cotten but we doubt that it is the

hand of God whom Gotten

w apparently feels he represents
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NOTICE TO STATECRAFT!
SUBSCRIBERS — This is

first paper I have put out smcel

Vol 3 No 2 (Nov Dec 1^70)
1

STATECRAFT produces a high 1

level of originality both
research and humor To obtamj

this quality it is often necessary

to publish less often than other

pubficatiuns which Specialize nil

reprinting and copying
previously published material

"THE ENEMY—AN INTERPRETATION
by Ken Hoop
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Yockey Advocate

It was Francis Parker Yockey

who m his masterpiece fftAPERfiJM

corned what is probably the most
alJ inclusive accurate term foi the

Enemy ,— the Culture Distorter

Simply slated the Culture Distorter

is he who through one design or

another takes a position politically

or socially which is harmful to

Western Civilization and Culture It

matters little whether the

particular Distorter is an alien

Zionist who fanatically clings to his

Gods Chosen perverted
principles a pro Russian peaceful

revolution type or a militant Mao
quoting Communist of the Red
Chinese ilk Again it matters little

if the Distorter is a degenerate

Liberal who could care less about

aiding a Red takeover and

worships the degeneracy of a

mass rule cesspool the perversity

of the ideal that everyone is

equal

We in the vanguard of the

struggle for White Western
CIVILIZATION (the essence of

America s greatness) known who
the Enemy is Each individual m
YOUTH ACTION may have his

own opinion as to who and what

constitutes the greatest danger to

our Race and Nation ( I for one

maintain our own race traitors

head the list] but we all agree Oh

one essential point any
philosophy which is harmful to our

racial and national heritage can

only serve and therefore become
part of the Enemy whose only goal

is to destroy the very soul of our

Culture our race

Our founding fathers did their

utmost to establish a document
which would protect America from

those who would tor whatever

purpose drag it down to a level of

d e ge thi ngn

A4v«rtHRm*nl

IMPERIUM

X^NIf
CONDEMNED BY JEWS AND NAZIS ALIKE

Th» late George Lincoln Rockwell (Commander <Y the American Hem
Party) called IMPERIUM Jewleh. ’

TUB ADL Jewish tbaugM police-- call IMPERIUM “NAZL"
Liberals and "responsible cooservaUres" alike become hysterical

over the mere mention eg IMPERIUM
y/hat viwri eg nook can generate JSUCh violent amotions?

Marxists (ear IMPERIUM *S revelation of tbe hidden laws of history

which fore1st their doom
w 1 at Is the secret of IMPFRIIJM'S powers

Who was the H ERO OF THE SECOND WORLD WAR?
Who are the CULTURAL DISTORTERS
Whai Is the FUTURE OF AMERICA’
You'll discover the answer to these end many other VITAL questlone

of the day when you read IMPERIUM

The Mystery Book of our Time

by UJlck Verange

(Francis Parker Yockey)

Order from

Patriotic Products

P O Box 632

Arlington Va 22316

Available In paperback only

$2 50 a copy
two copies for $4 00

Washington Franklin end mAny
others implanted an essential

national idee or purpose tor

existence through for example

Manifest Destiny

However even so great a

document as the- Constitution was
ruthlessly seized upon by the

criminal Liberals who waged a

Satamcally inspired battle to

destroy it s very essence Now
what is left of the document is

sheer rubble What was Ofiqe

defined as treason is, now no more

than a different point of view

The Bill of Rights intended to

increase the freedom of worthy

White patriots now is The shield of

protection for every Communist
Zionist Black Power Savage in the

nation for every degenerate hippie

peace creep and mob rule maniac

whg stalks within our borders

Our founding fathers were all

White supremacists but who
could tell it from reading the lying

history books now utilized in

schools 7 Their sacred documents
are now used to justify handing

welfare doles to black parasites

Countless more examples could be
biought up to show the amount of

success enjoyed by the Culture

Distorter

We must now reimplant a

national will in America and

drive out by whatever means
necessary any and all forms of

Culture Distortion The concept of

White Life must penetrate the

white masses who will be led and
inspired by a patriotic Strata of

YOUTH ACTION warriors who
fight only in defense of that which

1/43 s once held so h
1
ghly 1

n e&team

ALL YOCKEY FANS
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Commander Rockwell had a
low opinion of the Yockey
c u 1 1

1

s 1 5 who considered
themselves to be National
Socialists Rockwell stated fro

opinion of the Yockeyites in the

September i 5 1964
ROCKWELL REPORT Hillw

would have gagged just to talk

to these perversions of
everything far which he died

Roc

Commander Rockwell had a

low opinion of the Yockey cullists

who considered thtiJT&etves to be
National Socialists Rockwell
stared his opinion of ihe
Yuckeyites m the September 1 5

1954 ROCKWELL REPORT
Hitlei would have gagged just to

rafk to these perversions of

evei-ything for which he died

ftotrtweiJ stated of Yockey.!sm

The whole business smacks to

me of the Jewsh scheme to

emasculate National Socialism as

f — ^T' Get it off a—1— 'ant! ontti a

CULTURAL basis as they have
gotten conservatism firom a racial

basis to an economic basis That s

the scheme

THE ORTHODOX CULT

Probably the worst bunch of

cuhists are the orthodox N&zib

These people insist that their every

move has to be strictly NS or it is

* considered heresy The orthQdrx
Nazis usually refuse to cooperate

with other groups fighting to save
our race Orthodox cultists often

condemn any fighter fo the White
Race who refuses to j a« German
values of the 1330 s,

An anti political in group
atmosphere usually prevails

amongst the orthodox Nazis They
u&uaily act cold hostile and
buspfctous of newcomers

Many of the orthodox Nazis

hate America and the pioneer spirit

which made this country great

The orthodox cultists look with

disdain upon the masses and

consider themselves to be
members of some kind of elite

group These self anointed and self

appointed aristocrats pervert the

National Socialist tradition of a

popular mass movement
Adolf Hitler could have never

achieved political power if he had
hated his own country GerrrjSpy

Unlike the Orthodox Nazi cultists

Hitler arose fr<Sm the masses The

Fuehrer s ability to identify with the

values ot the masses enabled him
lo speak to the masses in their

own language and thus gam
political powei

Another great irony is that

m&ny of the modern orthodox

culti&ts advocate a distor&tion of

National Socialist ideology which
Hitler condemned or fought

egatosL Tj#av s
vi|ri.,$an see $qse

who consider themselves tb be

followers of both Oswald Spengler

arid Adolf Hjtl&r even though

Spengler and Hitler were strongly

opposed to each other There are

also followers of National

Bolshevism who like to claim that

they are orthodox National
Socialists Marxist dialectical

thinking appears m the behavior of

those who claim to follow Hitler

while at the same time claiming to

follow the ideas of Hitler &

enemies
in no other group is the actual

goal of Adolf Hitler more
abandoned than inside an

orthodox cult The orthodox Nazis
refuse to fight for real power by

their deliberate insistence on
utilizing tactics which alienate the

Americal people In this refusal the

orthodox Nazjs actually BETRAY

HITLERS WILL Those Nazis

who go around condemning other

While racists because they refuse

to use German propaganda and
German tactics ARE THEMSELVES
CONDEMNED BY THEIR ACTIONS
Hitler and history demand that

those who defend our race Live in

the real world ANY NAZI
WHO WOULD RATHER WEAR
HIS ARMBAND THAN SAVE
HIS RACE IS NO NATIONAL
SOCIALIST IN HITLERS SENSE
OF THE TERM

Those who consider themselves

to be true National Socialists

(rrr^anfrTp fhar they ftgfti tor the

survival of the White Race) must
be willing to abandon all National

Socialist FORMS if necessary in

order to achieve the GOALS of
National Socialism

If two groups tried to save our

race one group being openly
National Socialist and the other

being a covert National Socialist

group and the open National

Socialist group failed where the

coven group succeeded which
would be the real National
Socialist group? Obviously the

Fuehrer would prefei the group
whiqji actually succeeded in saving

our people from the Khezarish

destruction machine THOSE WHO
CALL THEMSELVES NAZIS IN

MODERN AMERICA HAVE
CONVERTED A POLITICAL
MOVEMENT INTO AN ANTI
POLITICAL CULT FAR REMOVED
FROM THE REAL CONDITIONS
THAT face THE WHITE RACE
today

THE FUTURE OF NATIONAL
SOCIALISM

History shows that all

Successful mass movements havt

been built upon and expanded by

the People who arose after the

death of the founder of the

movement St Paul adopted the

teachings of Christ to the Greek
influence Thus Christianity was
brought to Western Civilization

Marx had a lot of followers but it

took Lenin to carry Marxism into

power To do so Lenin had to

turn Marx upside down Marx had
written that a Communist
revolution could only take place in

a highly industrialized country

which had pieviously experienced

a bourgeois revolution Russia

was dgianari and that least likely

nation for a Marxist revolution Yet

Lenin succeeded by adopting the

teachings of Marx to the genicular

political conditions arising m
Russia m 1917

The situation that we face in

America is far worse than any of

Hitlers most terrible nightmares
Hitter onfy had the problem of the

Jews to face We have millions of

blacks many of whom are under

GAS IS BEST
SQUEEZE PLAY

PERSONAL PROTECTOR

, > y $3.00
including postage

< SQUEEZE -

PLAV ','S

Si* lor SIS 00

Foster Safar than a gun

GAS EM/
found effective approved recommended »nd used persondlly by STATECRAFT s stall

MflMF ADDRESS

CITY STATE .ZIP.

Make all checks payable to PATRIOTIC PRODUCTS PO Bo* 532 Arlington Vo 22216

oHer void in California and Wisconsin

K'hazar direction We can actually

witness the destruction of our race

as more White children ere forcibly

bused to destruction This racial

degeneracy demands political

action Tbos$ who spend their

time escaping into Nazi cults

ACTUALLY HELP THE
DESTRUCTION OF THE WHITE
RACE BY THEIR REFUSAL TQ
FfGHf IN AN EFFECTIVE
MANNED

TO THE SPIRIT

OF

MY MOTIVATION

Even at the Very end Hitler

showed that he held a policial

outlook completely contradictory

to these inflexible cultists On April

2 1945 Hitler stated one
must always be prepared to adept
one s policy to the changing
conditons (also from THE
TESTAMENT OF ADOLF HITLER

It is obvioub that the overt

practice of Nazism in modern
America is in violation of Hitler s

will It is the SUPREME DUTY of

those who consider Adolf Hitler to

be the Savior of the White Pace to

EFFECTIVELY fight for that race

The time has come for the
for mists the motorcycle gangs the
cultists the orthodox and the other

escapists to put away theu lion

Crosses and other trinkets of the

good old days Every act which is

not directly refated to the
achievement of political power
actually weakens our chances of

White survival Mass Khaz&nsh
genocide is being practiced against
our people Thus ANY ESCAPIST
BEHAVIOR ON THE PART OF
THOSE WHO consider
THEMSELVES TO BE NATIONAL
SOCIALISTS IS CRIMINAL AND
TREASONOUS

Oh eternal spirit woman of the

West
Though l am duty bound on
White Life & quest

My love lor you has never
faltered and never ceased
The memory of your beauty
stands ever as a joyous feast

When others reap treason and
desert under five

Your steadfast loyalty serves as
an example to inspire

While liberated women are

cold end mean
You are a warm and giving

dream
Your peak of attraction is your

sensitive sotiJ

A true woman of the West who
knows ha r fate

At the vanguard of ah others

whose Race is White

You are the inspiration for my
revolutionary fight

(ConTpnijed from page 7|

herald offreedom
Box 3

Zarephath N J 08890

WHITE rower
Box 5505

The time has come for the
followers of Adolf Hitler to

Arlington Va 22205
TASK FORCE

Box 1677
Ormond Beach Fla 32074
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Beyond National SoelHsm LContinj«d from page 10}

create a new political philosophy

designed for the specific needs

of the productive American
people On February 24 1945
Hitler correctly forecast that the

struggle for the survival of the

White race would be fought out

m America The Fuehrer stated

If we should lose this war it

will mean that we have been
defeated by the Jews Their

victory will then be complete

But let me hasten to add that n

will only be very temporary IT

WILL CERTAINLV NOT BE
EUROPE WHICH TAKES UP
THE STRUGGLE AGAIN
AGAINST THEM BUT IT

CERTAINLY WILL BE THE
UNITED STATES (ibid}

Hitler also forecast a dark

future for America On April 2

1945 ihn Fuehrer stated As for

the American if they do not vwiftly

succeed in casting off the yoke of

New York Jewry (which has the

same intelligence as 3 monkey
that saws through the branch on

which it is perching) well 1 won 1

be long before they go under
before even having reached the

ego of maturity

If North America does not

succeed in evolving a doctrine less

puenfe IT IS QUESTIONABLE
WHETHER IT WILL FOR LONG
REMAIN A PREDOMINANTLY
WHITE CONTINENT

It 1 $ obvious that the only

White peoples who have any
chance of survival end piosperity

are those who know how to su ffer

and who still retain the courage to

fight EVEN WHEN THINGS ARE
HOPELESS TO THE DEATH And
the only peoples who will have the

right to claim these qualities will

be those who have shown
themselves capable of erad<qtmg

from their system the deadly
poison of Jewry [ibid]

True followers of Adolf Hitler

have but one choice and that is to

fight and fight hard using ANY
METHOD WHICH WILL
ACTUALLY SUCCEED IN SAVING
OUR PEOPLE FROM THF KHA2AR
MONGREUZERS

To the world the message of

Adolf Hitler is the message of

history itself God versus the Devil

Christ versus the Pharisees Good
versus Evil Adolf Hitlers total

opposition to the universal enemy
was a battle far beyond National

Socialism The Fuehrer stood for ail

the forces of creation end
production in their eternal battle

agd nst the ever present Khazarish

destruction distortion machine

The message of Adolf Hitler 15

the message of life and as s>uch it

cannot be bound to a particular

country or to a particular ideology

The Fuehrei sacrificed himself hi$

party tiis ideology and his nation

in order that the White race would

sur ;ive

No While mar can tight to

save his race without
automatically fighting tor the

goals of Hitler Beyond National

Socialism Adolf Hitler stands as
an eternal SYMBOL universal

to ALL White men

RATIONAL ROBERT
Dear Rational Robert

When do you think anii

Semitism will start to make some
headway in this country?

Since rely

Rastus T Savage

Editor MUD the magazine

of Black antr Semitism

Dear Rastus

Like everything else in America
anti-Sernitism wifi become popular

when the Jews figure out how to

make money out of it

Dear Rational Robert

Does NASA plan to make
history with a Space First using the

special abilrties of a Black

astronaut?

Prof Leroy Galileo X
Dept of B I &ck Astronautics

Howard University

Washington DC

Dear Leroy

Within the next five years a

Black astronaut will be landed on

the surface of the Sun 1

Dear Rational Robed

We conservationists are very

concerned over the negligence of

many of the new Black nations m
Africa What are these
governments doing about
environmental poisoning?

Donald D Truffle

The Sierra Club
Oiislick California

Dear Don

The new African nations are

very aware of these problems and
are doing a lot more than some of

the so called developed
countries. For instance the Witch
Doctors have made extensive tests

leading to the banning of

American missionaries m Africa

since they contain very high

percentages of lethal pesticides

and mercury Most tribes are

importing at great extra expense
special hippie type missionaries

who are raised on organically

grown food

Dear Rational Robert

The grape vine has it that Israel

has suffeied &ever& military

setbacks m ns program to conquer
the world What 1 $ really

happening and why is the press

not reporting the news?

Mohammed Ben Ibrahim

Palestine Liberation From
Beirut Lebanon

Dear Muhammad

Although the Arabs are not

making much progress the Puerto

Ricans are kicking the Jews out of

the Bronx and the Cubans are

lucking them out of Miami Beach
After these citadels have fallen

Jerusalem and Tel Aviv will not be

able to hold out too long

Dear Rational Robert

Is it true that Israel is becoming
the leading nation in computer
science? If so how did afl this

come about?

Seymore Crey

Control Data Corporation

Minneapolis

Dear Mr Crey

Natural ability always wins out

The goy engineers at MIT worked
for years and finally developed a

computer that THINKS but a team
of Jewish engineers at Brandeis

gamed the upper hand by
inventing a computer that

SCHEMES

Dear Rational Robert

Can you tell us the true story

about the bombing of the Capitol?

Sincerely

Milton Goldburg
Assistant to the Assistant

for Administration of

Conspiracies

Society of th« Illuminati

Miami Beach Fforida

Dear (Wilton

You are absolved this time
Here is what happened As you
well know Ted Kennedy befitting

his position had set up his Senate
office in one of the stalls in the

Mens Room where the explosion

occgred One of his youthful

supporters inadvertently left his

attache case in the office one
evening the case of course was
filled with drugs and bombs It

seems that these bombs had beer
made by incompetent Black Power
Savages so they went off

prematurely and blew Senator
Kennedy s office (that is the

Senate Mens Rooml to bits The

Senator is not entirely displeased

since the walls of his office am
now impregnated with marijuana

and this will help him attract new
supporters once he (Jeans up the

mess

iConnnuetf Irom taaps 10)
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CONGRESSMAN JOHN ASHBROOK-

A CONZIONSERVATIVE
The Washington KKK (Kosher

Konservative Krowd) is the leading

neutraljier within the patriotic

movement They jabber and shake

about Communism while ignoring

the very existence of the deadly

political menace of organized

criminal Zionism within America

At their worst these Kosher

Konservai'ves become sounding

boards echoing the lies and myths

of Zionist propaganda

One such prominent
Co nZio nserv at i ve is the

Dishonorable Congressman John

M Ashbrook of Ohio
Congressman Ashbrook is the

Chairman the American
Conservative Union which is

often billed by the Khazar press as

being spokesman for American

conservatives Jn reality the ACU
is spokesman far the
ConZionseivative view point and

little wonder Jt receives such

phony press notices

Congressman Ashbrook s rabid

Zionist babbling appeared m the

May 20 1971 issue of the

CONGRESSIONAL RECORD on

page E 4757 The following are

excerpts of Ashbrook s mutterings

It is quite apparent that all

people are persecuted behind the

Iron Curtain AJI people are denied

the right to practice of their right

religion the right to freedom of

speech and of the places that they

would rather live m BUT IT IS

ALSO APPARENT THAT JEWS
SUFFER SPECIAL PERSECUTIONS

IN THE COMMUNIST BLOCK AND
PARTICULARLY IN THE SOVIET

UNION
Congressman Ashbrook s

assertions fly m the face of ugly

realty The idea that a few hundred

thousand religious Jews are being

persecuted by the several million

atheist Jews who run the Soviet

Union is utter nonsense For

Ashbrook to say that the 200
million Russian Christians enslaved

by the atheist Soviet rulers are

persecuted LESS than the few

hundred thousand religious Jews
is INSANE

The fact that the Jews are the

only people at all allowed to leave

the Soviet Union proves just who
realty runs things there

Congress man A ah brook
asserted the further insanity that

The Communist Parry USA is

guilty of anti Semitism
Everyone knows that the
Communist Party USA isnow and

always has been controlled by

Jews In fact 90%of the convicted

Communist spies have been Jews
Ashbrook further echoed the

ADI line stating It is always sad

for me to note that some
Americans who call themselves

anti Communist or conservative

fall into the anti Semite trap I AM
ONE WHO HAS NEVER SAID
THAT ALL OF THE UN
AMERICANS ARE ON THE LEFT
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by Harry D Northup Cast
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swiftly changing backgrounds
Chicago Birmingham New York
the action of this great new
novel moves with breathtaking
turbulence toward a grim double
climax which has both national

and international implications

With great frankness and
searing and incisive wit the

author takes us into lesser

known comdors of civil rights

chiding us into facing scientific

facts as a prime requisite before

we can solve the race problem
He gives us a clear picture of

how the media operates Cloth
Bound 360 pages 64 95 Order
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Laugh Is on Us
Debacle in the UN

What an evt opening spectacle

dll those grinning brown faces

whooping wilh glee as thev Last

their votes in th<* United Nations

General Assembly on October 2v'

The> were humbling the Yankee

running dogs by expelling our

t ormosan ally The White man
was being put in his place and

the non Whites of the Afro Asian

majonlv lov < d i(

htssrngcr m Peking

As the delegates cast their

votes against the b S one by one

India Indonesia Israel —
and the outcome became clear

Kissinger and hi& Chinese

Communist hosts toasted each

other m Peking
When the final deci&ion came in

by radio Kissinger and Chou had

their headb together in a private

huddle which broke up with d big

laugh and much mutual
backsUpping
Then back to Washington bv

Pre sidential jet to join Nixon and

Secretary of State Rogers in their

long faced pretense of surprise

and dismay at the General
Assembly vote

To a man of Kissinger s

subtlety the callous botrayfil of

an ally could hardy give pause
And what could the concept of

honor mean to a man like Nixon 7

Taste for Shoe Leather

To the American people
however it was one more kick m
the teeth from the System
One would have hoped that the

experience would hue jarred us

in o some appropriate response

- like Say organizing a massive
lynching party to greet Kissinger

when he stepped off the plane

from Peking But we have ap

parently come to like the taste of

Mr Kissinger s she* leather

Even after the Red Chinese

delegation had arrived in New
York settled mto their new UN

aii»Si.B «i«s

blistering denunciation of

America we still stood around

with our hands in our pockets like

the pack of good natured fools we
Seem to be

Who Needs a Paper Tiger*

The damage done to our in

ternalmnal position is practically

total

RFDCHINt SL fl I* LEGATION to the UN has a good laugh at American expense China will use LN
membership lit aid uitnimiiihm m LaHu America communist espionage in U S

^ e wanted to be good ays
we wanted all those pui n3 up
two bit third world na ons’

which make up most of the UN to

like us We ended up proving to

the world that we are indeed the

foolish spineless paper tiger

the Red Chinese had always said

we are

In international relations

potwlanlY ib wo^tb. vec* Me
respect Mpeetn«
based on strength and character

Until we can find leaders with

some measure of the latter we d

better get used to being the

world s doormat

Chinese Danger

The motivation for the

Kissinger policy of rap
prochement with Red China lies

of Luursp with the Zionists Thc\
are playing a clever in

tarnations' balancing gamp with
the major world powers — a

game, in which the moves arc

made on the basts of Zionist in

tcrests alone

If American interest* carried

any weight our foreign policy

would certainly never entail

guim? any
Ch&td the nation which today
poses the gravest tlireot to our
future Unless China S nuclear
warfare capabilities are
eliminated within the next few
years we will one day find

ourselves in a position far more
hazardous than that which arose
m the 1950 s when the Soviet

Uniop — with the aid of Zionist

espionage — became nur rival as
a nuclear power

RED GLARDS prepare to execute another enemy of the people

Since 1<H9 the Mao regime has Liquidated some 5U million persons

supposedly all landlords Actually every businessman every

properly owner every educated person who was not a communist was
butchered to eliminate any possibility of organized resistance to the

regime Nixon and Kissinger have found a fine new friend tor

Amenta
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Individual Initiative: Key to Strength

Policy on Action Units
One of the two fundamental They may select a local leader whole nature and range of ac

principles on which PTYA is based by any means they desire and tivities to be engaged in by the
is what we cal) the personality establish any sort of Internal local Unit
principle This is simply a organizational structure ap The one activity expected of all

recognition of the fact that all propriate to their needs NYA activists at this time is the
human progress is the work not of aggressive distribution of IT
the anonymous ‘masses or of # When they have TACK
the people but of exceptional established themselves the The National Office stands

individuals This is true not only National Office will announce the ready of course to provide
in art and music and science but fact so that other members or advice if requested and
m every field of human endeavor non members hi the area may wherever feasible to lend direct
The personality principle contact them assistance to any Action Unit In

dictates that a truly progressive Ordinarily names of NYA addition the National Office
human society is one so members or supporters m a expects complete reports from
organ! led that it gives to every particular area will not be fur local Units on all activities un
individual an opportunity to nlshed to Action Units m that dertaken which have not involved
contribute to the progress of his area Rather the initiative for serious violations of state or
racial community and that this

opportunity increases in direct

proportion to the demonstrated
degree of ability to so contribute

The most talented
mathematician or biologist the

most gifted poet — or the most
capable leader — must in a

natural way be able to rise to the

top in hts particular area of ac

tivtty so that his gift may be of

the greatest benefit to his people
Applying the personality

principle to NYA gives us a few
general guidelines to follow in

organizational matters In

particular it leads us to a correct

policy concerning the formation
and activities of our Action Units

and the relationship of the
various Action Units to one
another and to the National Of
/ice

Let s look first at the policy as
it now stands and then at the

reasoning behind that policy

• Any group of at least five

members in good standing who
feel so inclined may — and are
encouraged to — associate

themselves to form a local Action
Unit

establishing contact and
engaging in local activities will

be left entirely to the individual

# Discipline of an individual

member rests for the present

entirely in the hands of the local

Actum Unit with which he or she
is affiliated If the behavior of the

members of any Action Unit is

consistently such as to cast

discredit on NYA the National
Office will suspend recognition of

that Unit and make a general

announcement of the suspension

# No Action Unit has any
exclusive regional jurisdiction or
authority that is two or more
Action Units may exist
simultaneously in the same
community or on the same
campus

# Although the National
Office will suggest activities and
wfil endeavor to provide an
example by deed as well as by
word for all Action Umls the

initiative for action must remain
with the local Unit and with the

individual activist Individual
initiative will govern not only the

execution of specific action
jirojects but also the choice of the

j0p-'3

n v
OF HORSES A D MEN

The perfect gift

for a liberal friend**

This large format (ita x 11 inch#*) gift book l> handscmeJy
printed on heavy stock and llti/stretaf with cJever drawing#
which point up the moral there is no equality in Nature, and
disaster awaits these who blindly insist there 1$ A witty and
compelling parable on tha Inequality of races and the insanity of

neo liberalism

OF HORSES ANDMEN • *** CD

Include postage and handling on all orders For rates see main
book ad on p 7

Netrortal Youth Alliance* 1654 33rd St N W
Washington, D C 20007

Building » ( ad re

There are several reasons for

the relatively large degree of

autonomy which this policy
allows to local Units One reason
follows directly from the per
sonality principle The most
immediate organizational task of

NYA is to develop a leadership
cadre of young activists capable
of carrying the organization
toward its revolutionary goals

The most natural and effective

way of assuring that these
leaders are the best available is

to allow free rein to the exercise

of leadersh i p qua) ities on the part
of every NYA activist Those who
rise to positions of responsibility

will do so on the basis of

demonstrated ability initiative

and integrity — and nothing else

In line with Allowing the freest

rein to individ*. initiative no
exclusive franchise for NYA

,

activity is given at this time to

any Action Unit tn any area This
allows those who find the activity

in a particular l)mt too limited

for their taste to try a more
ambitious approach if they can
find four other members to go
along with them
home Units will naturally be

more active than others in

particular fields such as AT
TA< H f distribution campus or
community meetings or direct

action against the System Those
members who feel more capable
in one type of activity than
another will find their way to the

appropriate Unit

Another very cogent reason

why NYA is building itself more
as a confederation of semi
autonomous Action Units than as
a monolithic hierarchical
structure with dearh defined

chains of command is that we can
thus operate more effectively and
surely under the very difficult

conditions which we will shortly

be facing

Anyone who believes that any
sort of tightly organized group,
with as little defensive resources
as NYA has at this time, can
successfully engage In an Illegal

conspiracy against the System
over an extended period is living

tn a dream world On the other
hand the System must be — and
can be—attacked What we must
Insure is that when we make a

: mistake — and there will be
mistakes — the System will have
the least posable scope for ef

fective retaliation

The various ramifications of

this tactical aspect of our
organizational development will

be discussed in future issues of
ATTACK'

Scientists, Engineers

Can’t Find Work
Nixonomics is wreaking havoc show that of all June 1971

with job opportunities for new chemistry graduates, 7S per cent
science and engineering have still not been atile to find
graduates fulltime employment

Datum Of the 32 seniors who Datum Averaging figures for
graduated last June from all scientific and engineering
Princeton s Dept of Aerospace L disciplines unemployment has
Mechanical Sciences not a single nan than doubled during the laat
one has yet found employment in 12 months
the aerospace Industry

Datum Mitchell Roland, who D»him While the cost of living

will receive his Ph D in organic
roae flPProx,ma*eIy T per cent in

chemistry from Utah State we last year -and the cost of an

University this month sent
erflKatlon >"<™sed even more

resumes to 250 companies and sharply — average starting

government agencies East March salaries for new graduates in

To date be ta* not received even science and engineering dropped
on* positrv^respousfc & * P*r

Datum Amencan Chemical Any more bright ideas Dickie
Society figures just released boy*

A Salute to the

Edmund Burke Society
The moBt active and realistic

group of young patriots in

Canada is easily the Edmund
Burke Society It was a member
of the EBS who knocked Soviet

Premier Kosygin on his tail ut

Ottawa during hts October visit

there And according to

Canadian police an even more
interesting reception was
planned for Kosygin when he
reached Toronto several EBS
members were seized for

allegedly plotting his

assassination

Hie EBS publishes a monthly

newsletter STRAIGHT TALK a

sample copy of which may be had
by writing their office at Box 544

Scarsborough Ontario Canada

Striking a

Blow for Art
Eight Spanish art lovers forced

their way into a Madrid art

gallery last month and using
knives and acid put an end to 26

abominations by 90 year-old
Jewish con-artist Pablo Picasso
hailed by the neo liberal

Establishment as the world s

greatest artist

Spanish police who arrested the
eight men described them os
right wing extremists

1
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Editorial

The New Orthodoxy
America has a state religion

an official slate religion sane

tioned by the legislative

executive and judicial branches

of our government a state

religion enshrined m our public

institutions educational and
otherwise and propagated daily

by our mass media to the

remotest comers of our land

It is a state religion complete

with an official protocol and a

body of unchallengeable dogma
Ever> political officeholder in

America from the White House

to the Hicksburg town hall must
solemnly acknowledge his

unquestioning acceptance of this

state religion and his un

conditional respect for its taboos

and tenets as a condition of his

tenure of office

In addition to the swarming
masses of laymen who mindless

ly and superficially believe the

state religion also has its army of

zealots fanatical adherents to

the One True Faith who work

unceasingly to shore up the

bulwarks of establish

mentarianism and to ferret out

and extirpate heresy

No Delusion

Is this some wild daydream

some reckless and irresponsible

exaggeration ’ Has your editor

been taking hallucinogenic

drugs7 Let us see

Most Americans would deny

that we do m fact, have an

established religion Vet our

more perceptive citizens have

been aware for a long time that

there has been a gradual con

solidation of liberal dements

in government in the media in

education m the churches and In

our other institutions over the

past several decades Along with

this consolidation has gone a

continuing shift w policy toward

what is popularly called

liberalism

These phenomena have not

been thought of in terms of an

officially established religion

however for at least two reasons

Dictionary Doesn t Help

In the first place the public

understanding of just what
makes the liberal tick is very

Limited To be liberal is fuzzily

equated with being broad

minded or unprejudiced or

tolerant

Even by those with a con

servative or right wing orien

tation this definition of libera)

is enhanced only by the addition

of the connotation soft on

communism or socialist

imndgri

IT we accept what the die

tionary has to say on the matter

that s all there is to it Indeed the

dictionary specifically tells us

that liberals are persons un

bound by any orthodoxy or

authoritarian notions

In the second place our un

derstanding of what has hap

pened to America is confused by

conventional ideas as to what

constitutes a religion

Neo-Liberalism

Let us try to avoid the first

difficulty by introducing the

words neo liberal and neo

Liberalism This wit) help to

remind us that the creatures we
are examining although they are

generally thought of — and think

of themselves — as liberals

are something altogether dif

ferent from what Mr Webster

had in mind

What is Religion'’

Neo liberalism although it has

no consecrated altars distinctive

priestly vestments or other

typically religious
f ac

couterments (not yet at least)

is nevertheless a religion It is

so because it consists of a com
prehenswe body of beliefs or

doctrines constituting a world

view which are accepted by its

adherents because this ac

ceptance is non rational in nature

— i e an act of faith — and

because its doctrines provide the

faithful with a measure for

ascribing the qualities of good

and evil to persons in

stitutions and ideas

Racism is Heresy

There is no single scriptural

authority — no little red book
— setting forth the neo liberal

creed in catechismal form If

there were it would be much
harder to maintain the anti

authoritarian pretense But we
all understand pretty well what s

neo liberal and what ian t

Equabtarianism is

Racism isiut^Noj are

‘sexism militarism, and
nationalism

On the other hand in

ternationaJism is

Democratic socialism is (but

not Nabonal Socialism)

Philo semitism very definitely

is — but that "of course doesn t

include philo-arabism

Civil rights are but not the

right to keep and bear arms
Black power gay power and

Kennedy power ere but White

power isn t

Bernstein vs Wagner

Picasso and Chagall Sat

chmo and Lenny Bernstein are

Wagner isn t

Neither McCartbyism nor

Stalinism are acceptable but

Maoism Trotskyism and

Marxism if not openly accepted

are at least Looked upon with

tolerance

Ecology has neo-hberals all a

titter for the moment It is dif

ficult to take their concern very

seriously however since it is not

— cannot be — based on a

recognition of man s organic

relationship to the rest of Nature

Human dignity ves honor

no

Nurture yes Nature no More

ho implicit in neo liberalism is

faith in the infinite malleability of

human character and ability —
the perfectibility of plan through

environment alone

Selective Compassion

Compassion is a great neo

liberal virtue — but only when
selectively applied for the third

world nations struggling to free

themselves from Western im
penalism for example — but not

for Rhodesia in her effort to nd
herself of British meddling for

Soviet Jews but not for

Ukrainians or Latvians or

Hungarians for Lidice but not

for Dresden for Hitler s victims

but not for Mao s or Tito s — or

Dayan 5

And so on

On the basis of these charac

teristics it is tempting to accuse

neo liberals of being more in

tolerant more bigoted and more

narrow minded than the rest of

us If we exclude Jewish neo

liberals from consideration for

the moment however it is

probably accurate to say that

neo liberals have about the same
distribution of character traits as

the rest of the population They

are displaying no more self

righteousness and intolerance

than any other group of True

Believers who jn other periods of

history have found themselves m
position to crack the whip

More Hypocrisy Today

Intolerance has always been

the norm for mankind and so we
should not be surprised to find the

same sort of rules applying m
20th century America which

applied in 15th century Spam or

J 7th -century Massachusetts

What is different today is that

there is so much more hypocrisy

in the air than ever before in the

history of the Western world that

it is much more difficult to see

where things really stand This

difference is the consequence of

the overwhelming Jewish role in

nee4jberet affairs

We Westerners have generally

been pretty straightforward

about our beliefs When we felt

that heretics ought to be burned

we came right out and said so

Then everyone knew where
everyone else stood and could

plan accordingly

But Orientals — and the Jews

are an Oriental people — are

more subtle Deceit is a game
which they play much more
naturally and skilfully than we
do

Mao the Humanitarian

Thus we have the ex

traordinary situation in America
today of a jealously guarded

monopoly of all the public in

formation media by men who
proclaim their belief in 'freedom

of speech and freedom of the

press of genocide via

miscegenation being waged in

the name of human rights and
equality of vicious heretic

hunts by decners of Me
Carthyism of every form of

degeneracy and perversion being

fostered by those who boast of the

dignity of man of

humanitarians extending the

hand of friendship toward a

regime whose hands are still wet

with the blood of 50 million vie

tuns of the dissolution of all

human ties the withering away
of all human institutions the

utter disintegration of human
society in the name of social

progress of the establishment

of a state religion by the most

vocal supporters of the doctrine

of separation of church and state

Rack Fire A Tongs

In the face of this deceit and

confusion it is nevertheless

imperative that we clearly un

derstand not only the nature of

the beast but where it is headed
The neo liberal establishment

given us plenty of clues for

both purposes

We have said that neo

Liberalism ie a religion Let us

call to mind a few recent in

stances of neo-hberal behavior

which suggest nothing so much as

the activities of the Holy Office of

yesteryear Only the rack fire

and tongs are lacking to make the

analogy perfect — and neo-

liberals are burning the midnight

oil to correct that deficit

Dr William Shockley s ex

penence with the neo liberal

temple guard is particularly

instructive Shockley a Nobel

award winning scientist has for

the past several years been

urging his colleagues in the

scientific community to un

dertake the serious investigation

of racial differences in in

telligence

The reaction of neo liberal

scientists has been vitriolic and
hysterical Shockley js shouted

down by audiences at usually

staid and proper scientific

conferences He is heaped with

hate inspired personal abuse and

treated like a leper by other

participants

Nostalgia for the Stake

At a meeting of the American
Psychological Association ad
dressed by Shockley last Sep-
tember one neo liberal

psychologist Dr Edward
Scanlon piously lamented that

there isn't a Jaw to prevent

Shockley from advocating

racism
h

and fascist ideas

'It s too bad there are no longer

heresy trials for scientists who
have either gone senile or mad
the orthodox Scanlon commented
to reporters

Shockley $ experience is

typical rather than unique Dr
Arthur Jensen the Berkeley

psychologist whose research led

him to the conclusion that there

are indeed very substantial

hereditary differences in in

telligence between Blacks and

Whites had to fight down an
attempt by other faculty mem
bers to drum him out of the

University of California

tree Speech at Berkeley

& Harvard

His automobile was van
dalized his life was threatened

and he had to hold his classes in

secret to avoid disruption by

outraged neo-hberals

The prestigious Harvard
Educational Review at first

refused to print the results of

Jensen s research then later

would print them only when
bound together with several

papers by neo Liberals attacking

Jensen as incompetent and
biased

Cynics may find it ironically

amusing that these fanatical

imitators of Torquemada are the

shnilest advocates of academic
freedom when not howling for

the blood of some heretic or other
— i e some racist or

fascist But it is just because it

does spring front a basically

religious motivation that neo

liberals see no contradictions m
their behavior Orwell's Thought
Police would see nothing

aouuug m the fact that ifrete

customary place of business is

the ' Ministry of Love either

Meaning of Freedom

As with other cultists the

initiates of the neo liberal cult

understand ordinary words m an
extraordinary way When they

talk of freedom they don t

mean quite what the dictionary

says They mean freedom only

within the framework of neo-

See ORTHODOXY p ft
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Dan t \ou utiderilantT This • '• life this is what is happening

We can't shkc/i tu another thannil

Sick Pic of the Month

This Ajidv Warhol advertisement for a Jewish nose jab tilled Before
and After was auctioned off in New York last month An art

collector paid $21 ooo for it

The National Youth Alliance is a growing,

dynamic organization of young men and
women concerned about America’s future

and determined to take a hand in shaping

tjiat future Barely two years old, NYA
already has 4,000 members throughout

North America
Originally estahshed to provide a healthy

alternative to the “drug culture’’ and mind
less self-destruction of today’s campus left,

NYA is based on the idea of Quality — as

opposed to equality — m all things

What We Want
NYA members are working to build a

revolutionary new order of things in

American life — a new order based on

natural laws
NYA wants to develop in America a

healthy cultural and racial approach to

politics reflecting an understanding of

authority discipline, duty, and honor
We want to achieve an organic society

which will not only protect and perpetuate

the great, traditional values of Western
civilization, but will purify the Western
world of the degeneracy of communism
and liberalism

4-Point Program
1, Stamp Out Drugs’

Recognizing that only healthy, clear

headed young people with self respect

and accustomed to self-discipline can build

the future we want in America, NYA
unconditionally opposes the use of danger-
ous drugs and narcotics Since drug usage
is a growing menace undermining the lives

of more and more young people, NYA
pledges an all-out fight to stamp out this

menace

2 No Black I’owcr 1

In order that young Americans may live,

work, and study in a wholesome environ-
ment free from intimidation, NYA pledges

to neutralize and overcome the noisy, ar
rogant, and destructive Black Power groups
which have sprung up like poisonous growths

all over America NYA members who are

students will unite in putting an end to

the Black Power tactic of disrupting our
schools, insisting on special privileges and
immunities, and terrorizing those who don’t

acquiesce to their demands

i Beds Oil t ampus 1

With a pride in our own racial and cul

tural heritage and an uncompromising
determination to protect that heritage,
NYA pledges total opposition to anarchist,
Marxist, and other SDS-style groups which
are working to turn America into a “people’s
power” mobocracy dominated by a non
White “third world” rabble

4. No More Phony Wars’

NYA is opposed to the further sacrifice

of American blood and wealth in foreign
wars which are not absolutely essential to

the advancement of American interests

NYA recognizes that America cannot
have a sound foreign policy until revolution-
ary changes in this country have brought
about a sound government with a radically
different outlook than that offered by either
of die major parties

Therefore, NYA opposes further pro
crastmation in the no-win Vietnam war
and pledges to work unceasingly to prevent
further American involvement in the Zionist
war in the Middle East

Activities &

NYA members participate regularly m
group activities if there is an NYA Action
Unit on their campus or in their commun-
ity, or engage in constructive individual
Action Projects if there is none Activities

can range from distributing dp selling copies
of ATTACK 1 to organizing mass demon
strations

All members receive ATTACK' and all

special bulletins and other publications

Help Us Build a Better America — Join NYA !

National youth Alliance

1656 33rd Street, N W
Washington, D C 20007

(202) 338-2862

Please make me an ACTIVE mem
ber I am under 30 and I enclose three
dollars annual dues

Please make me an ASSOCIATE
member I am 30 or over and I enclose
ten ci 'lars annual dues

PRINT CAST NAME FIRST NAME MIDDLE INITIAL

PRINT PERMANENT STREET ADDRESS PHONE

print city state zip code

NAME OF SCHOOL OR COLLEGE OR OCCUPATION IF NOT FULL TIME STUDENT

TEMPORARY SCHOOL CR BUSINESS ADDRESS

SCHOOL OR BUS PHONE SEX MARITAL STATUS RACE AGE
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Orthodoxy
Liberal doctrine not freedom to

question the validity or

desirability of the fundamental

dogmas on which the whole neo

liberal ideological structure is

based
They are considerably less

receptive to any questioning of

the bases of their neo-bberal

religion than Pope Leo X was to

Martin Luther s 95 theses And
that is no exaggeration

Most Sacred Dogma

Equality — i e actual

biological equality — of in

dividual* and of races is the most
sacred of neo liberal dogmas It

is not a topic for debate

It is accepted in the same way
the Japanese until recently

accepted the divinity of their

emperor or Moslems accept the

truth of the Koran

If anyone is so indiscreet as to

question the racial dogma In the

presence of True Believers he
will be greeted at first with

snickers much as tf he were

some hayseed who had showed up

at a formal dinner in tennis

shoes

If the offender persists and it

becomes evident that the faithful

are in the presence of a heretic

rather than an ignoramus the

snickers will soon be replaced by

screams of outraged piety

Exorcising Racist Devils

From the neo liberal point of

view there has been altogether

too much heresy of late The gods

are in grave danger of becoming

angry Something must be done

to ward off the thunderbolts And
alas it is being done

Consider for example the

University of Connecticut The
University Senate there has

recently released a Statement

and Recommendation on

Racism The statement reads

in part

Deploring racism is not

enough We must do what we can

to eliminate the outward

manifestations of it K may be

true that no regulation or pumsh
merit can change feelings and

prejudices but closer vigilance

and stricter punishment may
deter racists from acting out

their feelings and prejudices

Closer \igilance * Stricter

punishment 11

If those words

sound strange to us coming from

the halls of Academe we have

not yet understood the true

nature of the problem before us

Academic Freedom

is Connecticut

The University Senate

recommendation reads ver

batim

Be it moved that in ac

cordance with Article X Section

K 5 a of the University By Laws
the advocacy or support of

racism — 1 t the stating or

implying that one race is

inherently superior or inferior to

another — by a faculty member
or other professional employee of

this University while carrying

out his or her professional work
shall be considered evidence of

lack of fitness in his professional

capacity and therefore cause

for dismissal from the Univer

sity

The university by law cited

states that lack of fitness in his

professional capacity shall be
adequate grounds for dismissal

of a faculty member It also

states that the threat of dismissal

may not be used to restrain

faculty members in their exer
cist of academic freedom or
other rights of American
citizens

Biology lias It Rough

But this proviso causes no

difficulty because as mentioned
above freedom has a special

meaning for neo liberal initiates

The good people of Tennessee
were also 100 per cent m favor of

freedom when they put Mr
Scopes on trial for teaching the

facts of biological evolution a few

WSanSSurnma^]
These Notes are intended solely

to arm the patriot with detailed

information on urban guerrilla

warfare technique and materiel

this overcoming the monopoly
which Marxist activists presently

enjoy in this area

NYA assumes no responsibility

for medical or legal difficulties

which may ensue for the In

dividual who engages In the

construction or use of any of the

devices materials or techniques

described herein

FGAN Bombs (1|

When commercial or military

explosives are not available an
improvised explosive which is

often very useful ts fertilizer

grade ammonium nitrate

(FGAN) This material is very

cheap very safe and very
readily available in large

quantities without red tape or

questions for the purchaser
Under the proper conditions it is

a powerful high explosive
suitable for medium sized as well

as Urge bombs
FGAN ts sold m 1004b plastic

lined paper sacks by practically

all seed and feed store* catering

to farmers particularly during

the spring and summer months

It is not ordinarily handled by

urban lawn and-garden shops A
1004b sack currently retail* for

about $3 75

One point to keep in mind when
purchasing FGAN is that am
momum nitrate is an ingredient

of a number of fertilizer mixtures

containing other substances

Such fertilizers are designated by

their percentage of total nitrogen

content Look for the total

nitrogen content on the label ft

should be between 33 and 34 per

cent corresponding to am
momum nitrate of 94 97 per cent

punty Other so-called am
momum nitrate fertilizers —
one rated at 19 per cent total

nitrogen content for example
and containing only 69 per cent

ammonium nitrate — are not

suitable for explosive use

Ammonium nitrate is a very

insensitive high explosive The
necessity for strong confinement

a powerful initiating booster or

both to insure proper detonation

has limited its use in medium
sized guerrilla bombs — although

it was used with spectacular

success by Red activists in a

large bomb which destroyed the

Army Math Research Center

budding at the University of

Wisconsin last year

When used in sufficiently large

quantities (more than 100 lbs

say) strong confinement
becomes unnecessary and
complete detonation can be

obtained in a relatively non

confining container such as an

oil drum a barrel or even the

bag in which it was purchased
provided the FGAN has been pre

sensitized and a sufficiently

powerful booster is used The
most common sensitizing agents

are hydrocarbon oils or waxes
although many other substances
— such as powdered charcoal —
have been used successfully

Medium-sized bombs 00 lbs or

less of FGAN) usually require

strong confinement as well Their

manufacture is sufficiently

demanding — but important
enough — that a separate Note

will be devoted to them in a later

issue of ATTACK 1

An arbitrarily large bomb may
be prepared in empty oil drums
or other suitable containers by

mixing FGAN with fuel oil or

automotive lubricating oil —
even used crankcase oil — m the

proportion of l gallon of oil to

each 100 lbs of FGAN
One pound of dynamite or TNT

primed with an ordinary electric

or non-efcctnc blasting cap will

provide a sufficient booster

charge for detonation of the

FGAN /oil mixture The booster

should be protected from the oil

by wrapping it in a plastic bag or

enclosing it m a screw-cap jar

before burying it in the sensitized

FGAN
FGAN is very hygroscopic and

the absorption of moisture from

damp air if it is left in an un
sealed container for a few days

is sufficient to make FGAN very
much more difficult or im
possible to initiate it should

remain in the unbroken bags in

which u is sold until just before

u$e

More on Detonators
One ATTACK' reader sends

the following suggestion in

connection with Note 2 on the

preparation of lead azide One
of the ravs materials needed
sodium azide is used in a stan

dard procedure for the deter

mmation of chromium Thus if

any question is raised in

procuring sodium azide from a

laboratory stockroom a water
analysis for chromium will

provide a plausible excuse
It might also be re-emphasized

that the manufacture of

detonators (or any process in

volvmg primary explosives) is

potentially very hazardous One
simple precaution which may
mean the difference between the

loss of several fingers and an eye

or two and merely a couple of

burned or lacerated fingertips Is

the use of a cigar box or similar

container as a blast shield

Punch or drill a hole in the lid of

the cigar box the same diameter
as the tubing used for detonators

Glue a wooden block to the inside

bottom of the cigar box so that

when a detonator is resing on the

block only the upper /„

protrudes through the hole m the

lid A dimple or hole in the block

about Vg‘ deep is sufficient to

hold the bottom of the detonator
in place

when filling and tamping
detonators in this shield

remember never to have your:
head directly above the 1

detonator
1

In the next Issue Incendiary]

bombs from plaster ol parts
|

from p 3

>ears back
What has happened at the

University of Connecticut is what
is happening all over America —
and not only in our schools

Anyone who followed the

debates via the news media
over the fitness of the last half

dozen or so Supreme Court

nominees can remember how
each nominee was required to

recite the neo liberal litany

without a slip to ritually

denounce all manifestations of

racism or “fascism and to

pledge his allegiance not to the

nation or to its laws but to the

sacr£d dogmas of neo liberalism

equality multiracism two-party

democracy and all the rest

Only Nee-liberals Need Apply

Other candidates for public

offke are promptly disqualified

when some diligent researcher

delving into backgrounds un

covers evidence of a heterodox

taint

Perhaps the unfortunate
aspirant once wrote a college

1 report or master s dissertation —
as did one recent Louisiana

gubernatorial candidate —
dealing with a taboo area of

science such as Black White

intellectual differences

Perils of Pacifism

Or worse perhaps back in

1940 or 41 he was quoted by a

newspaper as being opposed to

American entry into the war in

Europe (Having been pacifist

then is a far graver sin than being

too hawkish on Indochina today )

Gradually the force of law is

supplementing social ostracism

in the crusade against

tboughtcrime. For well over a
decade legal sanctions, primarily

in the form of economic
penalties have been applied to

school districts businesses and

other impersonal entities which
did not fall into line

Jail For Insensitivity

Now many communities and

some states have set up human
relations commissions to ensure

that the laity stay on the straight

and narrow path of neo
liberalism

Although the dunking chair has

not yet been reintroduced these

commissions have fined or jailed

many persons for the crime of

using a racial epithet in public

being insensitive tu Black
people s needs or the like

Substantia] strides have been
made toward enlisting the full

repressive powers of a police

state to root out every dissident

standing as a counter to the

fulfillment of the racially

destructive neo liberal program

Naked Hideous ness

The lesson to be learned from

all this is that if we are to deal

effectively with the creeping

malignancy which has blighted

our fair land — the new or

thodoxy which has enchained the

minds and spirits of a multitude

of our people we must rip off the

deceptive mantle of liberalism

m which that new orthodoxy has
concealed itself

We must see it in all its naked
hideoustiess for exactly what it

is an utterly intolerant world

view which will brook no dissent

nq opposition no alternate
Ideology — and which is per

meatmg every hidden corner of

our lives spreading the slime of

its sickness over every facet of

our existence
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ATTACK 1

BOOKS Yule Special BOOKS
ANTI DEFAMATION LEAGUE Gillums 1<CP so't cover

ADVANCE TO BAR 1ARI SM Vtilt JMIurtt

AFRICAN SKNEJIIArdrey 380 sot*

AGRICOLA A GERMANIA Tacuus lJssott

AMERICA GOES TO WAR Tansill 731 hard

AMER I CAN JEWS V»ffe 382 soil

AMERICA 5 RETREAT FROM VICTORY McCarthy 132 sot*

ANCIENT EUROPE Plggott 340n*rd

ANCI ENT EH PLORER S Cory 3 Id soil

ANIMAL FARM Orwdll 138 Soli

ANTISEMITISM LA rare TOG hard

APHORISMS Spangler 1TB soil

BASIC WRITINGS Nietzsche Be; hard

BATTLE FOR RHODESIA Reed ISO hard

BEHIND COMMUN ISM Bn Hon 87 volt

BEOWULF ITT soil

BLASTINGTME HISTORICAL BLACKOUT Barnes JJSolt

BLOOD DRUG PS A RACE Pearson Td Soft

CASE AGAINST PSYCHOANALYSIS Salter 178 son

CHILDREN BLACK A WHITEGarrelt 3ft son

CIVILIZATIONOF ROME Dudley TMsolt

CIVIL WAR Caesar HC soft

CONFRONT NS RIOTS URBANWAR MomBdlSaa 98SO«

CONGO MERCENARY HearesIBhard

CONSPIRACY OR DBOENBRACYT Oliver 84 sort

CONOUESTQFGAULCaesar 2*4 soil

CONQUEST THROUGH IMMIGRATION Rdbnert 407 hard

CONQUEST THROUGH IMMIGRATION Hotnett 407 suit 4 DO

CONTEMPORARY RADICAL IDEOLOGIES Gregor 370tiard 6 SO

CRIMES DISCREETLY VEILED v*8le J40hard S 85

CRISI S OF GERMAN I DEOLOOY Mosse 374 soft 2 *5

CROWOLe Boh 208 soil 1 ^

CRY BROTHERHOOD Tenney 14*5011 2 00

DAWN OF EUROPEAN CIVILIZATION Olllde 3*8 son 2 4S

DECLINES FALL OF THE ROMAN EMPIRE GiPPon 2778 13 volt

«75 MITLERSteln I83S0I1 >« OUT OF THE NIGHT Vflllm 748 hard I used I

68S HITLER ALBUMS 1 1838 STATE VISIT) 144hard 10 ?S OUTLAW S OIAR V Torroay 526 12 vol, hard

08S HITLERS PR E WAR POLICY Hooenson 208 hard 2*5 PEACE IN THE Ml DOLE EAST Mend. 108 soli

I 38 HITLERS TI5CHOESPRAECHE IM BILD Hoffman 220 hard 17 50 PELOPONNESIAN WAR Thucydides 573 soil

10 DO

10 00

10 00 HITLERS TI5CHGESPRAECHE IM BILO Hoffman 22titoft

125 HOUR OF DECISION Spangler 230hard

l 00 HOW CLASSROOM DESEO WILL WORK Garrett !fi soft

1050 I SAW POLAND BETRAY ED Lane 274 toft. 1 DO

1 2S i WAS AN NKVO AGENT Granovsky !8QtotT 0 7S

075 | WASQUISLINGS SECRETARY KnudsenlWfrard SM

5 95 IDEOLOGY OF FASClSMGr6flbr4M hard

T 2$ iUAO Homer <?Osoft 1 24

4 9$ IMPERIAL COMMUNISM Oouscar-en 356 hard 1 75

3 9S IMPORTANCE OF RACE IN CIVILIZATION MacLeod 99tott 150

1 OQ IN DUBIOUS BATTLE StembBck 313 soft 1 *5

0 95 INEOUALITY OF THE RACES 0* Gobinaau 2>& Wft 4 Ctt

0 50 INTEL * CUL H 1ST OP THE WEST Barn®* 1M1 13 vol I soft 7 50

125 INTERNATIONAL JEW Ford 23? hard *0ti

150 INTERNATIONAL JEW Ford 70soff

d so INTRO TO HISTORY OF SOCIOLOGY Bamai 4*0 *ott

1 25 IRON CURTAIN OVER AMERICA Beaty 2Mhard

1 45 ISABELLA THE CRUSADER Welsh 1U soft

1 tn ISRAELI EXPAN5tOH!SM 16 Wt

& ft ITALIAN FOREIGN POLICY UNDER MUSSOLINI Vlllari 3

2 bo hard

1 is JEWISH MYSTIQUt Part Haag 252hard

JEWISH MYSTIQUE Den H»afl 204 Soft

JEWISH RITUALMUR PER L6«S 5/

JEWS A MODERN CAPITALISM Sombart 413 SOM

JEWS A THE |R L l E S LUth«r A4 soft

JEWS MUST LIVE Roth 163 to*

KNOWYOUR ENEMY Williams SAMil

LAST DAYS OF THE ROMANOVS WHton 334 toft

LAXOAELA SAGA 272 toll

LE MORTE O ARTHUR Malory 100C (2 vol) toft

S»

*X PENGUIN ATLAS OF ANO ENT H| STOP Y MeEvedy 94 soft 295

400 PENGUIN ATLAS OF MEDIEVAL HISTORY McEvedv 96tolt 3 65

0 50 PHILOSOPHICAL DICTIONARY Voltaire 45flsofl 2 95

100 PLUTARCH S LIVES lSlOtiard 4 95

0 7S POLITICAL ASSASSINATION R«*cm>fer 2Jltoft 3 00

5 95 PRINCE A Dl SCOURSES Machiavelli 540 hard 2 95

1195 PRiNCEMachiaveili lwwtt 125

124 PROCLAMATION OF LONDON Yockey 32 soft 1 00

3 75 PROOFS QF A CONSPI RACY Rabmson 304 soft 1 00

PROSE EDDA Sturluson i32hard 3 50

PROSE eODASturlUSJJn 132 50ft 50

PROTOCOLS OF THE LEARNE D ELDERS OF HON 80 50ft < «

PSYCHOLOGY OF SOCIALISM le&on 415 soft *

PUTSCH Hanser 409 hard 9 w
QUISLING PROPHET WITHOUT HONOR Hewins &4 hard 7 95

RACE A CIVILIZATION PaerScn 132 soft 3 00

RACE A REALITY Putnam 192 hard * 54

RACE A REALITY Putnam 192 utt 1 90

race A SOCIAL REVOLUTION Campbell 241 hard 4 00

READINGS ON FASCISM A NATIONAL SOCIALISM 112 soft 7 OO

RELUCTANTWARRIORSArmstrongHMhard 5 95

REVOLT AGAINST CIVILIZATION Stoddard 24flwft I 50

RIOT CONTROL MAT * TECH I* Applegate 320Mro

RUDOLF HESS PRISONER OF PEACE Hett ISSttard

$ACCCLVAN2ETTI Montgomery 322 soft

SCANDINAVIAN LEGENDS A FOLK TALES Jones 222 hard

SCANDINAVIAN MYTHOLOGY Davidson 142 hard

SECRET soe A SUBV MOVEMENTS Webster 419 soft

SECRET WORLD GOVERNMENT 5pind0vith 195 toft

SEDITION CASE 124 soft

SELECTED ESSAYS Spend ler IP® «tf

595

0 SO

2 00

0 50

500

hard *• w «

OECLfNB OFTHE WEST Spengier 9T4 13 vol 1 hard M 00

DECU HR OF THE WEST Soane I er 4ta fatw ed ) hard 4 95

DIARY OF CRIMES BY ZIONIST J EWJ 22 Mft 0 25

EARLY CIVILIZATION OF NORDIC PEOPLES Pearson 34 tofU 00

EARLY HISTORY OF ROME Livy 394 toft 1 «
EDISON AS I KNOW HIM Ford 104 toM 3 00

EIRIK THE RED Jones 3lfl hard *50

ENVIRONMENT HEREDITY & INTEL Jansen J4l wft 3 75

EUGENICS* RACE Pearson 42 toft ’50

EVERY MAN A KING Long 348 soft ? 95

EVOLUTION OF POLITICAL THOUGHT Parkinson 327 hard 5 M
EVOLUTION OF POLITICAL THOUGHT Farkinson 327 soft 1 75

EXPLOS LIKE GRANDAD MADE At toll

FABRlCOFTERRORTe.xeira 174hard 4 M

FABRIC OF TERROR Teixeira U4tof» S 95

F A 5C ISM AN ANTHOLOG Y Green 302 totr 5 50

FEDERAL RESERVE BANK Kenan 254tofi ’«

FINAL SECRET OF PEARL HARBOR Thecrbsld 2U4 hard 4 95

FOUR THOUSAND YEARS AGO B«bby 440 hard '0 90

FOU RTHOUSANOYFARS AGO Bibby 44QSOft 2 45

FRANCE THE TRAGIC YEARS Huddleston 297 son l 00

FRANKFURTER S RED RECORD Crockett 46 soil 0 50

FREDERICK II Gruenwald 112 hard 350

FRENCH REVOLUTION WeftLlef $20herd 7 0(3

FRENCH REVOLUTION Webster 520 soil 6 DO

GODS HEROES A MEN OF ANCIENT GREECE Rouse lBfrsoff u 95

GREAT TERROR Cnnquesr 633 hard 9 95

GREEK CIVILIZATION A CHARACTER Toynbee 158 toft 9 95

ORUSSOmE HARVEST KtelJng liOtoft 2 00

HERMANN GOBRING A THE THIRD REICH Bewley SlShardlO 30

HISTORIES Herodotus 624 tofl 1 9S

HISTORIES Tacitus 316toft 1*5

HrSTORY OF GREECE Bury SMhard 4 95

HISTORY OF HISTORICAL WRITING Barnes iSOtoft 2 75

HISTORY OF THE JEWS Sachar 478 hard IQ 00

HISTORY OP THE VIKINGS Jo«e» SM hard 12 50

HISTORY S MOST TERRIBLE PEACE App 109toft 2 «

LECTURES ON CONDITIONED REFLEXES Pavlov 414 toft 3 K $ex VfClVtLlTAT1(W P#ndeil 239 toft

LEGENDS QF CHARLEMAGNE <HH soft & 94

LEOFAROSSPOTS Stanton 244 soft 1 95

LIBERATION OF ITALY vnian«*h»rd 7 ^

LIVES OF THE ARTfSTS Vasari *78SOtT 1 ?5

LOOKING FOR OILMUN Bibby 3W hard 10 °«

MAKERSOF ROME Plularth 36* sett 1

MAN MAKE1 HIMSELF Child* 192 soft 0 7&

MEIN KAMpf Hitler *94 (? vdl )
soft J &S

MORGANTHAU ERALETTERS ApplUSOft

MYTH OF THE NEW HISTORY Hoggan 250 hard

MYTH OF THE SIX MILLION 173 tofl

MYTHOLOGY Bulfmch 778 hard

NAKED CAPITALIST Skousen 1 44 soft

NAMELESS WAR RamSay 124 soft

NATIONAL SOCIALIST CHRONrCLE 1889 lT33vnl£3atofr

NATIONAL SOCIALI5T WORLD 98 soft voisi 4 5 each

vols 3 6 each

NATURE A MAN S FATE Hard n 320 soft

NAZI CULTURE MosSe 386 toft

NAZI SEIZURE OF POWER Allen 345 hard

NAZI SEIZURE OP POWER Alien 345 soft 2 95

NEW MYTHOLOGY OF RACIAL EQUALITY Campbell 72solt 0 40

NEW SOCIAL PHILOSOPHY Spmbart 295 hard 5 00

NEW UNHAPPY LORDS Chester Ion 255 Wfl 2 50

Nl BELU NGENLl E D379 toft 1 65

NINE MEN AGAINST AME RlCA Gordon 1 00

1984 Orwell 247 wtt 0 75

NJAL S SAGA 178 toft 1 65

NO more hunger Pettey ioasatt 2«i

NSDAP HAUPTARCHIVHe.nl I7J Soft J SO

OF HORSRSA MEN de Barby 16 toft 1 M
1SI QUESTIONS FOR A GUERRILLA BavoMtofl 7 00

OPERATION SLAUGHTERHOUSE Priteia $57har0 ^ 00

ORIGIN OF SPECIES A DESCENT OF MAH Oarmm 1000 hard 4 95

OR IMH-OF SPECIES Darwin 478 to«t 1 2J

0SIGINS4PTHE2ND WORLDWAR Tavbr 304 Soft 0 95

OUR NORWC RACE Hotkin* 40 toft 0 50

2 00

20 00

5 00

0 95

2*5

6 95

SHANGHAI CONSPIRACY Willoughby 248 soft

SOCIAL CONTRACT Ardrev tolt

SOCTHOT LORE TO SCIENCE Barnes 1300 (3 voUsofl

SONG OF ROLAND 168 hard

SONG OF ROLAND 2M Sdtt

SOULOF THE APE Marais 226 hard

SPECIOUS OftlOlNSOF LlftGRALlSMLudOVKl 192 hard

STONEHENGE DECODED Hawkins 202 hard

STONEHENGE DECODED HAWklnS 20! soft

STUKA PILOT Rudel J40 wtl

SUICIDE OF EUROPE Sturdl* 331 hard

TENNEY REPORTS ON WORLD ZIONISM 27490*1

TERRITORIAL IMPERATIVE Ardrey 390 toff

TESTAMENT QF ADOLF HITLER 127 salt

TESTIMONY OF THE SPADE B»bby 4l4hard

TEUTONIC MYTHOLOGY Grimm 1888 (4vbl) toff

THREE FACESOF FASCISM Nolte 562 hard

THUCYDIDES COMPLETE WRITINGS 510hard

THUS SPAKE £ARATHUSTRA Nielztohe 349 hard

TOTAL RESISTANCE Bern 173 hard

TRUE BELIEVER Hoffer 1AG soft

TWO LIVES OF CHARLEMAGNE Einhard 227 sari

ULTIMATE WORLD ORDER Williams 74 toff

UNCONDITIONAL HATRED Grenfell 274 herd

UNCONVWAR DEVICES* TBCHNTM 31 200-1 ?34uf1

UN IF HIST* QRGOFTHE WAFFENSS B»ndej- 1*0 hard

VANGUARD OP NAZISM Waite 344 Soft

VlKtNGS Brondsrad 347 soft *

VIKINGS* THEIR ORIGINS Wiltoh 144 hard

WAR WITH HAN HI BAL Livy 686««ft

WE 5HALL FIGHT IN THE STREETS Cvthbtrt 08 soft

WEALTH VIRTUAL WEALTH* OEBTSoddy 250hard

WEBOF SUBVERSION Bdrnham 2Utofi

WHAT HAPPENED IN HISTORY Child® 305 toft

WORLD AT THE CROSS ROADS Braiol 4l0toft

WORLD CONQUEROR 5 Marschafko 296 toil

YOUNG H ITLER I K NEW Kub'Ztk toll

9 05

t 00

1 00

7 65

9 50

2 95

1

6 50

10 0t

9 95

All books listed are In stock now Same day shipment or refund if sold out when we receive your or

der Order now for before Christmas delivery IMPORTANT include shipping and handling charges

with your order - 55 cents for the f irsf book and 1

5

cents for each additional book

National Youth Alliance

1656 33rd St , N W , Washington, D C 20007



Spirit of ’76
“If, by the instrument

of governmental

authority, a people

is being driven

to its destruction,

then rebellion

is not only the

right but the duty

of every member
of that people.

”
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John ‘The Prof*twr ' Acord

While STATECRAFT -md Its af-

filiates, are fighting on t'ie streets

and campUsofi against hi ackpower,

SDS -mef the Ubera} establish-

raent, someone else Is also fight-

ing

John At orri is fighting, to stand

erert In his drunken stupor as

he staggers out of The Hawk N
Dove Bar on Capitol Hill not far

from his luxurious suite of offices

In Washington Prior tothls, Acord

used to stagger out of The Place

Where Louie Dwells 5

i bar in

Southwest Washington, where he

had his 'old office in a fancy

high rise apartment

Who is this strange man this

patriot for profit? fund appeals,

upon fund appeals, upon fund ap-

peals have made him a rich cnrfii

John Acord claims to he 26 or 20

Sometimes he claims ancestry

from an old Maryland Catholic

family, other times he claims his

family was run out of Dutch New
Guinea by the Japanese His

Father, the stories go, Is a steam-

ship line owner, a steamship Cap-

tain, or an oiler on a l Iberian

freighter making the CongO-New
Zealand run

Acord laid the foundation of hLs

forttine with his first and main
front group called * The American
Southern Africa Council/ This

group is supposed to function as

a private educational organization

to Improve the Image of the toun
tries of Southern Africa The oily

thing It ever improved is Acord's

pocket took. It should W, noted here

that ST \TECRAFT has con-

sistently supported both verbally

and editorially the countries of

Southern Africa Th*> Republic of

South Africa, Rhodesi i, and the

Portugese overseas territories of

Angola and Mozambique We, how-

ever do not collect lundicris of

thousuids of dollars to ‘save

Rhodesi i fron "UN Im, islon as

iLCord doos with Ids fund appeals

We re illy doubt whether Acord

wil' eve r have the Influent < to stop

a UN Invasion of RJjodesi i
'

T ltd ally, every plec c of liter i-

ture Acord sends out asks f<u

fUndA In sorrn for^ Save Plio

desia from U N Invasion ' Mike
The RhorUslon Issue an Election

issue in 1963 bend Monev, fight

the 'T’he U N Section 1
? In Court,

Become a member of the \mcrl r

can South Afrit a c ouncll, Peace
with Rhodesia Banquet, * etc ad

Infinitum, id nauseam
To raise more money for him-

self, rt.cord sends out petitions

by the thousands to support Rho-

desia They then nil come back

to his office Ml who had signed

these petitions also receive fund

appeals
Another way Acord gets new

names for his list Is through

rental of other trialling lists

He rented Ixrth the Patrick Henry

list and the Crestwood book list

for a one time only usage How-

ever, he only sent out part of the

list and copied the rest Now he

rents put his if fit, with "these new

pirated names added With the new

names, Acord raised even more
money for himself

Probably one at v ords biggest

frauds occurred in 19o7, on

Acord's much vaunted "Congres-

sional trip to Rhodesia

The first one of numerous fund

appeals started with "The two

week trip will cost $3,000 00 per

member of the mission and we

anticipate acceptances from ap-

proximately 20 Congressmen, plus

a news staff of 6 This means

we desperate) j need ^78,000 to

guarantee the success of tills vital

mission 1 The letter ended with
* P S The larger your contribu-

tion, Llie more Congressmen will

V*s able to accompany this delega-

tion to Rhodesia. *'

Other fund appeals c Ut the num-
ber from approximately 20 Con-

gressman^’ down to fl, then to 6

Only one Congressman ever went

to Rhodesia under Acord 's plan

Acord has slyly taken public credit

for another Congressman who

went to Rhodes

I

j., but be had no

connection with him
Many Congiossmen were so

upset that Acord had used their

n-tmes to raise funds without per-

mission, that they dropped out

of the planned trip Another reason

they dropped out was the $3,000

cost per mcinber * Acord runshlfi

own "tours” to Rhodesia In which

the tost for j vmk<5 is only

$ns>0 00, everything included

'A. hll€ the Congressmen were in

Rhodesia, the government of RhO
dtsij would be pirking up most,

If not all, the Congressmen s t ibs

for their two week slay This fact

lends even less credibility to

\cord s ‘I und Appeals
Taking rare of visiting VIPs

Is standard pruttec in mo^t coun-

tries, Rhode sia being no excep-

tion It Ife ilw i s interesting how
Acord alwi\s gives the Illusion

that hr has some official conn™
tton with and is offlt ially -approved

of by the Rhodesian government

and the Rhode stan Infoi m it lan Of-

fice in \Y ishington, D (. heedless

to say, thi Rhodesian Informs

tion office is not pirtkulaily

mxiou^ or interested li Arord s

help *

C one ressmar John Ash! rook (it,

uliio) was quite upsi l that his n mic
is i sed to i use minis without

1

(c ontlnueri on P i_,e 7 t

By AJex Devercux

The Resistance will be a new

regular feature of STATECRAFT,
It will be dedicated to telling the

American people h<rw to undermine

the 1 iberal Tyranny without risk-

ing the wrath of Liberal brutality

My relatives of the previous

generation fought Nazi brutality

in France through an organisa-

tion called "The Resistance ’

Today, we in America need such a

movement to undermine the most

savage, ail -encompassing total-

itarian movement the worm has yet

seen American Liberalism,
Ibert^ism gained powr"” through

the hysteria etf The Great Depres-

sion, and has built up its power
for the last 40 years Power was
built up because of popular apathy

tii* apathy was generated by ex-

ceptional prosperity the pros-

perity was financed through In-

flation, devaluation, and confisca-

tion This Lstha new economics,

the new” culture, the "new"
freedom It was an old trick when

the emperors used It to control

the masses otf Rome Liberalism s

Ideas are all stale, prehistoric,

ind rotten The newness of the

cult of sexual excess is testified

to by the Etruscan pornography

being unearthed today

The liberals are now miklngtlit

transition from Ihe gaining of pow-

er to the exercise of powei The

actions of the courts the lneff&c

tivenet»5 of Congress, and tlit pol-

itics o£ the Nixon Administration

mdke it clear that America is under

defacto. rule an absolute^ one

oarir dictatorship There remains

a vestege of legalism, but It 1j>

vanishing as each conservative

Judge retires and Is replaced by a

Liberal When it hsis vanished al-

together, the World Leftist Trium-
% Irate will stand supreme the

Waaiiinglon, iyIosloa, Peking Axis

which even now are going at one

another s throats for a bigger share

of the liooly

While the legalism remains, wo

can try to undermine the Liberal

Establishment openly when and if

the curtain of Absolutism descends,

we must go undi-rground, even to

live At all

That the Liberals feel the* must

seize absolute power soon 1 a c*r

tain They are at the end of their

rope In flananrlng false prosperity

and running out of wiys to keep

tht Negro under control Therewill

soon lie < t*ar (dec lining) market,

tighter f redit, fl alien, t drop in

the standard of Jiving, recession,

crisis ddicl the Liberals will £rab

for absolute power, with the ev-

ruy-e of trying to sol>e the prob-

lems they, themselves, have

created

The majority, living to the ’Aorict

th it Hollywood tells about, with

happv endings and the good guys

winning, will realize the truth too

late But If we, the minority, can

Just throw off the Liberals timing

through non- cooperation, they may
blunder and arouse the wrath Of

the people A* Ithe wrath Of apeople

avakuur ^ idy T
lS.v d eamlnr to

political realities

Indeed The patriotic New Right

will ride" Hie crest bl a tldalwave
-

of Liberal blood to power
Prophetics and polemics aside,

what we need now Is ACTION

Ideological differences must be

put aside those too timid to say

that the \ iberal is the Enemy,
rather thin a legitimate political

position, will have to be Ignored

(Continued on Page T
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WHAT IS STATECRAFT?
STATECRAFT is an affiliation of American patriotic action

groups Membership is open to all productive Americans willing

to actually stand up and fight against the wave of destruction cur-

rently engulfing the Nation

As we look around us, we see our cities in flames, our streets
controlled by criminals and our schools turned into jungles

by hordes of wild savages IS AMERICA GOING DOWN FOR THE
LAS r COUNT?

We say NEVER While America is burning many patriots for

profit are raking in hundreds of thousands of dollars (see article

page one ) While America is being turned into a vast jungle

many conservatives sit on their hands and “pass resolutions”
or write and tell each other how bad things are

STATFCRAFT IS ONE OF THE ONLY GROUPS IN THE COUNTRY
WHICH DOES SOME THING LI FCt/m E WITH THE MONEY IT

RECEIVES Our actions against the liberal enemy and black power
savages, have had a fantastic impact far m excess of our meager
financial resources

Most conservatives prefer to give their money to bland non-
controvcrsial groups, which do NOTHING WHILE AMERICA IS

BURNED AND LOOTED Because we have the guts to actually

stand up and fight we are cut off from many sources of funds We
do not intend to surrender America to destruction no matter what.

II iOU IOU AMLRICA, HELP US TO DEI END HLR We do
not waste your contributions on fancy offices in Washington or
fat salaries PLEAbb SFND LiS YOUR MAXIMUM CONTRIBUTION
TODAY 1 With your help we can smash the forces and SAVE
AM F RICA

Letters To The Editor
Dear Sirs,

T have read with Interest an Issue

Of 4 STATECRAFT * which I dis-

covered in a Georgetown bookstore

£ think It Is a welt edited, Int-

eresting newspaper and wish it had

more circulation

r feel, however, that your choice

of emblem Ls unfortunate the

dollar sign Ls all very well for

cartoons, but not for anv symbol
tint people are supposed to take

seriously It conveys the Image erf

some kind of Joke and that Ls

exactly what your enemies uant
Your explanation of the use of the

dollar sign is also very unconvin-

cing If profit was the only or the

principal motivation of human
action, you would not be publishing
STATECRAFT' - since I doubt
whether it brings you many $$$
You are obviously motivated by
patriotism and concern for the

welfare of vour fellow Americans
of the same heritage The feeling

of community of national tradition

and racial heritage has little to do
with monetary profit far from
being profit -oriented, I think you
are * group of selflessly dedica-
ted people - and I respect you for it

But whv then bring in the weak
argument about the dollar mean-

ing; everything It is not a sound
basis for political thought To see
its absurdity, Just Imagine that

some Communist offers you a mil-
lion $ $ $ to betray the United
States If profit was Indeed the
only motive of human action, you
should accept But would you'’ If

I can think of a symbol which
v>ould express better what you
stand for, i will send it to you -

free of charge I will not lx? moti-
vated by profit any more than you
are

Unfortunately I cannot sign my
name, as l feel that your mall
may be censored by some liberal

official

Unsigned

Answer
Usually It Is nek the policy

of STATECRAFT to answer un-

signed letters, but in this case we
feel that a serious misunderstand-
ing has 'arisen as to the nature

of our symbol The writer of the

above letter misunderstands the

nature of the concept of "profit '

There dTft many kinds qt profit In

addition to monetary
-
profit What

is usually Hrrown as altruism is.

in tact, work tar psychological

profit There are many different

types of profit In the world The
nature of an individual's profit de-

pends upon hl$ ovm personal value
system We at STATECRAFT ob-

tain great psychological profit in

working to save our country from
the advance ctf totalitarian liberal

criminal destruction Our reward
Is Id getting the Job iione

In addition to being’the symbol
of profit, the dollar sign is also
the symbol of^^erfcajiproductl-
vity and the free enterprise system
We use the dollar sign and will

continue to use the dollar sign as
our symbol because ii represents
what we stand for -- the diametric

opposite of the hammeraJid cycle
of Communism The dollar glgn

represents the pioduttlvt people
of America, whohavefreeJychosen
to spend their lives working and

producing We at STATECRAFT
are quite proud to use this sign

In addition to symbolising all of

the above the^dollar sign, there-

STATECRAFT
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Yes, 1 wish to SUPPORT
STATECRAFT

in the fight to save America from anarchy &

savage destruction
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fore Is the 5 ten of oar land, the

sign of our freedom > and tag sign

of bur future. The day will come
when the green dollar slgr flqg

of productivity will wave from the

North Pole the South Pole, ^nd the
dark side of the Moon

near Mr Baker
1 agree with you that Emporium

has some serious faults Yockey's
diction, his use of nebulous ab-

stractions, is one major defect
In the years after He wrote Im-
periuin, Yockey directed his ef-

forts to promoting his European
Liberation Front, a paper orga-
nization ideologically similar to

Mosley's Union Movement and
Jeuxifc Europe Declasse European
aristocrats saw their position de-

stroyed by finance capitalism (Ini-

mical to a "feudal 1” capitalism
based on land holdings) and social

democracy (inimical to all eco-
nomic inequalities) ft ls a prim-
ordial tendency of humanity to

reify amorphous forces Thus,
a declining aristocracy saw Itself

menaced by International Finance
from above and Rod Revolution

from below In fin-de-siecle

Franck, for example, an extensive

literature appeared identifying An-
archism as a Masonic machina-
tion Fascists, cd course, asserted
flatly that plutocracy and Bolshe-
vism were Identical, both being
creatures of International Jewry
Even today, one notes grumblings
against “Americanization * among
the remnants of the Junkers and
Die English squirearchy Thus,
Yockey, In addressing his putati-

vely European audience, now uid

then lapses Into these perennial,
endemic c incards about 'Waii-

St reel-dominate America " Toa
certain extent, the present Spanish
regime Ls founded on these notions
A nineteenth century romantle1st-
Atlouallst concept of Hlspanldad
motivates Spain* t, trades with
Castro's Cuba as much as tawdry
old economic expendlency One may
ilso cast Gilbert Keith Chester-
ton s neo- Medieval 4 distribut-

ism" into the same bag
However, the "anti American-

ism of lmpetium is more ap-
pearance than reality, an obelsant
nod to the old principle of some-
thing for everyone Yockey states
explicitly, in the final section of

his book, that America and Europe
together constitute a spiritual an4_
cultural unity The America that

occupies Europe, he says, is not
the authentic America, but is It-

self an occupied land Yockey s-

grees with Spengler and Toynbee
that America Is a colonial exten-
sion of Europe, not an entire new
culture unto Itself I would modify
Yockey here byde-emphasizing the

colonial definition of America
Rather, I see America as a prod-
uct of the second great wave of

Teutonic migration Theodore
Roosevelt In The Winning of the
West speaks of present-day
European nations as a product
of the first Teutonic migration
(ca 500 AD) and America as the
creation of a second migration
(ca, 1500 A D ) This interpreta-
tion might mitigate what seems to

be Yockey's harsh judgment of

the early history of the U S A Ai

places In lmperlum, Washington,

Jefferson, Adams, etc seem to

come off no better than Roosevelt
As a matter Of fact, I believe that

America was developing more than

a colonial culture from Its begin-

nings to 1 850* when the internal

crisis Jammed up the works, liter-

ally destroyed ciationa! organic
unity, and left the nation enfeebled

after 1970, so enfeebled that it was
inordinately influenced by subse-
quent immigration J do not think

much of Margaret Mead, but have
to agree with her when she says
in her And Keep Your Powder
Pry

T
that the characteristic "A-

m erican * outlook Is that of third

generation immigrant stock- This^^why- the south, stffi a

boy <rf tt» nail^^^rimrefoi^^^do
not believe (nor do I think that

Yockey believes) that America was
screwed 19 from Its very Inception
Rather, 1 see ‘culture distortion’ *

as un accretion of the past hundred
years
tt Lb certain that Y octey <Loet not

espouse Nordic 1st racism As a

matter of fact, he warns against the

nineteenth century materialistic

racism of such as Go bine au as well

as the complete ignorance oi ruce
professed by social anthropolo-
gists H(3 believes that Jews are
as assimilable is any of the Eu-
ropean nationalities cities

Spain ds evidence of this The line

of assimilation is drawn by Yockey
only to exclude blacks and
Oriental's He further warns that

anti - SemLtlsm, anti-Negrolsm,
etc may themselves becomeforms
of culture distortion Yockey cites

with approval the results of a

piece of "research" done by

Franz Boas, which showed radical

changes in the anthropometric
qualities Of children of immigrants
(e g from brachycephalic skulls

to dolichocephalic skulls, etc )

While the Nazi ideologue Hans
F K Guenther found, around thirty

different 'races*' among the

European peoples, each physically

and psychically distinct, Yockey
asserts the essential unity of Eu-
ropean peoples, maintaining that

differences are cultural in this

Instance, he follows Spengleris dic-

tum on race literally Spongier

sees Jewry as a fossilized end-
product of the Marian (Arabian)

culture d&persed within the Fau-
stian (Western) culture Toynbee
also interprets Jewry as a cultural

vestige only In his discussion of

America, Yockey makes it clear,

that the problem of Southern and
Eastern Europeans and Jews in

America Is that they are not suf-

ficiently assimilated, that they
have remained too distinct A hard-
core physical racist sees such
assimilation as a "poisoning '

Hitler, for example, abhorred the
Intermarriage Jews and 'Aryans"
more than the continued and sep-
arate existence of the Jews in

Germany
What Yockey say$ is not whai

I criticize in him Rather, his way

(Continued on Page 3)



Letters to the
of saying it Is what Ls lamentable

Doubtless he was genuinely revolt-

ed by certain Irregularities in the

trials of minor war criminals

There is good evidence of such

irregularities, as Freda Utley has

pointed out, (And Miss Utley Is

" respectable 11 enough to win entree

to the pages of National fievlew

)

Today, as you know, was the

first anniversary of the assasina-

tlon of Martin Luther King Rumors
were thick and wild on this cam-

pus (University of Ohio), but no

action materialized The black

community satisfied itself with a

memorial program and such things

as snipers cm rooftops (the subject)

of one persistent rTmor) did not

come off There was a lot of ten-

sion here and there still is It Ls

largely unvoiced, however

Black students here demanded a

separate dormitory I have beard

that the administration decided to

let them have it and that the dorm
in question, Davis Hall, is in fact

a privately-owned dorm (This will

get around the legal difficulties erf

neo- segregation) T have als o heard

that this dorm, which is actually

an apartment complex, will cost its

black inhabitants; no more than the

regular university dorms (rooms In

which students are stacked up like

cordwoodJ If this is the case,

it is obvious that students in inte-

grated
T

university dorms will be

paying as much to get Less in the

way of housing accommodations

Housing Ls a sore point around here

and it looks as if this might be a

fruitful Issue I ong ago the Com-
munist Party realized that it could

best recruit new members by get-

ting in on a concrete campaign

(a strike, battle against a landlord,

etc ) enlisting popular sympathies,

then taking newly-won followers

and indoctrinating them

The papers I sent you on the nar-

cotics problem shows how serious

it ls Unfortunately, there Is little

concern about the drugs problem

The attitude ls one erf laissez-

faire Parents may be concerned

but I have heard no students ex-

press concern about the problem

This an outgrowth of all the tol-

erance propaganda whht1 hockey

calls the ldeologv of the culture-

distorting regime The feeling Is

that others can do what they will

Total nonchalance is the "In*'

reaction regarding all anti-social

phenomena, and carping sarcasm

and cynicism ls the “In* reaction

to all traditional values The chil-

ling fact is that on any large cam-

pus the number of students who take

dangerous drugs far, far exceeds

the number who care about the

problem
T see much of the current Irra-

tionalism and anti- social behavior

as a type of abreaction of the mid-

dle class For the first time, the

middle glass bus brought tip a

generation which has a sense of

security, which has not undergone

the repressions necessary loform-

ing a character-structure which

pleases the needs and expectations

of the upper class Very many
of the people In the drug culture

will not be able to make the trans-

ference to a new, authentic middle
class maturity They will flip out

for keeps

Middle class youth is restive

because now the middle class is

now beginning to realize that it ls

quite capable of taking over the

means of production, that It no lon-

ger needs the upper class Thenew
right is, In large part, a fight

to bring into being an authentic

middle class, a middle class which

no longer needs the bourgeoisie,

Just as the twurgeolsie long ago

realized that it no longer needed

the nobility Marx takes an apo-

calyptic leap (characteristic of the

new secular faiths of our century)

from the bourgeoisie to the prole-

tariat He does this because he

sees the proletariat as ushering

In the end of all epochs However,
Marx was mistaken, for the middle

class did not sink down into the

proletariat, leaving only two clas-

ses of rich and poor Rather the

converse has been the case and

proletarian - peasant revolution

came only to those nations which
had not yet developed a large and
technic ally-capable middle class

As r see It, the revolutionary

change in the industrialized West-
ern nations win bo a slide down
of power from the upper class to

the middle class, not a chlliastric

Ragnarok In whlchproletarian hor-
des rise up against the upper class
and bring in a posthlstoric age
Proletarians do not have the skills

to run production, much less deve-
lop it further However, the middle
class has an excess of skill It Is

now growing Impatient Students,

for example, realize they arc

forced to get more education than

they will ever need for their future

jobs Therefore, youth questions

the ethic of achievement and In-

dulges In those behavior patterns

which most contradict the struc-

ture forced on the middle class

(Continued from Page 2)

by the upper class

This rebellion, however, is sub-

ject to what Yockey would call

culture distortion Thus, leftists

attempt to link the rebellious mid-

dle class youth with the proletar-

ian class and restive minority

groups Liberals attempt to brain-

wash the middle class Into ac-

cepting a program of gelding

their earned Increment to a restive

and unproductive section of the

lower class Liberalism, by and

large, Is sustained by the ethnic

tion of the old WASP rich

I see race entering into this

picture also, in fact, the racial

element ls possibly what com-
pletely reversed Marx s expecta-

tions If there ire genetic dif-

ferences In the capabilities of the

three primary races (or human
subspecies), then possibly only the

white race had enough individuals

of ability so that It could give

rise to jxi ever-laxger middle

class It xnay well be that the

yellow and black subspecies, hav-

ing a smaller proportion of

individuals of high culture- build-

ing and controlling < apablllty,

could not give rise to a large

middle class In their cases, di-

vision into two classes, the rich

and the poor, would be a con-
sequence of the paucity of Indi-

viduals of high ability Hence, Rus-
sia (a halfway house between white

and yellow man) had a revolution

composed of middle class, pro-

letarian and peasant elements
The yellow world, divided between
a vast serf- like population and

an upper class of despots, had,

therefore, a revolution closer to

the two-class showdown envisaged
by Marx The black world, as un-

influenced by Europeans, Is closer

to a state of anarchy In this re-

spect, Hegel's Philosophy of His-
tory may in this century, the

National Socialist was the most

middle class, the most orderly,

the most bloodless (Of course,

declasse' elements of the upper
class were involved also None of

the upheavals reviewed here were
unalloyed with those discrepancies
which embarrass all theorists )

In a recent Issue of the Haivard

Lducational Review, one Jensen

surveys research Into the inheri-

tance of Intelligence and cone Hides

tlmt Intelligence Ls 90% a product

of heredity and 30? a product of

environment This is a remark-
able statement to appear In a

Harvard University publication

When Dr Henry Garrett said the

same thing almost a decide ago,

he met with almost univo rs al dis ap-

proval from his colleagues Need-

less to say, the consternation of

liberals has been escalated to ill-

concealed hysteria byJensen'sfur-
ther revelation that the median

Negro 1 Q. stands at ft5 in con-

trast to a median white IQ, of

100 According to Jensen's find-

ings, most on his differential would

points does not seem great, the

significance of these distributions

normal curves

If I can get hold of a copy of

this article, I will Xerox it and

mail it to you It is indispensable

ammunition when one is confronted

with Boasian pests Merely ask

them, Well, Why not take a look

at this 0 ' It will be somewhat

difficult for any liberal to argue

that the Harvard Educational Re-

view is a “hate sheet 1 published

by the Klan

\ A F is organizing a chapter

here One c! the V A F coordina-

tors will be sent down to get the

first meeting going (and to see that

are ill good, clean-cut, inef-

fective boys) Y A F has been or-

ganized before on tills campus and

it has died out I dc not believe

that this revival will he any more

successful There is, however, a

good chance that some of the

membership will be Interested in

something more active than

reading the New Guard and looking

up Buckley's words In the Oxford

English Dictionary

It is almost Impossible to recruit

people within one’s circle orf

acquaintance Tor one thing, most

Individuals with whom one comes

into c ontact are apolitical Most

of the others are liberal Of the

few conservatives remaining,

fewer still are active That is why

that STATECRAFT desperately

needs some type of RECRUITING
POSTER, preferably PRINTED ON
CHEAP NEWSPAPER STOCK,
since the liberal- left opposition

will rip them down soon after they

are posted Therefore, the only

way to beat tlielr game is to make
the posters cheap enough that they

can be posted In many different

places This ls one of the cheapest

and most effective publicity devices

dow possible, I believe, since one
individual can reach several

thousand Individuals by this

method, something Impossible

within the limited circle of known

Sincerely,

Dear STATECRAFT
Enclosed please find $ 30 In coin

(unless the Black power savages

In the P O have stolen It) to cover

the cost of sending one copy of

the Febmary-March issue tosome
of my black “friends' at Brooklyn

College
Please rush this copy to the

savages
P S Keep up the good work against

the Savages and liberals
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Groups Established
by Jules MacCobee

Publisher Paulson mokes

forceful point in speech to

STATECRAFT S Morylond

offili ate

Recently STATECRAFT re-

< olved a tremendous amount of

publicity The bright pink (sec

related article on the I A D en-

titled “Trlnge Groups we have

Known ) Institute for American

democracy (I A ]) ), a tax-exempt

foundation, stacked STAIR
CRAFT ( In its smear sheet Home
Front) as being ' ultra-- Racist

(which is Liberal newspeak for

anti-black power' The attack went

on to say that we devote much
space to * Liberals being the

Enemy and that * looters should

be shot

The extremist mad deg Liberal

I OOK magazine reprinted a part

of one Of STATFCRAFT anti^

black power leaflet, in its April

l edition (page 64) Needless to

say, LOOK (which may look, but

sure rtocsn t see much) distorted

everything This Is the same leaf-

let that wtis In most New York
papers and drove* the Liberals

through brick walls

Group itesearch, a sort of

nation wide liberal type of witch

hunting- corporation which keeps

tabs cm most right wing groups,

has mentioned STATECRAFT on

numerous occasions Group Re-

search expresses dismay over

STATECRAFT wrecking an anti -

police, D G council meeting, our

shoot Looters signs, our editor

C B Baker defending the

Individual s right to survive our

revolutionary fervor cur violent

anti— liberalism and our trained

agitators

The Hearst newspaper chain also

did an article on STATECRAFT
STATECRAFT was referred to as

Raging but well printed '* Our

publisher, Daniel Paulson* was de-

scribed as 1 well- educated,
zealous and not opposed to vio-

lence for his cause 1

Word has also come thai num-
erous cowardly and anemic Y a,f

chapters have “passed’ resolu-

tions against STATECRAFT (Our

country is being burned and looted

and Y A I passes resolutions )

Perhaps the most utterly absurd

attack has come from the Mary-

land StateHF publication cal led

the Constructive Conservative (al-

so known as the Constructive Cow-
ard) In the editorial, a screw-

ball by the name of Byron Hall,

who le also editor of the publica-

tion along with being Maryland

State chairman, attacked STATE-
CRAFT White trash Hall attacked

STATECRAFT as being ‘Racist/

Revolutionary, ''Totalitarian”

and " Dangerous White trash Hall

also said, We come upon racial

slurs such as ‘ White Trash*’ and

“ Black Power Savage, several

racist cartoons appeared in this

Issue, the most offensive of which

STATECRAFT enthusiastically received

was a photograph of a baboon with

his mouth wide open allegedly

screaming, Where's my Civil
Rights^ '

STATECRAFT Agitoior stops traffic to shock

Maryland Chairman Steve Liberals with STATECRAFT
Keller

The November I960 Issue of the

Y A F spublicatlon, The New
Guard, contains a picture of white

trash Byron Hall He looks about

40-50 years bid Now we have

nothing against people who are

40-50 years old, but is that the

best YOUNG Americans for Free-
dom can do’ We always knew
Y A F was bard -up for members
(only about 3,000 The New Guard
has only a circulation of 10,000-

the other 7,000 being monetary
contributors ), but never this hard

up

While one may look at Mary-
land Y A r and see bow rotten

and decrepit it is, there appears
upon the scene a blinding new light

It Is the STATECRAFT affiliate

In Maryland Do not confuse those

fighting patriots with imitation

conservatives Our men are acti-

vists who have no time to waste
on meaningless resolutions Our
Maryland group is lead hy chair-

man Steve Keller, former Mary-
land Youth for Wallace c hairman
Already this STATECRAFT af-

filiate Is making itself felt against

the white trash 5 D S , black powei

savages, and the liberal establish-

ment

Besides Chairman Keller, there is

Harvey Wofford, college coordi-

nator whose successful activities

strike fear rot only In to the fa D S
,

but Y A F also Spearheading the

attack in the high schools is Barry
Stansbury

Our pi *JlL*iwr, Daniel Paulson,
was privileged to be Invited to

address the organizational meeting
of the American Party Youth (the

official name of our Maryland

group) Paulson spoke on agitation

and propaganda

Extra copies Of STATECRAFT
that were brought along were en-

thusiastically received by an over-
flow crowd

Concrete programs weu
adopted to crush the black power

savages and white trash S ds
This huge and successful meeting

was just another step to victory

over the totalitarian liberals

Former Wallace State chairman,

Tom Lavery of Ohio, and his state

wide organization b> another

STATECRAFT affiliate Already he

has received state- ’Aide publicity

in combating S D S with his

fighting units

Another affiliate is led by Rich-

ird Foreman, a former state

chairman of Youth for Wallace

who Is concentrating his malr

thrust In wiping out S D S on

the University of Alabam i

Bill Melden formei U alnrui o
Youth for Wallace in Tennessee
and head of Constructive Con-
servatism, Inc (no rtl itloh to

Y A I puplicatlon) loads anothei

ST \TECR lH affiliate BID b *
peisohdlly led the attack to cr-sh

numerous lift winp, activities As

we go to press there ire a dozen
other groups in the prof ess of if

milting with statecraft
If you want to start your own

affiliate or have your own activist

group affiliate wlthST ATECKAFT,
see related article on page 5

Local agitators cause diHrord

Georgetown is the Washington

stronghold of hlppies-S n s -

white trash - anarchists STATE-
CRAFT agltatlors made* George-
town our new target for Invasion

The Washington Tree Press is

W ashington s ‘underground’

paper, (which can be purchased on

any newsstand) The Washington
Free Press Is low-grade, porno-
graphic, trash-geared to tipples,

white trash, S U S
,
black power

savages and unwashed college stu-

dents, along vlth other Illiterate

Sub-morons (including college pro
fessors and the liberal Ln-

telllgensla)

STATECRAFT la the perfect foil

for every f Free Press** in the

nation Numerous non- -committed
collect ihd high school students

buy the ' FreePress/ only because

the right wing (until now) has never
had anything to counteract this

leftist trash statfcraft is-ow
here 1

Tt wa*? decided tt ST \TF
CRAFTS weekly meeting to pull

In all ST \TECR AFT agitators

from Maryland, Virginia and.

Washington into a concentrated
agitation propaginda - selling

campaign in white trash- control ted
Georgetown To make sure
STATECRAFT agitators weren't

mistaken for Washington Free
Press peddlers, they all haul

SHOOT LOOTER*’ bumper
stickers _plnned on the backs of

Efalr ^military or black leather

jackets

A somewhat pretty, if somewhat
dirtv, hippy girl saw us coming

as we entered on the fringe of

Georgetown and begged us not lo

go In because we would be beaten

up by S D S white trash and

black power savages Our
publisher laughed and said, Who
do you think we Eire, cowards like

Y A> F n Our high school co-

ordinator, Wes Hardin, has broken

every"' knuckle lrt both hands at

one time or another in fights with

hippies and black power savage*^
Hardin had a disgusted look on

his face as he screamed at the

top of his lungs, “Wallace in 72 *

and lead the charge Just the day

before he beat a black power sav-

age, who had tried to remove"!!

shoot looters bumper sticker from
his car tdT bloody puip~

Howling like a horde of bin sh ec *5

from Hell statecrai T’s agita-

tors descended on the streets of

Geoi getown, screaming, Read
how Wallace will save the coun-

try in 72, ' faTVTLC RAFT, the

only '-ight wing paper in George-
town, and STAT FCFAl T is the

only real underground press "Our
shouts pterceo he ilr like peals

of thunder Then, bemuse of our
yells end our ‘SHOOT I OQTERS
signs, hit hh nts »gin to happen
Bob Ware, our Washington co
ordlnator, b it* to shove a '’oiled

up cop Of STATECRAFT down

STATECRAFT Agitators push

into crowd of hippies

the throat of a hippy girl who
tried to bite him

Paul Freeman, our science

editor used his camera to

ward off another evil smelilnp

hippy girl who had threatened him,

and as ho charged, the girl fled

with her six boyfriends “

SI ATI CRAFT agitators then

broxe into numerous small groups

and ioame<i up anddowi the streets

of GeorgetoAn, shocking white

i stablishmen liberals, an 1 gaining

support from servicemen on leave

Finally the agitators re-

lssembled ard decided to take

over Ihe comer of Wisconsin Ave-

nue and N Street, which was is

a hippy, black power strangled

Lii Georgetown (where a few months

before two white marines were

gunned down by two vicious black

power savage^ The pi w.e was
crawling with Vermin which were
soon chased away leaving only

ST ATECRAFT agitators and some
hippies lined up against the wall

a few yards away Three black

powG savages v-ith the hippies

glared at us
Because of a traffic jam, and

cars bumper to bumper on Wis-

consin Avenue, we soon started

selling STATECRAFT In the mid-

dle of the street md banging Ofi

car windows to make sales We
had collected by this time a large

crowd of sympathetic servicemen

on 1 liberty ’

An Incident worth nothing is

when a peace— creep Young Re-
publit an type girl isked us, in

an emotion-filled voice, Why do

you want to shoot people**'* (Re-

ferring to our shoot looter bum-
per stickers) An agitatoi said,

Well1

,
we don't have anything else

pi timed lor next week, In which

the shocked girl and her anemic

tioyfrlend fled

Hardin, who had disappeared,

soon returned with a drunk black

power savage he had captured

Our first trophy! Screams from
our agitators of ‘white trash pigs

started as hippie started to get into

scuffles with our agitators, much
to the hippies they

quickly ran away
Already because of cui selling

STATECRAFT in Georgetown, we
have picked up six new fighters

for the streets It may not seem
like much, but multiply tills action

by 1,000 STATECRAFT affiliates

ind see what happens But even as

[ write, we have to devote time
not only for agitation but to raise

money to exist Too much valuable

time of STATECRAFT has to be

spent in fund raising

But you can help, the next time

some worthles s yo-yo fund appeal

Is mailed, donT send money "to

them, send moiiei' STATE-
CRAFT, where you krow U will

be put to good use
Remember, while other con

sedatives ire hiding under the

bed, biting tht.ii fingernails when
trouble starts q^ATECRAF^ is

out there in thr streets - FTGHT
HSG FOR YOU 1

Barr/ Stansbury ( L eft) High school chairman and College

Chairman Harvey Wofford (Right) after successful meeting
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Why We Attack
by C B

Why does STATECRAFT spend

Its time attacking "conservatives

such as William F Buckley, Hu-

man Events, arid

cans for F reedoin'’ STATECRAFT

has received a cumber of letters

asking tills question We have pre-

viously stated that we are op-

posed to such groups as TT A t

because they basically do noth-

ing effective against the liberal

enemy We also oppose them be-

cause they drain off huge sums

of money to pay exorbitant salaries

such as thai of T A r leader,

Dave Jones-W 000 a year We
are also opposed to groups

and people like William F

Buckley because they do nothing

but sit around, debate, and vomit

up fancy words while the Ameri-

can nation sinks Into an abyss

of savage destruction We also

opposed papers such as Human

F vents and organisations such as

y A F on the grounds that they

were cowardly Their main aim

In life seems to be pushing their

specialised concept oflaissezfalre

economics They have m extreme

fear of anything controversial*

which might be effective against

the liberal totalitarian enemy

During the last election Buckley,

y A j Human Events, and Gang

all went to great lengths to attack

Governor Wallace as being A li-

beral At the same time they

used the big lie technique to spread

the myth of Riclurd Much s "con-

servatism ” Today, this same gang

Is saying, 1 Just give Nixon a little

time, lust give him a chance *

As time passes, Nixon s liberalism

becomes more and more overt

Almost every major appointment

in vita] fields has been from the

ranks of the liberal enemy The

increasing liberalism of ihe Mxon
administration is proving a marked

embarrassment to the ' conserva-

tive * gang that worked for his

election

During the election campaign of

1U68 it became clear that the

above-mentioned ’ conservatives

were something more than con-

servatives ho matter how bad

the domestic situation gets In

America, these "conservatives
’

spout the same old meaningless

cliche- "Oh ]ust let s wait until

tiie next election ’ This routine

has been going on since 1B40

To be sure, V IF types-Buck-

ley, Human Events and gang-have

always voiced a certain type of

' opposition'’ to liberal actions,

but the same gang shrinks In fear

of any meaningful ideas for smash-

ing the liberal enemy
TOOLE OF I LBLRALSIM

A careful analysis of the words

and actions of 1 conservatives"

such as Buckley, Human Events,

Baker

y A F ,
and gang reveals them to

be nothing more than tools of tiie

liberal enemy These "conserva-

tives’ serve to give the Hmskm

of political opposition wlttiln

America At every turn these "re-

sponsible" conservatives defend

their liberal masters from attacks

by true patriots who have become

fed up at being victimized by ihe

liberal totalitarian criminal sys-

tem
vve He Mt consider tin; liberals

'bur?

6
om° atfes,

V
free the

criminals, enslave the productive,

and reward savagery are not legiti-

mate political opponents Liberals

are nothing more than criminals

themselves The liberals must be

nextroved If America is to llve_

—After watching Buckley rake

Governor Wallace over the coals

on his TV show, I became con-

vlnced that Buckley and all the

rest of his type of "conserva-

live’ are nothing more than lib-

eral agents The fact is that their

actions serve to advance the cause

of liberaltsn

These responsible 1 conserve-

Hvoc have hut one major function

anii that is to legitimize crlm.lmd

liberal action, no matter how de-

SEructtve of America If any right

winger looks as though he will

not accept the usual right wing

defeat and liberal advance, he is

promptly denounced as a ‘ racist

fas was Wallace),and ’ extremist,

‘ bigot, or as being * too con-

trove rsial while Buckley went

around attacking Governor Wallace

and other such conservatives as

racist, he himself maintained

a friendship with such a repulsive

liberal as Norman Mailer ' say

that no man can be a true patriot

and be friends with even one mem-

ber of the criminal gang destroy-

ing America.

The true patriot will not simply

He down and obey liberal-imposed

totalitarian laws The liberal de-

pends upon his conservative '

agents to convince other Ameri-

cans that they must accept any

liberal law no matter how destruc-

tive or totalitarian It may tie

The true patriot holds the spirit

of the American revolutionary

within his heart The true patriot

Will not be afraid to stage another

Boston Tea Party and Dther similar

actions when the time comes Tne

true patriot will not fear to

establish another Sons of Libert*

and public safety committees to

fight anarch* The true patriot

will not fear to ph*sicall* fight for

the survlv'iJ of the American na

tion even if that fight must bg_

T^thir the street

US
Become or start a

STATECRAFT aJftUate-

(Public baiety Committee)

Thesf benefits

*Vour nrtlvlties v.ritteu

dbout In ST ATECRAtT
Overall national

coordination by

ST VTFCRAF1
|*Lck.i 1 -\utonomj.

-Raising meme* through selling ST ATECHAI T

ivlng the benefit ofST ATECRAFT ’strain d aglt dors and propaganda

exDerLence for your special problems

Having the STATECRAFT label attached to you and being respected

and fe tired

Send all Informatics on yourself and/or vour group such as

size type of membership, political views, activities, experience

etc 'to STATECRAFT No debating discussion need apply

STATECRAFT Public Safety Committees are groups of act vists

and fighters There Is no age limit for membership Public

Safety Committees of STATECRAFT fight against the Left front

In our nation s schools. In the streets, in time of riots and

wherever they tie STATFCRAFT Public Safety Committees stress

public safety from criminals and the Left-front In both a defensive

and prevents, way STATECRAFT PuhlK Safety Committees

are the vanguard of the coming Amerli in Revolution igalnst

liber il created sav igpi*

Long Live the

National Revolution

The true patriot will one da* be

forced to take up arms to main-

tain his own simple survival Those

words strike terror into hearts

of "responsible” ccnserv^tiv®5

It is a terror worse than any

felt by the threat of black anarch*

and red revolution

We at STATECRAFT feel that

the American nation Is verging

on internal destruction If the^e

were normal times, we would not

attack traditional conservative

political opposition to liberalism

The sad fact Is, However, that

these are most certainly not

normal times Our schools have

been turned into a s ivage jungli

by liberal imposed bussing Our

cities have become empires of

crime, because of liberal action

Our economic system has almost

been destroyed by liberal action

The overwhelming majority of the

American taxpayers are being op-

pressed by a handful of liberal

tax exempt foundations The situa-

tion has gotten so bad that tin

liberals are even taking awa\ our

physical right to defend ourselves

within our own homis There tan

be only one word to desc rlbe the

situation c risis

The crisis, that *merlca. Is

faced with today can onlv tic met

with determined opposition This

determined opposition should not

meTel* mouth opposition, but must

be willing, when nocescar\, to

physical!* demonstrate Its op-

position bf force

In the last lew years, we have

witnessed a chain of massive we -

fare giveaways to the underprivi-

leged These liberal glseawiys

were always Instituted alter the

threat of black force After every

riot, Mark and white liberals alike

ran around screaming their heads

off demanding that more money

be poured into the riot areas

The money, however, served only

to whet the taste of the savage

mobs History has clearly sho™
that increased rewards for rioting

lead tn increased riots uur

government has come to live untier

voice beard against tills surrender

to blackmail and may Hem is to,

themselves create a threat of

counterforce The overwhelming

majority of -Vmerit a s productive

citizens are not Interested In po-

litics They are concerned only

with their dally lives, until such

time as they are directly

threatened It Is our job to awaken

Americas productive element to

the dangers inherent In further

ostrich- like behavior tven if wc

can only get a sm ill part of our

productive element organized Into

a tightly klilt political action group,

we can effectively turn Dick the

liberal march to df st ruction

army of Internal deiense to pre-

vent the total collapse ol Ameri-

can freedom and America's pro__

ductlve capacity This national

army of the productive musrhe

willing to meet force with grejJc-

constint threat of Mack revolu-

tion The threat offnrre has actual-

ly been effective 111 creating laws

Rather than ict, our government

has constantly chosen to react

-

in the manner of Ihe Romans pa*-

log tribute to the Barbarians (to

hold off possible invasions) Each

time the government has glim jn

to black threats it has reinforced

the dictum that" only force rules.

The only way that the detent

citizens Of Amerli i can make their

force.
B

1 know that It is a terrible

thing to wage war, hut it Is a

noise thing to be destroyed with-

out putting up any defense what-

so-ever Only Lf we ire willing to

meet terror with counter-terror

and action with counteraction do

we have a chance to m ike oui

voice heird Rich Liberals have

continuously passed legislation

harmful and dangerous to Amer-

ica’s working and productive

classes While the liberals sent

their children to a school with one

or two wel 1 - behaved token

Negroes, they forced working class

whites into close physical proxim-

ity with suvlge, uneducated blacks

The liberals arc, In fact, vlULats

who have one standard for then

selves and another stand ird for

everyone else In the country

America's productive t ltlzens

have been totijly ttrroilzed as a

result of this liberal double stan-

dard The decent i Wizens have

been contlnously terrorized and

victimized and yet all this time

we have done nothing to combat

the wave of Increasing destruc-

tion Our duty, therefore, Is

to r rente a gigantic threat of force

against the physical property and

person of liberals throughout the

country When they themselves

iome to suffer as much as the

victimized productive citizens of

America, the Murats will finally

begin to respond to our demands,

of decency and order The crime,

anarchy, and terror that the li-

berals have unleashed across the

land must be physically brought

home to the Uberals tn their Ivory

towel t. The liberals have created

the renditions of their own de-

sire* t Son Thev have passed far

beyond their realm of simple po-

iltlCEll opposition Their ever* a£t

has become an ft of national de-

struction The liberal’s final re-

ward, however, is foretold In the

Bible tlosea 0 7 clearly states,

"for they have sown the wind and

they shall reap the whirl wind "

As the liberals have sewn the winds

oi America, s ac-urv-c’lw., ’-U*-

themselves must ngy reap, me
whirlwind of their own ttestruc-

'"'tTic answer to the question “Why

We Attack Is that of survive

We must attack lf we are to survlce

At tills hour there are very few

dedicated patriots who are 'rill-

ing to take up arms to defend

their nation Our only chance of

successful action then, must be

to attack and to continue to at-

tack until oui cause has triumphed

and our n itlon d strength and pro-

• dUftivlty Lave been restored

There can be no compromise with

LiTW liberals or the 're-

sponsible’'’ conservative agents of

it tie. rails....
“ Our political position then Is Dne

of radical centralism. We must

stand In the middle equally dis-

tant between the two forces of

destruction, the red front and the

reaction To lie sure, our actions

of force art radical, but thev

ire in the center of the Ameri-

can political spectrum We stand in

defense of the forgotten Amert-

can—the honest ind decent citizen

who harms no one and spends Ids

lift working and paying taxes for

America’s survival STATE

CH AFT will continuously attack

any political element whether left

or right, that endangers America s

productive eli ment, thus en-

dangering America’s future sur

vtv-,1 We dtick, therefore, tint

America may lit

PMU.lt NOTICE

STATECRAFT

HAS NO

CONNECTION

WITH THE

NATIONAL
YOUTH

ALLIANCE
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The Revolutionary Imperative
On March 29, In [Detroit, Michi-

gan, a fighting unit of irmed black

revolutionaries brutally murdered
one policeman and seriously

wounded another as they went about

their routine rounds After the

murder, the police rounded up

a number of suspects caught with

weapons Nine of the suspects

were proven by paraffin tests to

have rec&ntly fired a weapon When
the accused were taken Into the

court room of Judge George W
Crockett, Jr (a black power Judge),

they wore Immediately released

in spite of the mass of evidence,

the savage black power Judge

claimed that there was no "legal

evidence against the defendants

Wh^rt the prosecutor ordered the

police to Immediately rearrest

these wild savages, he himself

was charged with contempt of f'ourt

by the vicious black powsr Judge

Crockett ordered the release of

all but three of the defendants

C rockett has becom< a real hero

to liberals and black power sav-.

ages The scene in Detroit brings

back unpleasant memories of the

post civil war reconstruction er^

when illiterate savages and their

white liberal r ounterparts run the

governments of the Southern
states

Thu situation above exemplifies

the death of law In the United States.

AJ1 conservative talk about * cons-
tlfutfonaJity is meaningless in the

face of massive overt lawlessness

created by the United States Su-
preme Court We at STATECRAFT
respect the concept ot law, but the

American Nation Is now engaged
in an internal crisis which has
led to the total and absolute des-

truction of aJl concepts o# tradi-

tional law To combat this des-
tructive crisis, wo eau not lode

back to the Constitutional Con-
vention In i?8 7 We must, Instead,

l<jok forward to the revolutionary

struggle ftir the future of Amer-
ica

,yv- .Ate have previously discussed
the nature of the personality of

the American Revoluiibftsry and of

the Statist political program The
time has come to discuss the

nature of the coming Revolution
itself

THE DEATH 01 DFHOCKAf

Y

The concept of democracy Is an
Idea born of the noblest sentiments
of man The democratic idea al-

lows man to control his own gov-
ernment Democracy supposes that

the people will choose a govern-
ment based upon a free exchange
of alternative proposals before an
election Empirical observations
(julikl) reveal s that these condi
tlcns are no longer prevalent within
our land

Democracy assumes an equal
presentation of opposing Ideas To
day both major political parties'

are under the Ida 1 conti o) of and
in subserveance to the liberal tot-

alitarian enemy This situation in

and of Itself would bp easily re

naedied if the liberal enemy didnot
also have absolute control overthe
major means of communications
It Is through the communications
c^rol that the liberal la totally

shaplng~the realjiy Qf~our present
environment Modern" majgg m^diaf

thought control Thus, we advance
toward an Orwellian society In a

ma£g environment, with almost

total thought control there can he
no possibility of an y kind of de-

mocracy, When political opponents
are unable to present their ideas

In an equal manner there car. b*

no democracy When Kennedys can
spend millions of dollars to create
an "image" there ran be no de-

mocracy When the people of a state

are dented the right to vote on the

control of their own property there

certainly can be no democracy The
liberals have done even that how-
ever, and have taken away th& right

of the people to democratically
review by popular vote such liberal

tyranny as forced housing laws and

school busing The liberals are go
satanlc and devious that they have

In fac? succeeded in destroying
democracy in the very name of de-

mocracy "

The” death of democracy was
also helped by natural causes As

technical age, we are becoming
more and more dependent upon
scientists and technocrats to keep
our sot iety functioning and pro-
ducing Afore and more decisions

in government are being made by

people who are classified as either

technocrats or scientists Such
government Jobs as tboee of air
polution control expert and traffic

engineer (for example) cannot t*
subject to democratic election
These jobs ^re supposed to be
filled by competence As our soc-
iety becomes, mo re complex, mast
of the governmental decision mak-
ing processes and power wlJJ re-
side In the hands ofthege scientists

and technocrats who can never be
Subject to election Thus as the

fna/orli} of government power
passes naturally into the hands of

the non-^lectabJea th

Of democracy fades
Today _ democracy is almost

totally dead The advance of his-

torical forces creates the impos-
sibility of reviving the dying pa-

tient Democracy is dying of a

combination of natural and induced
causes The natural cause being

the tet hnical advance and the in

duced taust being thsi of the lib-

eral march to lotalilarUrilsm We
must now al>andon wasteful at-

tempts at using the traditional

democratic political methods to

achieve national power The lib-

erals have known of democracy's
death for some time and have been
using It only when It served to ad-
vance the liberal cause In other
words democracy Is great if it will

give everyone v?ho wilt vote lib-

eral the chance to vote, hut de-
mocracy is evil If the Americ m
popple choose to retain their own
right to control the us* of their

property or choose to retain con-

trol over the education Of their own
children The -IbcraJ doubjf stand-
ard is simple - everything which
promotes liberalism Is moral and

Including television, motion pic-

tures, radio, “mass circulation

magazines and newspapers are al-

most all ur-de r absolute^ liberal

control? Any sub1ect~or nersoFnot
favorable to t ^ liberal enemy Is

consistently subjected to smears,
lies mass distortions, and the

worst kind of mud slinging These
attacks are aimed at anybody who
does not accept the totalitarian

liberal collectivest Ideology Oc-
casionally the liberal m^dla gives
a token frown to its Communist
domestic dilies The major politi-

co) purpeg*- <jf modem mass media
Is to create the maas Image, such
as that o£ the Kennedy family-
the nev liberal dynasty chosen
to rule \merUan in perpetuity,

as uncrowned Hngs of the land

When the tiaditional two part^
system, a-* it is presently cons-
tituted, holds an election the Jib

eral mass media usualH plays
tweddle dum or tweddie dte How-
ever, when t truly patriotic can-
didate enters upon the scene(either
by capturing temporarily one of the
existing parties oi by creating a
thirt 1 partj of his own) ho is lm-

‘"
fl lotalU ‘^uounced

"Thif'death of democracy means
that the day of^ el actions is over
It is^ite true that a number df

local md fc’ien state elections will

continue to produce victories for

for patriotic citizens The national

trend however, is permanently set

by the above combination of natural
and liberal forces There is ab-
solutely no f.Vir-Ln'. p^halscHpver

patriot to

elections, of Fhe Executive Branch
of tne reqtral' Government, It is

quite certain that had Wallace won
the IdGS ueetton be would have
trnmedlatelv b^en assassinated by
agents of the liberal - communist
controlled CIA The plain lact is

that the liber ait, will not tolerate

(under any condition) the election

of a patriot with a pro- American
outlook The liberals will always
resort to force when necessary to

achieve thetr~ political $nds
whether it is in the case of a bar-
ber who wants to cut only white

people s hair or parents who do
not want their chUdrenbused miles
away from their own home

We must of course continue to

support democracy where Lt still

functions at the state and local

levels. We should not be obsessed
however v,ith these regional situa-

tions Our major concern should be
the conquest of National power
He who controls the nation, ulti-

mately controls all the subdivi-
sions therein We should no longer
waste our time on a delusion of a

possible National election victory
We must now beprepared to organ-
ise an army of the right to fight

in the coming revolution

THF RLVOI UTION

The liberals have used the doc
trine of extreme permissiveness
to destroy traditional conservative
apposition One of the chief spokes-
man for this permissiveness was
Doctor Benjamin Spock, upon
whose advice millions of parents
raised their children America is

now reaping tfts han eat of the

seeds of destruction sewn by Spock
and his lifee/d permissiveness in

the outgrowth of the mass white
trash - anarchist hippy movement
The SDS Itself is an army of

-Speckites, who were trained to

destroy under thfe doctrine ofSpok-
lsb liberalise

When the liberals used permis-
slvism as a polite al tactic to gain
power, they accidentally created
their dum Frankenstein monster
Although the doctrine of liberalism
attacks the concept of authority,
the covert ^oal of liberalism la
nfljy and has always been total

authority by the liberals over every
aspect of file life of man To

i

By K R Vdlhoi

wringing can stop this revolution contract between the citizens and
The only way to stop it would be government requires a mutual In-

for the government to display a terest between both We use the

massive show of authority and re- word citizens", not Just residents,

move all the potential revo- tut active producing citizens of the
lutiqnary leaders from thephyslcal nation We do not consider notu
presence of America Such overt productive and destructive peo-
foroeful action by the liberals will pie to be worthy of American
never come about because it Is citizenship The first duty of the
diametrically opposed to their long citizens is to give loyailty to that
term goal of total power via anar* government which gives them pro-
chy The only people who w&uki bg tection Contrary to previous
Inclined to uie the force of goven? ideas, the state does not serve
meat against the coming revolu- man nor does man serve the state,,

lion, Will neve? be able to obtain The relationship of man and the

national political power through stats is one of mutuality They
the traditional political system must serve each other's Interests,

There Ls nd effective way^PirpaT-^ When the government breaks Its

riots tq prevent the coming rev- part of the social contract tyr^fus^
oiuticn^ The patriots and nroduc- log to give protectiop to tfe
ers of America have only one citizens , H is not due any loyallty

choice whether to fight or whether from the nations^ f

to layjcyvm and die Tjie rgvolution- The decent and productive
ary situation win be aided by mas citizens of America should have
slve economic, flucluatlous, which absolutely no ioyality to a liberal
in turn will make more people government which has become
aware of the political crisis Many their enemy Ever\ action of the
of these people can be recruited liberal government has become an
Into our own patriotic action or- action against productivity and
ganizationg The revolution, once against pitrLotlsm Today the sit-
started cannot be stopped The onlfr uation U sc bad that the liberal
solution for American patriots and government Is brutalizing evenour
producers Is to organize how to small children at the hands of wild
fight tn the revolution" to defetyd savages, strictly to satisfy the
America ~ froin the massive liberal political lust for pbwgr
otislaught of Jungle savagery^ An\ groqp of people who victimize
THE army oi THL RlflH I millions of school children.

.

-- -
J

J gaiJl

ffus authority, the liberals hav^haJ
to denounce the very concept they
ar& seeking The liberals have
always “made Use of anarchy to

justUy increasing their own pol-
itical power and Increases In mass
give awaye of the taxpayers hard
earned money As stated in a
previous article tha liberals are
deliberately creating a situation of
short term anarchy to Justify the
establishment an"absolute or-
w&llian totailtartan liberal govern-
ment The liberals hav? seriously
miscalculated their ability to stop
the uncontrollable advance of anar-
chy Even now they themselves are
suffering attacks from their own
anarchistic creations - the sos
and others like them The liberals

failed to understand that nihilism
and anarchy are impossible to use
as a directed politic- al force It is

most certainly possible to take
advantage of a nihilistic or anarch-
istic situation But It is totally

impossible to use mobs of anarch-
ists and nihilists for any Jon.j

term political goal Th& mobs will

not take sufficient political dls
clpllne The liberals lust for total

power Is so great that thei would
rather destroy everything around
them than turn over power to the
one group of people who would
restore order and authority - the
productive and patrotle citizenry

Revolutions are not created by
men or political parties alone
Revolutions are. Instead, created
by a combination of historical
events and the abilities of great
political leaders Ail of the his-

torical forces are row In motion
to create a violent revolution in

Arneric \ No amount of traditional

conservative wishing away or hand

Our duU must now be to raise through such devices as busing,
an arm) of citizens to defend our should be taken out and lined up
nation iron] Internal destruction against a wail and shot
This Army of the Right must no* (

If we hope to win the revolution
Just be an army, but should lie, must organise now We must not
instead, the total politic al organ afraid of ‘radical actLon to
Nation capable of operating the save our country - the men who
government once we have arlJeved stood at bailey Forge had no such
power Far too many people talk f <“ ar Ttie STATECRAFT action
about

-
overthrowing the govern- hritt in AlexaridrLa

J Virginia coqs-
ment' without being rompetenl to tltutes the first part of the New
run a new government aftqr they ^rmy of Northern Virginia. This
would overthrow the old govern- army must be joined by other
rnent We must, In fact, be able to across the country The coming
create a shadow government made revolution will not be a civil war
up of competent Individuals in all between different sections of the
governmental fields Every action country It would be Instead a
milt of our pd,rty should be a dls- war of annihilation between the
cipllned political unit We are not forces of destruction and the forces
Interested in Individuals forays of production

egatnst imimportadt liberals Our
^lm must be no less them the total THF M ATION AI RLVOLLTION
Overthrow of liberalism in all fa

sets of American society It would who consider ourselves
be a serious mistake to concen- American nationalists and patriots
trale solely upon the government, raust recognize that our only
for liberalism is ah entrenched in chance to win the coming revolution
aii American social institutions Ls to create a revolutionary tqrge
the church, the schools, the ccon- °Lpur own, our goal is to ptn^f
oibj, the mASs communication sys- liberalism from all social Institu-

ted and finally the government tiohs This purge can only be ac-

itseU The overthrow ofllberallsm compllshed by * truly r&vo-

and the coming revolution catmot lutlonary force E^uch a revolulion-

5e accomplished any hall baked arv force can only be built up by

coup d’etat almua soleU aT the" tht mass us-e of propaganda Pro-
center oj _^ve£hmerit. It la true paganda U the most vital tool Ln

that we might raise sufficient men rr^atinv i rfvolutlonary organtza-
to capture the city of W ashington, tion We should,, first, therefore
but what good would that do when fOncehtrate all efforts on massive
the rest of the coimtr, would be in propaganda Our propaganda should
the hands ot the enemi Our aim, have the purpose of (1) attracting

therefore, must be to f reate a mass recruits (2; aitacklr^ the enemy,
army of aroused citizens willing (3 \ awakening the public (4) arous-
to take up arms and fight for lng fear in the hearts of our en$-
An&rlcan against the liberal ene- mies and (5) creating a psycholo-
my and the other des I motive
fore es

state heru that the social
(Continued on Page 7)
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Revolution
(Continued from Page 5}

gical, charismatic mission of rev

lotion within the movement
The next step of revoluntionary

activity should be in the areas of

organization and military training

These subjects will not be dis-

cussed In this article for purposes
of space It should be sufficient

by force unless we have a rea-

sonable chance of succeeding We
should also seek to convert as

many members of the armed forces

and police to our cause as pos-
sible America s armed forces and

police have been the group which

has suffered the most physically

from liberalism The situation L&
so bad that the lives of our armed
forces have become pawns in the

International socialist chess game
between the liberals and their

Communist friends overseas
Many members of the armed forces

and police should readily Identify

with the goals of the National Rev-
olution The National Revolution

would restore the police and our
armed forces to their proper place
of social respect

During this time we must create

a professional group of patriotic

agitators who will constantly Stir

up the citizens against the liberal

enemy When we have organized a

sufficient number of people, our

movement should come openly out

onto the streets to demonstrate
its strength and to strike fear Into

the heart of the liberal enemy
The open demonstration of our
strength will Itself attract new
recruits to our cause We should

try to avoid secret political cons-

piracies Our goal is quite open~

g~is the total overthrow of lH>

eracism from all areas of Amer-
ican life. Our openness Ls our pro

fcectlon W e can use taUcs somewhat
similar to those of the militant

leftists At the time we emerge as

a mass movement In public, we

must have sufficient strength to

block any liberal attempt lo des-

troy s

When the mass outbreak of anar-

chy occurs across the nation our

people must be armed and ready

to fight Their first goal must

Be" Fo suppress the immediate
forces of anarchy - the savage

mobs and their white trash allies

When we accomplish this goal,

we must than turn the force of our

violence against the liberal enemy
As the situation gets out of hand in

the early stage otf the revolution,

the liberals will probably panic

and call upon all available people

to fight the mobs when they real-

ize that they themselves are In

physical danger This time of mass
anarchy will be our opportunity

to strike Thus liko Alexander

Kerensky, the liberals will have

used an army which will turn and

destroy them

To those who say * lets not fight,

lets not be too radical/ I answer
your choice Ls between fighting to

live or cowering to die A victory

of the forces of destruction who
would surely destroy what Is left

of the private property system
Millions of American businessmen
would probably be murdered Mil-

lions of America workers and pro-

ducers would be enslaved Hun-

dreds of thousands of others would

fall victims to savage mobs Only

a National Revolution can save

America and only the willingness to

overthrow liberalism by force, can
Hoicreate effect a National Revo-

lutionary Organization Those who
love America must now be pre-

pared to defend her America's
defense 1a our holy mission In

life Wo must live solely for

America The future survival of

the Nation is totally dependent

upon the success of the National

Revolution against liberal totali-

tarianism and Its red and black
allies of destruction

Acord
his permission He wrote Acord
a scathing denunciation stating in

part, 1 At no time have I author-

ized you In any way to use my name
on any fund-raising campaign or

promotion This may not seem
important to you, but it appears

to me that there ls no excuse

for such brazenness and I can

only question the motives of your

organization, I noticed the most
recent sollci&tlon came in after

the so-called mission was ac-

complished * p This onlv adds to

further question to yourtactlcs 1

During 1967 \card raised more
than 5180,000 dollars A huge part

of It came from his sending out

* send approximately 20 Congress-

men to Rhodesl T fund appeals out

Only one Congressman went where

Is the rest of the money

During 1908, Acord bragged to

STATECRAFT that he took In aver

JZ'iOjOOO on fund appeals alone He

is now selling Rhodesian and

Southern African products (Acord

has the tendency, after drinking too

much of Ms favorite bourbon to

brag about how much monev he

has looted from his mailing list

He also braggs about how Import

ant he Is and how no one would

ever be able to GET him for any

thing

The strange thing Ls that some
of the products he sells really

are from Rhodesia, and Southern

Africa. However the woodcamngs
he sells Iron. Khodesia SES_

in fact from RhudtAla s worst

enemies. Kenya, Zambia, mid

Tanzania. They are bought from
African Woodcarving Suppliers,
Inc

,
240 Fifth Avenue, N1

10001 (21 S) MU 4 5199

The prices both on real Rhode-

sian (ifthere are any) and non-Rho-
desian ** Rhodesian products ire

Inflated so much as to make a

Shylock gasp .it the prices But

here again tills con artist knows

what to do

A Gifts from Southern Africa

Catalogue sent not only to his

own mailing list, but to all and

sundrv besides, states on the first

page In part "‘Dear Friend of

Rhodesia Southern Afric t does

not ask for charity or foreign

aid - only an opportunity to sell

Its products abroad 1 (Transla-

tion buy Acord products at In-

flated prices

)

The fund appeal

to buy Southern African products

goes on to whine that this will

help Southern Africa survive the

(Continued from Page 1)

Communist meance

The catologue has something for

everyone from an African letter

opener for $2 00 (price In Africa

2SO, to a Leopard skin rug for

3995 00 All sorts of semi-precious

gemstones and animal skins and

topperware 1$ also included from
"Southern Africa 1 Acord 1

s own &

week tours toSouthern Africa make
him at least $400 profit per person,

Acord claimed when drunk, thai

he deposited much of his profits

g^Tss: south African and Rodeslan

banks He also set up front groups

to rake In even more loot from
patriotic Americans

His second front group alter

the American Southern Africa

Council, was The Emergency Com
mittee of One Million to save Our
Homes (The only saving 11

ever did was saving \cord from
paying his fantastic bar bill out of

hie personal funds

Another front group was

flrcfrrtra s Victory Furce-Vlc^

Nixon Vacillates On College Riots

toi> in Viet Nam Banquet Com
mittpe This was done with an

other con man bj the name of

Richard Barrett Two Congress-

men were supposed to speak at the

banquet when things began to hap-

pen B irrett acted unsophisticated

but he has conned people Just

as much as Acord Barrettcouldn t

control himself over the $16,000

which was reported^ raised The

day before the banquet Acord took

the money out of the American

Security and Trust Company ac-

count and put It In his own per-

sonal dccount But In the mean-
time, Barrett seems to have gotten

hl& paws on betweon$2,000- $3,000

of it Both conned con men went

their own way, each yelling fraud

at the other after the banquet

Both Congressmen did not attend,

much to Acord s embarrassment
and the Honorary rlr&l Officer of

the Committee, General Pedro
A d<] Valle, resigned after the

banquet
Acord and Barrett both conned

a tremendous number of respected

and sincere patriots on the banquet

committee letterhead to raise the

funds Acord claims to have

"Lost" $2,000, $4 000, and $9,000

on the banquet to various people

It seems that Acord s 1969 main

front group schemes will be the

Racial Studies Committee and the

Dangerous Drug Foundation The
Racial studies Committee Ls- sup-

posed to study race In an objec-

tive manner Uslngthls committee.

will help him purloin mailing lists

from The citizen. The Pat rick
Henry List (presumably to copy
the last of the names), and The

|

Mankind Quarterly to name Just

a few

The loot Acord will take In from
the Racial studies Committee is

nothing compared to the anticipated

loot from The Dangerous Drugs
Foundation Inc In which Acord ex-

pects to make millions The Dan-
gerous Drug Foundation Ls not a

tax-exempt foundation, but b? yet

another Acord front Acord s

name does not appear on the fund

appeal, but he Ls vice-chairman
and treasurer -- which means he
controls the money The other

two officers are merefigureheads

To make the appeal look legiti-

mate, he apparently conned some
doctors to appear on the letter-

head Dr Stewart Wolf. Dr
Michael Jerva, Dr Sprague w
flazard. Dr John N McFarland,

and Dr Halford S Whitaker, who

along with his brother Robert,

make up the other two "directors

of the corporation Acord expects

to make a millions from "The
Dangerous Drugs Foundation" be-

cause of the vast public conem
on dangerous drugs

Acord's personal philosophy was
summed up in his description of

STATECRAFT when he found out

the vast majority of our readers
are poor and give small dona-

tions He said, "It s ho good if it

doesrFt make money T He ignored

the tremendous amount of publicity

we have received and trouble we
have caused for the liberals with

our meager budget The Con-
tinental Army didn't receive much
money either, but It smashed the

British to win American Indepen-

dence

Acord*? personal habits are

something else again His temper

tantrums, rival those of a lunatic

In his long expected statement

on university unrest, President

Nixon refused to allow any serious

Federal crackdown on college riots

and anarchy Most of the con-

servatives who supported Nixon In

1968 expected him to take a strong

stand against these forces of

national destruction They were no
doubt disappointed by Nixon's weak
stand The only concrete thing

Nixon actually proposed was the cut

off of Federal funds to students

convicted for campus disorders

instead of promisinr the be-

leaguered universities massive
federal aid In the form of troops

to put down these disorders, Nixcji

simply gave out with his usual

Tricky Dick-double talk

In the same statement, Nixon

ported the idea of a r'black$

Acord front group is about to

start It ls supposed to be the

Safe Schools Committee or per-

haps The Save our Schools Com-
mittee Apparently Aeon! will be

behind the scenes controlling the

money while an Acord stooge tolls

ho* the committee will ‘ save their

schools from the S D S and the

bl ick power boys Our Information

Ls nol complete on whothi stooge

Is but we are still investigating

Acord once bragged that he

tiought land in Southern Africa

with the donaliotis he has received

Apparently he plans to sell tl to

Americans for an American Colony

In Southern Africa while making

a Hugh profit

It is vitally important to realize
that the American Southern Africa
Council ls i sole proprietorship

rs

There Is no corporation,

group, committee, or council to

iflj i insane asylu Because of

his personality, his office staff

has had numerous and complete

turnovers of personnel Even his

own deeply religious brother was
forced to leave, but later came
back (Acord had taunted him with

anti- Christian remarks ) Hisnalve

and trusting brother worked for

Acord for $50 a week, sometimes
12 hours a da}, 7 days a week in

the mailroom Conditions since

then have improved because of his

brother threatening to quit again

As we go to press yet another

sa} how the funds should be di-

spensed The ‘‘council 1 ls in ef-

fect, and should be called John
Acord Enterprises *

it gives STATECEAIT HO huge

pleasure or satisfaction in IsoMne
this report on Patriots for Pro-

fit ’ STATECR A I r attacks so-

caited conservative organizations

for two medn reasons (1) for plac-

ing political part} before the na-

tion and (2) for profiteering on

American patriotism

Wo have no quarrel with groups

which take In huge amounts of

money and does something with U.

But let the others beware - this

is but one in a series of exposes

of Patriots for Profit and liberals

approved conservative organiza-

tions

These organizations help the li-

berals and betray the right wing,

while our country Ls in desperate

straights

STATECRAFT refuses to give

these
We wfl

roll i political legitimacy

jack anyone who places
mbhev'Tjefbre country

iuoles* 1 program when he stated^
1 There must be new experiment-

ation in curricula such as ethnic

studies * Nixon has thus openly

come out in support of black ex-

tremist demands for black

specialized study programs, which

are themselves used to Justify

militant black action In our

university system
In related developments, Robert

H rinch, Nixon 1 s arch -liberal

Secretary of Health, Education and

Welfare, has appointed another

archliberal Leon E Panetta, to

head the Civil Rights enforcemen!

division of HEW Panetta

formerly worked os a legislative

aid to former arch-liberal Senator

Thomas Kuchel When P arietta

worked for Kuchel, tie specialized

in Civil Rights legislation and

helped to draft the notorious

totalitarian I96B Civil Rights Bill

with Its provision for forced

housing In his new job, Panett^

will be in charge in cutting off

Federal funds to schools which do

not meet the liberal dictated de

segregation requirements
Appointments such os that of

P arietta are now awakening the Con-

servatives who mlstakingly voted

for Richard Nixon in the 1968elec-

tion Fveryday, Nixon's admlnls-

tratiouHrecomes more openly Ilb-

araT

Resistance
(Continued from Page 1

The very first thing to do is TURN
OFF THE LIBERA1 PRESS This

will deny the Enemy funds from
your subscription dollars and dis-

courage advertisers Cancel all

your Liberal magazine* subscrip-

tions Dum your TV set News
and other essentials are available

on radio, free Even the Wall Street

Journal rune From Liberal to gut-

less on its editorial pages
Direct attacks could bo madt.

on the Establishment Press news-
papers can be destroyed, books

boycotted, reporters beaten up

Black Power Savages do a lot of

this, but we cannot advise white

people to do likewise, since the

law is enforced against them
The Negro minority, mostL}

In hock, always down and out, has

made good use of Its feabie eco-

nomic power In the months ahead,

we shall tell the minority o£ dedi-

cated patriots, who are relatively

affluent, how they can make good

use of their buying power to rattle

the cages of the Liberals And we

shall give other suggestions for

disrupting thetranquiHty of Liberal

Rule
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Fringe Groups We Have Known
by Daniel Paulson

An publtoherofSTATECRA™
active in politics for

,Worthless as being anti-Negro as ‘Racist

I have come upon many
TheaG This provides the smoke screen for

cortege oi double-domed liberals,

adult delinquents, and a host of

mentally unstable Merles

n«»«^”:rortS
ppliycal ^’'be adjudged black savages to sriernilnatetho slop

^ smearlngGovem0r Wallace

frmge groups wold be 1^ a Jewlsh population, ™d Wpe“CS
^ ^ 1%t election, or, lor

bJ S* ra“
Sanity as "haying these animals to keep them

^ ,hal matler anyone else they don

semblance of
,

y
rioting Riots would elect anti

no social redeeming value *
censenatives U there are

The institute *°T „ riots, liberals will stay ta power

Democracy is a '“ _e ”,
, m c safari Into Washington

taxation whith keeps tabs^all

Lrft™^’ presumably, Cen-

ter The I AH, as It is oom-

i, referred to, flaunts Its

m
Setatlm

e
in true liberal

no riots, liberals wni a

'

I made my safari Into Washington,

DC to I A D headquaters, Iden-

dlfled myself, and asked to see

I A D chief, Charles Baker (no

relation biologically or politically

to our own editor) A dreamy

approve

(Continued on Pane 0}

ThTTdventores Of lefty liberal

Lefty liberal Is not the« ££E
liberal or even the ê epti

coriipleteLy incoherent He won his

liberal 1 fifty te the Batm
feET&s In only tlirefi years

of liberals he Is what all totals ^^ on to y,e Haravard Grad
dream of becoming, ft y

Scfi
*j where he reaiiy astounded

were possible ^ (to professors- be set up s drug
°n F ™ / I?n ' Bifmonlhs ring right In the Administration

born in Dismal, N D six tn^ns rrne

| d was aWe to under-
after his mother had been raped Bull E,

^ rices Later, he

'ey a wounded moose Alter seeing t th
^,

P
a(imlt ha tod re-

Uttle Lefty,
“f

"0tt'6r
and

tod
M“

v̂ ‘d a subsidy from the Ford
neI7,°"

S
. T^lcotollc Dad Foundation, but that he had lost

father became w alcohollie
$=>,000,000 on the operation-

was an arch-conservative, Jf toolI ttiree years to finish

gave Ids new 'son' «» >“™ since he took on a very

aSSS^
Anglo - Saxon nam* 31

"to work to private
Lithuanians bad assumed Literal, ^Lefty ^ ^ sholvlng m-
"1^

1

ri

e ™d Lefty efficient managements how to fur-

Fad dlGd
p £ '

ttle family ther pad the executive payrole and

ssisr-v*
3£i S

a

mSh^l" ^VuS.^rr *-

-f7erienced to the whftto

!rrrrEerjsjs
was left oi me

, ,,„nc T D«, cn he decided to be content

The straw that broke the camel s h*

$S 0>0 he had

^dl^^trtocU tdd amused ^ ‘“^Ik.l.i the uMtrhdoctar burned down $ 100 jUuu Per i
,

.

SrH^ierrbia sachs
everyone s “f he Mepan converted ordinary economics
mlums on tickets in me n

classes into P avlnvi:m Indoctrtoa-
SW

At
P
fhto

e
Linl t eft:, decided he tion sessions for Left1st Revolu-

^Jmiectual rather than tlon Not a mere academic grind,

v*as an bi
iicr^nn So ho Lefty organised an opium don in

Vus

S,

Im “* in a house- the Studmt Union, a weekly

s-“ufAr^Jtx ^^r"^&aeS
s

'

4 Tm .
-S7 255

economics ind mtoorlng to Tuesday atJi ^ ^
ethnology- making rood use ofhis time to

‘
, ice ^ Call-

pradical experience to North f ^ulr(i were forced

fcttinuedonPagejL

>” reas“ ^r^to^ed at me as

fasliLon it proceeds as thus.
J^ ^ ^ ( dnJE stupor from

a light slap ou the hancl *“
der marijuana and said lie would be

power savages,
harder

^ f ^ Q0 wllether »r«
slap on the hand to S D S hi

recoverlllF from an all-night dniito

trash types, aid a bullet throug
n(rht of debauchery at an

the head to anyone that could ever,
}irothP l, or both, I was

lie vaguelr < tins! rued as i
g not told -

l enter
ri it was ten o clock when I arrived

This an ill beverlfledtol ID i
fell sad that I couldn’t stm

t:tJOhh

thcre^ev^rywtnre^They are hiding

imder your bed -d^re nearly

in control 01 the country ,
«

one Is so unlnlormed as to beU^e

llt«nl paranoids,

who want to let' m ode r abe .
who

dw,i in ronforni vfho want

m be non- controversial,
light

smack dab to the middle of the lib

sral establishment

What me It s motlvB= J,
n

writer sopitoon toe) are

After all, Baker is known from

the festering swamps of Timbuktu

to the yak infested steppes of

Mongol! 1, for the greenish tinge

of his teeth, which one gets from

not brushing them

\ second secretary, alxrat 30

years old tad nothing better to 'do

thin clean tier fingernails at 10 00

In the morning while glaring at

me if she v*erfi going to stab

[

Tto n out came a charming lady

who claimed she was Australian,

and who hates the words con-

servative- and 'liberal" Shea

< moderate- and a hum;mJtarl-

-n but to me she would seem

more at home selling ladles under-

wear, rather than workine tor

l

B\
D

thto time, I had lost what

nold.
" deluded and frlghtenKl

liberals of the true beHevlngty-pe

(Read, ft you wish, Eric Hcdfer ,

The True Believer, Li-

brary, 60f) ™ sick Uberala

"tafty believe toe right constl

etreatetl D3CK to

in retrospect, I have gleaned from

reading Hmnefront, that I A Cjus

a $250 000 t. year income it seems

quite obvious that, like 5 A F >

an. DOT, of the IAD budget Is

wasted by these charlatans, con-

t a il^'gor^toThem To some sideling the Incredibly small

Stent tt may, but only that part amount of work they do

willing to
' tight-such as

STATFtRAFr
t ,

The fJangeraus rltfA (to -

liberals) Is - rtobt oi force and

Ideas, - right of guts and^totellb-

gence and soon, our terror win

be upon them

It is Interesting to note that 1 A D

Ammg tn^famous person ages *ho

seemed to have been conned toto

laving their name on ’

head, are, white scum, Mrs W "

throi’ Rockerffiller extremist

black power savage, Senator

“award Drooke Benedict Arnold

1S rep rest "tt d to the tmtoe”
is toterenttog to notethatl A D

j,
g

rep rest ntt

^
*

“bTeatt, also listed are the usual
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Fringe Groups We
Have Known

(Continued from Page

IADs main gripe against

STATECRAFT is our ^gfaQpt

looters ' bumpers sticker, which

has driven LAD to new heights

of hysteria.
Because of this we are printing

IADs address, 1330 Mas*

sachusetts Avenue, NW, Washing-

ton
,
DC 20005, In the hope

looters will see it Since I A 0

worries about looters &o much why
shouldn t hordes of looters come

and visit I A D headquarters

during the next Washington riot"

After all, the rioters won t be

shot, and I A D will give them all

their new electric typewriters and

other expensive office equipment

We also feel confident that the

three I A D secretaries would be

more than happy to accomodate

any number of underprivileged

looters

S D S Split

On Mideast
The pro-communist Students For

a Democratic Society has recently

lost many of Its Jewish members
over S D S support for Arabs In

the current Middle East conflict

A large part of the S D S mem-
bership Is of Jewish ethnic origins

The Issue was over whether or

not the SOS should support the

black Arabs against the white

Is rallies

The conflict is not new It goes,

back to the time that Leon

Trotsky --architect of the Russian

Revolution-deuounc ed 7 lonism

S D S Jews are torn between a

loyalty to Communist Ideology and

their own strong traditional Jewish

envlornmental Influence

The S DS has attacked Israel

as being 'Imperialists mJ ever-

expanding' * The S DS has given

Its oper support to the Palestinian

terrorist organization which Is

specializing In planting bombs to

Fraud of Starving

Blacks Exposed

Tor months lies have appeared

in the I iberal press about lazy

Negroes on welfare who are
* starving' to death and suffering

from malnutrition while receiving

free food stamps In addition to

a welfare check

This type of Liberal double-think

has set a new record for the

credibility gap One Incompetent

Liberal photographer showed

very overweight, ' starving’

mother with her eleven Illegitimate

children (by eleven different

fathers), all "starving," with two

color TV sets In the background

Recently a group of * starving"

Negroes picketed extremist

I iberal Governor Nelson Rock-

feller of New York for more free

food One of the ' starving"

Negroes was a 250-pound woman
Even Rockfeller was quoted as say-

ing, She doesn't look like she s

starving to me *

Recently tills nation was treated

to the spectacle of Senators and

Congressmen traveling around the

country to gawk at starving Negroes

as if they were animals In the boo

The hypocrisy and/or fraud of these

public servants * Is shown by the

fact that there 1s not one account

of any of these gentlemen going

out and buying a loaf of bread,

i candy bar, or even a watermelon

for these starving blacks No, all

they could talk about Ls anotlier

Federal hand-out to give more food

to lazy Negroes and spending more
of the t ixpayers money

The Idea of Conspiracy by Clarence Kell/

to the Russian slave masters This

business about the mellowing Rus-

sian Communists Is pure nonsense

On the home front we find vio-

lence against people and property

and poisonous hatred spreading

throughout the fiber of American

society The evidence that this

situation was created by organized

kill women and children In recent

months the S D S had Ldoptedmor©

md more of the official Ideology

of the Communist Party

Firing squads
for

Traitors

Reprinted from Tsunaml- The scorn and ridicule on those who

Catholic University of America- utter those 'un-words, Com-
Washlngton, D C munlst conspiracy?'

It Is true of course, that one
I would like to s&y something shoul{i begin a survey of historical

about an Intellectual phenomenon OTents without imposing on these
which Is Interesting and In many gv^s any kind of intellectual

ways harmful as well In some construct But if you know after in-

cases It Is a mania both among yestlgatlon with A pretty high de-
the establishment liberals and con- of certitude that a conspiracy forces is overwhelming Yet to

servatives Among the former It dQes In fact exists and you see its express this publicly is first class
is usually also a tenet of dogma a^nts and its agents provocateurs heresay In Establishment circles
Among the latter It is the con-

at head of movements which Rather our Establishment prophets
sequence of naivete or simply a are leading the Ship of state to (who have such a low degree of
means of securing respectability destnjclion, you should at least sit accuracy in their soothsaying) are
In establishment circles The pbe- Up ^ take notice For example,

*„ t referring (speaking of another conspiracy)

•we have some powerful evidence

which Indicates that there exists

In the United States a criminal

conspiracy known as the Mafia

What would your reaction be if you

were shown proof that Mafia agents

were In control of organizations

and movements which in the name

of "freedom and fraternity" were

actually creating situations favor-

able to slavery and hitrcd^Formy
part at the very least I would

nomenon to which I

can be called "the anti-conspira-

torial view of history * It is a

view of life which Is rooted (with

unshakeable faith) In the proposi-

tion that under no circumstances

and In no way can there exist,

as the cause of historical events,

the ‘ unconcept r called con-

spiracy Consequently, when a per-

son even hints that he has evidence

pointing to the existence of a par-

ticular conspiracy, he is Im-
mediately trounced upon by almost

all the organs of the communica-
tions media and ridiculed as a

fanatic or more popularly is a

"witch hunter "

Simply put, a conspiracy is noth-

ing more than a 'combination of

persons for an evil purpose, a

plot 9 In other words, when a

group of peopLe get together for

any evil purpose and formulate

a plan to effect that purpose, that

constitutes a conspiracy Certainly
evil men generally work together

for common goals (at least until

the goal is secured), as good men
often get together to accomplish
positive one 1

? Why then the

Pavolovian 1 reaction everytime
someone mentions the Communist
conspiracy

1

? It is certainly some-
thing to ponder Have you been
conditioned to salivate with

righteous indignation and heap

continually afflicting us with a bar-

rage of propaganda aimed at hav-

ing us accept this sorry state

ns the inevitable consequence of

a diseased society They make
no attempt to get at the real

roots of the problem These
"Neville Chamberlains” com-
pletely Ignore the powerful fifth

column within our shores At best,

as one historian put it, they are
4 over- simplifiers of history,

who like to reduce everything to

tidy historical forces, or Intel-

demand that these people and their lectual movements History is not

movements should be exposed for that Inevitable " What Is happen-

what they really were Is that so lug in the L S is no accident

unreasonable What would jour \or Ls It the Inevitable conse-

reaction be if Ramsey CJark quence of histoiical events For
counseled that we might begin to the most part it Is the direct

see Mafia agents under our beds result of the machinations of that

and in our closets > Yet that Is particular conspiracy which it is

precisely what ho has said re- not fashionable to mention But you

gardlng the exposure of Communist must be the Judge of that

influence in the U S And It ls that the final judge At the von least

tvpe of mentality which creates the situation demands your

such a big stir against those who investigation The future of qbt

arc. trying to expose this power- country and all that ls worth sav

ful and deadly conspiracy, which jng in Western Civilization de-

ltas successfully ronquereo so pends on its- The oldir genera-

much of the earth's surface and tion has led us to the brink of

people already and which will not destruction Will you let them,

rest till It has made slaves of by their ipalhy, indolcm t, and

U<i all "his Communist r on spirar, Lgno^Tni e, lead US, is tht poet

in both ruthless and bi lltiant In ssys, down "Tltantli glooms of

only one phase alone, it Ls a con- thasmed fears'?' Or shall wemeot

servative estimate that 20,GOO,000 the greatest challenge of the

human beings wei „ slaughtered twentieth century and rorae out

Other millions have died at its vi< torlous^ In essence the struggle

hands Ltlld its advance has not at home and abroad Ls nothing

been stopped Keep In mind the less thnn a fight to the death

only tiling that prevented the between ( ollectlvlsri and In-

Czechoslovaklaji people from being vidualism communism and free-

slaughtered like the Jews of the dom
Warsaw ghetto bj the Nazis, oi The gre*it novelist Tailor Cald*

the Hungarian freedom fighter by well has put it another way she

Moseov/s Mongolian agents was says, I have ead news for all

the fact they chose acquiescence who believe men prefer virtue

to evil, freedom to slavery, honor

to dishonor Men really prefer

something which v. Ill free them-

selves from the necessity to tltfnk

for themselves, and which fill their

bellies comfortably three times a

day and leave them only enough

liberty to have ' fun" Freedom,
Cicero said, demands men who
DEMRE to be free, and who pre-
fer the uncertainties and pre-

cariousnebs of liberty to the warm
safety of slavery Cicero doubted

that there would ever be enough

such men, arid he so declared,

and he had his head cut off
'

Are these words Just hyperbole

or are they in fact a true and

accurate account of man's sorry

state 0 That my friends Is a ques-

tion which you will answer not

with words, but with the conduct

of your lives

Adventures of Lefty LiberoJ

(continued from Page 8j

to negotUle a cease-fire and set

up a. demilitarized zone around the

campus
Lcftv Liberal L<* a dcvotedfamili

man, He married 6 2' blond- blue-

eyed Frelda Frecloidsen, a

Kindergarten sex - education
teacher he met In Moochkjer, Nor-
way on hLs way to study the Rein-
deer bearding In Lappland Frelda
was Impressed that any man could

get S3, 000,000 to study a SI,000,000
Industry, even from the U &

government During his study I efty

managed to exterminate all the

reindeer in Lappland, and the

starving Lapps ran him and Frelda
all the way back to California

before they died to the last man
The happy couple then spent a

brief honey moon In a Nevada VD
clinic, constantly amazing the doc-

tors with their exotic strains of

Infection. They have had two chil-

dren, one was donated to the Bronx

Zoo and the other lias become the

Loch Ness monster Lefty Insists

1 relda ls a full-blooded Watusi

(
f Don’t say I don t believe In

Integration ) and tells people not

to be confused by her appearance

after all, the facts show Leif Eric-

son was a Negro and Greenland
was the home otf an advanced Negro
Industrial civil izatfon between 702

and 843 A D
lbj hud been aware of Lefty’s

talents for some time and appointed

him in economic advisor in 196G

President Nixon has kept Lefty

Liberal on, so that the gold-crisis

can be solved during ids admini-

stration We Interviewed Lefty a

few days ago, ami ho tells us ho

is transferring the Treasury's re-

maining 512-billion In gold to a

Swiss bank account in hie n ime,

whit h will completely eliminate the

problem After President Nixon is

Impeached, Lefty plans to settle

in Switzerland ami establish a Uni-

versity to teach f ontemporuw sub-

jects* with conterT i*""»raTv methods

Capitalist versus

Communist Voodoo
Haitian security police wiped out

a nest of 30 Communists who
were seeking the overthrow of

Francis Duvalier, President for

life of the Negro Island Republic

of Haiti

Papa Doc, as he is aff&ction-

at y called, keeps his Ignorant

savage-citizens In line by IUs prac-

tice of voodoo, in which every-

one in Haiti believes

Recently, Communists, kidnapped

a high Haitian offlcl <1 add, when
the mood was full, stirlficed and

ate him This the Communists
boasted was proof that Marxist-
I enlnist Communist type voodoo
was superior to the decadent cap-

italistic voodoo of ’ Papa Doc '

Vengeful Haitian secuiiti, poll re

located the Communist head-

quarters using Paprf ’>oc s

voodoo and wiped the Reds ulit

to the last man The Communist
loader was eaten in * victory

celebration

I his all goes to prove that virile

capitalistic voodoo Is superior to

low grade, decadent Communist
voodoo
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Myth of Negro Equality Attacked S.D.S. Reds

The keystone of the Liberal Canon

is the equal ItJ of the races Forty

\eare ago no person who suggested

that Negroes had any intellectual

potential would have been taken

seriously Today this belief is the

I aw of the Land, enforced with

swiit brutality perhaps, the only

part of the law that is enforced

at ail The mere fact that nobody

really believes it is symptomatic

of our Liberal Brave New World

The thought control exercised by

the Government and the t-lberals

has created a coterie of

by P
•scientific racists, those who

openly oppose thisvlew This group

Is small, but takes In a wide

variety of people including older

scientists, a few dissenting yonager

scientists, some libertarians,

assorted bigots, neo-Nazis, and a

small number at realistic and re-

latively honest liberals and con-

servatives Liberalism does not

crush dissent like Communism,
but prefers to smother It by sheer

volume- sc this group has been an

effective whipping boy for the

Liberals it does not have the power

Patriot Fights Liberal Taxation

Every year we hear about rich

liberals who avoid paying taxes

by hiring expensive tax specialists

to seek out loopholes In the Federal

Tax System The biggest loopholes,

of course, are in the tax-exempt

foundation which are used for lib-

eral political purposes-such as re

Henry Loque J r

warding anarchists, rioters, and

looters Traditionally, the little

man, the ordinary taxpayer, has

been stuck with the tax bill of

America
Today there resides in Baltimore,

hiaryland a fearless citizen who
will not bow down before the In-

ternal Revenue ServLce Henry

Joseph Laque, Jr has set up a

business especially designed to help

the oppressed little citizen who
does not have the money to hire
fancy tax loophole specialists The
Laque’s business Is known as the

Inc^il1 !* Tax Avoidance Service
The title alone has caused plenty

of trouble for l aque

In an exclusive interview with
STATECRAFT I aquo stated, 'The
citizens of this country are being
relieved of millions of their hard-
earned dollars By using the
income tax with the graduated rate
(taking only from the small wage
earner), millions of dollars are
used to support the socialist move-
ment In the world Large income
people have huge funds to avoid
paying taxes Reven years ago, I

formed the Income Tax Avoidance
Service The heavy taxpayer is the

small wage earner with no deduc-

tions The large Income people

have ways that the Income is not

taxed with 5Cft deduction on the

income, also 21 for old age,

also $1800 off for each deduction ”

Laque went on to show how lie

helped the small wage earner
Because everyone has different

conditions, their forms need

various papers and part of a wide

range of deductable points to use

Some people with the same Income
and deductions can U£e different

ways to get the highest refund

legally possible ” Laque went on to

state that he Is absolutely not

violating the law and that he never
advises anyone else to do so either

l aque has Income a real tax expert

by spending hundreds of hours
studying the fine print and the tax

laws in the Library of Congress
Unlike other income tax services,
Laque will actually go to court

for his client When the Internal

Revenue Service refused to give a

refund to one of his clients, he
entered a civil suit In court to

obtain a refund for the taxpayer
Laque was harrassed because he
was not a lawyer He Is protected,

however, by a recent Supreme
Court ruling that a person did not

have to be a lawyer to defend other
people in court

Even today the State of Maryland
and the Internal Revenue Service
are continuously harrasslng this

brave patriot

Laque claims that because <d the

Fourteenth Amendment of the

United States Constitution everyone
is subject to equal rights of de-

ductions I aque points out that

older citizens are allowed $1200
deduction per person He claims
that this makes the rest of the

taxpaying citizens into second cl ass

citizens Laque does not accept the

liberal-communist ideology which
says everyone is equal, only some
people are more equal than others
Despite all the harrassment from
liberal officials, Laque still has

room for levity--he enjoys
referring to the IRS as the

Enfera al Revenue Service

iul Freemen
of the Government to support it,

so it cannot be but a straight man
for the Liberal "humanitarian ”

A never ending reliving of the Third
Reich, on the stage, on TV, In

books, and in countless articles

and remarks, keeps the public

properly frightened of anyone who
talks about race The message Is

put across very effectively that

anyone wtio talks about racial pro-
blems is seeking Hitler's solution

Klu Klux Klan dramas are added

for good measure The late George
Lincoln Rockwell F s tiny band was
publicized as if It had thirty Panzer
Divisions poised on the Canadian
border one interesting offshoot

of the campaign against the latent

Nazi threat has been that It has

glamorized Nazism to many of the

alienated young World War n
German military artifacts are now
in heavy demand and Nazi medals
are so popularthaif&cslmllesh&ve
become available

Now the whole Liberal HL-
STRUCTURE Is crumbling under
the weight of crisis Otherwise
respectable people are beginning to

question the Liberal dogma
of equality of the races Infidel

Joseph Aisop had the heretical gaul

to publicise a study by Dr Arthur
R Jensen which shows that Negroes
have inaiely Inferior Intelligence

Mr Aisop said, rThe unspeakable

has been spoken The un-

mentionable has been mentioned ”

Mr Aisop ignores everything that

was ever said before the American
Press became the Liberal Brain
Laundry, and everything said by

responsible dissenters The shock-

ing thing is that Liberals have let

this be said, and not claimed Dr
Jensen was wearing a swastika
arm band as well as sheets and
was not busy converting his back-
yard bomb shelter into an oven
In which to gas the Jew down the

block as well as his Negro mailman

The "catcher” comes in the

second half of Mr ALsop's column
Dr Jensen’s findings are then used
as a sympathy- oriented appeal for

the pouring of countless billions of

dollars into special education for

Negroes Included in the rational-

izations made are some crude
LLbralesque eugenic theories, that

are below the level of the most
illiterate hate pamphleteer to ex-

plain why the Negro was short-
changed when the good I ord gave
out brains The real need for the
bill Ions is to give otherwise un-

employable and useless Liberal
"teachers 1 and ' educators” Jobs
and to put the prolific Negro and
his VOTES In the pockets of Liberal

politicians

Bill Buckley rewrote this Aisop
column forMs own True Believers
If the Liberals see any chance

that this view can get some money
for their Negro-control program,

they will grudgingly chalk up a

big victory for the insipid Right,

xind chuckle Incidentally,

Buckley s National Review
published an article by Dr
Ernest van den Haagthat said much
the same thing as did Dr Jensen's

Conspiracy or not, the Liberals do
not move as one In hysterical

talk about Klan types and black

nationalists, Arehlllberal william

F Brazziel (Director of General

Education, Virginia State College)

slithered through the contents of the

Jensen article, lashing out al this

or that conclusion, In a letter to

the Washington Post He also noted

that FOUR articles would be

published Ln the Harvard Educa-
tional Review, refuting Jensen’s

conclusions In degrees to suit most
anyone’s taste He also revealed

that 'infant stimulation' studies

were being conducted bv N I H
and CEO This method, we note,

was used by the Masters In Brave
New World to keep the people
thinking as thev should Mr Aisop

sent In a reply answering the

vitriol In the Brazziel letter, there
being no criticism We mi) be

sure this debate will continue, to

the alarm of Nepro 1 Intellectuals
and to the amusement of Intelligent

people

British biologist, Nobel Prize-
winner, Dr Francis Crick has
boldly stated that all men are not

bom equal "and It is time this

simple biological fact penetrated
Into political thinking He added,

It Is by no means clear, also,

let me say, that all races are
equally gifted And ln fact the

experiments evidence, although It

Is slow, does not even support
that hypothesis although it's

customarily said the other way
around * Dr Crick went on to say
that the population crisis will give

practical, Indeed critical meaning
to questions of population, quality,

and race

The whole situation reminds me
of an anecdote from a Scientific

American article on animal

psychology Experts had spent

thousands of man hours and made
exhaustive tests to prove, in the

end, that chickens are dumb some-
thing any farmer could have told

them Everybody knows the truth

about Negro intelligence, including

Negroes, but nobody will care what

the Liberals say and do as long

as it doesn t bother them too

much The serious Issue Is not

the few additional billions the

Liberals will waste trying to force

down the throat of the black man
an alien culture and an alien way
of life, bul the consequences of

this attempt

Invade High

Schools
F B I spokesman Dr Fern C

Stukenbroeker stated that the red-

front students for a Democratic
Society (S D S ) "Is now moving
rapidly Into the high school area,”
Stukenbroeker said, ' This Is

something reasonably new ” S D S
PROPAGANDA "urges high school
students to foment trouble by start-

ing fires ln waste baskets and

sounding fire alarms " The future

will bring ' Increased S D S

activity In the high schools

He stated that the FBI has de-
ducted that "there are Communists
within the S D S ranks localise

they have exhibited more pressure
from the Communist Ideology ”

Stukenbroeker pointed out that

SDS followers tend to be un-
disciplined- -unlike old line Com-
munists He said that the

Communist Labor Party was
attempting to take over 1 a section
of the S D S We can't say the

6 D £ has been captured entirely
by the old Communist Party
either '

The S DS has now moved Into

its most dangerous third stage
uftcr having gone from protest to

resistance and now to open
revolution and violence SDS
holds seminars and puts out in-

structional brochures giving plana
for future revolutionary and violent

activities These plans Include
harassing industry, spreading
anarchy on the campus, and causing

panic at draft boards The SDS
also provides class room Instruc-
tions on how to make Molotov
cocktails, sabotage auto tires and
gas lines, and how to set fire to

buildings

The only way to smash the SDS
is effective countervlolent action

The time for discussions is over
The only language that the SDS
understands is the language of

violence Not only violence but total

destruction of the SDS is the

only thing that can save our

universities SDS leaders should
be taken out and put up against

the wall and shot Some conser-
vatives might say that this Is a

horrible way to treat our political

opponents But keep this thought in

mlnd-lf the SDS themselves ever
win, we, the productive people of

America, will be the ones put iqp

against the wall The question is

not whether we should take vital

counteraction against the SDS,
but rather who should survive9

They or we TheS D S is the worst
liberal-protected malignancy
within America, The SDS is the

goon squad of criminal liberalism

Advertisement Advertisement

HOW MANY OF YOU PEOPLE WOULD LIKE TO
TAKE OFF 27% % FROM YOUR TAXABLE WAGES

FOR YOUR OLD AGE?
Hie former President had a large number of his friends who did that.

That i& why they were hia friends What about the COM&T1TUTIOK of the

I KITED STAIE5, the 1 supreme law of the land,*’ why not use it??9 Here
you can deduct (50%) fifty percent of your wages lor your constitutional

rights Maybe you got a little more 9 Well take ofl (S3 000) three thousand
dollars for your best girl friend, girl friends cost more than wnes If

you think your wife might object list her as your best girl friend Here is

a direct quote from the tax paper “Hy any other method direct or indirect ”

You can see that you have a choice If you do not like the reasons given you,
you can make up one of your own

Could be some of you now have something to do other than pay taxes?
lor those that are ot the nervey type, just do not file The federal Income
Tax is not legal It not only violates the Maryland Constitution but the
Tederal as well If you will check the Tederal laws you will see that the

Federal law invalidates the income tax law Just for kicks read the Supreme
Court ruling that cuts out all but the lowest rate out Qf the law What is the

lowest rate?" Niothing absolutely nothing
If you take the time to earn money, you should be able to spend it the way

you want to use it Hove you been paying more than the millionaires, who

pay nothing’ Maybe you need this service ' Would you be interested in the
ways that you can get a large refund? Just call (301) 636-1269, we will see
what we can do for you All forms will be taken to court to get the refunds
requested if necessary We sign all forms

I\( OVIF 1 U WOIDAlNCt SFK\1( F-M ARY I AND DIVISION
6055 BELLE GROVE ROAD BALTIMORE MARYLAND 21225

Phong (301) 636 1 269
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Typical D.C. Savage Occupied School

Rational Robert
Dear Hatlonal Robert
I Is a black power savage with

problems I sees how m) black
brothers and sisters -ire starving,
because they Is hungry Black
people is hungry In Mississippi,
Appalachia, Harlem ail over de
place
We black power savages go

hungry Just because we won't
work The white man kept us In

slavery for the last 7,000 years
and owes us free food
Not only dat but I dene gone to

the Bronx zoo <uid saw all d^m
animals being fed Those lion,

tigers and other cats like that,

get them T-bone steaks, that makes
me drool and slobber Those
penguins eat them appetizing
sardines, full of vitamins and
minerals, while 1 starve, cause
won't work Whv do these racist

ffonky animals get all that high
rade food while we black brothers
starve After all what i& more
important one of them thimpan-
ees, or us bUck people
•fat Turner III

leLd Marshall of

ulton Ave & Ga^ Street
lear Mr Turner
I called up the Bronx ^oo and
poke to its bend, Mr Irving

inster, v.ho said, w ell to put
t frankly, even i low grade
hlmpanzee is rare ind hard to

ome by, while as far as bla<k
ower savages ate foncemed
Ir Flnster went on to S3j liov.

act It is that black power savages
re starving Mr Fluster (.on

nued on how he ha<5 a new set
C rages in the ape house? mid that
e will be more than happ to

ite grate low grade chimpanzees
1th high grade black power
av ages
ear Rational Robert
Boy do I have problems I am
aceful Eskimo in Alaska, andm>

Lfe, our kids and our pet sea.1

°re quite happy until we were
vaded by a bunch of uncivilized
pples

\t least we thought they were
iaven hippies Imagine our sur-
Ise when we found out the white
ash which invaded our Igloo were
lited States I lberal Senators, led
Senator Ted Kennedy who told
that we were poverty stricken,

d how poor we were The whole
ib of white trash Senators be-
ved like a bunch of hippies They
Lde lewd advances at mj wife,
tnated on my igloo floor, baited
pel seal till it had a complete

rvous breakdown, and drove all

polar bears and Alaskan moose
the Arctic Circle
he liberal Senators told me not
worry about anything, and that a
* government program would
•o be passed to fix me up '

. jm now in abject terror, waiting
and hoping ! will physically survive
the new Government program to
' fix me up” I can see this new
program now as hordes of hippy-
type social workers came to Alaska
to help me £ adjust ' and become
'socially acceptable to liberal

bureaucrats To make matters
worse, my pet seal, which is now
neurotic, bit Senator Kennedy on
the ear
Help me Rational Robert

Nanook of the North
Dear Nanook of the North
You really gotproblems There Is

only one way for you to survive
the government program and
hordes of socially undesirable
social workers Your only chance
is to flee to the Arctic Circle
like the polar bears and AJaskan
Moose have already done
Dear Rational Robert
Dear most honorable sir My

name Is Ramanujan Grand Guru
of Btipal, a small independent ( oun-
try, high in the Himalayas between
China and tndla
As the spiritual and politic al

leader of Hupal, I get all the
problems
We have been Invaded by hordes

of Peace Corps type*, (peace creep
white trash hippies) who arc des-
troying my country Our famous
lama monetary was turned into
a psychedelic dance hall Our
herds of yaks h ive been so
frightened by the look and sound
of these hippies Ih U they stopped
giving milk
Our local tourist aitractiorutlie

abominable [jnowman--got robbed
and mugged and raped by these
hippies who shanghaied it to a
San 1 ranelsco coffee house whore
It Is fed LSD to keep it under
control The poor creature has
been forced to become a go-^o
dancei

With our tourist attraction gone,
[ tried to get the last two remain-
ing abominable snowmen to come
down from the mountains to become
our new tourist attraction Rut
alas, they hoard about our hippies
One fled to Red China, to take Its

chance on being brutalized the re,
while the other one fled to inrfli

to starve

My poor herdsmen bdve been
complete!; demoralized by having
LSI) put into their racid yak
butter, while these white trash-
hippies have forced our government
officials to take refuge in the

hills

I tried to get Indian troops to
intervene, but *hen they found
out we had Peace Corps Maples
they put up a barbed-wire fence
at our border with machine gun
towers
When I appealed to Red China,

For more than five years Evans
Jr High School has been plagued
with extortion gangs of students,
who extort money, food and cloth-

ing So many lockers have been
broken Into and personal belong-
ings stolen that 4h accurate amount
has yet to be ascertained Students
have been seen and reported for
showing their friends how easy itis

to pop a locker Teachers'
coats, money and other property
has been stolen

Students and teachers alike have
been beaten and threatened, not
only by outsiders, but by Evans
students Some of these assaults
have been brutal For example
one teacher was hit in the head
with a piece of wood and knocked
unconscious Another teacher was
hit in the eye and had a bean
ti/ul shiner During fights, some
students hair was torn out by the

roots and some have been beat-
en, bitten, and scratched so bad-
ly that they required medical at-

tention

Malicious behavior and van-
dalism by some Evans students re-
sulted in the following \ pupil

being set on lire causing third
degree bums, a pupil s hair set on
fire, j student stabbed Inthestom-
ach, and a teacher hit over the
head with a half-filled bottle of

Savage Rampage m

Northern School

Last March Ifi, a typical day
in a northern integrated school
At New Brunswick Jr High School
In Noyv Brunswick, New Jersey,
a riot was started b> 100 scream-
ing black savages There were
two separate meetings (one for
the whites and one for the blacks)
being held simultaneously The
meetings were designed to calm
down ‘racial tension " The meet-
ing for the white students was
held In the school cafeteria. The
meeting for the black students
was hew In the school auditor-
ium As the whites were calmly
sitting down trying to dfscoss the
situation, a group of too raging
little black savages began a mass
rampage through the white meet-

TRT savages stormed by
teachers who tried to persuade
them to return to their own meet-
ing \s the rabid mob canu
upon the white students, they be-
gan throwing plates at the whites
and smashing chairs over their
heads After this, the little sav^
ages swarmed out and attacked
Other white students In the hall
The school is about black
When the riot started, teachers

tried to move most of the stu-
dents out of the school building
During this time raging blacks
attacked small white children as
they tried to flee down the stairs
Many were pushed down the stairs
and were seriously Injured.
After the school had been cleared

of children, alargehordnofblacks,
gathered outside the building,
started throwing bricks and rocks
at the school windows Over 75
window? were swished

At a nearby high school, krank-
lin Township High School,
200 whites rose In a body and
wilked out of school because of
the liberal administration s con-
tinuing cowtowlng to the demands
of the black extremists One
student said the group was fed
up' with the liberal administra-
tors, The White students are
going to have to do more than
waifc out They're going to have
to come to school all armed to
the teeth If they intend to sui-
vive in the Jungle of education
created liy the liber d enemy The
terror in the above school Is Just

nple of a typical school day
that Is faced by hundreds of thou-
sands of the nation s school chil-
dren.

whiskey It is unquestionably true
that some students drink, smoke
and use some of the vilest lan-
guage In the building Some stu-
dents have set lockers and trash
cans on fire, shot off tear fras In
the corridors and in the pupils
faces, put cherry bombs In the
water fountains - completely de-
mol ishing them -- urinated down
the steps, placed fee eg inthecorrf-
dois, shot off fire extingula he rs
in the halls, classrooms, auditor-
ium elevator, and on a teacher"
Celling tiles haveBeen tom down,
windows broken, trash receptions
have been smashed, and ev en a
door was removed from a class-
room.
We tan only agree In part,

that some outsiders have been
guilty of some of these acts
after being Invited and Accom-
panied through the building by E-
vans students

Some of these behavior problems
have, been allowed to participate
In extra-curricular activities, put
into i higher grade when they
have not passed the previous gn.de,
disobej oral requests from teach-
ers and administrators lejve the

building without permission cut

classes and allowed to return time
and time again without reprimand
Most of the 16 and IT year-old

students refuse, and are not made
to attend classes if they report
to the office that they don t like
attending a class or a teacher,
whereupon the principal assigns
them to some work detail But the
majority of them sit In the office

and together disrupt the staff

One student on the so-called
self-appointed EVANS Student com
mlttee attempted to stab a teacher
In the back with a pair of cloth-
ing shears. Some of these students
made up the principal shall patrol]
(established without faculty know-
ledge and consent) and would find

students In the halls and drag
them to the office along the floor
like a sack of potatoes Some of the
pjtrol members stayed out of class
all da> (This patrol was abandoned
only after constant complaints
from student and teachers ) Some
committee members gamble on
the floor of the boys locker room
and outside the cafeteria at lunch
time Sonic committee members
had an extortion racked going Manv
of the students are afraid of the
committee members
Signed

3 5 Members of the ) irulty,

"West Brut e Evans Ji UighScbool
Washington, D C
(Letter ioprtcted in pan from the
U \SHTTsGTf>N ST 1 H

they sent in a division of troops,
but soon fled back across the
Hlmaylaya<5 from the hippy stench,

which even gas masks could not

stop Help me Rational Robert
Uhat shall I do

Dear Ramanujan
You must act quickly only three

things have been known to stop

hippies They are Jofinson s No
Roach, DDT and rat poison Good
luck-you need It

Due to recent more ise in printing costs and
postal lates, STATE!. RA1 I is foi cc to raise
its bulk prices

BACK ISSUES ARE AVAILABLE
If you have not read STATECRAFT'S back

issues be sure to do so

SEP FEMBLR 1968 with K R Valhal on ‘ Why
Conservatives I ail” and special four page expose
supplement on the Liberal plot against private

property and investment, our publisher publicly

blasting the Liberals on Gun Legislation
OCTOBER 1968 our famous election issue with

K R \ alhal’s article Ihe Liberal Lnemy (onlv

a verv few loft

)

NOV t MBER-DECEMBER 1968 force and
Ideas by K R Valhal The Future ol A I P
by our Editor and inside story on the Electronic
Dictatorship by Paul Treeman
JANUARY, 1969 - SOLD OUT
FEBRUARY MARCH SOLD OUT
Bulk rates for Back issues

QUANTITY
110

[200

Isoo

1000

FRICE
$ 2 50

$18 00

$60 00
$90 00

ADDITIONAL COPIES
25C
18?
12£
9b

or we will mail back copies of STATECRAf T
for 30? a name Just send in your list of names
(1-1000) and we'll rush them into the mad
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GIANT 2 x 3

PATRIOTIC POSTERS

Any six regular size Bumper

Stickers $1 50
post paid

Any six |umbo size Bumper

Stickers $2 50
post paid

BULK RATE FOR POSTERS AMD BUMPER STICKERS SENT

UPON REQUEST USE THIS HANDY COUPON

P tease rush me the following

_ Geti MacArthur
_<joy Wallace

i Sen McCarthy

l plus ^0$ for each poster on ordtr under 36 00

Sit Jojfpfc McCarthy
Gov George Wallace Gea Douglas MacArfbvr

Posters S2 00 plus 50 < handling and mailing per poster On poster orders

of six dollars or more we pay handling and mailing cost

Bumper Stickers In Brilliant Colors

Available onl y in regular size 30c each

OUR FAMOUS
‘SHOOT LOOTERS '!

"LAW POWER” [

Available onl y in Jumbo size 4”x24”50< each
post paid

“My God Is Alive * sorry about yours”

'America Awake 1 The Liberal Is Your Enemy 1
”

“Taxes Par Protection Hot one cent for Blackmail”

“Liberalism is ANARCHY”

Black Loot & Born

River Boat
The funderprivUeg«l ,

'
:
’ black

power savages of the younger gen-
eration have riot had all the ad-
vantages the upper middle class
has, but thanks to some llberal-

drone-bureaucrats, all of that has
changed

Washington, DC Is on the Po-
tomac River and has large cruise
ships Some have a 700-passenger
capacity to ply the sights up and

down the Potomac

The Liberals got together and

thought up a brilliant plan Why
not get the Wilson Line, ship ths

George Washington (with a capa-
city of *700) to give a cruise to

700 of the worst black power sav-

age youngsters In the city during

the Easter weekend After all,

a riot was expected Easter week-
end and putting 700 of these ani-

jnals cm 5 river cruise liner would

hopefully prevent a riot The
liberals idee was to give these

<klds something to think about

and look forward to over the Easter

weekend

After all, if they didn’t

have the cruise to look forward
to, they could always look for-

ward to burning and looting Wash-
ington, D C
Whether the Wilson Line was

threatened and/or blackmailed In-

to giving the George Washington
free of charge for the cruise, or

whether it was paid lor by city

poverty funds, even we don't know
But Easter weekend came and the

kiddles, 700 of the worst trouble-

makers, all hurried on the George
Washington Washington, D c
seemed io 1* sife (it least tempor-
arily ) But the liberal-drone-bur
eaucrats iorgot one thing anyone
rur riot, loot and burn In the < tty

on an> weekend, but how many of

these underpriv 11edged 1 kiddies

have turn the opportunity to riot,

dot and bum on board t ship

The kiddie^ first began to

feel frustration anil loss of their

manhOCjd when they found out that

CLASSIFIED ADS
upset your liberal
"FRlENDe ’ with these buttons

Liberalism And Literacy Don’t

Mix, Fight Collectivist Tyranny,
Smash Rad Treason, Liberals Are

Through In '72, Back HUAC, Fm
More Aft-aid of Sellout Than Fall-

out, Literalism Promotes Racial

Dnrest, I'm A Card Carrying

American, all 1-3/4’ or larger In

diameter Any combination 1-4

25f each, S tar SI BO or J 1 tor

$2 00, SO for $6 00, 100 for $10 00,

500 for $40 00, sent to Super
Underground Buttons, 1534 Ros-

anna Road, N \v .Washington, D C
20012

Rates for this section 20( per
word, per insertion

the George Washington was noT
stnpplng at Marshall Hall amuse-
ment p^rk because It was closed

until summer Even though tt

was closed, the kiddles wanted to

go there (To loot and burn a

closed amusement park?)

Actual trouble started when one
of the underprivileged black young-
sters tried to steal a white crew
members wallet The black pow-
er savage had his teeth knocked
down his throat for his trouble

Pandemonium then broke loose

a& word spread that a Honky-
Racist crew member actually

fought back to protect his property

Rioting now spread across the

entire ship as all the white crew
members were beaten up The
ship s t-oncessLon stand was looted

Senseless vandalism occurred all

over the ship Soon, numerous
fires caused by these under-
privileged arsonists spread across
the Gtorpe Washington The mass
looting for souvenirs was common-
JQlaft-

fortunately the ship had a radio

and police and fire boats brought

both fires <uid black pov.er sav-

ages uncii r control Thsre were

uo arrests
The kiddles left tht> George

Washington happy and smiling with

their souvenirs There was no

riot lids Caster weekend in Wash-
ington, D G
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
TO SAC (157-

) date: 2/11/69
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'

FROM : SA wS *

subject: NATIONAL YOUTH A
RACIAL MATTERSr

3BLIANCE

On 2/7/69, Detective l | Bureau of
Special Services (BSS), NYCFD, furnished the following
information to the writer:

| I stated the National Youth Alliance (NYA) is
attempting to unify former Youth For Wallace, Young People
For Reagan, and Conservatives for Nixon into the NYA.

b6
b7C

0010-109

Leaflets announcing the NYA was to hold a
meeting in the Colonnade Room, Hotel Taft, 50th Street
and Seventh Avenue, NYC, 2 1/69, between 12:00 Noon and
5:00 PM, were passed out at Franklin K. Lane High School,
NYC, on 1/28/69.

The speaker was to be Awruntfr tmprrxajle Newark,
N. J. Councilman. The sponsor was Jested as P, 0. Box 20o,
Rockaway Park, NY, which accordinytor I was opened
9/24/68, for the New York State^outh For Wallace and
was ohanged^rin 1 /P7 /AQ tn iftvfl T*hp subscriber was

whose
was
and

se telephone number waitlisted asl

t*fe |

~ — . lira
/is a male, white J | He to'

1 Pnrlf

interview that he was formerly!
lthe Youn

S you#h FSF WallaceT
toldl Iduring an

TTsF
so. [

now the NYS|_
sand him the
failed to do .

of NYA is at 208 Third Street,

I
of NYA,

"of names.'

jor Freedom (YAF) and is
| he would

f tne nopra or Directors but
tated titfe National Headqharte

Sorfth East, Washington,
which is headed by NYA, National Director. JOHN ACORD..
The office phone aumBe¥~ts~'S^5W-^ffS'0 I fstat
the national membership is 1#D0. 1 1

ALL iNFOr CONTAINED / /A 7 ~ A ^
HERE!

GAJ/-ME
(i)

SEARCHED . JNDpCEfc
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e National Vice Chairraanycf NYA is
HON, 746 58th Street Brooklyn. NY.

Istated there wer£ between 150 and 170
persqfis ranging in age from 16 - 30 years old attending
the 2/1/69 meeting.

/ The speakers at the meeting were Jffl

nhfti rmrfn . wvA a white, male, approximately 2<

old and NEAL O' CONNOR, NYS Executive Chairman,
member of the YAF.

b6
b7C

RICH spoke on the need to perpetuate European
culture on college campuses while O'CONNOR spoke on the
uniting of all right wing groups under the NYA programs.

Those in
NYA Chainnan, Buff

a

HENRY HEWSEL. TO

The platform of NYA as stated was:

a

1. To oppose the use of dangerous drugs and
narcotics on college campuses and to run drugs pushers off
the campuses.

2. To neutralize and overcome black power

3. To bring peace to America and to resist
getting into "no wip^' foreign wars.

T< - B
i

the Editor of "Statecraft ,
" a

monthly, fffT'FlfpoTn Alexandria , Va., sTaUJU W1S 'IfltA tactical
policy Is tojprain all youth who join to/physically fight
left-wing radicals on campuses. '

I Istated that at the meeting the aims of
NYA were stated as

:

b6
b7C

1. Preserve Western civilization.

2. Rid college campuses of communists.

It was further stated the NYA will use violent
means to combat the Students For a Democratic Society (SDS),
if college officials do nothing.

It was announced the NYA will hold a national
convention during July 1969.

-2 -
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According to
[

quarters at this time.
Jthere is no NY head-

?he

|
1 atftt.ftd that BSS hafe subscribed to

which| | stated contain^ racist overton*
According to x;ne masthead, it is located at

I I 1 stated the NYA is more militant than
the IfAF and in view of their staged aims and tactical
policy may cause serious problems for law enforcement,

- 3 -
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Bulky Exhibit * Inventory of Props caulred a* Evidence
FD-192 (Rev 10-6-65)

10/16/69

Title and Character of Case

NATIONAL YOUTH ALLIANCE

Date Property Acquired Source From Which Property Acquired

SEE BELOV/ SEE INDIVIDUAL IB'S
Location of Property or Bulky Exhibit Reason for Retention of Property and Efforts Made to Dispose of Same

VAULT EVIDENCE AND INFORMAT I ON-RETAIN

Description of Property or Exhibit and Identity of Agent Submitting Same SEE BELOW

(1) 10/16/69 Three reels of tape recording of Barry Farber Show, Wor,
Radio 7/2/69 . Guests Dennis C. McMahon, John Acord. Louis , ^
Byers and Mike Russell. Rec'd 7/3/69 by SA kamDD

SEE SERIAL 71. b7c
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New' Youth Group

Backs Rightist Cause
By ESTELLE P. SAMMIS

Plans to unseat Nassau County Execu-
tive Eugene H. Nickerson and Suffolk
County Executive a. Lee Dennison when
they run for elec- , .. _ __
.«« in juM om

there U^an^^af
^

who is hot right
J * C,lfford

wing, we win infiltrate the opposite po-
litical party and try to get it to name a
right-wing candidate.”

Clifford said: “The June primaries are
' open only to enrolled voters, so in Suf-
folk you’d need about 5,000 people to^
take control of a party/' Clifford, whir
lives in Ronkonkoma, said he wouldj£k
at gaining control of the Republican'
primaries by the time Nickerson and
Dennison come up for reelection because

'

the two county executives are democrats. 1

* *
.

*

"WE WILL DO THIS in a lot of fn-

v
stances,” he said( “Like in the state, go-
ing with the Democrats to beat Rocke-
feller.”

Clifford described himself as a 1964

}

Sachem High School graduate and a stu-
dent at the Academy of Aeronautics in
Jackson Heights. He was Suffolk chair-
map of Youth for Wallace in last year’s
presidential campaign.

According to Clifford, he has launched
NYA organizations at Sachem and James
Wilson Young High Schools. He said the
organization has members from most
Long Island colleges and from such com-
munities as Farmingdale, Riverhead and
“especially St. James."

Clifford took a prominent part Satur-
day in a NYA regional meeting at the
Hotel Taft in Manhattar attended by
student represent lives from colleges in
New York, New England, Pennsylvania
and New Jersey.

* * •

YESTERDAY AT NYA national head-
quarter in Washington, DC.. Ijdls R.
Andjgjws . the executive secretaflPflfffjft

^p™»RionafTS881ffly
<wSW^ in At-

lanta, Ga., on Dec. 28. jr
Acording to Andrews the organization

has four major objectives:

• To oppose the use of dangerous
drugs and narcotics and “to run” push-
ers off campuses. The platform document
accuses the “left wing” of' using drugs
as a major tool to gain “mind control”
of the nation’s youth.

• To neutralize and overcome black
power and insure a “better future for
western man.”

• To restore “law and order” to camp-
uses throughout the nation by stamping
out “anarchist groups and Students for a
Democratic Society.”

• To bring peace to America and to !

oppose involvement in wars overseas.
;

The statement calls intervention "a
criminal political economic policy” em- I

ployed by politicians which has led to
;

the “Murder of 50,000 American service- <

men ip recent years and was allowed !

“by our patents *jnljmndparenfa” for <

50 years,
w

7 ]
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THE WASH! (

ich Andrews
ered: "Amerkan

1?

JOM 1 1 LFPHONE at

'd was an*

This is iW.' pnone o
nal Youth AHwwiee president,

who u»as by anolh&f
as also basing a director dtj^jerty
a righl ryr ' amzatio^Wffin

shes

Clifford satdJfif' mya ” ^ Acord’s idea

as '’a way tycmH it *v lrft He thought
enough leaimi"; >m <•*, didn’t have
time, were afrv - f, ot didn't want to get
involved.”

During the Wali.Kc L.*mi>->ign, it was re-

ported Acord and a committee of 30
workers distributed plrdp*' cards at Wal-
lace political rail (O'* knowing these would
be the places vh> .( th*v would find po-
tential member- 1 Vi ik uiy were Imbued
with their phuo .pin

v

They were vm < n 1' - fulin Tennessee
and California," * itii-ud Mid The Ten-
nessee director

life, though.

h.id MmuiU made on his

C L I F F O R D SAM? tint organization
bow has at lea-i 6000 members. Mem-
bers pay $3 dnepAl <htes and sign a
pledge “to defenn *V viinn and integrity

,
of western civilization from all enemies
foreign and domestic ”

Members can be from 13 to 29 years
old. Persons over 30 can be sustaining
members at $10 a year, but have no vote.

Clifford said members would be pre*

. pared “to throw’' violent demonstrators
out of college buildings with force* as a
last resort, but would try orderly process^
fes first.

\ He said: “We would also find out whit
judges or other public officials were ra-
ng the hands of the police. We dont
want tp take the law into our own hi»nH^
blit we would find out those things*”

v Atft

0-W
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By ERNEST JOHNSTON JR.

Newark Councilman Antony
Impyriale has rejected 'SnoTTer
ItV/fiJWaif before th^National
Ybuth Alliance whien is trying

no organize students at Brook-
lyn’s Franklin K Lane HS until

he is convinced the organization
is not anti Negro,

Imperiaie, who organized a
white vigilante-like group in

Newark, pulled out of a sched-
uled appearance before a rally

by the militant right wing group
on Feb 1 because he feared the

group was responsible for anti-

black leaflets distributed near
the school.

“I had been informed that the

organization was handing out
anti Negro leaflets I am not
anti-Negro and will not speak
for any organization that is,"

said Imperial

MerrilLjfflartm chairman of

BrookhjffEqual, an organization

conurosed primarily of Jews and
golfer whites, said black students
mad been called "cannibals” In

the leaflets and that they also

suggested that blacks be lynched
and shot with rifles

A Denial

One spokesman for NYA
flatly denied that the organiza-
tion distributed the literature^

>5tbsoIutely not—we had nam-
ing to do with it,” said James
r
CMflCd. Long Island direSforcfc

the newly formed militafft right-

wing student organization.

“We don’t know where the
liteiature came from It could
have been circulated by some-
one sympathetic to our cause or
one of our members acting
alone.”

The leaflet has a Rockaway
Paik mailing address and also

called attention to the NYA’s
Feb 1 meeting
“We don’t even have members

in the Rockaway Park area as
I can recall said Clifford

“We've brought complaints
about the literature to the at-

tention of the city’s Human
Rights Commission, the Mayor’s
office as well as the Board of

Education/’ Mai tin said

“Magic” in ilie Name
Undeterred by the reaction

from the literature, Clifford

said NYA still planned to get
Impenale to speak at a future
rally

"It will be entirely up to Im-
penale as to the topic he choose
to speak on although we want

him to deliver a speech which
will touch on Lane.” The school
was (he focus of interracial vio-

lence and bitterness.

Imperiaie who had been
miffed by the anti-black llteta-

ture said “the only way I will

speak for the organization Is

that I talk on law and order
and justice for all I believe in
our American democracy and
will fight to defend that right
for all people,”

The NYA was formed the day
after election and had Its roots
in the George Wallace Presi-
dential campaign.
The organization's goal Is to

recruit members on college and
high school campuses in the
area to oppose violence-prone
"New Left” students.

tlnM
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SAC, WFO 3/9/6$ "

Director, FBI

NATIONAL Y0B7B ALLIANCE (NYA)
RACIAL MATTERS - WHITE MATS GROUPS

BeJTYalrtel and LBM 2/36/66,

toilrttl fiOfitalss staUamta froa Detective I |

I I Bureau of Special Services, Maw fork City Police, iEo
stated that oenfeera of tha NYA will ww violent msm to
eenhat the Students for 11 Haim flit If Society if college
off lelala fail to do so. I I advised that ha waa
not aware of etateoeate eonearaiag violence by this group
and believes that If such oooura it would be by Individual
aanbar* and not the organisation.

In view of tha above, the activities of thin
orgaalsMtloB will ba followed until naob tine an a
determination in nods an to whsthsr it fitn the criteria
for investigation of white hat# groups. WTO should assess
origin in thia natter and follow the nativities on a
discreet basin. Any inquiry In thin natter should he of
established sources only. All indorsation developed Should
be furnished in fors suitable for dissemination, including
a determination an to whethar thin group fitn tha criteria
net forth in Section 13SA of the Manual of instructions as
it pertalus to the Investigation of Han and white hate groups.

Albany
Beaten
Newark
New York <157-3447)
Richmond
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As

SAC, HEW YORK (100-

SA (46)

HUNTINGTON TRAIN COMMITTEE
SM-MISC

3/12/69

On 2A9/69. I ~l
108th MI Group, advised he received a leaflet indicating
TOM HOLLINGSWORTH was to speak at the Thatched Cottage,
Route 25A, Centerport, L.I., N.Y., at 8:30 PM, 2/19/69.
The speech by HOLLINGSWORTH , a former member of the Green
Berets, is entitled ®We Want To Win In Vietnam?"

On 2/20/69 . 1 ladvised that he attended
the above meeting and obtained the following publications
which were sold or distributed free of charge at the meeting:

1. "The Ursurpers" by MEDFORD EVANS.
2. "American Opinion11 I/69.
3. "Vietnam - When Terror Is Not Statistics” pamphlet.
4. "It's Treason? Aid And Comfort To The Vietcong" by

WALLIS w . WOOD pamphlet

.

5- "Current Export Bulletin" - pamphlet.
6. "The Weeks Activities" leaflet.
7. "A Forecast On Vietnam" poster.
8. "A Petition To The Congress of The United States" pamphlet.
9. "Congressional Record, Selling To ISie Reds" pampHet,

10. "Behind The Scenes In Vietnam," by TOM HOLLINGSWORTH -

sets forth in detail the content of HOLLINGSWORTH 1 s

speech as delivered at the meeting.
11. "Wild Statements - Robert Welch 1965” pamphlet.
12. "More Truth About Vietnam - Robert Welch 1967" pamphlet.
13. "The Truth About Vietnam Robert Welch 1967" pamphlet.
14. "The Truth In Time" pamphlet.

1 - 100 -

GO 157-3447
1 - 62-12699
1 - 1

GAJ/vmmw

HUNTINGTON TRAIN) (46)
’NYA) (46)
’MINUTEMEN) (46)
'JOHN BIRCH SOCIETY) (46)

ALL 'NFO-W71 Os ! CONTAINED

f Sc ^
J

,
. "' ;i

'

MAR 13 l%3
L_2J
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NY 100-

ln addition to the above literature!
I

also furnished a copy of a leaflet captioned vxou can join -

National Youth Alliance" which will be maintained in NY file
157.3447 (NYA), that was handed him at the meeting.

I ladvised the HOLLINGSWORTH booklet
"Behind The Scenes In Vietnam" contained essentially the
entire content of his speech although he elaborated on
various points without following any specific outline.

HOLLINGSWORTH stated that he is one of 200 such
speakers traveling around the country speaking on behalf
of TRAIN.

The above-listed literature will be maintained
in NY file 100-A4^?7 (JOHN BIRCH SOCIETY (JBS) as the
HUNTINGTON TRAIN COMMITTEE is a front of the JBS.

On 3/11/69, Sa[ determined the
registered owners of the following vehicles which were
parked at the Thatched Cottage on 2/19/69. These numbers
also appeared on l llist and have been deleted

iz to preclude a\from|_

the registered owners:
] list to preclude duplication of determining

ALL NEW YORK LICENSE NUMBERS

1.1

2. r

3*

4 .

^ *

6 .

b6
b7C
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b6
b7C
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NY 100 -

On 2/20/69 J Ifurnlshed the following
list of license numbers or vemcj.es parked at the thatched
Cottage " at the time HOLLINGSWORTH spoke.

|
|stated

that no other affairs were going on at the
1 TMXCned Cottage"

other than the HTC meeting, therefore, other than for
employee vehicles, it is assumed that the vehicles were of
persons attending the meeting.

b6
b7C

b6
b7C
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Coverage was afforded this meeting and the license
numbers were obtained in an effort to identify Minutemen.
Minutemen have In the past exhibited interest In the activities
of Special Forces and it Is reasonable to assume that if
there are Minutemen residing in the area they would have
attended HOLLINGSWORTH * s speech. It is known that TRAIN
is a front for the JBS and that some of the Minutemen previously
active in the Queens, Nassau and Suffolk County areas were
affiliated with, or members of, the JBS.

LEAD

NEW YORK at New York

plates
1 .

on£

2 .

Will determine registered owners of license

|
llst

.

Will furnish Identity of owners.

ho
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mm Una
You iwi join

Xf you are a Patriotic American between the ages of 13

and 29 * and believe in the following principles, than you should

join NATIONAL YOUTH ALLIANCE*

* We oppose the use of dangerous Narcotics on Campuses
an4 ran those selling narcotics off campus*

* Neutralize and overcome Black Power replacing it
with AMERICAN POWER.

* Restore lew and order to campuses, if authorities fail
to act* by stamping out anarchist movements such as s,

'

* Bring Peace to America by resisting no-win wars*

A new organisation is needed * today* Because the leaders of the

two existing parties Democrat and Republican, have deserted the

principles and traditions of our nation* s founding fathers. Both of

ehese existing parties have become the proponents of big government,

crushing taxation, dictori&X federal power* waste and fiscahiaespon-

sibllity , unwholesome and disastrous internationalism* and compromise

with our nations enemies. Control of the government*, under the domination

of these two existing parties;, has left the hands of the people cur

government was created to serve I

NATIONAL YOUTH ALLIANCE supports a foreign policy based on

America's beet inerests* NOT world opinion? preservation of our

national sovereignty ? and totaJ support of cur servicemen once we

have commit.ted them to fight under our flag.

Upon thl-i beliefs ar.c there principles* National Youth Alliance

offers itfcstfl* U> the AmfcfficM pevp!**



FD-36 (R»v. 5-22-64)

Transmit the following In

AIRTEL

2/20 /69

(Type in plaintext or code)

(Priority)

-JO

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI

FROM: SAC, NEW YORK (157-3W|.7) (p)

SUBJECT: NATIONAL YOUTH ALLIANCE
RACIAL MATTERS -ORGANIZATION
00:WF0

On 2/7/69, Detective I Bureau of
Special Services (BSS), NYC PD, advised 8a |

~|
that a leaflet, a xerox copy of which appears herein, was
handed out at Franklin K. Lane High School, Brooklyn, NY,
on 1/31/69. NYCPD is conducting investigation re the
National Youth Alliance (NYA) due to the racial overtones
contained in the leaflet.

NY air tel to Director dated 1/21/69, captioned
Attack on Teacher at Franklin K. Lane High School. Brooklyn.
NY, 1/20/69 i Racial Matters" reflected af |

I I was attacked by three Negro youths Wpo
1

squirtea inriammable liquid on his clothes with a water
pistol and set his clothes afire burning a hole in his overcoat.

A leaflet announced the NYA, Post Office Box 208,
Rockaway Park, NY, would hold a meeting on 2/1/69, at the Hotel
Taft, NYC. ^

^

3 - Bureau (RM) / LA
1 - Albany (INFO) (RM) -JLl
1 - Boston (INFO) (RM)
2 - Newark ( INFO) (RM) W*®**

0*^^^
(1-157-

)

T 1

v
2 - Richmond} ikmj
2 - Washington Field (RM) 1

' ^ r f <
x

1 - New York (100-) (SDS) (£L2) seaw;heo__|nd€xed

New York (fcM SEMAUZEfiSS^LFtLED . .

.

^ \ ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED /

/* 7-3W-?
SEARCHED — indexed

SEMAUZEKS&LjILED

Approved:

f^cidl Agent in Charge
M Per



NY 157 * 34-46

Petective l I stated that Post Office Box 208 was
opened 9/24-/68, for the NY -State Youth For Wallace (NYSYV),
and was changed to the NYA on 1/27/69.

The subscriber to the Post Office Box was I

I L Rockawav Park. NY. a white male,
who was formerly

| I

age

he was I

Americans

When interviewed by Detectijta

for Freedom

_[
i High School]

(YAF ) , and is nowT
bhe Young

] stated

NYA*

According t

o

I I the NYA National Headquarters
is located at 208 3rd Street, South East, Washington, D.C*, which
is headed by NYA National Director JOHN ACORD* The telephone
number is 202-54-6-202 0.

[ ] told Detective the NYA is attempting
to unify former Youth for Wallace, Young People for Reagan and
Conservatives for Nixon.

Detective l ^ stated approximately 150 to 170
persons ranging in age from 16 to 30 attended the 2/1/69 meeting
at the Hotel Taft. At the meeting JOHN RICH, NYA NY Chairman and
HEAL 0* CONNOR, NY State Executive Chairman and former member of
YAF were speakers.

b6
b7C

b6
b7C

b6
b7(

RICH spoke on the need to perpetuate European culture
on college campuses while 0

1

CONNOR spoke on the uniting of all
right wing groups under the NYA program.

Those in the audience included PAUL TAREKY, NYA Chairman,
Buffalo, NY, HENRY HENSEL, NYA Chairman, Albany, NY, JEFFREY
SMITH, Organizer-Manhattan Community College, NYC, and LOU ANDREWS,
NYA Executive Secretary. The aims and platform of the NYA as
stated during the meeting were:

1.

To oppose the use of dangerous drugs and narcotics
on college campuses and to run drug pushers off the campuses.

2.

To neutralize and overcome black power.

3.

To bring peace to America and to resist getting
into "no win" foreign wars.

2



ny 157-3446

4- To preserve Western civilization
,

1

5* To rid college campuses of communists.

It was further stated the NYA will use violent means
to combat the Students for a Democratic Society if college
officials fail to do so.

G* B. BAKER, Editor, of "Statecraft", a monthly printed
in Alexandria, Virginia, stated the NYA tactical policy is to
train all youth who join to physically fight left wing radicals
on campuses.

4

Tt was announced the NYA will hold a national conven-
tion during July, 1969.

If

Detective I Istated that BSS has subscribed to
Statecraft whictf Istates contains racist overtones.

According to the masthead, "Statecraft" is located at 3^15
Mt. Vernon, Suite 201, Alexandria, Virginia, telephone ?03 _

5M-0-7251* The publisher is listed as DANIEL PAULSON.

m
Petective

l I stated the NYA is more militant than
the YAF and in view of tHd’Ir stated aims and tactical policy
may pose serious problems for law enforcement.

On 2/18/69, 1 ladvised that the NYA was formed
as an aftermath of the WALLACE campaign with the purpose of uniting
youthful conservatives looking toward the backing of a conservative
candidate in 1972.

The NYA will not affiliate with the American Independent
Party as they desire to preserve their image as an independent
conservative voice of youth.

The source stated that he did not hear the comments
attributed to C. B. BAKER re use of violence but is of the opinion
such comments were baseless. He stated the NYA will direct its
influence first at college administrators to settle student unrest,
thereafter, they will try to influence local politicians and police
officials to enter college campuses to put down student unrest.
If there is any physical contact with the college rebels, it will
be by Individual NYA members on the campus who will physically
attempt to rout sit-ins.

b6
Lj i

b6
b7C
b7D
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NY 157-3446

There is no indication that firearms or explosives will
he utilized by the NYA in achieving their goals.

The source stated "Statecraft" is not the official
organ of the NYA.

He further stated that LOU ANDREWS, NYA National Executive
Secretary, can be contacted in Washington, D.C., at 202-547-3034*
He also stated that NEAL O'CONNOR is the NY State Activities
Coordinator and ia lafcrt NY State Chairman of NYA.

I

speaK
anti-Negro.
Negro

.

On 2/19/69, Detective,
hq 2/14/69, at which time

who was to speak at the
isoecausel

ed he had recontacted
_
stated that|

|

2/iyoy nifeeting, refused
Irt favor of law and order and

as of the opinion that the NYA is

To
is not
anti-

b6
b7C

attached
Rockaway, NY. I”
tributed by NYffT

stated annordirwr t.rt nnh
JthA NYA r

ilished reports
_

denied knowledge or znet
1

and stated the NYA does not have any members in
|stated no more such leaflets will be dis-

Jurther claimed that there are 1,800 NYA
members in NY and 10,000 members nationwide who have paid the
$3.00 annual dues. He stated there are approximately 25-30 fchousmd
persons throughout the country NYA feels they can attract.

b6
u n {u / \

He further stated there will be an NYA Executive Board
meeting in Washington, D.C., on 3/I-2/69.

It is anticipated that the NY State NYA will open a
headquarters by 4/1/69. An office on Park Row near City Hall has
been considered, although no exact location has been selected to
date.

JOHN ACORD, NYA National Director, according to| I

is connected with the Liberty Lobby whose current proJectTs b7C
lobbying for Rhodesia.

- 4 -



NY 157-3446

r

Ttotont^ irJ"

b3

J
of the opinion from comments made

was responsible for printing of the
leariet8 wnicn were passed out concerning the Franklin K. Lane
incident.

LEADS

RICHMOND

AT ALEXANDRIA. VIRGINIA

Will conduct credit, criminal, indices and informa nt,
checks re

| l and furnish background data re| [and
his past activities. Specifically indicating if he has been in*
volved in racial incidents in the past.

WASHINGTON FIELD

b6
b7C

bb
b7C

AT WASHINGTON, D.C,

1. Will conduct credit, criminal, indices and informant
checks re JOHN ACORD.

2. Will furnish background re subscriber to 202-546-2020
and 202-547- 3054.

3* Will advise if Liberty Lobby or some other organization
affiliated with NYA is located at 208 3rd Street, South East,
Washington, D,C.

- 5 -



TKZ REIGN OF TERROR* AGAINST THE

CIVILIZED STUDENT INCREASES DAILY
* *

t

Y©y ARE M@7 AB.©IM1E
'

THE NATIONAL YOUTH ALLIANCE IS

IN THE FOREPQQMT OF THE FIGHT

TO SMASH JUNGLE SAVAGERY

OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOCQQ
OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO

ooooooooooooooooooo
OOOOOOOOOOOOCOOOOOOOO

THE N.Y.A. SOLUTION TO SAVAGE TERRORISM

YOU ARE 1NV57GD TO A MEETING OF

. THE NATIONAL YOUTH ALLIANCE
THE GUEST SPEAKER WILL BE

TONY IMPERIALS -
COUNCILMAN - AT-LARGE IN THE CdV OF NEWARK

MR. IMPERIALS WAS ELECTED ON THE PLATFORM OF

LAhy AND ORDER

>N
/SA7Till*: MEETING WILL OB HELD Ow SATURDAY

FEW ARY 1, at 12 titnn tn tho Collonado Room
of The Taft Hotel. 50U; snort and 7th Avo*

Manhattan

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION 'VRlTh

THE NATIONAL YOUTH ALLIANCE
BOX 208

ROGKAWAY PARK NEW YORK UfiSW

- 6-



In 1967 Lane High School Was only 40% jungle

Now due to LIBERAL TREACHERY

your school is 65% JUNGLE CONTROLLED

V/IU CANNIBALISM BE PRACTICED IN THE SCHOOL CAFETERIA?



OPTIONAL PORM NO. 10

MAY 1MB KDOTON
ORA PPMR (« CPR) 101*11.#

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
to : SAC, NEW YOUK (157-3L47) date: 3/28/69

FROM : SA (L7)

subject: NATIONAL YOUTH ALLIANCE
Racial Matters- Organization

On 3/26/69 Detectlve l I Bureau of Special Services*
(BSSK NYCPDr advised the writer that he has a ttempted to recontact

I I concerning the meeting of the EYA which was to have
been held the first week end of Ma rch*

|
I AdiH sad that he attempted to contact I l and found

out that I I father had Just died* therefore he wl 11 hake to
recontact]

|
at a later date*

[ advised that BSS has developed an Informant who is
in the YbUftg Amer'cans For Freedom who may be in a position to
furnihh information to him on the captioned orgfcni cation*

b6
b7(

b b

b7C

b7C

I

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREI1
DATE

sKSadilM*'

. INDEX

/s7,-^d±jU~^0
SEARCHED

SERIALIZER

APR 3
r

f%9.
Ml— NEW YORKorr|

^
|

0010-10*

Buy U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan
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TO

OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10

MAY 1062 EDITION
GSA PPMR (41 CFR> 101-11 *

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
SAC, NEW YORK (157-3W7) date: 3/14/69

FROM • SA[ ](46)

subject: NATIONAL YOUTH ALLIANCE
Racial Matters
00 : WPO

On 3/H/69 Detective
| | Bureau of Special Services

(BSS), NYCPD, advised the writer that lie had interviewed JAMES MADOLE,
leader of the National Renaissance Party concerning the publication
Statecraft”, which was circulated at a NYC meeting of the captioned
organization# MADOLE stated that the publication "Statecraft”, ia
headed by a guy who is Jewish and anti-Negro* He is attempting to
force his will on NYA to spread his publication which has adopted
the anti-Negro atand because of the anti- Jewish stand taken by some
of the militant Negroes*

Det# [ lstated that he had contacted
NYA and was told by his mother that he waan*t
would have him get intouch withl

I I has failed to do so# He stated that

I

prumiauu to contact him after the NYA held it*
D.C * , at the beginning of this month#

of the
noma Dgt that she
1 stated that to date

Ihad previously
s meeting in Washington

bb
b7C

b6
b7C

Leads were previously set forth for the Richmond office to
determine the status of "Statecraft”*

Inview of "Statecraft” associating with the captioned and being
received in the NYC area it Is recommended that a dead file be
opened on "Statecraft#”

( 157-3447 )(>6^
1- ( 105- fc/JLf ) ( JAMES MADOLE ) (

I

4
.6 )

1- { 157-New) ( STATECRAFT ) (46

)

GAj/
(3)

77TMl
All INFGR'\1A"V"H COMTVNED
H!=

0A
[SERIALIZED . A. f'4tU

MM 1 V 196?

FBI __ NEW *ORK

Buy U S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan
soiD-ioe
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On 2A/69, source telephonically advised that uLL

was planning an organizational meeting on 2A/69, at tfe

w

York Jnlversity (NYU) uptown campus. He advised the campus
was quiet and he was unaware of any demonstrations that
were planned. On 2/12/69, the source advised that during
April, 1969, was planning a nation-wide demonstration
against 10TC at various colleges.

source advised that two Columbia students and one
NYU student, who is a drop-out from UY'J, are presently
organizing on the NY I uptown cmapus . h wind tunnel is

being built in one of the buildings at the NYU uptown campus,
and considers this a military project and plan to have
demonstrations concerning this wind tunnel in the future.

I . l (ph) a member oi tlJ Vh ^ NYU downtown
and I l(ph). a member of NYU uptown, were one
of six individuals arrested on a narcotics charger H

I Idurlng the weekend of 2/8 - 9/69. This apartment
house is located in the vicinity of I YU uptown.

KrtTah>'. has not sponsored any demonstrations anu has
been relatively quiet on campus*

| | a member of Ah.n, was arrested by the
UYCP^ during the beginning of February, 1969, for disturbing
the peace and loitering in the vicinity of the NYJ ,* ^own
campus

•

l-[ uuv)
TnEVs Lb2-163-878 ( MEVs LbYT ^CITVIIY, JYC)

1-157-2 (KaTARh)
1-157-3V47 (national yujth alu^nc!)

vNEO

^2o|q1'
"

/£l-3M7-e?3

MLiliiw

—

T

V
r

b6
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On 2/18/69, the source advised that at 1:00 p.m.
on 2/20/69, at l

~1 NY, NY, a hearing was
going to be held by the Administration of NYC downtown,
for two students who were involved in a demonstration against

|

[ and the South Vietnamese Ambassador. 3DS plans
a demonstration on this occasion.

A copy of the membership list of Young Americans for
Freedom (YaF) has been obtained by statecraft, a newspaper
published in Alexanderia, Virginia. Members of* YAF have
been receiving copies of this newspaper which is anti-semitic
.and racist. This paper is apparently connected with the
National Youth Alliance.

Information concerning the above mentioned demonstration
was furnished to the Bureau in NY teletype to Bureau, 2/19/69,
entitled ,f NfbW LEFT ACTIVITY, iffJ) •

Case Agents advised of other pertinent information
mentioned above.

2





CovC< Sheet for Informant Report ob^M^hoI
FD-306 (Rev 3-13-68)

TOi SAC, RICHMOND
FROM I SAC, NEW YORK
SUBJECT: NATIONAL RENAISSANCE PARTY

IS

Date prepared

Date received Received from (name or symbol number)

4/2/69
Received by

SA PETER J. LEIGHTON2/28/69
|

SA PETER J, LEIGHTON
Method of delivery (check appropriate blocks)

SJ m person [331 by telephone 3J by mail 33 orally 33 recording device [X| written by Informant

If orally furnished and reduced to writing by Agent
Date

Date of Report

2/18/69
Date(s) of activity

Transcribed

Authenticated
by Informant

Brief description of activity or material 2A8/69

File where original is located ifnot attached

* INDIVIDUALS DESIGNATED BY AN ASTERISK (*) ONLY ATTENDED A MEETING AND DID NOT ACTIVELY PARTICIPATE.
VIOLENCE OR REVOLUTIONARY ACTIVITIES WERE NOT DISCUSSED

3-Rtchnond (RM)
(3-105- 1 (STATECRAFT 1

1-Hew York I ~l (nun
1-Hew York (157- f I

/1/Hew York 157-3447 (ffYA)
X-Kew York i| 105-6129 'JAMB!

1-MW-York 1 100-163926) < SA -

l-Hew York (105-6112) (HRP)

PJLsemo
(9)

(46)

’

,0: J '"ONTAiNED

Block Stamp

/S7 - SW7
SEARCHED INDEXED
SERIALIZED ^FiLED

APP 9iqpQ
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NY 105-6112

2/18/69

2/18/69, In a conversation with

I

1

presently a student i I It
was learned that the group which he ls l I

National Youth Alliance has expanded to 2,000 members. It
is financed and staffed by many WALLACE supporters and neo
nazi types.

| | said that the organizations leaders and
the financial supporters are, as he is anti-black, anti-
Jewish.

| l also said that one of his members goes to
JAMES MADOLE 1 s house for the National Renaissance Party
weekly meeting and that the NRP is interested in working with
the NYA

.

| Istated he was working with Statecraft of
Alexanduor Ua. Statecraft ha s Jewish members and are anti-
black. I I said he was

|
\
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OPTIONAL form NO. 10

MAY IM2 EDITION
SSA FPMR (41 CFR) 101-11 S

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
to : SAC, NEW YORK (157-3447) date: 3/27/69

FROM : SA (47)

subject: NATIONAL YOUTH ALLIANCE
RACIAL MATTERS - ORGANIZATION
00 : WFO

On 3/19/69 I I Flushing,
NY, (conceal by request), furnished a copy of"Statecraft" , Vol. 2,
No. 2, February-March 1969, which contained an article captioned
"Statecraft Shocks New York City", The article reflects that
"Statecraft" .is responsible for the distribution of the leaflet
"Victims of/ 'Jungle Savagery Awake l" which was previously passed
out at Franklin K* Lane High School, Brooklyn, NY, on I/31/69.
A Xerox^Sopy of the article is aj/fcached hereto, in addition to an/
articW^ captioned, "NYA Success y^n New York," a nd a Xerox copv/fr
a letter directed to "Dear Disgusted Y.A.F. Member, from DANIJ2L

Publisher, "Statecraft".

b6
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STATECRAFT is publish'd

in Alexandria, Virginia,

(home of George Washington

and Robert E Lee,) ten

minutes from not tom,

liberal occupied Washington,

D C

THE STATECRAFT EMBLEM

The emblem of STATECRAFT
is an American Bald Eagle de-

fending the dollar sign against

on attack from the left front

The dollar sign is the symbol
of American productivity

m3 cm

y/AH! u

A Journal of Political Education

S The Libera!

Person ality fog® s

ASF News Page 6|

The American

Page 7
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by Jules MacCabee
When a crisis occurs many

i onservatives either run and hide

hile the left-front takes over or

utn any chance they had by in-

cur,potent action

Not so with STATECRAFT. In

' ur last issue you read how
i TATECRAFT’S trained agitators

'recked an anti-police D C city

ourcll meeting This month’s

ctlon was even more success-

ll

The action began with Lane
Ugh School. Lare High School

> located in a white neighborhood

i Lew Yor-t City This fact did
1

ot stop New York City Liberal
areaucrats from bussing hordes

f blacks into tmiH ffiTi.l the school

t
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was 65% black. The remainder of

students are Americans oi Italian

and Jewish extraction. Needless

to say trouble started when white

students v.ere attacked. Whites

were beaten, they had money
extorted, -white girls were Insulted

by lewd remarks and molested,

and teachers were beaten up to H

name just some of the trouble.

Atrocious Jungle conditions pre-

vailed at Lane.

Things finally hit a climax when
a gang of black power savages

beat up a white teacher, kicked

him viciously and then dumped
-Mer fluid on him and set him

ire^
- - ins was too much for the white

students a group of which raised

the Confederate flag on the school's

flagpole in open defiance of the

black power savages.

The Liberal City administration

ordered in 70 uniformed police

to Lane High, along with an un-

disclosed number of plainclothes-

man. These police were ordered

in by the Liberal city officials

to protect the black power savagesf

from the nghtious revenge of thel

white students. The city ad-

1

ministration of New York would^

never send in police to protect

white students from the black ter-

ror. It is only interested In

protecting black power savages.

Finally the police were forced

to arrest three students. These

were not the black power savages

who beat up and set fire to the

white teacher. The three students

were white and were arrested on

the complaint of a black power

savage student, who claimed they

"threatened" him.

Meanwhile, guilt ridden whites

tried to calm things by putting up

signs such as "Cool it". The lib-

el als were attackedby black power

savages while they were putting

up, the signs. The signs were also

destroyed.

Reactionary groups like

Y A.F and the New York Con-

servative C>) party (the new toy

of rich men’s sons’ like the Buck-

ley brothers) were no where to be

seen. They were probably hiding

under their beds biting their

fingernails. Statecraft had no such
fear.

Statecraft has a shoestring bud-

get, which is lnfinteslmal com-

pared to groups like Y.A.F. and

the A C.U. Statecraft. however
tj£=
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VICTIMS OF JUEIGLE SAVAGERY

ARE YOU NEXT?
In 1967 Lone High School Was only 40% jungle

Now due to LIBERAL TREACHERY

your schoo I is 65% JUNGLE CONTROLLED

V/ILL CANNIBALISM BE PRACTICED IN

THE SCHOOL CAFETERIA?

Reproduced above is the leaflet that made N. Y. Liberals tear out

their heir. Bourgcoise and reactionary elements tried to smear o jr

propaganda leaflet as "racist”. The so-called “sophi sticatei
”

N. Y. Liberal does not seem able to understand our sophisticated
satire.
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(Continueu _ om Page 1)

u llike the other two organ) nations,

and does something with the money
it receives,

STATECRAFT'S intelligence net-

work immediately reported the

Incident to us. Pi ess clippings

were sent down to us for further

analysis. STATECRAFT'S New
York city agitators were put on a

stand-by alert.

Because of an upcoming a New
York conference of the National

Youth Alliance (N.Y.A. - a new

militant right wing youth group

and successor to Youth for

Wallace) STATECRAFT decided to
gear our agitation and propaganda
towards recruiting the decent stud-

ents for this conference.

We designed and made a propa-
ganda leaflet. It was shipped up

to New York whileSTATECRAFT’S
agitators infiltrated the school at

all levels.

The leaflet had the desired effect.

STATECRAFT'S agitators distrib-

uted them to the students as they

left school. The leaflet which at-

tacked black power is reproduced
above. It also invited the students

to the N. Y, A, conference. The
N.Y.A conference might have been
ignored by the press.

Thanks to or leaflet, however,
ot only did the regular press

show up, but the Communist presp

came as well as all the aril

Radio stations. Numerous ^.entp
showed up because of the leafle^

The meeting was a huge success,

and received a tremendous amount

of publicity. See the related article

in this paper for details.

The leaflet was denounced by

a new civil rights group formed
and headed by arch- liberals Roy
Wilkins and Arthur Goldberg to

“ease racial tension" ( i.e. at-

tack whites and help black power).
Our intelligence network has dis-

covered that this new Gestapo-

group has the right to subpeona

in N.Y. State and STATECRAFT is

top on the list to be investigated.

But then again STATECRAFT is not

based in N.Y.
Already theie are rumors in

N.Y. saying that all the trouble at

Lane High School (i.e. the white

organizing) was done by STATE-
CRAFT. Where there's a militant

right wing victory STATECRAFT
had a hand in it, *

While other conservative groups

do nothing or join with the liberals,

STATECRAFT is there fighting.

The next time you getafund appeal

for some “conservative” organi-
zation, send your money instead

to STATECRAFT. At STATE-
CRAFT the money won’t be wasted
on high rent, fancy salaries, or
padded expense accounts. Remeili-

ber STATECRAFT delivers. 1
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NYA Success In New York
The editor of STATECRAFT,

C.B. Baker, was privileged to at-

I
tend the New York regional meet-

i Ing of the National Youth Alliance,

j

The meeting was held on February
1, at the Taft Hotel In Manhattan
In New York City, Representatives
from over twenty colleges
attended, and an overflow crowd
barely managed to squeeze In,

Getting Into the meeting was
quite a problem, as detectives

searched the briefcases of each
entering person. It seems there
was a bomb threat made on the
meeting by a group of left wing
militants. The meeting was also
filled with black power spys, C.I, A.

agents, and representatives ofNew
York City’s Liberal Thought Con-
trol Department, NYA monitors
also stood guard to prevent any
leftist thugs from disrupting the

meeting.
The most brilliant speech at

the meeting was made by Dennis
C, McMahon, eighteen year old

National Vice Chairman of the

National Youth Alliance. As
McMahon spdke the black power
spys In the audience trembled with

obvious fear. He stated that “the
day of black power savagery Is

over.” McMahon warned that “If

a few heads have to be split, so
be It.” His speech marked a
new point of militancy within right

wing youth groups. No longer
will Y.A.F, be the only right wing
organization on the college cam-
puses. McMahon is a former
member of Y A.F. who left In

disgust over theirpantv- waste tac-
tics. He helped form the Youth
for Wallace, which has now be-
come the National Youth Alliance.

McMahon struck out at the mas-
sive drug abuse sweeping Am-
erica's campuses. McMahon
stated “drugs are being used as
a new left tool. They get the
kids hooked on pot then get them
hooked up on Red revolution."
McMahon added that “drugdealers
are the pied-plpers of America,
They are leading our youth down
the road to oblivian and destruc -

McMahon demaritred capi-

Dennis C. McMoHon
N.Y.A. - Notional Vice

Chairman, Assistant Ed-
itor of STATECRAFT
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SfD.S,, Students for a Democratic
Seciety-Whlte Trash Organization

as being one of the main enemifcs

of| America's productive youth.

McMahon stated “if the S.D.S

takes over a school and the ad-

ministration refuses to call the

police, we will throw them out.

We shall use physical means only

when necessary, when we are faced

with a gutless administration that

Will not act. The NYA will be

in the forefront of the battle for

America's future. We will not

surrender to the Left-Front de-
struction of our Nation’s cam-
puses. We will not surrender to

black-power blackmail. We will

not surrender to liberal tyranny.

The future belongs only to those

who will starid up and fight for

it. We are prepared to stand in

battle against pn onslaught of red

and black destruction. Our goal

is America’s productive and ofre-

e future, and for that we are

ling to risk our lives."

other speaker at the mee ting

James C. Sullivan- -Regional
State Chairman of the NYA.

Sul 5 Ivan has done a brilliant job

of organizing the New Your City

area and is one of the hardest

working members of the National

Youth Alliance. Sullivan also at-

tacked the left front S.DS. White

Trash. He said “if they take

a building by force, we will re-

move them by force.” Sullivan

stated that the NYA must act to

give the decent students a chance

to attend their classes unharmed
and unmolested by reds and black

front thugs. Later, a Long Island

paper, the red press News day,

attacked Sullivan for his cour-

ageous stand, Newsday obviously

prefers a surrender to liberal

totalitarianism and its S.D.S.

agents.

Sullivan also spoke on regional

and state affairs for the New York
area.

Another speech was made by

John Ridge—New York Vice Chalr-
man--who spoke on “Courage and

Loyalty", After the main

speeches, the meeting adopted

a four point program In
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favor of— law and order on
the campuses and against the S.D.S,

and black power takeover, and
against the use of "dangerous
drugs” (Including the use of mari-
juana), and the avoidance of “no
win wars".
An Intermission then took place

at which time STATECRAFT was
distributed to the audience. Later
when the editor of STATECRAFT
was Introduced, the audience burst
into spontaneous applause. One
news movie camera systematic ally
photographed large sections of

STATECRAFT and this was later

shown over New York television.

The second half of the meeting
was taken up by a general group
discussion on problems facing the

NY A During this period anumber
of out-of-town NYA members
spoke about their activities. One
fef these was Tom Pollone of llew

Haven, the NYA State Chairman
oi Connecticut* Polleflo v o^ked
vigorously for the Action

of George Wallace and 1 is re-

cently been working just a? hard
for the NYA He described a
forthcoming meeting in which plans
were publicly announced to bum
a Soviet flag, This announcement
brought a big round of applause
from the audience. About twenty
other speakers were heard and

there was a completely free ex-,
change of opinions, unlike Y.A.F.

At the end of the meeting the

e iitor of STATECRAFT was asked
t > deliver a short impromptu
speech on the subject of propa-

ganda. As Mr. Baker spoke, three

TV cameras recorded his action.

Mr. Baker stated that every NYA
member should become a little

agitator in the streets against lib-

eral tyranny and S.D.S. take-overs.

He stated “it is the job of every

NYA member to act as a propa-

gandist for the philosophy

of America’s productive element.”

He pointed out that without an ef-

fective propaganda organization,

political efforts would be futile.

He stated "propaganda must have

the highest priority because it

is through propaganda that you

caA recruit a successful and fight-

ing organization.” Baker went

on to state "you must never let

the opposition sleep, they must

always be made aware of our i

presence, even if it means caus-

ing trouble to wake them up. The
leftists must be made aware thal

tl ere is at least one group ready1

t( stand and fight rather than sur-

r >nder America to a‘ gang of an-

1 •chists and thugs,” After the

meeting Mr, Baker was in-

terviewed by ABC Radio Network
News. Mr. Baker was asked “was
this a racist meeting*?” Mr.
Baker’s answer was "although I

am only a member and am not

an official of the NYA, I can

state that the NYA is not a racist

organization. We are equally

against black power political op-
position, as well as the white trash

S.D.S. We feel that both groups

of both colors are equally destruc-

tive to America’s productive ele-

ment. Remember it Is upon this

productive element’s shoulders

thy America’s future depends. Wo
are strictly against the forces

of destruction and for the defense

of the forces of production.”

The meeting was covered byj

radio and TV stations WNBC,
W.ABC, WCBS, WNEV; Reporters

were present at the meeting from
stch papers as The National

Gaardlan. The New York Daily

News, and The New York Timdb .

The meeting also received

coverage in Long Island Newsdly.
and the Long Island Press," $i

short, the National Youth Alliance

las made its presence known and

felt. The liberals will tremble in

leir boots at the thought of aft

L Y. A victory, — .
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STATECRAFT
A Journal of Political Education

Suite 201-3515 Mount Vernon Avenue

Alexandria, Virginia 22305

(7031 5/8-7251

Dear Disgusted Y.A.F. Member:

Had enough of the ineffectual, incompetent leadership from

the National Office in Washington*? They do a great job of fund

raising although the fund raising goes for their huge salaries.

Can you imagine the head of S.D.S. getting an $18,000 a year-

salary, like Dave Jones? While white trash S.D.S. and the black

power savages take over school after school, the Y.A.F. leadership

takes in hundreds of thousands of dollars. This money is spent

on meaningless, bourgeois and reactionary propaganda like the New

Guard , and on huge salaries for its "staff".

STATECRAFT does not waste its subscribers’ money on a

luxurious set of suites in Washington, D.C. Instead we moved

to Alexandria, Virginia, ten minutes from liberal occupied, riot-

torn Washington, D.C. (Alexandria, unlike Washington, has no

restrictive gun registration and is comparatively free of S.D.S.

white trash and black power savages.) At the same time STATECRAFT

is able to make sorties into Washington to challenge the white

liberal and black power, power structure.

STATECRAFT, besides being a radical propaganda tool to smash

our country's enemies, is an organization of young fighters in

their late teens to late twenties who are prepared to fight both

on the universities and on the streets to save America.

Read the enclosed copy of STATECRAFT and if you agree with

us send five dollars for a subscription and to become part of

STATECRAFT

.

Sincerely,

DP/hP

Daniel Paulson
Publisher

YY‘Y '’CONTAINED
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Our Hitler Youth /-?/ 1

DREW PEARSON and JACK ANDERSOK

WASHINGTON.
George Wallace, the ex Governor of Alabama

and ex-candidate for President, doesn’t know
about it, but his former youth organVation has

turned into a budding Hitler youth movement.
It happened almost without anyone knowing

about it, in the way things happen where Nazis

are concerned.

The founders of Youth for Wallace had every

intention of keeping the organization intact un-

der a new name, National Youth Alliance. But
they made the mistake of getting obligated fi-

nancially to Willis Carto, founder of the Liberty

Lobby and mastermind of the new neoNazi
movement in the U. S.

The takeover of the Wallace youthjnove-
ment was clinched at a regional NYA lpdSership

conference, Jan. 25, at Conley's Mprel outside

Monroeville, Fa. Carto sent Curt^B. Dali, fig-

urehead president of Liberty Lamliv- a neo-Nazi

front, to address the
-
moimijgrsessj

The evening session was takgw over by the

Francis Parker Yockev MovprfeiiL named for

the patron~salnFof the neo-pf£zi movement, with

Carto himself as the guegt of honor.

* *
Most of the National Youth Association lead-

ers were patriotic conservatives. They were
stunned when they found their meeting room
hung with Nazi banners The assembled neo-

Nazis even showed off their collection of Nazi
war relics.

The meeting began with the singing of the
Nazi anthem, the Horst Wessel Lied, followed by
a series of strident speeches One highlight of
the evening was a telephone report from Revilo
Oliver, a notorious anti-Semite, who couldn’t be
pr( sent in person.

After this frenzied evening, the National
Yo ith leaders tried to cut loose from Carto. He
refused to be severed. First, he demanded that
they turn over to him all the organization’s as-

sets He claimed that NYA was a branch of Ac-
tion Associates, one of the many front groups
he controlled.

On March 5, Washington police received a re-

port from John Acord, the NYA chairman, that
Carto allegedly had broken into NYA headquar-
ters and taken a file cabinet. Acord did not,
however,, press charges.

Not long afterward, the Post Office received
notification from Carto that the National Youth
Alliance had changed its mailing address to his
own headquarters at Liberty Lobby Acord hur-
ried down the Post Office with affidavits from
NYA officers declaring that this was not true*

This episode was followed by brief legal ma-
neuvering. The NYA leaders, however, couldn’t
raise the funds to continue the fight. They re-

signed en masse after sending a letter to local
NYA leaders, explaining their action.

* * *

The letter didn't mention the neo-Nazi nature
of the takeover. It merely identified the rival

group as “older people.”

“This group of older people, who have been
providing much of the fmaneial contributions to
the NYA,” explained the letter, “suddenly de-

clared NYA to be a committee of Action Associ-

ates, Inc, a connection of which we had never:

heard.

“When we refused to accept this control, our;

bank account was frozen and our mail stopped.
Legally and morally, we were in an unassailable
position Practical^, however, we^tfund ourselves
up the proverbuncreek, financially," /

The letter was signed^by national oftfc&s
John Acgm, Dennis jtdMahon ard Dbure An-

drewsXAlTer their walkout,"the Natioggd Youth-
AUpmce fell under the complete cofltrol of the
npd-Nazi Francis Parker Yockey Movement and'
Willis Carto.

"NEW YORK POST”
Late Edition
April 21,1969
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WASHINGTON.
This column has now penetrated the Mafia-

like secrecy of a sinister, neo-Nazi movement that
seeks to overthrow the U. S government Already
it directs an $850,000-a-year lobbying campaign
on Capitol Hill, publishes one of America's fa-

mous old magazines, operates a publishing house,
controls a dozen front organizations and last

year handed out $90,000 to candidates for Con-
gress.

Members of this organization are not
stepping Storm Troopers but doctors, lawyers,
writers and businessmen from America
middle class. They belong to secret cqji§ where
they are known only by code name;

They call their subterranean society the Fran-

cis Parker Yockey Movement, named for 'a"he6-
Nazi philosopher who committoa suicide in a San
Fancisco jail cell in 1960 But they take their
credo, as Yockey did, fronr Adolf -Hitler, whose
birthday they plan to celebrate with secret rites

on Sunday.
* / * *

They sing the ojd Nazi songs, hoard Nazi war
relics and display the swastika at their meetings
Their slogan “Was mich mcht umbnngt, macht
mich starker” (“What does not destroy me makes
me stronger”).

They seek the overthrow of democracy m the
United States, the unification of Western Europe
under a neoNazi dictatorship and an Armaged-
don with Russia Just as Hitler boldly set forth

his aims in “Mem Kampf,” Yockey outlined his

strategy for resurrecting Nazism in a psuedo-
philosophical book called “Imperium”

Yockey concluded in his book “The soil of

Europe, rendered sacred by the streams of
blood which have made it spiritually fertile for

a millennium, will once again stream with blood
until the barbarians (Russians) and distorter^
(Jews) have been driven out”

Vriie Francis Parker Yockey Movement was
formed after his suicide by the last man to see

I

Neo-Nazism in the U.S.

/
DREW PEARSOJkanil JACK ANDERSON

him alive, WiiliaA Carlo, founder of the Llberfv
Lobby, who Hs written that the U. SxfKadea
mistake in going to war against Hitler.

Carlo, /Who published “Imperium,” has re-
cruited true believers into the Francis Parker
Yockey Movement.

A darkly handsome man m his early 40s, he
has never allowed himself to be photographed.
He" manipulates his front groups with a hidden

yout iron hand by controlling the purse strings.

The most powerful front is the Liberty Lobby
which, say insiders, raised $850,000 last year.
Through the Liberty Lobby, Carto furnished re-
search and wrote speeches for a dozen members
of Congress He had almost the entire South
Carolina delegation eatmg out of his hand, in-
cluding Sen Strom Thurmond, Rep Mendel
Rivers, Rep Albert Watson and Rep W. J Bryan
Dorn

Several Louisiana Congressmen were also
patsies for the neo-Nazis, including Rep, Otto
Passman, who signed a letter soliciting subscrip-
tions to the Liberty Lobby's newsletter, Rep. Joe
Waggonner, Jr, who accepted a “Statesman of
the Republic” award from Liberty Lobby; and
Rep John Ranck, who spoke at several Libeo^
Lobby rallies Others who accepted awaids and
gave speeches for Liberty Lobby were Reps E,
Y, Berry of South Dakota, John Dowdy of Texas,
James Utt of California and John Bell Williams,
who quit Congress to become governor of Mis-
sissippi last year.

* * *
There is no evidence that any of these Con-

jressmen knew of Carto’s neo Nazi background,
although we reported as early as Oct 26, 1966,

that Carto was an admirer of Adolf Hitler.

Carto has also purchased control of the Ameri-
can Mercury His Noontide Press m Sausalito,
Cal

,
publishes pseudo intellectual, neo-Nazi

books The latest, “The Myth of the Six Million,”!

seeks to prove that Hitler's massacre of six
million Jew's was all a Jewish myth.

\

"NEW YORK POST”
Late Edition
April 17,1969 [searched..,.
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Meet the Press

DREW PEARSON a»d JACK ANDERSON

WASHINGTON.
One of the most significant operations of the

secret reo Nazi movement m the U S is a plarj*

to establish a committee to rate newspaperjjsitti

and broadcasters and to censure tho^who
embarrass “the movement”

Duector of this committee isPfank Kluck-

holn, who has been close to Wjffs Carto, mam-

spring of the neoNazi underground and organ-

izer of the Liberty Lobbyr
Chief danger of the/fteoNazi underground is

its influence with a>dng list of Congressmen to

whom it has contributed heavily. One of those

whom the neo-ftfazis enlisted was the sonorous,

naive Sen Emksen of Illinois, Senate Republican

leader, who has played directly into the hands
the underground

F Dirk^en did exactly what Kluckholn and the

Liberty Lobby have been hoping to do, by at-

Jacking the New York Times and its reporter,

Neil Sheehan, for digging into the manner in

which Otto Otepka raised the money to pay his

attorney, Roger Robb, plus other defense ex-

penses in his battle against the State Dept, The
department, under Dean Rusk, had dropped
Otepka for leaking classified information on
Walt Rostow and others to Sen Dodd (D-Conn >.

Rostow was National Security Adviser to Presi-

dents Kennedy and Johnson.

* * *
President Nixon has now promoted Otepka

from bis former $14,000 job in the State Dept,
to a $.16,000 job on the Subversive Activities Con-
trol Board By so doing, Nixon rebuffed his own
Secretary of State, William P Rogers, who re-

fused to reinstate Otepka Robb, Otpeka’s at-

torney, has been promoted by Nixon to the U S
Court ol Appeals, one of the most important
judicial appointments in the nation.

When The Times dug into the John Bach

Society and other right-wing sources from which
Otepka had raised his legal defense fund, Dirk-

Sen took the unusual step of denouncing tha
paper end threatened to denounce on the Senate
floor the reporter who wrote the story It was
the New York Times, incidently, which fired

Kluckholn And it was Dirksen who urged Presi-

dent Johnson to save the Subversive Activities

Control Board, to which Otepka has now been
appointed

What The Times did was a straight piece of

repoitmg Reporter Sheehan showed how Otepka
had been palsy walsy with the John Birch So-

ciety and had raised at least $22,000 from its

members or its funds.

* * *

If Dirksen’s angry blast at The Times stands

as a precedent, it means that newspapers can-

not report on the activities of a Presidential

appointee facing Senate confirmation without
risk of being attacked in the Senate. This is

exactly what Willis Caito and Frank Kluckholn,

with their “press ethics” committee, are trying

to accomplish

Kluckholn had a spectacular career as a
Times correspondent, being jailed by the British

in Africa, arrested and deported by President

Peron of Argentina. U. S. Ambassador George
Messersmith in Buenos Aires sent a 20 page
report to the State Dept after the Argentine
incident, calling Kluckholn inesponsible and
unbalanced.

Eased out by The Times, Kluckholn got a job
under John Foster Dulles in the State Dept , later

switched to the Republican National Committee,
where he worked for four years.

During this period Kluckholn ghosted two of
the most scurrilous anti-Johnson books—'‘"Hie
Inside on LBJ” and “Lyndon's Legacy ”

"NEW YORK POST"
Late Edition
April 25,1969
Vol. 168 No. 135
Page 46
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SAG, WFO 4/30/69

SAC, HEW YORK (157-3447) (?)

NATIONAL YOUTH ALLIANCE
RACIAL MATTERS - WHITE HATE GROUTS

ReBUlet to WFO dated 3/5/69*

Relet reflects that the Bureau Instructed that
the activities of this organization will be followed
until such time as a determination Is made as to
whether It fits the criteria of white hate groups*

WFO Is requested to advise If this determination
has been made and If further investigation should
be conducted*

-WFO (RM)
Hew York (47)

GAJ s oas
(3)

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED

K'aaJiiWAHEREtfyJ
DATE s*
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Date received Received from (name nr symbol numbi r) Received by

4/28/69
Method of delivery (check appropriate block si

PH in person
|

j[by telephone PZj

If orally furnished and reduced to writing by Agent
Date

by mail [~~j orally [^] recording device 1

1
written by I

Date of Report

4/28/69

Dictated
Date(s) of activity

Transenbed

Authenticated
by Informant

Brief description of activity or material

NRP social 4/27/69- Discussed plans for May

sound device to use at Ridgewood, Queens,
shopping centers for MADOLE speeches.

4/27/69

File where onginalis located ifnotat

* INDIVIDUALS DESIGNATED BY AN ASTERISK <*) ONLY ATTENDED A MEETI.
VIOLENCE OR REVOLUTIONARY ACTIVITIES WERE NOT DISCUSSED

. . ELY PARTICIPATE.,

Informa
furnished to Det.

participation in May Day
SS, WYCPD, 4/29/69 .

Necessary action taken.

1 - 105-19214
1 - 100-161837
1 - 157-
1 - 157-
1 - 157-1441

- 3^47

1 - 100-165913
1 - 105-6112

Inv.

)

I

JAMES MADOLE

NATIONAL YOUTH ALLIANCE) (^7)
43*)

PRO. COMM. FOR MAY DAY 1969)(4l)
47)

GAJ : tml

G?) /
Block Stamp

/fV-
SEARCHED INDEXED,***.

SERIALI2 ŵJ^L£D_.C*.
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NY 105-6112

National Renaissance Party
Social, 10 West 90th Street,
New York, NY, 4/27/69

Fourteen rn*rsnng innln^ing -TflMirc! MAnriTp T P
I ana o unknown Kids’ 1

at-t.pndpd tho nbp
social in addition to

| |

r 1 of an NRP Section wfrHnh inrlnrio a

r

- |(PH), according to JAMES MADOLEL. is returning
Jj.n approximately three weeks and will! I
I wnn « j j i-i _ i i / ...the NRP Security Echelon (SE). MADOLE wants

members of the SE who have former military experience and are
more militant to form an elite corps of the SE.

iformerly trained
ago_ L ffor which he I

1 toltf

£
ed

tljat he
, I two years
tne Plot to hnmh t-.hp hnnlffif.m*a

!— He'avue us xi ne wouj.a ao anymmg lr he was led.
^

[complained that he had been in an argument with his parole
officer over a job he wants to get.

't
„ I took photos of the school rally at PS

169 on 4/lo/oy wmcn consisted of 35-36 photos of persons
at the rally.

Eswearing ceremonyl
]is suppose to take photos at the 5/4/69 SE

The group discussed plans for the forthcoming MAY
Day picket line at 17th Street and Union Square, NYC, whch is
to be composed of 11 NRP members and members of an unknown
Cuban Nationalist group. Persons from the National Youth
Alliance might participate in addition to | I NRP
group from Staten Island. NRP members are to wear black
shoes, trousers, socks and white shirt with black tie.

b6
b7(

b 6

b7C

b 6

b7C

b6
Xj / L.

b6
b7C

- 2 -



NY 105-6112

MADOLE announced the NRP is procuring a car with
sound equipment to be used in the Ridgewood, Queens area. MADOLE
wants to determine the shopping centers in the area where he
can get a crowd together to speak to them. He will then
go to a local NYCPD Precinct pay $5 for a sound device permit
and address the crowd. Members of the NRP will be advised of
MADOLE' s speaking engagements 3-^ days in advance.

- 3-
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Transmit the following m
Date. May 5, 1969

(Type m plaintext or code

)

Via AIR-TEL Air Mail
(Priority)

A

To: SACs, New York
Washington Field

$

Frony: Director, FBI

NATIONAL YOUTH ALLIANCE
RACIAL MATTERS
(Bufile 157-12589)

TINS!TBS:

ETAL. - VICTIMS
EXTORTION;
BOMBING MATTERS

Jack Anderson, associate of Drew Pearson, contacted a
Bureau representative and advised that there were a number of youthful
former members of the Youth for Wallace movement who had become
disillusioned with the Nazi involvement in this movement and began to

speak out against the activities of the Youth for Wallace group. These
alleged young members also belong to the National Youth Alliance.
According to Anderson, because these individuals have left the ranks
of the so-called Nazi group, they have been threatened by other members.

Anderson identified the threatened members as follows:

(phonetic), whose telephone number in New York City is

and residing
|
Brooklyn. New York:! I

New York, telephone numbeiT I had
no address;; and John Achord, telephone number (in Washington, D. C.

)

546-2020 (Anderson had no address).

Anderson said he had no details concerning what he described
as threatening calls to the above individuals, but did state that threats of

bodily harm were made, including two calls containing bomb threat^

b6
b7

““7

b6
b7C

SCfftCHED

!

3£#ttlirEI

I

19§9
f SI — N£W YORK

Sent Via .ifr" Per



/
-Jlfr

A

Airtel to New York and Washington Field
Re: National Youth Alliance

For information concerning the National Youth Alliance,
refer to Bureau letter, May 5, 1969, to Washington Field, with copy to
New York Office, captioned "National Youth Alliance (NYA), Racial
Matters - White Hate Groups. n

The New York and Washington Field Offices should arrange
immediate interviews with the above -named individuals to determine if they
have any information concerning possible extortion matters or any facts
regarding subversive organizations wherein investigation would be within
our Jurisdiction. Results of interviews should be submitted by letterhead
memorandum and no investigation, other than the initial interview, should
be conducted without specific instruction from the Bureau.

-2 -



FD-15 (B.e'^*-2*-64)

F B I

Date: 5/l5/69

Transmit the following m

Via
AIRTEL

(Type tn plaintext or code

)

(Pnqrity)

L

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI

FROM: SAC, NEW YORK (9-5l52)

SUBJECT : UNSUBS

:

ET AL. - VICTIMS
EXTORTION;
BOMBING MATTERS

b6
b7(

ReNYairtel and LKM to the Bureau, dated 5/13/69,
captioned as above and "NATIONAL YOUTH ALLIANCE; RACIAL
MATTERS (Buttle 157-12589)".

]On the evening of 5/lli/69

.

1

telephonically contacted the NYO of the FBI and advised
that on the evening of 5/13/69, he had received a telephone
call from I I described bvl las a personal
friend and!

during his
during the

Alexandria
r
Vir ginia. T

1
I advised that

I told him that
received a call at
person who described

himself as a member of the Minutemen, and stated that the
Minutemen were out to get JOHN ACORD, Washington, D.C.,

"conversation witbl

afternoon of 5/13/69, he had
Ifram an anonymous31

for allegedly causing! 1

Jan official government position.

Although the al le
in no way ment ioned|

i i

that his political future

4-Bureau (PM)
(1-157-12589) (NYA)

3-VTashington Field (9-

(1-157-2278) (NYA)
~ (1-157-69) (ACORD)
©New York (157-3^7)
1-New York (157-386?)
1 -New York
CFRrbc
( 11 )

Approved.

ed Minutemen call
”| name,

|

and pos sibly ms me were
ALL IVUKwi* ‘ /v ^ TAfNED
HEREIf
DATE^

iMOLAGblhlE
BYv

(RM) SS7-3
iEARCHED INDEXED

SERlAdZE^ad^lLED

b6
b7(

b6
b7C

bh
b7C

Special Agent in Charge



r

NY 9-5152

endangered by his association with JOHN AC0RD.I

advised that ! Icomment was not intended as a threat
but rather as a warning from a friend,

I Inoted tha t he had personally spoken
Tfnrnteot conversation with

I

No further investigation is being conducted
by the NYO.

b 6

b7C

b6
Lj 1

b7D

-2 <



Date received Received from (name or symbol number) Received by

3/28/69
Method of delivery (check appropriate blocks)

| |

m person by telephone
,

by mail orally recording device written by Informant

If orally furnished and reduced to writing by Agent
Date

Date of Report

Dictated
Date(s) of activity

Transcribed

Authenticated — iCj\
by Informant 3/dO/O^

Brief description of activity or material

Info re

3/28/69

Youth Alliance. File where original is located ifnot attached

* INDIVIDUALS DESIGNATED BY AN ASTERISK (*) ONLY ATTENDED A MEETING AND DID NOT ACTIVELY PARTICIPATE.
VIOLENCE OR REVOLUTIONARY ACTIVITIES WERE NOT DISCUSSED

Case agent advised 4/21/69.

U I (IHV) (Cl)
1-105-6112 MRPH46)

1*157-3^7 HATIOHAt YOUTH llulliCK

JTCiaaa
<*> Ay va~!ON CONTAINED

Block Stamp

<S 7
SEARCHED/Xc£jN0£XE> -
SEftlAllZ£P_^^Wrr



NT 157-3447

3/28/69

The head of the Staten Ialand Chanter of the Nation* !

Renaissance Party received a phone call from

[

I ~[the National Youth Alliance asking lr tney could come
to the Rally of 4/18/69; they said they would send tone members

*

2



FD-350 (Rev 7-16-63)

(Mount Clipping in Space Below)

Among , the Guests . .

.

ate page, name of

paper, city and state

DREW PEARSON and JACK ANDERSON!

WASHINGTON
Right-wing: newsmanJTrank Kinaraabii, who

has been affiliated with the Nazi-confujiiea Liberty
Lobby and United CongressionalAppeal, has been
boasting lor weeks that he wd^5e appointed Am-
bassador to Australia

The idea that anyone with Kluckhohn’s Nazi
Aes would get an ambassadorial appointment was
po incredible that no one believed him.
I Yet, just as incredibly, Kluckhohn showed up
the other evening, resplendent in white tie and
tails, at the White House dinner honoring Aus-
tralian Prune Minister John Gorton

Kluckhohn is not known to be a Nazi himself.

But he has been on the payroll of the Liberty
Lobby, which spent $850,000 last year to influence

members of Congress. He also ran the United
Congressional Appeal, which handed out $90,000

to conservative candidates during 'he campaign.
Both organizations are under the complete

control of Willis Carto, mastermind of the Nazi
movement in the U. S.

* * *
The Liberty Lobby has now offered for sale

paperback copies of “Imperium the modern
/'Mein Kampf” which ridicules democracy, calls

the Declaration of Independence "rationalistic

nonsense,” depicts the influx of Jews into the

United States as an alien invasion, describes the

American occupation of postwar Germany as "a

'ftar of looting, hanging and starvation against

defenseless Europe,” and advocates war with

Russia.

“Imperium” is dedicated to JAhe hero of the

Second World War” Anyone^mo reads it will

recognize that the unnamed^Rro’ ’ is Adolf Hitler.

Liberty Lobby provider this background on
the late Francis Parh^ Yockev, who wrote
fTmperium”* jF

k "The author, a ydung man bed up in World

War n and its aftermath, sought out the caused
of that conflict and was led to a complete study
of Western civilization and its destiny.”

Kluckhohn’s connections with Carto and his
Nazi cult were fully exposed in this column before
the White House dinner. Yet Kiuckhohn was in-

vited along with Cabmet officers, Senatois and
other high ranking guests

The modern Nazis, incidentally, are prominent
people in their communities. They call themselves
“Destiny Thinkers ” At their seciet cell meetings
they read “Imperium.” sing Nazi marching songJ
read Nazi poetry and exchange Nazi war relied

* * * I

President Nixon unintentionally has put tnc
stamp of respectability upon Dan Fry, a self-

proclaimed doctor of philosophy who claims he
has flown in flying saucers and communicates
with extraterrestrial beings.

Fry’s PhD was confeired upon him by St
Andrew's Ecumenical Church Foundation Inter-

collegiate, a London diploma mill which charges

$60 for a doctorate

Fry received one of the President's form letters

seeking recommendations of outstanding people

to work for the Nixon Administration.

“You, as a leader, are m a position to know
and recommend exceptional individuals,” said the
letter.

Fry claims that his extrate i restrial fiien is

have solved the problems of poverty, disease a] d
war. Whether he recommended one of these

outer-space beings to work for President Nixon
Isn’t known. However, he received a letter from
Presidential aide Harry S. Flemming thanking
him for his "thoughtful recommendation for ap-

pointment to the Administration,” and he is now
circulating copies of the President's form letter

and Flemming’s response as evidence of “what
the government thinks of Dan Fry.” /

-/ / -5
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In Reply, Please Refer to

File No

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF IN \ E S TIG A 1TO

N

New York, New York
May 13, 1969

Unsubs;

Et Al, - Victims

National Youth Alliance

b6
*-b7C

[ ]- Brooklyn, New
-York*- uensona3ay an^^Turttar^ly appeared at "the New-York
Officer of tho 'Federal Investigation (FBI) on -

'May ?, TQ6Q. "at"whfch time 'lie was interviewed by Special

-

Agents [ ]

[
| ad vi s ed that he had not personally received

any telephonic threats. He did, however, note that^he had
received what_he de scribed as indirect threats to his personal

safety. I

~\ provided the following background regarding
these threats.

.fo6

b 7 i

b 6

b7C

During the summer of
Acord, described hvl

Wallace ( YFW) , in Acord ’s

1968. 1

_J as National
office at

west, Washington, D,C. The YEW onerat ed
1968 on a loan of £LtO.OOCl

described as |

Street, Southeast

,

] worked for John
Director of Youth For

800 Fourth Street, South-
during; the summer of

I
Liberty

Washington, D.C.
Lobby, located At 132 Tnif3

b6
b7C

noted that l
^

. new right wing"formulating a new right wing youth group
-stated th^t the National Youth Alliance
of this conversation. He noted that^^_
on November 15, 1368. auhnnsedlv to initiate
for NYA recruitment. I Istated that to

| | filled the meeting with many non-Wallace
generally controlled the conference. He further
between December 28, 1968 and February 15, 1969* 1 I

travelled throughout the nation holding regional NYA organising

conferences. | (
noted that at the Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

had discussed
j-^om the YFW and he

3’A) was the result
initiated a meeting

a national campaign
his surprise,

supporters and b7C
noted that

b6

^VThis document contains neither
[^recommendations nor conclusions

of the FBI. It is the property
of the FBI and is loaned to your
agency; it and Its contents are
not to be 0 4~rl ^"ted ri,f,W a

ySuarcl^
Serlahs

Itidsse*

F ilei

3/f/
7

Cp



r

meeting on January 2^-2^ > 1Q6Q.
[

to the control of|
I turned the meeting over

1 described

the fliA.f linsistence and maintains an office at
1 Wa shington. D.C. I

lnoted that after the meeting he vi si ted
1 showed mZ£5

n, and a countless number of

[

9$
r

Istated that later that evening at a buffet over which
land at which[

pnd many other persons^

r

realized tha tf
the MYAf

.Latated that at thi s juncture
7
he[

k?as attempting tnl I the nu

noted tnat aue to tne ract tha
Pi;

the purpose of
L How ever,
]the Liberty

Lobby controlled the purse strings of NYA, there was little
they could do. He stated that he and Acord decided that all
they could do was to alert other NYA coordinators^
strategy and hopefully salvage the NYA[

] stated"lhat he[
regarding the above with postal authorities and the Washing-
ton, D.C. Police Department. He noted that shortly thereafter,
possibly beginning on March 12, 1969,

|
[received

b 6

b7C

]b6
b7C

b 6

b7C

b 6

b7C
b7D

b6
b7C

- 2-



three threatening long distance telephone calls.
stated that the first caller said.

I J stated that the other
two calls were similar in content, occurred at night, and
were anonymous.

According to [ ] on March 22, 1969, as he was
leaving Sherrill^ Bakery located in Washington, D.C. on Penn-
svlvania Avenue and Third Street, he was approached by[

I described by las an employee of the Li her
1 gt.a tiAd

f

hWl
advised thatl I further noted tha tl

herr.v hohhv.

lfriendsmight do drastic things to [ 1 because of
p

lalso noted thatl

p
Ifri ends

that m s lire was in danger
|

that he I I could not be responsible for what l -
might do . A copy of a signed statement prepared by| I

on May 7, 1969, and received by the New York Office on May 9,1969,
which sets forth the details of the threat, appears as the last
page of this communication.

r ladvised .that on Anri! 1 7 ] 1 969J

exposedl
~

that evening if
people were ricQ

| lappeared

,

and then
was rot h

’

weeks ago
[

storv,

1

ne_

1 the Liberty Lobby and
1 to take over the NYA.

| Inoted on
in which several other

1 office and when
fdriving a car

jerked in front of
!asked him if he gavef

[

I the
Inoted that

_• tie further noted that approximately two
personally confronted

!

]

]

an attorney
1 stated that he[ ]are working with

[

jt tne present time and intend to go to court against
in an attempt to fight him and the Liberty Lobby

regarding the takeover of the NYA. He also noted that Hp has
been offered a I"

to discuss! , Jj takeover and Nazi affili-

b6
Ij / L-

- 3-
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ations. He stated that he would agree to tape the show, but

only if the show was broadcast at a time when he was on the
^

west coast. He stated that he felt that I —L & /

I against him for daring|
|

| stated ne would not feel safe if he were

in the east while tne broadcast was made. I

~~|voluntarily
provided the following personal background information and

description:

,Name
Alias
Sex
ft JS f*O

Date of Birth
Place of Birth
Height
Weight
Build
Hair
Eyes
Scars
Residence
Telephone
Employment

Marital Status
Family

Education

Social Security
Number
Selective Service
Number
Arrests

i

b6
b7C

-4 -



V

[
Cunard Line
New York* \

l
interviewed

On May 7. 1 969. Special AgentsT
i<

5that two to three months ago, an

t Jat the
Pier- *52nd Street ana nuason Kiver, wew York City,

anonymous call w
_fche_call_er said,

e xo his residence in the evening and
.er said,!

] personaliy alu not receive the call as he was away
ror the evening and had asked a friend to take calls for him*
He stated that he was confident that the call was directed to
him*

r

Ts[

Jjaoted that he is currently a[
I for the NYA. He stated tha

1 r<

lali:

l
that his position

_

remarked that NYA is currently
fraught with internal factionalism!

J
a Neo Nazi elementl

I of nyaJ"
originally, frr>m y

commenced,

f

and throug
NYA

-i__ r
1 He stated that NYA

FW sypporters. He noted that when NYA
the Liberty Lobby loaned NYA[_

n tnj.s loan now exerts considerable influence over

r

noted that when the original loan was floated,
none of the 'NYA leaders wqs awaref

-
l to take

over the organization. He advised thaTl lhas however very

3
1 Neo Nazi I

^
I the movement*

NYA held a meeting in Pitt sburgh approxi-
elect national officers* I ~l stated

nebulouslyT
According to
matelv one m&TTETTi
wnicn was e

tion.lrn
had formulated a slate of non-Nazi candidates
v the groun. He stated that after the pIpo-

r
li]iMlHiiriV aesenpen nyf la 1

b6
b7C

]

b6

b7D

I stated that without benefit of further debate I

- 5-



b6
b7C
b7D

\ stated that although I I the
NYA, most NYA members are not even aware on lor
the role he plays in the organization. He advised thatl I

has been able to group many Nazis around him which included
numerous wealthy men of position in medicine, law, and journal-
ism. He further noted that he did not know if

I_^was res-
ponsible for |

~1 He stated that he could not
accuse anyone without proof, but he added that he was sure

I Iwas not beyond this approach and certainly had the men-
tality, power, and supporters to carry it through.

| [ volunteered the following personal back
ground information and description:

Name
Alias
Sex
Bace
Date of Birth
Place of Birth
Height
Weight
Build
Hair
Eyes
Residence

Telephone
Employment

b6
b7C
b7D

b6
b7C

-6 -





SAV&9

AIHTEL

TOl

PRTHl

SUBJECT

l

MSRiCTOR, FBI (157-125'!'))

SAC, SEW YORK (157-3(j47)

CHAJRO.iD

[

I, L3Ui:iV «

•-T AL. * VICTIM
KJtTWtOKi
B^HRTO MATTSrtS

NATIONAL YOUTH A1.UAW?&
FACIAL f

I ATT? $13
(Bums i$7*»135B9)

of(
ltls la marked to reflset correct spelling

Title previously carried as •’NATIONAL
YOrTH ALIlALCb. RACIAL FATTENS, (Hum# l5?~12$§9)* # •OTWhS

f

I b al# • victims, firroHTiof‘f Boariha ruTT^Rs#"

BeBualrtel to HY and WFO dated 5/5/69#

Enclosed for the Bureau and wfo are the original andnve copies end two copies respectively of a lhm anttiwa fr^h
the results of the, NY interviews!

f

Pursuant to Bureau Instructions set forth in
referenced airtel, the HYO is ecndueting no further investigation
re the enclosed#

.•Bureau (Enels#7)
Washington Field
Mmt York (157-3667)|
<D*ev York 1

IM1
}W)

CFFtdav
( 9 )

Al±^FORMATION
COfTAlNED

|«El»i!8lWCUSSiF.
,(rn - ‘

DATE B‘

SEARCHED INDEXED

SERIALlZEp<^jC^f»tEh—«*

ut\i I 0 tgA^

b6
b 7 i

b6
b7C

b6
b7C

b6
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Xerox copies of I Ioriginal statement,
alleging a threat against him in Washington, D«C«

,
appear

on the last page of the LHM. The original sta tenant is
maintained in the 1A section of NT 157-3447*



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

In Reply, Please Refer to

File No
Buttle 157-12589
NYfile 157-3^7

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

New York, New York
May 20, 1969

National Youth Alliance

" ~ on May T, ,1969,' a confidential source, with whom"

insufficient contact has been had to determine reliability,

rXHHilSShed^the following
'

r\r Hftrv'ft d as unsalaried 1_

—

I

Jrhe American Southern * 1 -

-° -l"inQQf firmth ffjfcaiu Washington^

during the summer and fall or 1900 .

To finance YFW. T

Jfouth For Wallace ,(YFW)

t I
described by the source as

w iberty Lobby.

The YFW office was located at 800 Fourth. Street,

South West, Washington, Printing and mailing of i£FW

material was done by Liberty Lobby at 132 Third Street, _

South East, and 300 Independence Avenue, South East,—
Washington, D*C.

Twenty- six thousand dollars of the loan were

expended on advertisements in college newspapers and^the .

remainder was expended for fund raising, printing and running

tire -office. I I
Liberty Lobby

Newsletter, was on loan to YFW to assist wt
of the office.

.th the operation

io6f i,- it was.

0JLWFOf^T|OjTO»

After the election in Nnvftffihsr . _

Prided! 7 that I I was a- contribu-

tion -to the Wallace campaign and was not legal~
' e, the loan would not be repaid|

rtEREW

DATE
M
-This document contains neither
recommendations nor conclusions of the

FBI. It is the property of the FBI and
is loaned to your agenfc 3ga9Pbe4nd-its
contents are not to be cFr§%fri^ut ed o

your agency Indexed—

—

fmtside

Filed.

b6
b7C
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b7C

b6
b7
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National Youth Alliance

- -A — - - On November 19681
_^_meeting which J: 06k place at the Army and Na^y Club. Washington,

D, C

a

The" room had been reserved in the["

l:
*JETT'S the meeting" IBSBI5E

_|the Ilber^^TobgJv
"in a^fennance were!

x who aid not

1 ~a John Mrchcffatetetyf

T*iarfritt“VIPf
'*

.
^^li^CMr*T)Tganizat±om

LdfeertyafaMbyr

lareT
1

:s type

a former

J

^deceased: 1

]emp 1oyee;

e purpose of* the meet ink which lasted approximate^
-elght ftours \wa s to discuss- the -formation of a -national xauth
~ groutr come osed of formerrmembers of tFW, The I I

j ~] the orgafftzafion^the National-Youth AlTdanee
ted by .the:;group. At tne meeting,!(-NYA) was accepted by .the:;groups . At

r-rferlfed^unsu^essfully ”to^iraafle'
J^mpepium

1

-^Francis ParkerVockey , accopted b. s th

e

“ ‘Yorce ncto-tHd "NYA." Trie - source wde scribed

.the boede^xit^mby.-
iding ddeologlcal *

,

ckey a *

.^who committed sulcide .whiia -incarcerated ik . California an ,

' i960 The aonrcA stated! . IwAr^ willing to
r-wdrk^tCfgether In worming” the ~NYAl

^that“and-had-the - YFWI
Isho
aveyt

T - Everyone seemCch toragree*
ouldbe the|_

1 respectively, of the -NYA, although they were not
]

1

-to 6

to 7 i

b 6

b 7 C

_ -An official policy statement was not issued at the
- -

r —Tnf>iRfiTTg.
"
trot the objectives*"which "were subsequentTy -drawn up'

-»J land set forth as "the -official policy of-the : NYfcr :
>

" ^
- after the January 25 , 1969, -meeting in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania,

- - discus sed and generarlTy agreed upon at the-meet lag:; „

These objectives were:

b 6

- b 7 C

- 2 -
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_ lj_To oppose the use of dangerous drugs and ~

““narcotics on campuses and to run 'pushers off college
'

campuses.

2. To neutralize and overcome black power'.

S- To lav? and order to the, campuses . ..To _
JixcsersdMfent means -to cdmha±^he r‘S'tudents Tot a democratic ' ^

id-. f1 c iaI s do

To,bring and-appose Involvement.
In wars overseas.

A characterization of the $DS appears-in
the Appendix attached hereto.

These ob jectives-were To- be voted upon at. the:

regi onai conferences which .were. held to launch theuNYA.- . -

.ona&lonally Conferences- were-heId in Atlanta, Georgia- ic

J)ecainber-!8,r 19j£8; .New .Orleans,^ Louisiana January -Jl* .J9&9 ;

-

.-Washington, JD.C. January XL, .1969 j Chicago, Illinois ~ --

- January ;±8 , ,1969; Pitt sburgh., Pennsyi/ania January ;!5, . 19W~;
,̂ -^rk- .city February Provo., Utah at Brtghsam - - - - \

-.Young University February 8, 1969; and the University of
California at Xos Angeles dn February 15, 19^9* - -

^ In connection *d.th the NYA conferenc e held In
-Pttt.isbnrgh. Pennsylvania* x>n January 25, 19^9,

C

svlvanla « x>n January 25, 19^9,^ 1

I PittsbHpgh, Pennsylvania, Tffllfl a number
f'ywwv Itmf'U lWHV lim I llPjfhe evenlngl I

displayed numerous |

Tease he cla.imea contained
^obtained the posit ion. o>.«

.^l^orh^Goci'ety I

NYA. after!

~

lovedL
]*Nazi artivitie ...-SaNmay.fid tn.l

:rJ^-dbcBcs^Bax office at
[

Washington., JVC*

las^a John

- 3 -
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-On January 25> 19&9, John Acord and -Dennis

McMahon taped a television interview in Pittsburgh^ rBaring

the interview, - the commentator asked- i-f the--NYA - was a
segregationist organization and Acord admitted it was.

Carey Winters and Colonel Dali were present during the

interview.

__ Motel , Monro ea^M^gj^gfftjpsyXyania , on January -25.,>..-: — • -

“g*,at approximately naqjsxr- .
~ ^

. *$'*4*#!

]
to - attend -

'T'-

:*?****&

the^ evening of January 25, 1969, which was also held In the

Hawaiian Room. The guest of honor was' Willis CartoV\~

---
- The speakers at the meeting were Paul Kismeet or

Kissmon (phonetic), who began the meeting with treading
' trom

'

u ImpreTiumJ1
. The second speaker v?as Byers, whs wasrfoUowed

by Mike Russell, Buffalo, New York, who spoke for one and
- one half hours on "Plata them

"Fascist"*. Neil O' Connor gave
- --

- B“~bookrreview on the ’'NationaT^Socialist Comrades". -Willis

t:cartcnwas-the concluding ^speaker; tfio spoke about his meetings-
- - with-Yocrkey prior to his-death and Yockey’ s book 11 Impe-rium-' •

Many of the guests at the ^supper wore Nazi- pins.

,b6

b7C

inct^Edingl ]
In the., course of

- the evening, the Nazi national anthem was played, in addition.. _

to other Nazi music.

I
"New York, had an adjoining, room where

INazi . medals , . .records, . decals., , uniforms and.war.

|
| an SS Uniform for

]

b6
b7C

b6
b7C

_ ; On JanuaA 26, 1969, I

~~1
--

, ,

,— Ti [that because\ of th^-Interview and the comment that ~

-
_— . theiffAT-'was a segregationist group, they were not to make:: —— ^ytfrer press statements and future press statements, would
- he madel Iwanted to project the~NYA_

as a "moderate" organization.

b6
b7C

- 4 -
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or _Ac\loh
v
A-^sohiar-teis ‘and "that* the-'

f Action #^s 5553®tec -a^i^iliate d with .1

l^ibtyn
^

^who at that
[

: _ » jneeu-iig, naa._uuy j-u ««>pv«*ei ^**a_ on March 2

,

1q6q7 whicTriwas attended bv NYA members\ including I
|

jneeting was hel_oL_in Washington, D.C

I I the NYA decided"
'

to incorporateethe NYA and copyright NYA literature

.

ound oubthatJ J werejn town
Jstabbing him..®

il^fovemhei: -35

b6
b 7 *:

i>7C

Associates, I .

NYA- wag a -committee or Actfrpn ass ociates

.

*sgg8tT^

]
over his announcements

The ^sourc

lover this disagreement

[

, ^
1 to-postal authorities and -tiled a
J r

. . . . A <. i *r

iaddre s s for,the ‘NYAvto that of the Libettif.s5ohb-y

]then had hia attorney contactf
. , . . > j. i .. s

attorney although the matter' was not resolved.

~ ’T iCin Mft-rr»h 6.1 Q6Q iT
|
the gate and

removed a file which contained correspondence, stationery,

-and the membership and contribution lists of the NYA, and.

YFW,

*“7 r-*

b6
b7C

b6
b7C

After deciding- that the ]of NYA

did not have sufficient funds to fight a legal battle with

\ |
for control of tha-4KA-. r Iwent to seel ton

r'Wdul^JWSU^V

3

,

T 1969 - It wan derided thatl I

her month until l I was repaia ana ne

b 6

b7C

“-Set the mail until- April- lj 19b9 s which -wouIdstnclud

e

contributions.

-Thfif

who
|4nc luded. l

decided not to repay the^ioans let
b6
b7C

- 5 -
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the NYA, and
[
to form _a

new youth group

On March 29 , 19&9* \
a NYA meeting 'was held at the

Pick-Roosevelt Hotel, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, to elect
national officers. There was\an attempt to elect Dennis

——MxM^hon Chairman, however ,, ^atyick.^Ti fe

r

, Centerline , Michigan,
-

'^ra^elec,ted :Cha irman ; phonet ic.
) s ;t *

.

-..elected Vic e Chairman ; Mathi s
-

. PhiladelplHa., Pennsy 1 van ia--,^AgVs'iecte cT'T'ec re ta ry^ -- Cart o
decltrred-/-:thW election tnmlid,- out indicated he-vfQuld accept
-T^ if Carey-Wln-te as . of Pittsburgh^- Pennsylvania,

-•-^and James’ Ferftis ( phonetTaXSF^rfeno
,

"California; we re
ac c ep i<e^~a

s

1

'T3aWona1 Secretary an<K Treasurer . —A second
lection* was held and Winters and Perris were ejected.—

During che meeting,. Carey Wint er.s stated ,.that._
' .should form the^hasis":of the movement and anyone

that did not like it should get out

.

Nell O' Connor gave a half hour tirade against
democracy stating that the people are too stupid to vote.

-Louis Byers stated that only persons who have read
":lmperium" should be permitted t-o vote in the election.

. When Drew Pearson ^wrote an expose on Carto. and the
NYA during April, 1969 , Carlo declared McMahon and Acord
were part of the "international Jewish conspiracy" out to get
Carto.

" Patrick Tifer subsequently sent a letter to Carto
v^we^ing~Jslffi~from associate j'WA-‘membership ; •.removed ^.Wintetre

•

'and Berrisr banned the sale of "Imperium" to all NYA nrmbers
land' demanded all the NYA bank -assets be turned over- to the
NYA.

Carey Winters sent a telegram to Tifer advising
K"thalshe had been /removed~4^>*x&de r--of the Exeeutive'^oard for
his attempt to appoint an Executive Director without the
consent of the Board. The Executive Director was Dennis
McMahon

.

- 6 -
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On April 22, 1969 * & telegram was sent to
Representative John Ichord, Chairman, House Internal
Security Subcommittee^HCTIS) with copies to J. Edgar Hoover
and Representative John Ashbrook, HCIS member, requesting an
investigation of this matter. A reply was received from
Representative Ichord which stated the committee schedule
would not permit an investigation.

] The source further advised that
hstve^given c onsiderat i on: to moving to Callrornia, where - they.-
ifilTT'Tr>n t.inue their fight with l I the

.'-will Use the YFW..jn&llltig list to form a new! youth". ~
;

group

.

.The source stated at the height of membership, the
national NYA membership was approximately 1,000.

- On May 7 , 196% & second confidential source, with
whom insufficient contact has been made to determine,
reliability, furnished the following information:

b7C
b7D

are currently

the NYA. The source described
wing- organizer who had come into]

and the Liberty Lobby for control of
a pov?erfu! right

sustaining the YFW campaign- over which
I |

had a political interest.

1 I
the NYA after he

]
during the summer of 1Q68 to help in

and

proponentThe source advised that
of the Neo-Nazi movement in America -and is apparently
attempting to subvert the established guidelines of the NYA
so as to convert the organization into a Neo-Nazi youth
movement . The source indicated that are

b6
b7C
b7D

b6

very much aware of intentions and for this reason
U /

b7D
have-attempted to split

|

but have thus far .been
unable to" compete ”

I influence and power

.

•
i

The source advised thafl influence in the: NYA 7

-virtually unknown to the rank and file members of NYA.

- 7 -
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He advised that the NYA is an outgrowth of the YFW supporters

-and was—originally the
were apparently

unaware of iNazi background and ultimate intentions

when thev accented and evidently believed
b<

.

to ass.ist in the formulation of a right ringe d conservative
The s our -v.en9 ,-th-at [

linflitrate many •Neo-Nazis into the NYA and... is -now
' i . .. .. . ti -rv . • n j. j i

"j:hat a b ook calied n;Imperi urn" , written by Franci-s

Parke r Yockey, a Nazi who was • incarcerat e d in California , be

used as the guiding force -behind the NYA. :

•
•

This second source^ stated that approximately one

month ago, the NYA met in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, to elect

national officers. This- source stated that altjhovgh a slate

of non-Nazi officers was elected by the group.

1 a second election be immediately held in whichl

](phonetic), described by the source as a knarn Nazi,-

was elected to the position of

stated that second election was
benefit of cdebate lelected

that! the above meeting with

The source

The source advised

CU1U liau ic: iuclii ctoutiicA v -w™
convicted" of trying to steal America's atomic bomb secrets

and provide them to Nazi Germany during World War II.

b7C
b7D

bb
b7C
b7D

b 6

b7C
b7D
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A third confidential source, of
unknown reliability advised on May 15, 1969 , that he is
currently a member of NYA. He advised that the YAP -and NYA
are at odds with each other currently, primarily because most
of the leaders of NYA are people ousted from YAP.

Although the YAP and NYA are both conservative
h:;group $ they diff&r_

:sridely in philos ophy . in -thatvthe ;

~

*YAF attempts - to enact -.-change hat thin- the :i
- frameworkwf the'-law

rand :I?Y,A supports the us @ f vi olen c e in* accompliShing”'its - o

ogoaler -
: He -noted that N¥A- ; is now a repository fon^!1112those

'

persons weeded from the ^ r s^o f; YAF because they- Ifere
r-e^t^j^fv^lence- prone sympathetic ' to the Neo-N^l--movemont
in America.

The source advised that there is currently a rift
amongst NYA national leaders and that a sweeping power play
for control of the organization Is forming. He noted that
during the summer of 1Q66

,

|

„
| the campaign to start the NYA. All

H had nrevi mini v been s and supporters of YAF
anu mat substantial sums of money to
YAF.- only t d 1n disgust when

| |
thal YAF

-was-
11 too liberal" and not agreeable to taking strong measures

to assure the realizati on of its goals. During t.he earl
phases of NYA planning,!

|
the Liberty...Lobby, described as a conservative

organi-zFulon headquartered in Washington, D.C, Because of
thi s lthe necessary 1-ink -with Liberty Lobi

m'tiwenni IIBJHMIWWaaUBWI

the. group. Although recent articles written by columnist
Drew Pearson have set~r>ut t o explain the rift as having resulted
from I i renali z at i on tha t| Iwas a Ne o-
NszL, the fact i.s. that
the split is based entirely -on the
related that he was certain thalE
appearing
an attempt to foment dislike

I |the NYA.

a Nazi symp athizer a nd
I The source

I fed the information
and did so only in
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— — The source advi sed that
|

is a well-known
conservative He is certain that l I is not a
Neo-Nazi. He described him as be ing a legitimate hard-l ine
conservative. He also noted that the
American South Africa Council in Washington. D.C.. an
organization originally started l

1 Although! ] was renowned as a conservati ve, he
strong supporter right and defini-fe&sly; . . , . -

;gndoPSe4itlie Neo-Nazi inovEement in America . He stsute<3 ;:Tliat . \

"[the Libery:;.Lofaby because this orgaro^toohj . > i:.u :: i

•

• earns.'-:fantastic suras of money I H interest . a.

the. NYA is. so ithat l ean realize h Is.: illtimate . .

political ainbi t i on - to . forMulate a Neo-Nazi youth.- 'movement
insAraerica; I is a j

pjc^rerrfui ind i v idua 1 uithinsps-litical
circles and has many friends of importance. gHe stated that
-he did not -know if was capable of personally participating
in violence.

The source a
several years. He des
and conje c tu red that|~
NYA before, he I

1
He stated that

with
1--. ‘

—
3 3TC

Negroes and Jews; and
noted that at a March

*

I he
copy of Hitler’s last

dvised that he has knovm
l

for
cribed l ~l as a politica l- genius

"would without a doubtH
I
to exist under

for -as long as he has been associated
has espoused , hard-line Nazi philosophy
use of American gas chambers to eliminate
hero viorship of Adolph Hitler. He
1969> meeting which ]

-
|

wore a Nazi armband and exhibited a
will and testament.

The New York membership in the NYA numbers approxi-

is known, widely as a Neo-Nazi and has recently announced that
his agenda, for the summer of 1969 includes traveling to
"We st :Gcrimany to meet with representatives of the Neo-Nazi
movement in that country. -Recently, following racial
violence at the Franklin K. Lane High School, New York Citv.

rail told him that they
|

[ the white students to attack -Negroes
there "and "through such ted escalated racial tensions appreciably

- 10 -

b 6

b7C
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b7C
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{

:?'E
traveled to 10On one recent occasion

•West QOth Street, New York City, to meex with
I I the National Renaissance Party (NRP).
stated that he intended to| |with the NYA
membership lists in return ror protection offered by the
NRP Security Echelon during NYA demonstrations. To date this

Jb een done. The^sssal^IYA^ group has a,^si*eiag^tie

l^ter Fecter^f^ad'e, conservative
> if

* * V'

flEgaflOWP*

•t

U&ource iad vi sed fu^therrthat- several week^ega,
J^ertf.NYA security forces •< ta w cot

"

Tnfprnal -Squad, which W ilizhave 1ftVC- .

^-cectore within New York- and-^w. member s assigned.^per sections
• r sons would be responsible for safeguarding-N¥_A_ ' . -

• membet’
s^NSefing demons traticns‘r '^Whether or not the^ members- *

of the Internal Protection Squad were armed while on-duty was
optional and left to the discretion of the individual „

members.

r'*

A characterization of the NRP appears
in the Appendix attached hereto.

Despite the fact that current leadership- in NYA
±s"npzd.ri~±he air, the differences- between l I

were few. The NYA militant philosophy has already attracted
many violence-prone men and

-

pas likely going to continue to
|as beings a ruthless.do so. The source described!

who I i from- YAF after he|_

— - Henotechthat many American youngsters are today primetr
— _ towards the far right in view _of recert t New Left takeovers

on college campuses which -resulted in literally no punitive
- action from either campus officials or police. -He -also-'

conjectured that the time is right for a militaht__righ±-^
-—wing group to gain a foothold in society. He ncied~tthat- he -

_ -felt ft- Nazi youth movement, tinder, the leadership _ of -men like
—

- \ | would be much more dangerous and powerful-*
—than current right-wing -groups because the Nazi movement- -

-- waulctibe—controlled by people-wise in the ways of politics -

- usnd -subtle enough not to-e^epose the movement in tts^true
light

.

b6
blC

11
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1

NATIONAL RENAISSANCE PARTY

On Fay 20, 1968, a source advised that the National

Renaissance Party (FRP) was founded in 19^9 »
by JAMES H,

MADOLE, who continues to serve as its National Director

and is In complete control of the NRP

•

S'* -

heai quarters *1,

or 1

,

fv**' fikp„ —that the °*NTVP*^hasavait-s- -

'

e of JAMES H. MAP r LE. at.. 10 Fest
y~- v Fcr'4-* T! ,ekly meet Anpfe areuJae1d

:s.c3:ccat icrr on :gs ,

—'far

u*

w»ilr

? The • Sou^^eAd§‘;led?Ibdd>thd**‘SRPcas ^an --antl^Ley^p,yp

; ant i^Semit iC-A£nd .noo-fussist - organise!;ton*. . '
:

1

, & ’a^w^E.-TL 5
**

^f3?hi e ^scarce abexicn
V
J%&y ?%„' i9£§*’ that*1 JAKE'S «-£?

o-f C c tebcmvp^bl^^ Vr cited. a pr inted:Jferc^am ^
.A ''"6r rxiO KtiioF- *rorrYVh<i Its announce* purpose' the

* - --est'^'li^hment of a n.Rao^ xl' Nationalist State". According -to

nr^rarn t-h^ s 'TouTd I e accomplished by calling a~ Ccn\ontton to "-fclfy the necessary amendments

. - to tne D 'Ued States Cons til u cion in order to carvy on, the

NRP program for the establishment of a "Racial Nationalist

State n
,

-

-
-

- This source -further advised that -as -of May „29j
-^-=7 -’1Y6R his "program of the^NRP "-remains in e^fect^-and-;thart *

- the anti-Negro and anti-Semitic nature of the NRF--
,

i&„
-=s^l., exemplified by the following excerpts from fehls-'pnnp,ram:-

1. Enact and rigidly enforce legislat-Ion to

restrict the benefits of American citizen ship to mentally

and- genetically sound members _of the Caucasian rad^. - —

:v * - 1

1 * <.1

2 . Enact legisiat“Ion~t<5 -prohibit- Intermarriage between

white and non-white.

=— -- 3, The Jewish -race shall be deprived by_ suitable -

_ *^e^islation of -the to' American-citizenship and-frhaii-he*®ef<)rth- -- -

--he "prohibited from holding- any professional, political- v ---

- ~ “'or educational posts within the Racial Nationalist State.

-jew -constitutes -an
- alien -virus In.-our national*^bioodstream^

-- ^ .•< “^and-j---as such, he must- be, purged -from our cultural^ economic ,
—

- _ >

and political life.

- " it. Enact legislation to*' hasten the repatriation-

of American Negroes to the newly Independent black nations on
- —‘"the African continent under the auspices and guidance- of black .

nationalist leadership In the United States,

12
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2 APPENDIX '

NATIONAL RENAISSANCE PARTY

5. The establishment of a selective immigration
policy whose primary purpose is to attract the best European
racial stock to the North American Continent in order to
utilize their vast energy and talent in the task'of creating
a dynamic, expanding White Empire capable of withstanding the
encroachments of the primitive, colored world led by the Oriental
colossus. Red China,
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APPENDIX

STUDENTS FOR A DEMOCRATIC SOCIFTY

The. Students fats a-Sernaor-atio society 4^DS
r. iff "4frrewrv today, came into being; at a founding corvjsntiprLliald

a t-.-Ppr t Huron . Michigan, in Jone^ 1962. JThe JIDS J.a_an __
- a-flaoc^tior-i of -yqung .peoptotaagrsfefafi left and_hao a-flBSffiHt e-**...

..xqpgpoggtam .of .probes t ing th^a£rsSS£> promoting a campsClpra'-or :
'•

. evei©p at -cons <y$xmte3x^?&b Rector statrus s

,j ^fttited'-State 3 ..intervarrt iotnitri the uar in TTietnam^tstod "to*

traddraddy transform J
' then universalty community^ -and -provide

*; - comp lete~ contro ISirystudents . GUS -HALL, ’General: -.is ,

:* Secstetary,e _C ojmnrTiinj; padtey; tOJSA, when interviewed tyi& , . u_

-

itwfei'v e of Unit ed,cfre^2'A23Tternat iona 1 in
“
"San '"Wantrisco

California^ on May 14, 1969 , described the ~3D3 as a part of-

the. "responsible left 1 irhich the- Party lias "going for us".

At. .the .June, 1965 . SD3 National Convention/ an anticommunist,
proviso vjas removed from the 3DS_constitution. In the
October 2> 1966^, issue of "Neil left .."Notes “

. the official . -

pub.1ication«-Qf SDS, an SDS-spokesman stated that there. are
some Communists in SDS and they are welcome.- The national
headquarters -of this organisation as- of July 24, 1968, \<as=-.

located in Room 206, I60O Lest Rad Is or. Street, Chicago,
Illinois

.

r 0f i r ^2 ^
J^*£,Jr ^

Jier-nao. '-a

- 14* -
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Date: 5/20/69

Transmit the following in

Via AIRTElT-i^-

(Type *n plaintext or code)

(Priority)

rr

j

~1

-L.

TO: DIRECTOR, ITI (3 57-12589)

-uffao NEW YORK-

SUBJECT: ‘NATIONAL YOUTH
-- - -..RACIAL-mTTKRS

(OOjHEQ) W-iwpET’Lt'Sra.SSSi—

"ReBu alrtel to NY, . 5/5/a9 y --cap
jbioned>

'"NATIONAL YOUTH ALLIANCE^' RACIAL MATTERS* -HUNSTOBS*'
I I ET AL, - VICTIMS EXTORTION; - - -

BOMBING MATTERS." ' - -
“ "

b 6

b7C

2«Bureau (Encs.“ B)
1-Atlanta (Enc. 1) (RM>- (jm&i
1-Buffalo (Enc. 1) (INFO) (RMV
1-Chicago (Enc. l)(INFO) (RM) —
1-Clevelana (Enc. i) (ZERO) (-RM) .

-

1-Columbia (Enc. 1) (INFO) (RM)
1-Detroit (Enc. 1) (INFO) ('EM)

.JswJaakson- (Enc. 1), (INEGj^iiM)-™- --

1-Los Angelas (Enc. IV (INFO) (RM)
1-New- Orleans (Enc. I) {BiFChV (JIM)

1-Philadelphia (Enc. 1) (INFO) '(RM) -

-

1-Pittsburgh (Enc. I) (INFO) 4-RMV -

1-Sacramento (Enc. 1 )
- ( -- - -

1-Salt Lake -City (Enc. 1>*(RM) (INFO)
Washington Field (Encs. 2) (RM)

l-jew York

GAJ : ek

(23) (COPIES CON'T NEXT PAGE)

At t lMPCRr^T!pTCC3^NEO
HSRE N| ip'iW'iQLASStFjED

DATE rWi
p *p'j<

ji

Approved: Sent

Special Agent in Charge
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Enclosed for the Bureau are eight copies of an LHM

dated and captioned as above. Two copies are enclosed

for WFO as office of origin of NYA and one info copy each

is enclosed for Atlanta* Buffalo* Chicago* Cleveland, Columbia*

Detroit* Jackson* Los Angies, New Orleans* Philadelphia*

Pittsburgh* Sacxamento* and Salt Lake City as persons

residing within those divisions are mentioned herein and

the Bureau may direct additional investigation be conducted.

The extortion aspects of this investigation were

submitted to- the Bureau by airtel dated 5/13/69, and are

not set forth herein..

*0n Iadvised that he has

been interested in politics since i960. Xn 1964* he joined

the Young Americans for Freedom (YAF) . During the

summer of 1968* he worked with JOHN ACORD of the

American Southern Africa Council (ASAC) and became

|
|Youth For Wallace (YFW) during

_

July ot He worked in the Washington* D,C, YFW National

Office until he returned to New York to attend Fordham

University in September of 1968. From September* 1968

until the national election* he went to Wasmngton*D.C.
on weekends to assist in the WALLACE campaign.

except t dose held
attended all of the NYA conferences

in Utah on February 8* 1969,and the

Washington* D.C. conference on January 11* 19^9

b6
b 7c

He stated that at the March 29 * 1969 meeting

in pi tt.ghnrgh. T ia Francis Parser

Y^ckev Movement meeting prior to the NYA meeting .

I Iwanted to have five members of the Fresno* California*

Nasi Party sit in at the NYA meeting.
^

I I PaY
their transportation costs to the meeting.

| |

I

~\ stated that he did not attend the March 29*

1969* meeting but received his information from
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HY 157-3^7

six or seven persons who did attend, including]
|

I ~I stated that in the telegram sent by
I I of trying
to appoint a Nazi as HYA Executive Director. This was

| | He stated^ he t?as accussed of being a Nazi because
he attended a YAP party in March of 1968 where he appeared
in a turtleneck sweater with a gold iron cross. He
said as a Joke a friend Issued a membership card in the National
Socialist Party. The card was printed in German

. '^"HePha

d

previously shown the membership card to l land
has since destroyed the card»He denied membership in any Nazi
type organization. I 1 the NYA, YAF,
Richmond County Young Republicans, National Right to Work
Commission, American Sathern Africa Council, Inter-
collegiate Studies Institute of Philadelphia, International
Student Affairs Club of New York, an affiliate of the
National Student Association, the Virginia Independent
Party, and the Liberty Lobby Board of Policy.

The Francis Parker Yoekey Movement Meeting at
Pittsburgh on March 29 , 19o9 3 according to

]
| was

photographed by "Life" magazine and an article Is being -

prepared for future publication.

The first confidential source isf

The second confidential source isT

The third confidential source isT

[ 1

The Identities r>f[

are being concealed at their request with respect to the
information set forth in the HIM. I [confidentially
advised thatl Ifurnlhed the information
concerning

]

Ithe NYAI Iwhich
subsequently appeared ml ~|

J

]
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NY 157-3W

Istated that! 1

1 Lbj"ooxivn . New York, utilizes Post Office Box
1 |

NYC, in connection with his
Nazi activities ana utilizes me alias of FNU
(phonetic)

.

During the interview of | | he stated that he
has contacts throughout the right-wing, including persons
.he believes are members of the Minutemen. He advised that he
*is oppossed to the activities of the radical right
groups and is willing to furnish anv information ne receives
concerning their activities.

|
|agreed to a future

interview concerning these groups. He was advised that the
Bureau is not conducting investigation of legitimate conserva-
tive groups but is interested in the activities of
organizations of a subversive nature advocating the
violent overthrow of t le Government by force and violence.

The interviews of
1 were conducted by SAs

I I The interview of
oySAj on 5/15/69.

\

o

n Mav 7.
[and | |

was conducted

Tt TR to hp np-f-Ari that|
respectively.

I ^ advised that he is currently
a member of the NYA and is serving as New York State

| ^although he ismot on record officially
as being a member. He stated that he has been a member of

the YAF for several years and is also l I

of that group. He advised that the New York State
YAF I I suggested to | Ithat
he infiltrate the NYA after determining the NYA intended
to destroy the YAF. He advised that currently, all the
NYA leaders are ousted YAF members and great hostility
exists between the two groups.' He stated that since he

commenced working with the NYA, he has become alarmed over the
militant, violence prone and neo-Nazi aspects of the NYA
philosophy.

,

I

With respect to violence on behalf if the NYA,
advised that such statements were made for

publicity purposes and not intended as objectives of the
organization*
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NY 105“

3/20/89

DENNIS C. MC MAHAN, 7*6-58th St., Bklyn., NY,
who la IfAt. V. Chairman of National Youth Alliance la
reported to be forming youth "•torn troop" groups in
cooperation with JAMES MADOLE of the NRP. Several of
these storm troop groups have reportedly been formed
already in Bklyn.

Xt was also reported that a good deal of financial
aid to the N.Y.A. comes from the liberty lobby.

* 2
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*

*/7/69

*/*>/&

Several thousand anti-war demonstrators formed up
at 42nd Street aa early aa 12 o*clock to begin tha march up
6th Avenue* Approximately 20-25 thousand attandad tha rally
at Cantral Park*

At tha park a number of anti -war spaakars denounced
tha United States free enterprise, tha Vietnam war and tha
draft among other things*

bo
b7C

I Iwas thraatanad with arrest twice*
Most of this group carried pocket "tear gas** canisters to
spray at the leftists.

Whan tha police moved tha KYA-WNP group hack to the
flagpole and several fights broke out between the* and Young
Americans for Freedom who celled them neo-gasl'a for chanting
n
l tm white and l*m right*1 and because of the HUPS anti-

Semetlc policy*

At the flagpole anti-war demonstrators heckled
both groups and numerous scuffles broke out*

No known members of SDS were noticed in the crowd.

Approximately 60 pro-war counter-demonstrators
gathered around the flagpole opposite the bandstand* About
35-40 of these were from Young Asmrleans for Freedom* The
rest were a joint group representing the national Youth Alliance

I

and the National Nsnlassanee party
|

The MYA-MStP group carried a confederate flag and
saveral wore military helmets* Whsn this group entsred tha
park they marched into tha anti-war demonstrators and caused
several fights*

2 -



In Reply, Please Refer to

File No

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Washington, D.C. 20535
May 12, 1969

NATIONAL YOUTH ALLIANCE

I American Southern Africa
Council, 208 Third street, S.E., Washington, D.C. (WDC), fur-
nished the following information concerning an alleged subver-
sive element within the National Youth Alliance (NYA) to repre-
sentatives of the Federal Bureau of InvestiRation(F3l) . Mav 8
1969. recharacterised the NYA as a coflition of conser-
vative youth organizations whose purpose was to eject certain
campus oriented groups, such as the Students for a Democratic
Society (SDS)

, which, in the opinion of many, are fomenting
chaotic conditions on American campuses.

bo
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The

I

is described in the appendix.

vised that- Htirlncr tha

PaiSn i|
|
Libert;

prominent
,
publical'^y recognized conservative of

968 Residential cam-
Libetty Lobby, a

organization
trty Letter," an organ devoted to Conser-

vative political opinion, financially supported the Youth for

which publishes "Lil

. Wfll^flge (YFW) organizRion. Following the campaigr\ through
I I

the YFW was reorganized into the NYA. The membership
consisted largely of th£^ mailing list of the now deRnct YFW*
During the early part of 1969, various meetings and conferences
were held in Chicago; Pittsburgh; Provo, Utah; Los Angeles;
Atlanta; and New Orleans in order to organize the NYA. \

I 1 advised that he was then associateaL

NYA. Associated with him in the NYA was
*

AU-
HE
DAT

-'^aiALIZCD.

1

b

4

/f7-34*/
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NATIONAL YOUTH ALLIANCE

^

During February and March, 1969 , it became apparent

|
that there were elements within the NYA that were, in

his opinion, fascist or Nazi oriented. I Istated that he

formed this opinion because of the|| inspired emergence of

a philosophy set out in a book entitled, ‘'Imperium,*' written

by Francis Parker Yockey, and exemplified by, a movement within

the NYA and referred to as the “Francis Park&J&&^
noted that this book is distributed by liberty Lobby,

stated that the Yockey Movement in his opinion was a

semi- secret alliance of individuals within the NYA that were

alignedl |
further, he felt this alignment was

strongest in the Pittsburgh area. :

'
'

ti

£
|stated that this element within the NYA first

came to his attention when he attended an NYA meeting in Provo,

Utah, and became aware of an NYA newsletter being distributed,

which, according tol
~~
|had been oriented toward extremism

ten part of the Newsletter, but

before it was released.

1 explained that ha and his associates had writ-.
i * . . t i . i j i _ 1.1.

]had changed its theme

During March, [ ]

attempted to eliminate the fascist element, but were themselves

forced into an untenable position within the NYA and as a result

resigned from any connection with the NYA. This action occurred

at a meeting at Conley's Motor Hotel, Monroeville, Pennsylvania,

near Pittsburgh. This meeting was attended by about forty to

fifty individuals.

r On about M^rch 30, 1969, an NYA election was held at

the Pick Roosevelt Hothl, Pittsburgh, and Patft^ck Tifar^ Post

7n2 - ConterlW Michigan (telephone 313 - 757-4081),

was elected National Director t NYA#

was anti-fascist and was|

within NYA.

According fep
|

Tifer

However, according t

]NYA ast

]and the/movement

J
the postage." Meaning that

I Ibelieves that the NYA, as did the YFW, receives most of

its financing from Liberty lobby.

kor-*.
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NATIONAL YOUTH ALLIANCE

stated that to his knowledge^ leading figure
within the NYA ,rYockey Movement* 1

!

Maryland, He described!
John Birch Society (JBS) in the Pittsburgh area. \l

according to! Iwas kicked out of the JBS became le was
"organizing

1 the

]' The JBS is a publicly recognized con*
servative political organization

With respect to advocse y of violence by the Nazi or
fascist element within the NYA I Istated that he sincerely
believed that this was not] I'style." Rather, the Yockey
Movement would attempt to establish in effect a fascist or
Nazi system or philosophy among campus youth as set out in the
book, "Imparium," He described this philosophy as a form of "Hegeli
philosophy based upon logical argumentation; a dialectic logic
similar to that utilized by Karl Marx.

] emphatically stated that the above so-called
i.l f . i 1 k « m * . .Nazi element within the NYA was completely separate from the

American Nazi Party, now known as the National Socialist White
People * s Party (NSWPP)

.

* j-
1

TJ

t The NSWPP is described in the appendix,

' "
I Istated that he was certain that there was no

NYA organization involvement on campuses in the Washington,
D.C. area.

|
also advised fchat a publication Entitled, "State

-

M published by Daniel Paulson. 3515 Mount

i

~~~ ~4-„A He
s\istated that this publication was\not known to be affiliated

with any organization, but claims\to be an "affiliatiWi of patri-
otic action groups." The specific\purpose is to ccmbakthe
spread o& Communist created anarchyVnd savagery,' Statecraft
propaganda, is directed toward combating "Pro-Communist SD& and
black powerVterrorists." The editor olL this publication is'
C.B. Baker of the above address, \\ v
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NATIONAL YOUTH ALLIANCE

I stated that "Statecraft 11

assistance from Liberty Lobby.
receives financial

With respect to possible extortion threats made
against him,

I |
stated that during the period of his strug-

gle within tne NYA, he had received two threatening telephone
calls. Both calls were received on the same evening on an
unrecalled date in March, 1969. These calls were from an un-
identified male who threatened him with physical harm if he

I
did not give up| |in the NYA.

| |
could

not determine if the caus were or a local or long-distance
nature, nor could he in any way identify the caller.

tnmail and
against him

stated that he has received no threats by
at there have been no further threats directed

the advised that hesince the above incident.
|

had not seriously regarded the above tnreats and had "shrugged
them off at the time."

b6
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r
asked[nad

above was true,
that it was.

I
|
stated that he had been contacted recently by

Hassociate of| |
|
who

| if substantially the information as set out

| I
stated that he had informed

The Friday, May 2, 1969, edition of ^he Washington
Post,* 1 page D-15, contained an article written by Jack Anderson
and Drew Pearson entitled, "Campus Extremists Worry Nixon," which
referred in part to the NYA. This article noted that John Acord,
Dennis McMahon and Louis Andrews had been forced out of the NYA
by Carto, and that Pat Tifer, a Wayne University student, had been
elected to head NYA.

b6
b7C

According to this article, Tifer wrote a letter to
Carto stating that his election to NYA clearly showed that NYA
would not accept a "Philosophy of Nazism," Also, Tifer stated
that he was ordering a halt to the distribution of the book,
"Imperium." This article concluded by noting that Carto had
"his stooges" in NYA send Tifer a telegram .declaring that Tifer
bad been ousted.



APPENDIX

W.E.B, DuBOIS CLUDS OF AMERICA

A source advised that on October 26-27, 1963, a

conference of members of the Communist Party, USA (CPUSA),

including national functionaries, met in Chicago, Illinois,

for the purpose of setting in motion forces for the

establishment of a new national Marxist-oriented youth
organization which would hunt for the most peaceful
transition to socialism. The delegates were told that it

would be reasonable to assume that the young socialists
attracted into this new organization would eventually pass

into the CP itself,

A second source has advised that the founding
convention for the new youth organization was held from

June 19-21, 1964, at 150 Golden Gate Avenue, San Francisco,
California, at which time the name W,E,B, DuBois Clubs of

America (DCA) was adopted. Approximately 500 delegates from

throughout the United States axtended this convention,

Tha RRfinnrf source advised in September, 1966, that

|
[fVPTTK a r 1 stated that in Negro

communities the Party still supported the plan to build "left 1 '

socialist centers and to solidify the Party base through the

nCA^ This source a lso advised in September, 1966, that

|
IcpuSa I I

stated

th^ Fatfty believes the DCA should have a working class outlook

and be a mass organization favorable to socialism, socialist

countries and Marxism, and in April, 1967, Gus Hall, CPUSA
General Secretary, indicated that the DCA primary emphasis
should be on developing mass resistance to the draft.

A third source advised in September, 1967, that

Jarvis Tyner was elected Chairman of the DCA on September 10,

1967, near the conclusion of the Third National Convention of

the DCA held in New York, New York, from September 8-10, 1967.

A fourth source advised on July 26, 1968, that Jarvis

Tyner continues in his position as Chairman of the DCA,

This fourth source also advised on July 26, 1968, that

Jarvis Tyner is a member of the National Committee of the CPUSA.

This fourth source further advised on July 26, 1968,

that the headquarters of the DCA is located at 34 West 17th

Street, New York, New York.
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1 APPENDIX
INDIANA UNIVERSITY CCTSIITTES TO
ekd T*3 T/AB IH VIETNAM (XUCOTV)

A source advised cn June 9, 1937 that the Indiana
University Comittee to End the Ear in Vietnam (IUCOTV) vas
officially registered as a campus organization at Indiana
University with fifteen members on March 17, 1936 by I I

I I a graduate student of Indiana University, The
source stated that the constitution of this Committee filed
vith tl3 University stated, ftY;e shall bo represented on the
National Coordinating Con^mittce to End the Uar in Vietnam
(KCCETiVN) and shall v/erk v/Ith any organizations or individuals
sharing our goals. Excepting the national Coordinating
Committee to End the Vr.r in Vietnam, Tj’d have no connection
vlth ary previously constituted political, religious,
educational, or social group/'

r

A second source advised on July 10, 10C7 that
Ithe

ciuhs of
on

Indiana University Chapter of the V, E, B, Du
American (IU DCA), T;hen registered at Indiana
February 7, 1960, I

[

subsequently left
In order I

will bo used as a

Eof
Universli;

his position
1 cf th IU WA

Jthat IU COTV
]IU COTT#

."front

organisation" for the IUECA for the purpose of holding
demonstrations without organizational involvement of this
organisation, Activity continues at the present time.

The second source advised on September 20,1967 that
|lcft IU in August, 1967 and I I

,
was

|

|cf th© IU COT7 on September 19, 19G7. I I

^as l I a full-time worker for
the IU CEUV.

The econd source advised on July 24, 1908 that
Hhcd beccne interested in tho Young Socialist

Y3A) and the Socialist Vorkers Party (SVP),
[

Iswung the influence of the IU COTY from the
W. E. B. Eu Eois Clubs cf American and the Communist Forty,
USA, over to the Trot sky ite influence of the YSA and the SUP
in tho second semester of the 1937-68 academic year at IU*
Even though now officers were elected on February 5, 1963,

|
"|the IU COTV from "behind the

scenes
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APPENDIX

STUDENTS FOR A DEMOCRATIC SOCIETY

The Students for a Democratic Society (SDS), as
it is known today, came into being at a founding convention
held at Port Huron, Michigan, in June, 1962. The SDS is an
association of young people on the left and has a current
program of protesting the draft, promoting a campaign for
youth to develop a conscientious objector status, denouncing
United States intervention in the war in Vietnam, and to
'radically transform" the university community, and provide
for its complete control by students. Gus Hall, General
Secretary, Communist Party, USA, when interviewed by a

representative of United Press International in San Francisco,
California, on May 14* 1965, described the SDS as a part of
the "responsible left" which the Party has "going for us." At
the June, 1965, SDS National Convention, an anticommunist
proviso was removed from the SDS constitution. In the October
7, 1966, issue of "New Left Notes," the official publication
of SDS, an SDS spokesman stated that there are some communists
in SDS and they are welcome. The national headquarters of this
organization as of July 24, 1968, was located in Room 206,
1608 West Madison Street, Chicago, Illinois.



APPENDIX
iudiaua rasvnisir/ chapter v. e. b.
du rc-i;\ cvjr-s c? A:^igcA (iu-dca)

A source adviced on April 11, 1S65 that the Indian
University Chapter, tt. B. B. Du E-ois Clubs of American (lU-BCA),
was officially registered at Indiana University on February 7,
196<> v?ith fifteen combers.

Source advised that CaylerU King, Ch3ix*nan,on
February 1, 1966, na.de application for registration, at vhlch
tiKO be nude available an official vritton statement to the
Director of Student Activities, Indiana University, as follows;

'’Tho Indiana University Chapter is a full chapter affiliate
of tho national organisation — the U, K. B. Du Eois Clubs of
Anorlea , Uo can Initiate cur ct/s action cr decide not to
carry cut a particular aclicn project of the national, but arcc
bound by national policy. Statements of tho rational Executive
Cenuitteo are also ctatorentf* of policy for us,"

The above source further advised that although
Gaylord King, Chairman, applied for University recognition
of the I0«DOA, Stephan Canca was actu^lv the organizer and
secretary of this group* f
position from the Ig-ECA irT|

University CerrrJLlteo to End the var m Vietnam.

this
1 tho Indiana

A soccrd source advised on liay 3, 196$ that the
XU-BCA -red the appearance at Indiana University on Unrch
10, 136G f of livgo Sterling Feeler

, rational Chairman of the
W, E, B« Du Eois Clubs of America. In addition, this group
sponsored the appearance of Herbert Aptlichcr , loading CP

*

functionary and CP theox'ltician, at Indiana University on
Day 3, 1963.

This second source advised on February 20, 1963
that the IB-PCA had no significant organisational activity
at Indiana University and fcecono defunct ai Indiana University
ca February 11, 1963,

A third source advised on April 25, 19G3 that tho
IU-DCA bocano defunct at Indiana University ca February 11,
1SC3 and tho former leaders of the IU-DCA Joined the Ccrraunist
Party, UcA end formed a CP Club at Indiana University on
April 23 , 1963.
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[

A thlvri ^rnyco advised on recorder 12, 1967 that
|
paid that they vrould actively .support

tho ca:3i-ai23 c* tho SUP during the 1966 -Presidential* casn:a irrn.

Tiiis source further advised on llavch 13, 1933 thri

| |
the Y6A as a Kesher-at-lai^e at iu, '
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5/12/69

AIKTEL

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI

flatly SAC, WO

IONAL TOOTH ALLIANCE
IAL MATTERS

(Sufile 157-I2569) ^
(WOfile 157-2278) (P*)

CHANGED
PNSOBS:

'

El ALo « b7C
VICTIMS
EXTORTION;
BOMBING MATTKK
(WOfile 9*2263 ) (C>

The title In the Extortion classification Is being
ch*tmmA the spelling of

I

3en associate.
3aa furnished

Bureau (Sue. S)i y
f2y Not York (Enc ,$27 (EM)
I* Baltimore (Enc. 2) (K)
2° Alexandria (he, 2) (ISM)

1- Atlanta (Knc. 1) (8M)
1° Los Angolaa (Sac. 1) (K)
1* Pittsburgh (Sac. 1) (SM)
1- Detroit (Enc. 1) (BO
1- Chicago (Enc, 1) (BO
1° Salt Lake (Enc. 1) (BO
1 San Francisco (Enc. 1) (BO
1 • New Orleans (Enc, 1) (BO
6 - VFO

(1- 9-2263 )

157=1)
15769)
157-1721

(!
<1
(1

(1

in r
~*

100=40127) (LIBERTY LOBBY)
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HEREIN Igur

DATE

SS7-
SEARCHED,
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WF0 13/2278

ReBualrtel to SACs New York end VFQ 9 captioned as
above, and WFOlet to Bu, 4/16/69, Liberty Lobby.

Enclosed for the Bureau, Baltlmre, New York end
Alexandria, are ntne s two, two and two copies, respectively,
of an LHM captioned, “National Youth Alliance, " Information
copies being furnished to Chicago, Pittsburgh, Salt Lake, Los
Angeles, San Francisco, Atlanta, New Orleans and Detroit,

The interview ofl Uet fHit In enelnaftH
LHM was conducted by SAs I

I 1

1 1

It is being pointed out that I I gave the Impress
slon of having had personal disagreements

| I

| |
Llberty Lobby , and as a result was indisposed toward I

Also,
| |

stated that "Statecraft/’ allegedly financed by Li-
berty Lobby, had recently published an attach I WFO is
attempting to secure copies ef this publication through established
sources*

be
b7C

be
b7C

A review of NFC files, with respect to| Li-
berty Lobby

| I and related matters, showed that the in-
formation relating to alleged N&&1 or fascist sympathies on
P**l | land with respect to the book, "Xmperium," is not
a«w Information and has been furnished to the Bureau previously
by WFO and San Francisco <re San Francisco airtel, 3/6/63, cap-
tioned, ’The Noontide Press, P.0* Box 713, Sausalito, California,
Besearch (Crime Records)," enclosing an 1JM dated 3/6/63* cap-
tioned "laperium/ 1

[
1

Also, it would appear that| differed with
J Liberty Lobby largely for personal reasons, rather

than "philosophically ,
" as anti-Negro and anti-Somatic cartoons

were observed as decorations in his office c I l eave the im-
pression of political naivete and affected an image of the po-
litical Intellectual and philosopher.
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WFQ 157 2273

An example of his naivete occurred while discussing
varlpqy ggtffaalat groans ta-that he appeared genuinely surprised
that

I the Mlnutesten,[ lend had
revelation* hebeen connected with bank robbery. Prior to this

shrugged off the Minutemen organisation as ineffectual people
with "Hangups" to take to Hie hills with their "machineguns"
when the "Comle* take over." Also, it is believed that he was
eager to affirm information to JACK AHDE8S0N that I 1 in
a bad light* I 1

***

When attempts were made by interviewing agents to
pin down the membership of OTA, CZZIwas vague and gave the
definite impression that, with the exception of a few former
Tooth for Wallace (TPW) members I Istalwarts scattered
throughout the it was largely a r

'paper* : organisation.
It is believed, however, that

| | considered the Tockey move-
ment as subversive, but not intentionally or specifically prone

In view of the above, it is not believed that an
active investigation of the NYA should be conducted at this time.
Possible embarrassment to thss Bureau could incur in active invest

ition of this matter at this time thr^gh efforts of |

~|£ .

fBZ Investigation to achieve publicity
by attempts to use an

^**v*v . However. WFO will con-time to follow activities of Liberty Lobby. I

——
1

"Statecraft," as they relate to this matter through established
sources

c

Local dissemination being made to Secret Service
and to military intelligence agencies.
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0FT10HU. FORM NO. 10

TO

FROM

subject:

9010-108

MAY 1*

<3SA FFMR (« CFR) 101-11.8

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
SAG, NEW YORK (157-3447) date: 5/2/69

SA (43)
bo
b7C

NATIONAL YOUTH ALLIANCE
RACIAL MATTERS

On 4/25/69 9
forme r[ who has furnished

reliable information in the past, aavrsed that on
Wednesday evening, 4/23/69* he had met with[

I | °n 86th St, in the Yorkville
section of New York City.

The source stated that[
the National Youth Alliance (NYA) citing the story of

four NYA members in NYC who made an appearance in Central
Park on 4/5/69 where a rally against the war in Vietnam
was being staged. According to source, the four NYA
members were dressed in some sort of a khaki clothing,
but fled from the park when they noticed some members of
the Black Panther Party fBFF) in the area . They said
the NYA in NYC is I I a "young kid
who has no guts". The national office Is in Washington

.

D.C.I | of the NYA is l I

| |who for years has been active with the Liberty
Lobby and other right-wing organizations.

The source also noted thatT [concerned himself
with tirades against the Protestants in northern Ireland
who are opnossing the C atholics and members of the Irish
Republican Army (IRA). I Hsuoke of trying to
establish an organization of his own in the NYC a rea

] However , |_
and seeding aid
comments revealed tha t£ ]had no interest.

The source describedf H as "nuts"
who are pathetic in their efforts to organize something of
a right-wing organization in the NYC area.

1 - ( )

1 - U*rQ-XtS-2 )

-L

JDB
(4)

New York
pETT
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NY 157-3867
May 12 , 1969

It WAS lyrnart thatf
Brooklyn, New YorkJ
In the National Youth Alliance.
Liberty Lobby will try and

I

recently
tne near ruture.
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OPTIONAL FORM NO. ID

MAY tW EDITION
GSA FPMR (41 CFR) Iftl-ll >

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
to : SAC, NEW YORK

FROM : SA 1

subject:
r- :

(47)

PS i

date: 5/19/69

>

bb
b7C
b7D

eoto-iu

On 4/4/69* captioned subject t elephonically
contacted the Kv0 and advised that he was a member of

the National Youth* Alliance (HYA) which he described
as a Nazi organization. He stated that he joined
the tjya approximately two months ago at the request
nf l I the Young Americans For
Freedom fYAF )

.

I I so as to better understand
the role of HYA since HYA and YAF were at odds.

Istated he would be nappy to furnish Agents of

the FBI with information re the HYA and would ^ agree to

personally meet at a convenient time. He indicated that
he resided inf^ I and was employed

[ ]

ho
b7C

The writer attempted on three occasions to contact
I I both personally and
tel e-ohnnj call v. On 5/13/69, the writer contacted

| at his residence and made an appointment to

converse with him personally at his residence during the

evening of 5/1S/69 .

ho
b7C

Dn_£/l5/69, the writer met with captioned subject,
.. j--r „ V, ~ „ -f TiTV" A

advl sod that
is serving as

|

he is currently a member

t
of NYA
1 althoughand

he has been careful not to go on record as ma Lntaing

a HYA membership. He stated that he^has__been_a^jriemb6r

of YAF for sevef-al years and is alsol 1

I of that groun. He stated that his work

in NVA is conducted under pretext so that the NYA

members he associates with will trust him and confide

| |
advised that the YAF and HYA are

primarily because
in him.
at odds
most of

with each other
that the

currently,

4 -

the leaders of HYA

Hew York
,n-J l!!i 7 )

1-1^7 - 3^67
>.1^7 -

/X/l£7 -
CFRTcfr

,
H 1A )

Dh
HEREIblLS
DATE

147)

( 47 )

USt-
i ION CO

.NCLASS1F

y by

YAF.

/ 3~7

he
hie

(4)

SEARCHED .
INDEXED

SERIALIZED^ * tfN-ED -b.,

i<aav 1 3 4

FBI — NEW YORK.
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/

|
advised that although the YAP and NYA are

both conservative youth groups, they differ widely
in philosophy in that the YAP attempts to enact
change within the framework of the law and NYA
supports the use of violence in accomplishing its
goals. He noted that NYA is now a repository for
all those persons weeded frcm the rolls of YAP because
they were either violence-prone or sympathetic to
the neo-Nazi movement in America. He further requested
that his conversation with the FBI be held in the strictest
confidence since he did not wish his true motives
to be exposed to members of the NYA . He stated that
earlier in 1969, a YAF member named ! I

attempted to do wha

t

l I i s doing and in the process
was somehow exposed and eventually physically beaten
to the point where he was hospitalized and forced to
leave the Greater New York City area.

]advised that there is currently a rift
amongst NYA national leaders and that a sweeping
power play for control of the organizati on is forming .

He noted that during the summer of 1968.1 |

I .— lt.~hA ftfiwipfli gn

to start the NYA. He noted that all l lhad
previously been member s and supporters of YAF and that

I 1 substantial sums of money to
YAF, only to pull out in disgust when he determined that
YAF was "too liberal" and not agreeable to taking
strong measures to assure the realization of its goals.

| | stated that during the early phases of NYA
planning, I I to sust ain
the organization. He noted that"

^^^^^^^^^
I

the Liberty Lobby (LL), described as a conservative
organizat ion headquartered in Washington. D.C.

I Irelated that because of this I I

necessary link with Trb.l I the NY

~

and has demanded that
1

i
j

the group. I I stated that although recent articles
written by columnist DREW PEARSON have s et out to
explain the rift as having resulted from | I

I ~

I

real ization that ! jwas a Neo-Nazi,
fact is that l E.s also a
split is based entirely on the

| m

related that he was certain thaHl

^as
ia_zJ_

the
svrrmatht zer and the

y

me

ea tne
information appearing in PEARSON'S column to PEARSON
and did so only in an attempt to foment dislike for

|
|so that

| |
could again command the NYA,

bb
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1 advised thntF ] is

conservativoL
that I I i:

J :iG

not a Neo-Nazi,
stated
Re described

a well-known
that he is certain

him as

be in
that

conservative* He also noted
^ American South Africa

D.C.. an -organization originallyCouncil in Washington*
started and I .

stated that although I

he was a strong supporter
endorsed the Neo-Nazi

]

J
was renowned as a conservative

,

of the far right and definitely
movement in America. He stated that

IX, described as a legitimate conservative
organization, "because thi s organization earns fantastic

]the

sums of money

f

iniinterest
his alilmate
Neo-Na zi

I Is a powerful
and has many fr.

did not know i

I the
He noted however

NYA is so that |

political ambition - to
youth movement In America, [

th a t [

£
participating in violence.

]can r ealize
formulate a

| stated that
individual within political circles

ends of importance. He stated that he
]vqs capable of personally

[
]f0^advised that he has known[

several year s and graduated from high school with him.

He described^
las a political genius* and

conjectu red that|
I NYA before
^leadership. H

1 would without a doubt
hel ~

l

it to exist under
stated that for as long as he

bfiftn l

'

I |
has espoused

hard-line Nazi philosophy including racism, the use

American
and hero
a March,

l he
HITLER* s

of
Negroes end Jews;

He noted that at
pas chambers to eliminate
worship of ADOLPH HTTL 11 -

1969 meeting whl ch i

wore a Nazi armband, and exhibited a copy of

last will and testament.

] related that the New York membership
app roximain t he w yA numb e r

s

advised that these people are! j

that[
I
advised

known widely as a Neo-Nazi and has

recently announced that his agenda for the summer of

1969 Includes travel Inp to West Oortnnny to moot with

rowrosai tat i vos of the Noo-Mnzl movement In tint country*

I I also rmted that recently, following racial
V 1 r.l miff' n I, thn I'nuHln 1C. i/uio H

1 rh ".rhnnl , Now York
I l ull l .

, l <1 him llml.

I tr m Ulilhi students

to attack Negroes there and through such had ©seal aled

racial tensions appreciably. Ho also noted that on one

lM i, v ythey t

h6
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b recent oc^ 'on, he and I —Lbravelea to 10

Vi e s t ^50tn R t »
NYfl. to meet wlthl 1

1 the tional Renaissance Party (NRP).
Inotc

-

that following the meet! ng . 1 1

«?tnted that he intended to 1 Hwith NYA
1

membershin lists in return for protection offered by ^

the NR? Security Echelon during NYA demonstrations.

I Inoted that to date this has rot been done.

He also stated that the local NYA group has a strong

tie with the PETER FECTOR BRIGADE , I i

ad.vi fled further that several weeks ago

,

I I

I ~~l a NYA security force, to oe

known as the Internal Protection Squad, whi ch will
have 5 sectors within New vork and five members
assigned per sect ion. He noted that according to
instructions from| |these persons would be
responsible for a af e g a ara i ng NYA members during
demonstrations. He noted that whether or not the

members of the Internal Protection Bound were armed
while on duty was optional and left to the discretion
of the individual members.

I
"1 advised that he feels that the NYA

is a potentially dangerous organization, not

just to the YAF but also to the nation. He noted that

despite the fact that current leadership In NYA i s

n-ri in th e air, the differences ! I

I Iwere ? ew . Ue noted that he believed mat
a Nazi oriented vQuth movement in America would be

a dangerous situation# He stated that the NYA

militant philosophy has already attracted many
violence -prone men an^^vu^^ikoly soing to continue to

do so. He described! las being a ruthless
person who I | from T F after he I I

I
.

I

] |
He noted that many American

youngsters are today primed towards the far right

in view of recent New Left takeovers on college campuses

wnich resulted in literally no punitive action from

either campus officials or police. He also conjectured

that the time is right for a militant right wing group

to gain a foothold in society. He noted that he felt

a Nazi youth movement under the leadership of men like

I
|would be much more dangerous and

powerful than current right wing groups such as the^

klan because the Nazi movement would be controlled by

people wise in the -wa^s of politics and subtle enough

not to expose the movemerge m its true light.
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The following description was gained from
observation and personal interview:

Name
Race
Aliases
Sex
Date Of Birth
Place Of Birth
Height
Weight
Build
Hair
Eyes
Distinguishing Characteristics
Residence
Telephone
Occupation
Employment
Education
Marital Status
Selective Service Status

X

I

i
1 r

•

'

t

¥ »
t

* <

1
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

In Reply
, Please Rcjer to

File No.

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Washington, D.C. 20535

May 15, 1969

EXTORTION; BOMBING

MINUTEMEN
INTERNAL SECURITY - MINUTEMEN

b6
b7C

I lAmerican Southern
Africa Council, ?08 3rd Street, S. E, ,

Washington
,
D.C*,

advised on May 14, 1969. that on that date he received a
.rod I

telephone callT

telephone call f

I I advise^l on Mav 13. 1969. he received a

]
"State Craft", a conservative publi-

cation, whoso address is 3515 Mount Vernon Avenue. Alexandria,
Virginia. I 1 to advisel Ithat theVirg
Minutemen were after him I _

Jmterj ected that he understood that[

conser
_[W
cvat iv

Liberty Lobby, a prominent publicly recognized
ive organization, was paying for the|

]

to advi
that hef

iscf

I

further adviscdj
that the reasonf

1 and instructed him
I was

had revealed information to
lconcerning the alleged Naziism|_
r ^ xu ^ \t-xj l. ^ 1alleged Naziism within the National Youth Alliance.

J and

I | advised that prior to furnishing the above
information to the Federal Bureau o f Investigation he furnished
this information tol This was m addition to
information concerning! |the National Youth Alliance
previously furmshed|

|
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ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED

Tlvs deciiinnrt contains neither

recommends! ons rtar conclusions of

the FBI it b the property of

the FBI and is loaned to your agency;

it and its contents are not to be

distributed outside your agency.
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ReBulet to WFO 3-5-69, WFOairtel and LHM 5-12-69,
and NYairtel and LHM 5-13-69*

For the information of offices not receiving
all communications in this matter, the following is noted.
In February, 1969, information was received from the
New York Police Department that members of the NYA with
national headquarters in Washington, D.C. ,

would use
violent means to combat the activities of the Students
for a Democratic Society (SDS) on college campuses if

"college officials failed to do so." At that time, WFO
and New York were instructed to follow the activities of
this group on a discreet basis in an effort to determine
whether violence was being planned. Inquiries were to

be limited to established sources.

Since February, there has been no information
indicating that the group has precipitated violence on
college campuses. The organization has been the subject
of considerable publicity. Some of this publicity conta:
allegations th at the organization, presently being!

I I is a neo-Nazi group, | T
of "Liberty Lobby" of Washington, D. C. The information
concerning the neo-Nazi activities emanated from several
former members of the NYA who are presently engaged in
verbal conflict! I

All offices receiving this communication should
remain alert for any information indicating that the NYA
is in fact a neo-Nazi group which would qualify for investigation

1 - Alexandria
1 - Baltimore
1 - Detroit
1 - Los Angeles

y - New Orleans/

.£
5)“ New York (157-3447)
jK- Pittsburgh
1 -\13alt Lake
1 - SSan Francisco _ -

ua INFORMATION CONTAiNST" icf C> "k .M ARCHED —INDEXED -

Buy U.S\ 'jgu/arly on the Payrc



V*

Letter to SAC, WTO
RE: NATIONAL YOUTH ALLIANCE (NYA)
157-12589

under Section 122A, Manual of Instructions. Information
concerning this group should be from public and established
sources only and no active investigation conducted without
specific Bureau authority. Any information received con-
cerning Nazi-type activities or information indicating
student agitation should be furnished the Bureau and WFO
in form suitable for dissemination.
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Alexandria,
Ilay 29,

Virginia
1969

STATECRAFT

The Statecraft newspaper is a publication made or, an
indefinite, periodic ^asls from its, office at 3519 Mount Vernon
Avenue, Suite 201, Alexandria, Virginia, and whose Publ'? r-b'-v is
identified in th\ masthead as PanielNPaul son, the Editor is
ichntifi^ as C, K Baker, and the "itSf'-tsF"Advocate is identif led
as K. R,

The hApr i 1 -dlayV 1969, issue ident4
s

flnc Statecra ft as
an affiliation of American patriotic action groups, and ey-r
to all productive Americans willing to stand up and fight
against the taro of destruction currently engulflug the hat! on*
A copy of the Statecra ft editorial policies is affixed hereto.

The rc cor'd a of the Washington, D

contain no identifiable credit information concernirri cue
C., Crec1

5 1 bureau
1

y ^
U

organisation kneem as Statecraft as cheered on April 11, I960,
or the Publisher Daniel Paulson. The xecoids of the Alexandria,
Virginia, l^oliee Department, as checked on Anril 11. 1969.

reflect that| I

Alexandria, Virginia J |

no city listed, had one minor traffic violation as did
whoso address was listed asl

Washington, D, C,

i

HfflSSWWANEO

b6
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This document contains neither
recommendations nos conclusions

DATE
.

ins nr- i ther '



RK: STATECRAFT

[
address as havi
June of 1 968 tol

given

The records of the resident manager at!

Alexandria, Virginia,
g been rented f<vr n nn^ vr>fly f*

va
P

]
at this

om
age

]
marital status as single, and his business

references were listed as the American Security and Trust
no addressCompany, Washington, 0. C.,[

listed, and the Telephone Company

.

listed aj
His nearest red At-f v^>

[ ] Observation of this suite by the resident
manager described it as a two-bedroom apartment converted
into an office which rents for $135.00 a month and contains
a wall picture of the late Senator Joseph McCarthy,

ho
b7C
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DANfEL PAULSON
fvbt»K«r

C B. BAKER
iiTHor

Suite 201-3515 Mount Vernon Avomte

Alexandria, Virginia 22305

7031 548-7251

Dear Patriotic American,

r

The past few months have vitnessed a rapid increase in organized mob violence
in America. A state of open warfare practically exists in every major university
in the country. An open terror is sweeping over our cities as more and more policemen
and citizens are being gunned down.

The Nixon Administration has alarmingly shoim itself to be unable or unwilling
to cope with the situation. The only action President Nixon has taken against univer-
sity violence is to warn rioters of a possible federal aid funds cut off. President
Nixon specifically refused to take any stronger steps .

President Nixon has also done absolutely nothing to halt the spread of black
power militants. Many high schools have been turned into jungles, as hordes of these
savage extremists victimize the rest of the student population. A large number of
black revolutionaries are preparing to wage war against all white people. Some
black terrorists are openly talking about exterminating the white race .

The Communists have succeeded in finding the Achilles heel of America. Today,
the Reds are using the universities and black militants as launching pads for the
total destruction of The United States. As each day passes, the situation grows
worse.

The crisis we are faced with today cannot be solved by the usual conservative
methods of passing resolutions, handing out 'petitions, or writing Congressmen. No
matter how well researched or well documented it is, conservative propaganda is
usually ignored by most of the public, ONLY AN ENTIRELY NEW APPROACH TO THE PROBLEM
WILL BE EFFECTIVE AND HELP SAVE THE COUNTRY.

The STATECRAFT JOURNAL OF POLITICAL EDUCATION constitutes part of that new
approach. Our propaganda has been quite successful in getting to the general public.
We know for a fact that even the S.D.S. Reds read STATECRAFT. Our paper has the
best right wing cartoons in America. We use satire as a weapon, against vhich the
liberals and Reds have no defense . We have the only conservative underground paper
in America. Only STATECRAFT is capable of counteracting the wave of pornographic-
left wing-pro-narcotics-hippie papers poluting the minds of our youth. Our entire
paper is a weapon aimed against the liberal and Red enemies.

STATECRAFT is not just a paper. We are an affiliation of patriotic action
groups. The specific purpose of these public safety committees is to combat the
spread of Communist created anarchy and savagery. STATECRAFT Public Safety Committees
are made up of determined citizens, young and old, alike. We are not afraid to
Btand up and physically fight against the Communist led forces of destruction.

Membership in these groups is open to all productive Americans who are willing
to fight to protect America. We follow a strictly Americanist philosophy. Recently,

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED i,

1



our actions against the li^ral enemy have received a grea^leal of press and

television coverage. Ve c.- the ONLY action group which a _ i anything effective

against the Pro-Communist S.D.S. and ‘black power terrorists.

Many other conservative organizations do nothing hut pass resolutions and put

out hland and "boring propaganda to rake in hundreds of thousands of dollars a year.

Because the STATECRAFT Journal and Public Safety Committees have the guts to' stand

up and fight, many ostrich-like conservatives are afraid to send us donations.

IT WOULD BE A GREAT TRAGEDY IF THE ORLY CONSERVATIVES WHO EVER RECEIVE FUNDS ARE

THE ONES WHO AKE AFRAID TO STAND UP AND FIGHT TO SAVE AMERICA,

The patriots in our youth groups are full of spirit and determination, but

they lack the funds enlarge and increase their actions against the S.D.S. take-

over of our universities. The Red S.D.S., with a huge budget raised by donation

from rich liberals, is destroying the nation. Black power organizations also are

being funded by rich liberals. If you wish to EFFECTIVELY combat this destruction ,

please send us your maximum donation today , l>i,000
,

'
$100 , $5°

>

$25 , $10

,

whatever you can .

Your money will not be wasted on fancy offices or fat salaries. It will be
used where it can do the most good: for patriotic recruiting and organizatic

, for

anti-Communist propaganda and agitation and for physical training to better _ -pare

our members to defend America.

, IF YOU LOVE AMERICA, HELP US TO DEFEND HER.

For American survival,

;f: £ $Jui
Daniel Paulson C. B. Baker
Publisher-STATECRAFT Editor-STATECRAFT
National Director

-

STATECRAFT Public Safety Committees

P.S. Please remember that we are not just a publication, but are in fact an

affiliation of patriotic action groups. If you are able, try to send us more
than the money needed for a subscription to STATECRAFT. Your donation will help
to smash the Communist take over of America.



5-29-69

AIRTKL

TO: OISSCTOS, FBI (X57-1ZS89)

FROM: SAC, ALSXAHDRIA (157-27) (BOC)

RE: HATIOHAL YOUTH ALLXAHCS
RACIAL MATTERS
(00: WFO)

0fc-T£-r
iT

Re Hew York airtel to the Bureau* 2-20-69
and WFO airtel to the Bureau, 5-12*69.

Enclosed for the Bureau are nine coplea of
an UM concerning the newspaper entitled **Statecraft .”

published at 3515 Mount Vernon Avenue* Alexandria*
Virginia* whose publisher la Identified as BABUL
PAULSOH and C. B. BAKER is identified as the editor.
This paper was referred to In WFO 1191 of 5-12-69 as
being directly connected to the national Youth
Alliance, but claine to be Man effiliation of patri-
otic action groups.*4 Its purpose is directed towsrd
combating "Pro-Coenunist S.O.S. end black power
terrorists.**

The Alexandria indices contain no Identifiable
previous references to the above-Mentioned publisher and
editor end to this newspaper. The records of the
Alexandria, Virginia* Police Department , contain no
identifiable records other than a minor traffic charge
concerning PAULSOH.

2 - Bureau (tnc. 10) (RM)
2 - UFO (157-2278) (KM)

- 3^ 7-53



UACB, Alexandria la conducting no additional
Investigation in regard to this publication. The copy
of the April-May, 1969, issue la being enclosed herewith
for the Bureau. Attached to the L8M is a statenant of
editorial coenent by this newspaper which acre clearly
defines their alms and objectives 4
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TO: SAC, WPO

P^CM: SAC, MKW YORK (80-46/)

simjJCT: l l

INFO CONCERNING
POLICE COORRATION

Alliance IwYA) and maintains aWn^f
IMat < Arvo! V

]
wary

Tth

Washington, D. C. He reportedly now live® in
'lend •

He former
and reportedly wa*[
area* L

He formerly raaidftd »tT ]pa.
Jonn siren society In Pittsburgh

NYCPD has requested any available background Information
concerning captioned subject.

VFp, Pittsburgh and Baltimore are requested to furnish
W£0 with Information onF- .— - — *i_ ^available throu
and/or local agency checks* All replies shou
the attention of Desk 43, NYO.

Indices search
be directed to
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2 - Washington Field (m)
2 - Baltimore (KM)

Pittsburgh (PM)
0ZS New York (157- ) (HYA

)

- Hew York
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Washington, D. C. 20535
July 8, 1969

NATIONAL YOUTH ALLIANCE

On July 2, 1969, a confidential source who has
furnished reliable information 5n the past made available to
Special Agent of the Federal Bureau of Investigation a
copy of the National Youth Alliance News, JuneT 1969, Number
2. A copy of this material is attached.

The former National Director of the National Youth
Alliance has described this organization as a conservative
youth organization composed initially of former members of
the Youth for Wallace organization of the 1968 presidential
campaign. The National Youth Alliance proposes to counter
various American campus disorders and various campus disruptive
elements.

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
, ,
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nor

~ NYVs battle against the *o-c«s
of Carta Nazi Inn has been brought to the attention of former Cover;
George C. Wallace ? v,

jho ha 3 expressed hi 3 extreme concern over the
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\

AIRTKL

DIRECTOR, FBI

SAC, WFO (157-2278) (P)

NATIONAL TOOTH ALLIANCE
rh Gram HATS GROUPS)
(OOsWFO)

Re WFO letter and LHM dated 6/30/69, and captioned
as above*

Enclosed for tha Bureau ere 8 coplas, ml 1 copy for
AS, NT, LA, and D£ raspectlvaly of an LHM concerning the subject*

Tha source nfclflnel lal

by SA
|

aha was contacted

Dissemination being made locally to Secret Service
and interested military Intelligence services. M*D and USPP
cognizant.

b 6

b7C
b7D

WFO continuing coverage of NTA through established
sources.

LA should note end give appropriate attention to
proposed NTA group tour of Portugal as set out in NTA news
attached.
2-Bureau (Enca. 8)
Alexandria (Knee. jfi (RM)

&*** (Sexes, ifilim)
1-Los Angelas Otoe*/ 1) (RM) (AM)
1 -Detroit (Encs. 1) (RM)
1-WF0

RCCiblm
(7)

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
i

O
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Date. 6/24/65

Transmit the following in

AIKTEL
Via

(Tvpe m plaintext or codV

(Pronty)

TO: SAC, LOS ANGELES (62-5101)

FROM: SAC, NEW YORK (62-12699)

SUBJECT : MINUTEMEN
IS -MINUTEMEN
(00: KANSAS CITY)

On 6/21/69, [v»n n :Los Angeles, CaJifornu
contacted the KYO . He stared mat

I National Youth Alliance
had

T

] toid[
1

I t olcrihon.i.c ai Tv

NYA ) , oho resides a n[

1

contacted him telephon tcally on 6/21 /59

.

] that during the morning of 6/21/69 he had
been approacned by an individual who identified himself as a
member of the Minutemen, This individual reportedly tcG

d

|t hat If he did not stop acting agatnst
|

Libeay Lobby, the Minutemen would take care of him . I

further advised that last evening ( 6/2 Q/60 K I lhad received
a call from an organization caiied Statecraft, located in /

Alexandria, Virginia. The caller to]d| |that they were
in contact with the Minutemen
referred to

|

~

Minutemen were after them. |

furnish this information to the

the
h6
b7C
h7PkJ i i_y

3 - Los Angeles (RM)
(1 - National Youth Alliance)

3 * Detroit (mi)
(1 -157-4114) (NYA)
Kansas City (62-7797) (INFO) (RM
Washington Field (157-2273) (NYA
NeM York

- 157-3447) (NYA) (45)

in Cal i

f

olhik . The caller
"~|and stated that the
^advised thathe would
Angeles Office.

K°ffl0^c
srA,N®

Los

date BY

A
ff7~ 3 7̂-5/
(INFO) (RM)

- New

$>
GAJ : 1 1 p
(
11

) la
Od

Approved* Sent .M Per

Special Acj^rit m Charge



NY 62-12699

I "H was in contact with the NYO prior to moving
to California during 1969 . He has alleged that trips were
made in the past due to factionalism within the NYA between

I At that time, ! I

I opposed the views I I Statecraft is a

publication published in Alexandria , Virginia, and is subject
Of Alexandria file 157-27-

LEADS

LOS ANGELES

At Los Angeles, California

Will interview | I re details surround-
ing his telephone call to the NYO and set forth appropriate
leads

.

DETROIT

At Centerline, Michigan

be
h7C

bo
b7C

Will locate and interview | |
to

identify the individual who approached him stating that

he vas a Minuteman.



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

In Reply, Please Rejer to

File No.

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

New York^ New York
June 27, 1969

Et A1 - Victims
Extortion

National Youth Alliance
Racial Mattel

s

All IMrCR'AATiON CONTAINED

b6
b7C

Bv letter dated June 22, 196

9

j
|~

I

I Los A nicies, California, advised Special Agem
| Federal Bureau of 1 n vest! gat i on New York,,

New York, in part as Coll 0v s

:

"On Friday evening, June 20tb, at approximately
11 PM Pacific Coast Time, 1 received a call from I I

1
1

—

I said he received a call fronj I

I Statecrafts 315 Mount Vernon Avenue, Alexandria,
Virginia They said they were very upset about the recent
National Youth Alliance (NYA) news which attacked them for
being pro-Nazi. They said that their friends in the L.A,
Minntemen would doT I this veekond.

|
|are workingl I

A character.' zation of the Minutenen
appears in the appendix attached
hereto

"On Saturday morning T received another call from
~1 He said that that same morning (21st) he was

visited by a nan who identified himselj as a Ml not on on

.

b6
b7C

b 6

b7C

b6
b7C

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions
of the Federal Bureau of Investigat * on

, It is the property of
the Federal Bureau cf Investigation and as loaned to your agency;
it and its contents are not to be distributed out side your agency.

/S7-
-1 &

!

Ftlod



Re: Unknown Subjects;

Et A.L - Victims
1 hlC

Extortion

National Youth Alliance ,

Racial Matters

The man was five feet, ten inches , w ith dark or black hair
and mustache. He wan bed to know why I I was opposing the
"great patriot

'

1 I and said that I E
1

he did not
desist from his activities against f I Liberty Lobby, b/
the Mj nut emen had ways of dealing with him.

"One important tMn?- -an extremely active and o:r. -

remain rich v rgt-winger mown as I \

| j Forest Hills, New York, is reported to have said b6
on numerous occasions that sne w ould pay and is considering b7C
having someone kiP L |

~| She also said that if he

ever turns up in Washington again his life wouldn’t be worth
a plug nickle. I received this information from a friend who
was present when she said this.

- "Hescr i nt i on 1
1 I b6

I I | 1 b7C

"She also threatened to smash the American Southern
Africa CouncilT f or God, Family
and Country on the July 4th weekend.' 1

On May 12, 1969

3

I ~~l

American Southern Africa Council, 20b Third Street Southeast, b6
Washington, D.C., advised that during the 1968 Presidential ^ 7 ^
campaign,

!
_

j
Liberty Lobby,

a prominent, publicly recognized conservative organization
which publishes "Liberty Letter" an organ devoted to conserva-
tive political opjnion, financially supporteotho Youth for

Wallace (YEW) organization. Following the campaign, tm ough

2



b6
b7C

Re : Unknown S ub i e c t s :

I I

Et A1 - Victims
Extortion

National Youth Alliance
Racial Matters

the YFW was reorganized into the NYA

.

On May 9, 1969, a confidential source who has fur-
nished reliable information in the past advised that the
national officers of the NYA included:

Patrick Tifer
National Cnairman
Detroit , Michigan

Dennis Me Mahon
Executive Director
Brooklyn, New Yorx

John Acord
Director of Finance
Washington, DC

"Statecraft" is a newspaper published on an in-

definite basis from its office , 3515 Mount Vernon Avenue,
Suite 201, Alexandria, Virginia. The masthead reflects the
Publisher to be Daniel Paulson and the Editor to be C B.

Baker.

The April-May , 1969 issue identifies "Statecraft"
as an affiliation of American patriotic action groups and

open to all productive Americans willing to stand up and

fight against the wave of destruction currently engulfing
the nation.

- 3 -



APPENDIX

*

I.

"MINUTEMEN 11

The Minutemen' 1

\jas organised in iq£o. Tta

present headquarters are Norborne, Missouri.
| |

I pjorborne. Missouri, has been publicly identified as

| |
the organisation

since its inception. Membership of the "Minutomen " is claimed
I Ito be in excess of 35,000 members; however,
confidential sources state this figure is greatly exaggerated
and that a more true estimate would be between 500 and 1,000
members. Statement I and literature distributed
by the organisation indicate its purpose to be the resistance
to, and exposure of, the spread of Communist influence within
the United States; for the formation of a guerrilla or under-
ground organisation to combat x*he troops of any foreign powers
which might eventually occupy this country; to resist passage
of laws which would regulate private ownership of firearms.

In April, 1966, 1 | stated the ’Minutemen 1 '

organisation was" then dividing itself into two bodies: one
group to be members iTho have been able to maintain their
Identity in complete secrecy from the public and government
investigative agencies, and the other group to be made up of
members who have been publicly identified and who will become
active in the patriotic Party. National contentions of the
patriotic Party were held in July, 1966, at Kansas City,
Missouri, and July, 1967* at Kansas City, Kansas.

Members of the "Minutemen 1
' organisation. I

~1

I land his close associate , 1 f
have been arrested in the past on charges of violation of the
Federal Firearms Act, Bank Robbery - Conspiracy, Illegal
possession of Firearms and Conspiracy to Commit Arson. They
have also engaged in maneuvers utilising guerrilla tactics
wherein machine guns, mortars, grenades, and other firearms
were employed.

b6
b7C

b6
b7C

b6
b7C

- il* -
t
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Transmit the following in

AIRTEL

Date: 6/27/69

(Type in plaintext or code)

(Priority)

DIRECTOR, FBI

FROM; SAC, NEU YORK (157-3^7)

SUBJECT

:

ET AL - VICTIMS
EXTORTION

RATIONAL YOUTH ALLIANCE
RACIAL RATTERS
BUFILE 157“1?539

Re NY ajrtel to Los Angeles and Detroit, dated

6/2

V

69 ,
captioned rMINUTEMEN; IS - MINUTEMEN"

(3 - 157-Statecraft) 1

3 - Detroit (157-4114) (Enc. 3) (RM)

(3 - 100-299-42) (MINUTEMEN)
3 - Kansas City (62-7797) (MINUTEMEN) (Enc. 1) (INFO) (RM)

3 - Los Angeles (l57-
)

(Enc. 3) (RM)

(] - 62-5101) (MINUTEMEN)
3 - Washington F.ie3d (j 57-22/8) (Enc. 3) (RM)

(3 - IOO-39667) (MTUUIBMEN)
1 - Hew York (157-5S&7) I I) (45)
JL - Ifevj Y^rk (62-12699) (MINUTEMEN) (^5)

Nev York -

OAJtlfp
(19)

f //TV

ft?

;

__m—pem
Special Agent lrMChaige

Approved:



BY 157-3^7

Enclosed for the Bureau., Alexandria, Detroit, Los

Angeles , and WFO are 9, 2, 3, 3 and 3 copies, respectively,
of a LHM, dated and captioned as above, setting forth the

contents of a letter received from I ~

I

on

6/25/69. One (1) information copy is being sent to Kansas
City, the office of origin in the Minutemen case.

The confidential source is Pet . | |

Special investigations Bureau, Detroit Police Department.

The NYO has previously conducted investigation
based on information received that persons affiliated with
the anti

|
|factlon of the NYA were threatened

Bureau airtel to New York, date d 5/5/69. under
the dual caption of "NYA; RM" and "UNSUBS; I

~
1

ET AT, - VICTIMS , EXTORTION, BOMBING MATTERS 1
’ reflected

| |
conta cted the

Bureau and identified the persons threatened as
|

On 5/14/69, I | telephonically con-
tacted the NYO and advised that on tTie evening of 5/13/69
he received a tel ephone call from! I describ ed as

a persona l friendl |told

| | that during the atternoon 01 5/U/oy, ne received a

call at "Statecraft" from an anonymous person who described
himself as a Mlnuteman and stated the Minutemen were out to

get! lfor a31egedly causingl
~

reinstatement to an official government position.

told
[

|that his political future and
possibly his l^Te were endangered by his as sociation with

|adviscd that ~ |
comment was not

intended as a tnrear cut rather as a warning from a friend

b6
lj 1 m

b?D

b6
u n (Lj / N

b6
b7C

b6
b7C

2



NY 157-3^7

Detroit letter to the Director, dated 6/18/69,
under the NYA caption reflected that ! "ladvised
that I I has been recently meeting, with I

|

l
and due to the statements matfe by i I the

source lee isl I may be becoming active m NYA activities
and hj.s support of this group might not be publicly disclosed.

The 1 fitte r further reflected that I I

forefeet identity )

.

I I

| advised on 4/27/69, that a meeting of the

patriotic Partyj cosponsored by the NYA was held at the

Sheraton Motor Inn^ Woodhaven, Michigan, on *1/13/69

Aooroximately 125 persons were in attendance at the meeting
Included as speakers were PATRICK TIFER, PATR/CTA MATHIS (ph)

and DENNIS MC MAHON representing the NYA ^
with JAMES WILFRED

FREED and GEORGS LEE KINDRED representing the Patriotic Party,

FREED and KINDRED are the National Executive
Secretary and Michigan State Chairman, respectively of the

Patriotic Party,

|
Istated that during intermission 3 GEORGE

KINDRED announced he desired those present to be aware of the

fact that ''Minutemen" Is an active arm of the patriotic Party.

Although there is insufficient e vidence to prove

or disprove the allegations that Q_^^_^^^Jhas made in the

past with respect to the threats^ it is to be noted^ that
l

r
|has utilized various means to discredit the

f Inaction of the NYA.

UACB, the NYO Is not opening an extortion case.based

on the information received from | |
nor wlll^ additional

investigation concern" ng the NYA be conducted at th _i s tiie.

made
In view of thepast and present allegations being

involving the Minutenen, the following leads are being

b 6

b7C
b7D

b6
b7C
b7D

b6
b7C

3



NY 157-3Wf

set forth to determine if the M-inutemen were involved in
the allegations.

A lead was mreviouslv set forth for Detroit to
locate and interview l

J
for information con-

cerning the alleged Minuteman who approached him on 6/29/69 3

by reNYairtel.

NYO Indices are negative re l H
however, O.ueens telephone directory lists one ! |

I 1 Forest Hills. New York. The
NYO is opening a 157 case on I I to determine
the extent and affiliation of her right wing activities.

LEADS

LOS ANGELES

At Los Angeles. Claifornia

Will locate and interview
telephone number re

:

JJL i dent] tv of person who was present when
made comments that she was considering

having someone
background data

|TTT
^

determine any additional

]
will furnish concerningf

2
)

determine the location ^ sponsoring and date
the New England rally for God; family and country will be
held

.

3 )
the identity of persons in i I

I \
knows are affiliated w ith the Minutemen and any addi-

tional information ! l ean furnish regarding the Minute-
rnen or other right vnng extremists.

b6
b7C

b6
b7C

b6
b7C

b6
b7C

- k -
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201 East 69th Street
Hew York, Hew York 10021

July 2*, 1969

/
4t

1

b6
b7C

I would like to acknowledge receipt of your
letter of July 17, 19^9 In which you make ceirtin Inquiries.

While X would like to he of service, I wish to
advise that lnfomatloci in the files of the Federal Bureau
of Investigation is confidential and available for official
use only. Your attention is called to the fact that the
Federal Bureau of Investigation is strictly a fact-finding
agency, and it is not within the limits of its prescribed
functions to draw conclusions or make evaluations as to the
character and Integrity of any organisation or individual.

I know you will understand the necessity for our
policy in this regard and will not infer either that we do,
or that we do not, have the information you request.

Very truly yours.

ALt frFCfWTiQN CONTAINED

OHN F. MALOffE
Assistant Director in Charge

Addressee
/j/- Hew York (43)

JJK^gb
(

IriV' \



In Reply, Please Refer to

File No

UNjTED states department of justice

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Detroit, Michigan
June IS, 1969

Re; National Youth Alliance

On April 14, 1969, | |

Special Investigations Bureau, Detroit, Michigan, Police
Department, advised he had learned from a confidential
source considered by him to be reliable that on April 8,
1969, a small group of individuals who identified themselves
as members of the National Youth Alliance (NYA) appeared at
Recorders Court, Detroit, Michigan, with stated purpose of
protesting actions of Recorders Court Judge George W

.

Crockett. According to his source these individuals intended
to demonstrate inside the court building but were informed
by police that inside demonstrations were not permitted.
The group present, being so advised, spoke briefly with a
member of the news media and then peacefully disbanded. No
incidents or arrests took place. Present and apparently m
leadership of this group was Patrick Tifor, identified as
the Michigan State Chairman of the NYA.

| |
informed that the records of his

Bureau disclose information from a reliable source who
informed on January 22, 1969, that members of Counterthrust,
an organisation affiliated with Breakthrough had decided
to disband Counterthrust and join the NYA. The same soiree
further advised that in late December, 19G8, a meeting was
held in Chicago. Illinois, by the NYA, and Patrick Tifor
was selected as the Michigan State Chairman of the NYA.

b6
b7C

b6
b7C

A characterization of Breakthrough appears m
the appendix attached hereto.

Source one, reliable in the past, advised on
April 27, 1969, that a meeting of the Patriotic Party,
co-sponsored by the NYA, was held at the Sheraton Motor \

/S7-iVf7~Sf



Re: National Youth Alliance

James Wilfred Freed and George Lee Kindred are the
National Executive Secretary and Michigan State Chairman,
respectively, of the Patriotic Party.

A characterization of the Patriotic Party is con-
tained in the characterization of "Minutemen"
attached hereto.

According to source one, during their speeches,
Tifer, Mathis (phonetic), and McMahon spoke out against
the Students for a Democratic Society (SDS)

,
and indicated

the general program of the NYA was to organize right wing
students, to fight the SDS, and to fight black pov/er groups.

A characterization of the SDS is contained in
the appendix attached hereto.

According to source one, during the meeting, Freed
introduced one

| Isavage T Minnesota,
who spoke concerning ms experiences in opposing the Federal
Tax System. His speech contained comments which were anti-
Semitic and ant 1 - Zionist . At one point he suggested to those
present that they obtain high powered rifles along with 1,000
rounds of ammunition, and keep these weapons near the door.
He did not advise when and how these weapons should be used.

According to sourceN^ne, during an intermission,
I 1 announced mk desired those present to be
aware of the fact that the "Minutemen" is an active arm of
the Patriotic Party. V"’’’’

Source two advised on May \9, 1969, he hud solicited
information regarding the NYA from an individual closely
connected with NYA leadership and determined that the
organization at the present time is in a formative stage and
the constitution and by la vs of it are presently under develop-
ment. According to this source, the NYA has as its purpose
organizing right wing students to combat left wing groups on
college and high school campuses throughout the United States.
Source informed that the NYA claims to have no intention of
creating dis lur bn nces on campuses and iurther that the NYA
maintains no "strike force" and engages m no training of
right wing militants. Source noted, however, that reports
of NYA "strike forces" are the result of propaganda put out
by NYA leadership for the purpose of fr lghtem ng student
leftists.

2



Re: National Youth Alliance

Source two informed that at the present time the
following individuals are national officers of the NYA

:

Patrick Tifer
National Chairman
Detroit, Michigan

John C. Whatley
National Vice Chairman
Athens

,
Georgia

.

Patricia Mathis
National Secretary
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

John McCone
National Treasurer
Los Angeles, California

Dennis MeMahon
Executive Director
Brooklyn, New York

John Acord
Director of Finance
Washington, D.C.

Source two further advised that at the present
time the following are leaders of the NYA m the state of
Michigan

:

Patrick Tifer
Michigan Chairman

Mike Fauhion
Publications

John Sedlak, Jr.
High School Director

Gerald Feresford
Macomb County Community College Chairman

Mary Jane Pouch
Wayne State University Chairman

This document contains neither recommendations nor
conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and
is loaned to your agency; it and its contents arc not to be
distribured outside your agency.

3



Re: National Youth Alliance

APPENDIX

1

BLACK PANTHER PARTY (BPP)

According to its official newspaper, the Black
Panther Party (BPP) was started during December, 1966, in
Oakland, California, to organize black people so they can
take control of the life, politics, and the destiny of the
black community. It was organized by BOBBY GEORGE SEALE,
BPP Chairman, and HUEY P. NEWTON, BPP Minister of Defense.
NEWTON is presently serving a sentence of 2 to 15 years
on a conviction of manslaughter in connection with the
killing of an Oakland Police Officer.

The official newspaper, "The Black Panther",
which further describes itself as the "Black Community News
Service", states that the BPP advocates the use of guns and
guerrilla tactics in its revolutionary program to end
oppression of the black people. Residents of the black
community are urged to arm themselves against the police who
are consistently referred to in the publication as "pigs"
who should be killed.

"The Black Panther" issue of September 7, 1966,
contains an editorial by BPP Minister of Education GEORGE
MASON MURRAY, which ends with the following:

"Black men. Black people, colored persons of
America, revolt everywhere’ Arm yourselves. The only cul-
ture worth keeping is a revolutionary culture. Change,
Freedom everywhere. Dynamite! Black Power. Use the gin „

Kill the pigs everywhere .

"

Included in the introduction to an article in
in the October 5, 1968, edition of "The Black Panther" is *. he
statement, "...we will not dissent from American Government.
We will overthrow it."

Issues of "The Black Panther" regularly contain
quotations from the writings of Chairman MAO Tse-Tung of Lne
People’s Republic of China and feature MAO’s statement that
‘'political power grows out of the barrel of a gun."

4



National Youth AllianceEe

:

2

The national headquarters of the BPP is located
at 31G6 Shattuck Avenue, Berkeley, California. Branches
have been established at various locations ihrougnuut the
United States.



Re: National Youth Alliance
t

APPENDIX

'hbltSfUTCIKH'

The "Ijinutemen” was organized in June, 1960. Its
present headquarters are Norborne, Missouri. Robert B. DePugh,
Norborne, Missouri, has been publicly identified as the
founder and National Coordinator of the organisation since
its inception. Membership of the "Minutemen” is claimed by

PePugh to be in excess of 35,000 members; however, confidential
sources state this figure is greatly exaggerated and that a

more true estimate would be between 500 and 1,000 members. State
dents by DePugh and literature distributed by the organisation
indicate its purpose to be the resistance to, and exposure of,
the spread of Communist influence within the United States;
for the formation of a guerrilla or underground organization
to combat the troops of any foreign powers which might
eventually occupy this country; to resist passage of laws
which would regulate private ownership of firearms.

In April, 1966, DePugh stated the "Mimitemen"
organization was then dividing itself into tx To bodies: one
group to be members who have been able to maintain their
identity in complete secrecy from the public and government
investiga tive agencies, and the other group to be made up of
members who have been r^'li'cly identified and who will become
active in the ^"triotxc Party. National Conventions of the
Patriotic Party were held in duly, ] 96 f at nans as City,
Missouri, and July, 1567, at Kansas City, Kansas

Members of the ’’Minutemen" organization, uncludiug
Robert P. De^u-; h and hi r

, close associate, hr Iter P. Peyson,
have been arrested in the past on charges of violation of th:

Federal Firearms Act, Farih Robbery - Conspiracy, Illegal
Possession of Firearms and Conspiracy to Co’imit Arson. They
have also engaged in maneuvers utilicing
wherein mclxne guns, mortars, grenades,
were cmployed

.

guerr.i 11a
and other

tactics
firearms

1 •
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Re: National Youth Alliance

1

APPENDIX

STUDENTS FOR A DEMOCRATIC SOCIETY

The Students for a Democratic Society (SDS) , as
it is known today, came into being at a founding convention
held at Port Huron, Michigan, in June, 1962. The SDS is
an association of young people on the left and has a current
program of protesting the draft, promoting a campaign for
youth to develop a conscientious objector status, denouncing
United States intervention in the war in Vietnam, and to
"radically transform" the university community, and provide
for its complete control by students,- GUS HALL, General
Secretary, Communist Party, USA, when interviewed by a
-representative of United Press International in San Francisco,
California, on May 14, 1965, described the SDS as a part of
the "responsible left" which the Party has "going for us."
At the June, 1965, SDS National Convention, an anti-communist
proviso was removed from the SDS constitution. In the
October 7, 1966, issue of "New Left Notes", the official
publication of SDS, an SDS spokesman stated that there are
some communists in SDS and they are welcome. The national
headquarters of this organization as of July 24, 1968, was
located in Room 206, 1608 West Madison Street, Chicago,
Illinois

,

7



Re: National Youth Alliance

1

APPENDIX

"BREAKTHROUGH "

"Breakthrough" came into prominence in May, 1965,
and is described as an ultra-conservative anti -Communist
organization, confined for the most part to the greater
Detroit, Michigan, area. DONALD JOSEPH LOBSINGER is Chairman
and EDWARD KELLY is Project Director. LOBSlNGER's
residence, 591 Drexel Street, is considered to be the
headquarters and Post Office Box 3061, Detroit, Michigan, is

considered to be its mailing address. "Breakthrough", since
1965, has passed and mailed out numerous leaflets and
participated in numerous demonstrations as well as counter-
demonstrations against organizations and groups considered
Communist, as well as individuals "Breakthrough" considers
are against the best interests of the United States.
"Battle-Line" is the official publication of ’'Breakthrough"
and its Managing Editor is RAY PIPER. According to sources,
"Breakthrough" holds no regular meetings and collects no
dues, but is financed by donations from individuals in sympathy
with its aims*

8*



FD-323 (Rev. 11-29-61)

In Reply, Please Refer to

File No.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Detroit, Michigan
June 18, 1969

Title National Youth Alliance

I

Character
1

Reference Detroit letterhead memorandum
dated and captioned as above,

\ ,

All sources (except any listed "below) whose identities
are concealed in referenced communication have furnished reliable
information in the past.

This document
of the FBI and
your agency

contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property
is loaned to your agency, it and its content's are not to be distributed outside

f
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TO

FROM

SUBJECT

M10-I04

i\

U^lifLD STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum

DIRECTOR, FBI (157-12589)

SAC, DETROIT (157-4114) (C)

NATIONAL YOUTH alliance
RACIAL MATTERS

DATE 6/18/69

ReBulet to WFO, 5/28/69.

Enclosed for the Bureau are 11 copies and each
other receiving office one copy of an LHM dated and captioned
as above

.

For information of the Bureau, information set
forth in enclosed LHM was developed prior to receipt of
referenced letter and is being furnished the Bureau and
receiving offices for information and indexing purposes.

Sources utilized in LHM are as follows:

Source one is

Source two is

b6
b7C
b7D

2 -

1 -

1 -

1 -

1 -

1 -

CD-
i -

i -

i -

i -

i -

8 -

Bureau (Enc . 11) (RM)
Alexandria (Enc. l)(Info)(RM)
Atlanta (Enc. l)(Info)(RM)
Baltimore (Enc. l)(Info)(RM)
Los Angeles (Enc, l)(Info)(RM)
New Orleans (Enc. 1) (InfolX&M)
New York (157-3447) (Enc . T) ( Inf o) (RM)
Philadelphia (Enc. 1) (Info) (RM)
Pittsburgh (Enc. l)(Info)(RM)

SSflpt- 8

JHB: LMO
(21 )

WFO (157-2278) (Enc. 1) (Info) (RM)

Salt Lake City (Enc . 1) ( Info) (RM)
San Francisco (Enc . 1) (Info) (RM)
Detroit
(1 - 100-29942) (MINUTEMEN)
(1 - 157-1632)

O ~ 157-1657)
0 - 157-4085)
(1 - 100-35383
(1 - 100-35384
(1 - 157-4110)

i
SEARCHED

7-Z/1



DE 157-4114

I

witm land ~d

| j
source fee Is I "I

l

For information of the Rprean . according to
has been recently meet^ng

ue to statements made|
may be becoming active in NYA

activities even though his support of this group might not
be publicly disclosed.

No further investigation with respect to the NYA
is contemplated by Detroit, however, any indication of a
connection between the "Minutemen" - Patriotic Party and
the NYA will be pursued and pertinent details appropriately
furnished the Bureau.

b6
b7C
b7D
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/
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Washington, D, C» 20535
June 27, 1969

NATIONAL YOUTH ALLIANCE

On June 24, 1969, Congressman Richard D. McCarthy,
39th District of New York, House of Representatives, Suite
238, Cannon Building, Washington, D. C., advised a Special
Agent of the Federal Bureau of Investigation that: he* haH
recently received from

I |

I I copies of three affidavits signed
by the former officers of the National Youth Alliance (NYA)

.

These affidavits contained, in part, information about
alleged Nazi infiltration of that organization.

The NYA has published information describing
itself as a youth organization with the fallowing objectives:

"To oppose the use of dangerous drugs and nar-
cotics on campuses and to run pushers off college campuses.

"To neutralize and overcome black power.

"To reassure law and order to the campuses. To
use violent means to combat the Students for a Democratic
Society if college officials do nothing.

"To bring peace to America. and oppose involvement
in wars overseas."

In Reply, Please Refer to

File No.

contained,
ft!

SEARCHED

SERIALIZED.

JUN 2 81969
FBI—NEW YORK



NATIONAL YOUTH IANCE

The firsk affidavit dated 5/14/69, by[
I

ican- Southern Africa Councils

^

QalSrd^treet^
5.W., VashingtoH;"'T)7N^

I the NYA, \oted
that the alleged n£zT infiltration of the NYA was knowfci as
the Francis Parker Yockey Movement (FPYM) ; Yockey, now dec

-

ease?, author^^H&ootT eifcltin37 ^Imperium" a philosophical
dissertation on a form of i^olitical logic being promoted by
the Yockey movement as theik bible of political action.

According to Taffd davit the NYA was formed

]

]

initially of former members of the Youth for Wallace organ-
ization of the 1968 presidential campaign and was

|

to a great extent bvl ILiberty Lobby. _
Washington, D. „C. conservative organization which publishes
"Liberty Letter 1 1 a forum of current conservative political
opinion. I I believes thatl I through the NYA and the
FPYM hopes to | [youth organization to
actively confront the Students for a Democratic Society (SDS)

,

the Progressive Labor Party (PLP), and the Black Student
Union (BSU) on American campuses; to capture political
control of existing United States conservative organizations
with the goal of national political power which in
opinion would have Nazi overtones.

b6
b7C

b6
b7C

The SDS and the PLP are described in the appendix
section.

The Black Student Union self-described as a campus
oriented organization for black students only whose purpose
is to air the demands of the black student.

During January, 1969
,|

| stated in the affidavit
that he attended a meeting of about fifty persons in Monroe-
ville, Pennsylvania, of the FPYM whereat he noted various
Nazi emblems and customs in evidence among those in attend-
ance. Following this occasion, and other developments within

b6
b7C
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NATIONAL YOUTH ALLIANCE

the NYA that led I ldisaa^ee with its apparent coal

executed
formerly
his denoi

those re;

i4i\

on "Plato the Facist
and he described
tated that

was a member o
ing where
curios ana acc

recc

he descri
esent

that I

I lof the NYA.
a swastika necklace

•

y, was

oted

Congressman McCarthy stated that he first became
aware of I j Buf^^ during August,
1967, while attending ' a^socTaFpcTitxcai function there,
called "German Day"^^] |upon the conclusion of the
ceremonies had without permisslcn I Ion the

H>

ft



NATIONAL YOUTH ALLIANCE

speaker* s platform and had
| |

many dignitaries present in a manner tnat to the congress

-

man indicated he was possibly a gifted bat unstable extrem-

ist.

Later that year, according to Congressman McCarthy,

held in Buffalo

[

|at a Soviet exhibition

3
a ’’Russian*' flag. Congressman
from an undetermined source

that) |was a graduate student « an able speaker,
apparently intelligent! ]

Jin Buffalo. According to McCarthy,

]
appears to be attempting to label himself as a

^Conservative* 1

, meaning the legitimate Republican Party

elements in the Buffalo area, to better his own "Public

image* 1 and to perhaps disguise radical ideds of ultra
right-wing totalitarianism. McCarthy did not believe

that I 1 was welcome among the majority of his

conservative constitutlents in the Buffalo area.

b6
b7C

b6
b7C
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APPENDIX

PROGRESSIVE LABOR PARTY (PLP)

The "New York Times" city edition Tuesday, April 20,
1965, page 27, reported that a new party of "revolutionary
socialism" was formally founded on April 18, 1965, under the
name of the PLP, which had been known as the Progressive Labor
Movement

,

According to the article, "The Progressive Labor
Movement was founded in 1962, by Milton Rosen and Mortimer
Scheer after they were expelled from the Communist Party of
the United States for assertedly following the Chinese Communist
line.

"

A source advised on June 3, 1968, that the PLP held
its Second National Convention in New York City May 31 to
June 2, 1968, at which time the PLP reasserted its objective
of the establishment of a militant working class movement based
on Marxism-Leninism. This is to be accomplished through the
Party’s overall revolutionary strategy of raising the con-
sciousness of the people and helping to provide ideological
leadership in the working class struggle for state power.

The source also advised that at the Second National
Convention Milton Rosen was unanimously re-elected National
Chairman of the PLP and Levi Laub, Fred Jerome, Jared Israel,
William Epton, Jacob Rosen, Jeffrey Gordon and Walter Linder
were elected as the National Committee to lead the PLP until
the next convention.

The PLP publishes "Progressive Labor, " a bimonthly
magazine; "World Revolution," a quarterly periodical; and
"Challenge-Desafio, " a monthly newspaper.

The August, 1968, issue of "Challenge-Desafio" sets
forth that "above all, this paper is dedicated to the fight
for a new way of life - where the working men and women own
and control their homes, factories, the police, courts, and
the entire Government on every level."

The source advised on June 3, 1968, that the PLP
utilizes an address of General Post Office Box 808, Brooklyn,
New York, and also utilizes an office in Room 617, 1 Union
Square West, New York, New York.

* • *



APPENDIX

STUDENTS FOR A DEMOCRATIC SOCIETY

A source has advised that the Students for a
Democratic Society (SDS)

, as it is known today, came into
being at a founding convention held at Port Huron, Michigan,
in June, 1962, From an initial ideological posture of
"participatory democracy," the current line of the national
leadership reveals an adherence to Marxism-Leninism, Michael
Klonsky, National Secretary, in March, 1969, called for the
building of a revolutionary Marxist-Leninist movement. The
program of SDS has moved from involvement in civil rights
struggles to an anti-Vietnam war position and finally to its
present advocacy of an anti-imperialist line, linking up the
oppressed peoples of Asia, Africa and Latin America with the
black liberation movement in the United States. China,
Vietnam and Cuba are regarded as countries which are leading
the world-wide struggles against United States imperialism.
On the other hand, SDS regards the Soviet Union as an imperial-
ist power and does not support the policies of that country.

SDS maintains a National Office in Room 206, 1608
West Madison Street, Chicago, Illinois. Its official paper
"New Left Notes" reflects the line of the national leadership
and program adopted at meetings of the National Council and
National Interim Committee (NIC). Three national officers and
a NIC of eleven members are elected each year during a June
National Convention.

SDS Regional Offices and university and college
chapters elect delegates to National Council meetings wherein
program and ideology are debated, but each Region and chapter
is autonomous in nature and is free to carry out independent
policy and programs reflective of local conditions.



DIRECTOR, FBI

FROM: SAC, W^O/157-2278) (?)

35ATICMA3L TOOTH ALLIANCE
KM-tfHXTE HATS GROUPS

27 1863

ReBualrtel to WFO, 6/17/69.

Enclosed for the Bureau, Buffalo, Pit
Hew York are 9, 2, 1, and 1 copies respectively

rgh, and
an LHM
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*FD-St» (fU-v. 5*22*64)

Transmit the following in

AIRTEL
Via

\
A
r

F B 1

Date: 7/3/69

(Type in plaintext or code)

1

1

tPriority

)

I

J_.

TO: DIRECTOR, . FBI (91-28872)

FROM: SAC, NEW YORK ( 9I- 63H) (P)

SUBJECT: ROBERT A. DE PUGH, aka - FUGITIVE,
IQ # 4176;

I | aka - FUGITIVE,

I

r

16 #1
ET At __

ER - CONSPIRACY; BOND DIFAULTALL^
(00: KANSAS CITY) BY

'
*

ReNYairtel to Director, 6/27/69, captioned "UNSUB;

j^ET AL - VICTIMS, EXTORTION AND NATIONAL
YOUTH ALLIANCE, RACIAL MATTERS' 1

.

On 7/2/69,

[

]

Brooklyn. NY. furnished the following information to SA

1 ~i
I I left Washington, D.C., on

5/17/69, and arrived in Los Angeles, California, on 5/25/69.

I | stated that on 5/23/69. while in Grants,

New Mexico, he called

i

Line, Michigan

J

ICenter
I to determine the latest news

about the National Youyn Alliance. During the course of the
nonversatiori. f" mentioned that that they had past through]

Snyder, Texas/"! \ could not recall the ejcact words
of l "I but they were in effect, "you know wJaro was out there’

4-Bureau (RM)
(1-62-107261-SUB 3-4) (MINUTEMEN)
(1-157-12589) (

)

2- Detroit (91-5801) (RM)
2- Kansas City (91-5*172) (RM)

s ,

1- Washington Field (ib?- ) (NYA) (INFO)
m New York (62-12693) (MINUTEMEN) (45)

New York (157-3*47 ) (NYA ) (45)
,, ,M

—

New---

¥

egk (157 ~ 386

?

-M |

—

(*15)
1- New York

(

£^:eaq

TMJ

3 1969, 1

II— hiW YPud J

Approved:

Special Agent in Charge
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NY 91-6311

Wellvyou were out by where BOB DE PUGH was yesterday- -you just

missed him*"

I his of the opinion that l I does not have
first-hand knowledge of DE PUGH who has heard this from someone

else.

When I 1 called I I on 6/21/69.T I stated

he had been visited by a nman who identified himself as a

minuteman and wanted to know why I

~
was opposing

| |

| 1 I and stated if he did not desist x rom
his activities against I H LIBERTY LOBBY, the minutemen
had ways of Ways of dealing with him,

I Istated that he suggested tol I that he

advise the FBI concerning the threat and I I replied he
could not contact the FBI because "they think I know where
BOB DE PUGH is".

NYA froml
I and according tol Ithey thought

they had the sunporTl I He has since found out that
I land furnished confidential Information
concerning] I

LEADS ;

DETROIT

at hentfr LINE, MICHIGAN . Will interview
]

1

I I for any Information he has concerning
the located of ROBERT DE PUGH and set forth appropriate leads.

ARMED AND DANGEROUS

- 2 -
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niRSCTOR, FBI (15T-X25S9) r/7/^9

SAC, mt YORK (157-3^7){mK*)

NATIONAL YOUTH ALLIANCE
RACIAL MATTERS
(OOs MFC)

moloaed for the Information of tha Bureau, Lot
Angeles and kTO or# two xerox eoplee each o f the following
nieces literature received by mall By SAI I b6

| |
from

| |
Los Angeles, H7

California:

1. national Youth Alliance News, Ho. 2, June, 196s
2. HYA Press Release captioned Heo-Heri Movement

Revealed As Bangerous Threat’*

3 . Article from "The Arisons Republic captioned
'Par Rightists Seen Adopting Methods of Hitler’s
Militaristic isxi German^**

The original copies are being maintained In NY 157-3^7-1 A

along with the letter received fr~ss[ b6

\ck^'
y

b 6

b7C



UNITEINSTATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

In l^ply. Please Refer to

File No

BUfile 157-12589

New York, New York
July 1^, 1969

NATIONAL YOUTH ALLIANCE

On July 3, 1969« l I

I Brooklyn* Hew York advised that I

the National Youth Alliance (NYA) , and are
no longer Interested in any manner in NYA activities.

I Iwere of the opinion they had
the mipport of PATRICK A. TIFER. NYA National Chairman
in theirl I the NYA . I I at

I la fund raising appeal
which was to be mailed over

| |

I Istated xhatT I subsequently switched
his allegiance and ! |is of the opinion that had

I Imailed out the fund raising material ! 1 planned to
contact postal authorities and request that I I

I Ifor attempting to raise funds
without the consent of the NYA.

I I stated that the "HYA NEWS" Ho. 2,

dated June 1969, offered a NYA Group Tour of Fortugal

.

He stated this was offered as a "lark" and since l I

is no longer interested in the NYA he has withdrawn this
offer.

b6
b7(

b6
T

E““? /-“ib7C

b6
b7C

b6
b7C

'This document contains neither recommendations
nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the
FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are

not to be distributed outside your agency.

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED

^sg^sr
f
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separate communication is being furnished the results of
the show.

lata ted that when they return to
retail store sellingLos Angeles,

African goods m nos Angej.es. uney plan to continue
their research on their book which he described as

11

political testament on the far-right".

yPnA-Xa ^ T r.a tnrraloo I M±\l COntinU6 tO
live Purina del Hey,
Los Angeles.

He stated he v/ill return to New York in
e^Tvi-^v">tr> v» t.A h~i r*. Rtnr1i r>« Qt I

| ^ advised that "Look" and "True"
magazines are to do articles on the Francis Parker
Yocltey movement.

He commented thatl I

i iw^ s previously employed by|
|
who sent

him
|

for 3 months. 1 1

I [described CHARLES BAKER, Editor of
"Statecraft" as a 6*, RQO lbs, anti-somite who considers
"Mein Kra*nvf" hin blble. I ^

I I during which ! | was
critical of! I subsequently turned the
taoe over I I who was extremely displeased about

|
|commcnts.
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He stated| L
T.i hertv T.nhbv. turned over Information to l I

bide News, -which contained the names
of twelve Congressmen who were affiliated with
the FPY movement as far back as 196?-3963.

He stated that it is his understanding that
the staffs of Senators CHARLES GOODELL, STEPHEN
YOUNG, and EDWARD KENNEDY are doing research on
the FPY movement.

| jbhe Mew York based
Peter Pechter Briga de was recently in Washington
attending a meetingl H

Rally” to be held in New York Ci
a "Right Power
ty on 7/20/69*

b6
b7C

b 6

b7C
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F B I

*
Date. 7/;«l|/69

s ltat*snut the following Hi
(Type, tn plaintext or code

)

“I

Yin
AIRTEL

;

(Priority

)

TO; DIRECTOH^ "FBI (157-”l2589)~

'

i-

v^" YORK (157-3W)(RUC)

TbF& *
* * YOUTH ALLIANCE

WL ("WHITE HATE CROUPS)
00 : WFO

Re WFO Airtel to Director dated 7/8/69 .

Enclosed for the Bureau are 8 copies with 1

cop? each Ter Alexandria, Detroit, Los Angeles, and
WFO of an LEM dated and captioned as above setting
forth information received from DENNIS C. MC MAHON on

it: /c?

v/t /CO I I furnished the
following inform- 1ion to SA | I

He stated that he and JOHN ACORD were in New York
to appear on the BARRY FARBER SHOW, radio station WOR on

7/2/69. On 7/3/69 MC MAHOH advised that FARBER also had

LOUIS BYERS of the HYA, and MIKE RUSSELL of Buffalo,
New York in addition to two attorneys representing the

Jewish Defense League on the show. MC MAHON and ACORD
aired their views concerning the NYA and its takeover by
"WILLIS CAH: A i>7. + J *e Liberty Lobby. BYERS and RUSSELL
attested tu rtlute ACORD and MC MAHON. The Bureau by

b6
u n {kJ / N

1-Alexandrj.a \uaiC*.

8)
l)(Info)(E!l)

1-Dstrolt. (157-4114) (Enel. 1)(RM)
1-Los Angeles (157- )(Encl. 1)(KM)
1-HFO (157-2278) (Encl-ll(Kii____

&ew York (157-3§fejU,
ew York

ALII

1 (^5 )

GAJ/cmc
( 8 )

J^ation contained
HEREIN ISJJtjICLASSIF

DATE A 01 BY

b6
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Approved:

Special Agent m Charge
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